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a 

SUPIARY 

The aim of this study was to gain an insight into gene expression 

during differentiation by following the ontogeny of the ultimate gene 

products, the polypeptide chains which make up the structural proteins 

of the lens, the crystalline. Such crystallin analysis requires the 

use of techniques in which non-covalent bonds are abolished in order 

that the subunits can be separated from each other. The development 

of a method of poly-acrylamide gel .l.ctrofocusing in 6K-urea is des-

cribed. Resolution was improved by admixture of aholytes from 

narrow pH ranges rather than from a single, wide pH range. Direct 

ooarison of this technique revealed superior resolving power and pre- 

producibility to that of polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of crystallin 

samples. It was concluded that for crystalline in particular, similar 

.lectrophoretic mobilities do not necessarily indicate antigenic or 

structural similarities. Isunological techniques were used to 

identify crystaflin fractions of various degrees of purity, obtained by 

gel filtration and electrcphor.tic methods, and it proved possible to 

identify directly the major subunits of chick alpha and delta crystallin, 

isolated by virtue of their isoelectric point. 

:cn order to complete the classification of subunits, particularly 

those of the beta-crystallin class, a method was developed for prolonged 

electrophoresis in agarose. Fractions from the electropherogram, 

identi fled immunologically, were submitted to subunit analysis by is*- 

electric focusing. Data from this analysis, together with that obtained 

by eloctrofocuuing of crystalline in non-dissociating conditions, allowed 

the classification of all major subunits revealed by the gel electro-

focusing technique. 

The range in molecular weights of crystallin subunits was also 
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investigated by sodium-4odecyl-sulphat. (SD8) polyLcylaMide .lectro-

phor.sia. The results was in good agreement with other recent 

analyses using similar techniques and suggest that previous values in 

the literature are underestimates. 

With the direct identification of each major polypsptid. DOW 

possible, the ontogeny of polyp.ptid.s in the embryonic chick lens was 

reinvestigated using the iao.l.ctric technique. The submit analysis 

was in good agreement with other authors' iinological data on chick 

lens ontogeny. The bulk of arystaflin components could be found in 

the 4-day embryo. Direct evidence was found for a changing composition 

of the delta-crystsllin in develcpasnt. £ double-labelling procedure, 

esolavina 14C and x asino-acids was  used to indicate embryonic  poly- 

psptidss, whose synthesis was relatively unaffected by the antibiotic 

actinaaycin D. Conventionally, persistent protein synthesis in the 

presence of this inhibitor of RNA synthesis L. taken to indicate aRN 

stability. Ratios of polypeptids synthesis in actinosycin-treated and 

control stag.. were calculated for a series of early developmental ages. 

The data revealed that direct conversion of such ratios into aRNA half-

lives was not meaningful because of complexity in Labelling intra-

cellular amino acid pools. Qualitative differences in the synthetic 

patterns of submits could, however, be distinguished. 

The proteins associated with chick lens aRNa wars also investigated 

since recent work has indicated that such proteins may be involved in 

the regulation of aRNA stability. Isolation of thus components, 

.laying zonal centrifugation, revealed po].yp.ptid.s whose size range 

agreed closely with similar proteins from other .erLa.ntal tissue.. 

Messenger ribonucleoproteins (RUP.) were also isolated by affinity 

chromatography on oligo () -cellulose. The effectiveness of this 



technique was proven with the well characterised souse reticulocyt. 

system. Molecular weight estimates of r.ticulocyte polyp.ptid.s 

isolated in this manner were in excellent agreement with published 

values for similar components isolated by centrifugation technique.. 

SDS-electrophor.sis indicated that both chick lens mR$A and rabbit 

reticulocyte mRNA were coaplexed with a similar number of components 

within the same size rang.. However, gel alectrofocusing revealed 

that the isoelectric points of these sets of protein, were entirely 

different 	Both the complexity of these proteins and their variation 

within species may be greater than hitherto thought. 

The findings from the subunit analyses are compare with recent 

evidence on bovine lens development, in the Discussion section. 

Estimates of the number of products representing separate loci are 

compared with other authors findings using less highly resolving 

techniques. The role of %M-associated proteins is reviewed in the 

light of this investigation's findings and other recent evidence, im-

plicating them in early initiation events in eukaryote protein synthesis 

and niRNA stability. Possible means whereby differential mRNA stability 

can be produced are also discussed. Experiments are suggested, using 

data and methods described and developed in this investigation, to test 

current hypotheses on the nature of niRNA-protein binding, and the re-

lationship of poly (A) shortening to niRNA stability. 
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Fx. 1. Morphology of the chick lens at various stages of development. 

Note that the epithelium consists of two regions, the anterior epithelium and the annulu. 
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Chapter 1 

D3TRODUCTION 

Coil differentiation, or cytodifforontiation, is the process which 

loads to the distinction between cell typos in multicellular organisms. 

This process is generally accepted, sometimes unthinkingly, to arise as 

a consequence of the activity of different sets of genes in the different 

cell types.. 1any devolopñiontal biologists seek to redress our great 

ignorance of the mechanisms of differential gene activity bat any 

comprehensive theory of differentiation must also consider the way in 

which the gene products, the proteins, influence cellular morphology and 

behaviour. Since differences in composition and metabolism of cell types 

generally involve differential enzyme activity and synthesis of specific 

structural proteins, it follows that the study of the regulation of protein 

synthesis is of key importance in understanding cellular differentiation. 

In this thesis an attempt has been made to analyse the changes taking 

place in the polypeptide composition of the chick lens during its 

developmental course. 

The particular value of the lens as a model system for studying the 

biochemistry of cellular differentiation may perhaps be best realised 

through an understanding of its early stages of development. The optical 

lens is derived from the head ectoderm in response to an indu.cirLg stimulus 

from the underlying optic cup. The lens placodo so formed bulges inwards 

to form a sac which separates completely from the head opidornis to form 

a hollow ball of coils (see Reeder and Bell, 1967; for a diagrammatic 

representation of the morphology of the chick lens at various stages of 

development). The layer of epitbolial cells which make up this hollow 

ball are at first similar to each other. Then the posterior opithelial 

cells elongate rapidly until they have filled up the lumen of the ball. 

These elongated cells, termed the primary lens fibres, quickly stop growing. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Cell differentiation, or cy-todifferentiation, is the process which 

leads to the distinction between cell types in multicellular organisms. 

This process is generally accepted, sometimes unthinkingly, to arise as 

a consequence of the activity of different sets of genes in the different 

cell types. Many developmental biologists seek to redress our great 

ignorance of the mechanisms of differential gene activity but any 

comprehensive theory of differentiation must also consider the way in 

which the gene products, the proteins, influence cellular morphology and 

behaviour. Since differences in composition and metabolism of cell types 

generally involve differential enzyme activity and synthesis of specific 

structural proteins, it follows that the study of the regulation of protein 

synthesis is of key importance in understanding cellular differentiation. 

In this thesis an attempt has been made to analyse the changes taking 

place in the polypeptide composition of the chick lens during its 

developmental course. 

The particular value of the lens as a model system for studying the 

biochizdstry of cellular differentiation may perhaps be best realised 

through an understanding of its early stages of development. The optical 

lens is derived from the head ectoderm in response to an inducing stiimilua 

from the underlying optic cup. The lens placode so formed bulges inwards 

to form a sac which separates completely from the head epidermis to form 

a hollow ball of cells (see Reeder and Bell, 1967;  for a diagrammatic 

representation of the morphology of the chick lens at various stages of 

development). The layer of epithelial cells which make up this hollow 

ball are at first similar to each other. Then the posterior epithelial 

cells elongate rapidly until they have filled up the lumen of the ball. 

These elongated cells, termed the primary lens fibres, quickly stop growing. 



The bulk of the lens subsequently arises from fibres that differentiate 

from the anterior monolayer of epithelia]. cells (Davson, 1949). These 

cuboidal epithelial or stem cells begin to divide and their offspring are 

displaced posteriorly to a non-dividing, transitional zone in the epithelium 

known, in some species, as the annulus or annular pad. At the equatorial 

region of the lens these epithelial cells begin to elongate and differentiate 

to form fibres, the secondary lens fibres, wrapping in concentric layers 

around the primary fibre cells. 

The newly formed fibres laid down at the equatorial region of the lens 

(van Heyningen, 1969). Since these fibre cells are produced continuously 

throughout life the fibre cells formed during the earliest embryonic 

growth occupy the centre of the adult lens, whilst the cortical region 

represent those parts laid down most recently. The entire tissue is 

enclosed b a non-cellular capsule, composed of collagen,- .ike proteins, 

and niicopolysaccharidea secreted by the epithelial cells (reviewed in 

Couloinbre, 1965). Since the lens is composed of a single cell type in 

various stages of differentiation and as no cells are lost, at any stage 

it embodies its own whole developmental history (Clayton, 1970). The lens 

is one of the few vertebrate tissues derived from a pure line of cells 

(Papaconstantinou, 1967) which is a major advantage for studies on 

cellular differentiation, since admixture with cells from other tissures 

is avoided. 

Thus it should be clear that by comparing different regions of the 

lens a spectrum of biochemical changes can be studied that reflects the 

process of cellular differentiation. Hence one can compare the activily 

dividing calls of the anterior epithelium, the non-dividing cells in the 

transitional region of the equatorial zone or the elongated non-dividing 

fibre cells of the lens body. 



On the basis of its developmental history alone, the lens appears 

as a highly suitable system for studying both the biochemistry of cellular 

differentiation and the process of ageing. However as pointed out by 

Clayton (1970) the vertebrate lens has a number of other features which 

increase its suitability for studies of differentiation. The lens is In 

a vascular tissue, with neither blood vessels or stroma. With such an 

isolated tissue animals are not able to develop tolerance to their own 

lenses. Consequently highly potent antisera to the major lens components 

can be developed, capable of detecting even the most conserved of antigens, 

whilst as a corollary, many of the most powerful immunological methods 

can be used to analyse lens composition and development. 

The lens is also an exceptional organ in that some 30-4C of its wet 

weight consists of protein. Whilst possessing a range of enzymes to be 

expected in any metabolising tissue, some 80-9C1 of this protein consists 

of non-enzymatic structural protein, the crystal if nR, This high protein 

content is of obvious advantage to biophysicists and biochemists wishing 

to elucidate the structure and properties of complex macromolecules and 

the subsequent effects of age. Such a specialised tissue, synthesising only 

a small number of different proteins is also clearly a rich source for 

specific and pure messenger ktNAa (mRNAs) that can be compared at different 

periods of development. 

The structure of the lens is remarkably similar in all species and 

this uniformity extends, largely both to the general processes of 

development and the biochemistry of the fibre cell. These advantages 

conferred by the development and composition of the lens are supplemented 

by the vast amount of information revealed by morphological and 

embryological studios, (see for example, Lopashov and Stroeva, 1961; 

Coulombre, 1965). 

Together with the benefit of a well documented developmental history, 

lens tissues can show a number of remarkable properties of interest to the 



developmental biologist. Cells from the lens epithelium of the chick 

embryo, when cultured in medium containing serum, appear to undergo 

changes characteristic of epithelial cells differentiating into lens 

fibres in vivo (Philpott and Coulombre, 1965; Piatigoraky at al, 1972; 

Craig and Piatigorsky, 1973). Parallel to these achievements of in vitro 

analysis has been the successful isolation of calf lens crystl un mJWA 

(Mathews at al. 1972; Berns at al. 1972) and chick lens cryst 11 ln mRNA 

(Williamson at al. 1972; Zelenka and Piatigorsky, 1974), reported during 

the course of the work described here. Alliance of the techniques employed 

in these investigations makes it possible, in principle, tc analyse mRNA 

metalbolism during jn vivo and in vitro differentiation of lens tissue. 

The versatility of the lens as a teat system is further underlined 

by the fact that lenses or lentoids can b formed from a variety of 

tissues under experimental conditions (reviewed by Clayton, 1970)  for 

example in the tadpoles of the toad Xenot.is aevis following lenteotomy 

either iris, retina or corneal cells can give rise to lentoids after 

dedifferentiation. Recently the first substantial evidence demonstrating 

a switch of vertebrate cell types in clonal cell cultures, has been 

presented in this field of research (Eguchi and Okada, 1973). As 

predicted from studies of amphibiax lens regeneration in situ, proliferating 

cells from the pigmented retina of chick embryos were shown to be capable 

of forming lens-like structures in culture. Clearly these types of studies 

should allow eventual analysis of the activation of dormant genes and 

make possible the cataloguing of developmental effects brought about by 

the changes in gene expression. 

These are then the advantages offered by the lens as a model system 

for cytodifferentiation studies. 	t, however, are the particular features 

that mark the differentiation of the fibre cell from the epithelial cell? 
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Moroholoical and Ultrastructural Changes during the formation of 
Lens Fibres. 

The morphological changes occuring during the differentiation of lens 

fibres from epithelial cells have recently been illustrated by a comparison 

of cells in different regions of the intact lens of the 6-day chick embryo 

(iatigorsky at a].. 1972). These results have been summarised in Table 1 

to outline the basic changes in morphology and ultrastructure that occur 

during the formation of lens fibres. Though derived from studies on the 

chick embryo the main features revealed are typical for many other species, 

including mammals. 

The most striking features are the considerable elongat on of the 

cells and the gradual loss of many of the cell organelles. TIaia the 

density of udtochondria and rough endoplasmic reticulwn decrease during 

the formation of lens fibres. Endoplasmnic reticulum may not be present 

at U in older fibre cells (Mandel, 1969). Mitochondria too appear to be 

absent in fully differentiated fibres and the energy production uf tho ions 

body is derived from anaerobic glycolysis leading to the production of 

lac ate ( 	qcx 	 ). As the fibre cell 

matures in amphibians and is displaced towards the centre of the lens the 

polysomal population falls off markedly (Eguchi, 1964; Karasaki, 1964). 

These reports confirmed earlier electron microscopic studies of nuunmii11n 

lens noting an increasing sparsiy of ribosomes in moving from the 

peripheral regions towards the centre of the lens (Wanko and Gavin, 1959). 

Another major morphological feature of fibre differentiation is the 

inactivation and eventual loss of the nucleus (Henna, 1965; Modak and 

Perdue, 1970). 

The DNA of the nucleus is completely broken down eventually, 

Wannemacher and Spector (1968) could detect no indication of DNA in the 

core (the inner 25%)  of lenses from young calves. 



cell type Anterior Epithelium Equatorial Epithelium Fibre Call- 

call. shape euboidal col uimiar,unoriented elongate ,, parallel cylinders 

cell thickness 14 u 55 u (approx) 100 u 

cytoplasmic packing dense less dense decreased overall 

graiimlar en'ioplam plentiful reduced in amount ttle, perinuclear 

mitochondria immerous reduced in amount ry few 10me ribosomes free -some polysomes  polysomea 

mitoses some some 2one,  reported 

rni01 ei large, folded oval BIlipsoid 

nuceoli prominent - - 

inicrolubules few, randomly scattered longuitudinally aligned, 
iii1 I 	nr r'1 I 	mi rfanda 

..nvariably aligned 
iear call surf ac - 

amorphous grMnniar 
material (crysta3j.ina) - 

- present 

Table 1. Morphological and ultrastructural changes occuring during the differentiation of lens flburea 
from epithelian cells, illustrated by comparison of cells in different regions of the intact lens of the 
6 day chick embryo (Data from PiatLgorsky et al.1972). (See also Papaconstantina, 1967). 
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As indicated in Table 1, there is a decrease in mitotic rate with 

fibre differentiation. In general the rate of cell division progressively 

decreases during development and ageing. Bovine fibre cells of all ages 

cease to divide jjhereas the embryonic epithelial cells are actively 

dividing and adult epithelial cells will remain in the Gi phase of the cell 

cycle indefinitely (Papaconstantinou, 1967). A similar situation exists 
, 

in chick embryos. The rate of ,DNA incrporation and cell division drops 

first in the primary fibre region (Kodak at a].. 1968). Although initially 

mitosis can be observed over the entire anterior epithelium (Kodak at a].. 

1968) it eventually is restricted to only the equatorial zone (Hanna, 1965). 

Lens epithelium can be triggered to re-enter mitosis by physical or 

chemical injury (Srinivasan and Harding, 1965). 

As differentiation proceeds there is also a gradual alignment of 

longitudinally oriented niicrotubules along the inside of the cell membrane. 

It has been suggested that these inicrotubules may be required for cellular 

elongation but are not necessary for maintaining the elongated state since 

developing cells retain their shape when microtubulea are disrupted with 

Colcemid (Pearce and Zwaan, 1970). This drug does prevent the formation 
1170 

of primary fibres in the lens placode (Pearce and Zwaad. Similarly 

colchicine and vinablastine., which also dissociate microtubules, prevent 

the elongation of cultured epithelium cells (Piatigorsky at a].. 1970) 

but again the authors found that where cells have begun to elongate in 

culture, they do not lose their shape upon treatment with colchicine. 

Clearly there are other intrinsic factors involved in cellular elongation 

other than uricrotubules but the initial orientation of microtubules along 

the inside of the cell membrane may be essential for the formation of lens 

fibres, (Piatigorsky at a].. 1972). 

The gradual increase in amorphous granular material (see Table 1) 

was also noted by Wanko and Gavin (1959) and is possibly due to the 

accuiwilation of crystlllns. 



To summarise, during fibre differentiation a decrease in organelle density, 

polysoine loss and an alignment of longitudinally oriented microtubules 

along the inside of the cell membrane, all take place. At the same time 

the cells show a gradual loss of ability to divide that is followed 

eventually bycleation. 

Macromoleculer events occuring during fibre differentiation 

Some of these events are obvious corollaries to processes described 

in the previous section. Thus the DNA content of young embryonic fibre 

cells is constant whereas in maturing fibre cells DNA disappears after 

the degeneration of the nucleus (Wannemacher and Spector, 1968). 

Concomittant with the i4dentifled breakdown of polysomes is the loss of 

RNA, shown in the rabbit lens, during fibre cell maturation, due to a 

depletion of microsoinal RNA (Disohe et al. 1962). The low molecular weight 

RNA that persists in bovine fibre cells appears to be primarily tRNA, 

rather that rRNA breakdown products (Zapiaek and Papaconstantinou, 1973). 

Thus the decrese in total RNA seen in vertebrate lens development appears 

to be due mainly to the eventual degradation of ribosomal RNA. Prior to 

this actual loss of material, changes occur in the matoration process of 

rRNA. Bcv qe lens cells that are capable of division show a significant 

chase of radioactive label into 28s and lBs rBNA but in non-dividing cells 

only 45s and 30s ribosomal precursor RNA is synthesised and no further 

processing of rRNA occurs (Papaconstantinou and Julku, 1968). This 

appears as an obvious economy to avoid recycling of rRNA components, prior 

to their progressive degradation. 

The most obvious biochemical event, however, in lens differentiation 

is the synthesis of the orystallin polypeptides but there are some 

remarkable and unexpected changes in protein synthetic patterns in the 

older fibres of certain species. Although RNA synthesis in general falls, 

a type of structural protein, gamma-crystaJlin, accnimilates in large 
(*5 

amounts in alnpbibianA  fibres, firstly ih the primary fibres and then 



Table 2. 

Summery of major molecular events reported to occur in the 
differentiation of the lens fibre cell. 

Component Remark(s) 

DNA disappears in fibres after nucleus disintegrates 

Polyribosomes general decrease in number from epithelium 
tni.tsn'tc 1 	ns 

r RNA maturation process inhibited, eventually 
degrades fully 

t RNA remarkably persistent in fibres, distribution  
similar in epithelium 

Protein initial, conspicuous synthesis of crystalline. 
general decrease (no synthesis at all in lens 
core of young calves) 

o) in some species, late synthesis of crysta llinA  
characteristic of fibre cells. 

m RNA apparently stabilised in fibre cells (on basis 
of actiuomycin 	studies) 

RNA 	polymerase) 
RNAse 	

) 
virtual ttal decrease of activity in fibre cells. 

R1'IAse inhibitor )  

Histones Initially lysine rich fraction decreases 
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spreading to the secondary fibres (Takata at al. 1964). Synthesis of 

gamma-crystl-l4n in the bovine lens also appears to be characteristic of 

fibre development (Papaconstantinou, 1965). This apparent switch in 

template activity to produce gamma-cryst&-l 1 n, when RNA synthesis is 

generally decreasing, suggests that gamma-crystallin could be involved in 

some way with the final suppression of genome transcription (Yamada, 1969) 

but no mechanism for this type of inactivation has ever been proposed. At 

least in these species, gamnacrystRiIin synthesis seems fully indictive 

of terminal cell differentiation. McDevitt (personal communication) has 

never observed a mitotic figure in lens cells from  Rena t)ipiens containing 

ganana-cryst&-ll n •  

Changes in crystRllIn composition occur with increasing age of the 

animal. Thus differences between the epithelium, the cortex and the nucleus 

of the lens have been reported bj many authors (reviewed in Clayton, 1970, 

1974). The evidence that the subunit composition of each class of erst'l14ns 

in the chick lens may change with age is reviewed in detail in later sections. 

However in general the epithelium of older animals does not synthesise 

crysta111  ns of the identical range as epithelium from younger animals. 

For example Rabaey (1962) found one structural component (delta-crystallin) 

was not present in the outer layers of the adult chick lens but 

predominant in early embryonic life. 

Whilst the youngest cells laid down may show differences in template 

activity from older fibres, concomittant with the polysome breakdown and 

ribosomal RNA degradation in the oldest nuclear fibres, there is a total 

shutdown in protein synthesis. Spector and Kinoshita (1965) could only 

detect a very low level of incorporation of amino-acid into the inner 

50% of young calf lens. When this group re-examined this finding they 

could detect essentially no activity in the protein of the core region, 

representing the inner 25%  of the lens (Wannemacher and Spector, 1968). 

This decrease in protein synthesis is in marked contrast to young cells 
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where such activity is persistent. Thus in the 10-day embryo of the chick 

autoradiographic evidence has been presented showing incorporation in the 

core of the lens after 1-hour exposure to C 4-1eucine, whilst even after 

actinomycin D treatment the C 4-leucine grains ara ev1y distributed, 

throughout the core (Reeder and Bell, 1965). 

The last mentioned results together with a number of other early 

reports ,indicated that the synthesis of proteins on lens polyribosomea 

vere-inhibited by actinoncin D to a much smaller extent than those of 

many other tissues (for example see Scott and Bell, 1964; Spector and 

Travis, 1966). This antibiotic inhibits RNA synthesis by binding to 

DNA and impeding the action of DNA-dependent RNA polymerase, with 

usually a subsequent inhibitory effect on protein synthesis (Goldberg 

at al. 1963;  Reich and Goldberg, 1964).  The tacit assumption made in 

many early investigations was that the decrease in protein synthesis 

was due to the mRNA, present before actinomycin I) treatment, gradually 

decaying without being replaced. Thus it has been presumed that where 

there is protein biosynthesis in the presence of this inhibitor of RNA 

synthesis then a stable mRNA mist exist. Based upon this premise a 

number of additional early reports strengthened the concept that a 

further characteristic of the terminally differentiated fibre cell is 

the possession of stable IORNA (Spector and Kinoshita, 1965;  Reeder and 

Bell, 1967; Stewart and Papaconstantinou, 1967 a,b). Thus the lens 

system appeared, on the basis of these results with actinonrcin D, to 

be an ideal experimental means to investigate factors controlling the 

stability of mENA and certain approaches to this problem have been made 

herein (Chapters 10-14). However it may be more valuable to interpret 

these and other results on this subject after fuller examination of the 

concept of differential mfNA stability, particularly since some recent 

results, published during the course of this work, question the premises 



and rationale of the earliest experiments (review section II of this 

Introduction). 

Other molecular aspects of differentiation of lens fibres have been 

presented (Virmx at al. 1969)  but the experimental results have not been 

published to date. These authors claim that RNA polymerase activity 

decreases and disappears from the fibres, in parallel with similar decreases 

in RNA activity and RNA inhibitor. These authors also claim that the first 

step in fibre differentiation is a decrease in amount of the lysine-rich 

histone fraction. Since other authors have reported that lens ftNase levels 

are too low for detection (Zigman and Lerman, 1965;  Swanson' 'L  ~~1'967) it would 

be of major value if the results claimed in Virmaux at al. (1969)  were 

substantiated by published data. Maione at al, (1968) could find no 

measurable Rliase activity in normal human lenses but RNase activity was 

particularly high in the cortex of cataractous lenses, together with a 

marked decrease in heavy polyribosome aggregates. Lower levels of RN ase 

activity were recorded in posterior and nuclear cataracts. Bloemendal 

(1969) has also claimed that in contrast to Lens epithelium, RNase is 

extremely low in the fibres. 

A summary of the major molecular events reported to occur in the 

differentiation of the lens fibre cell is shown in Table 2. 

Additional biochemical events occuriniz during fibre differentiation 

The gradual loss of mitochondria as epithelial cells differentiate into 

fibre cells, coupled with a transitiion from replicative to non-replicative 

state is bound to be reflected by considerable metabolic differences 

between the younger (outer) and older (inner) layers of the lens. In 

general the epithelial cell is able to utilise mitochondrial respiration, 

whereas the fibres become more dependent on active anaerobic glycolysis 

converting the bulk of their glucose to lactate. The change over from a 

highly oxidative to anaerobic metabolism together with the changes in 

mitotic state ocouring in f bre differentiation produce several phenomena 
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of interest to the developmental biologist as well as to the classical 

biochemist. However rather than review the piecemeal situation that 

existed when this investigation began, it may exemplify understanding to 

relate also some of the more recent evidence in order to present a more 

coherent pucture. 

Metabolic changes, introduced by necessity with differentiation, can 

of course be compensated for, if enzymes of hign specific activity can be 

enhanced or sustained in the epithelium. Enzymes concerned with active 

uptake of materials may perform general functions for the whole of the 

lens (Shapiro, 1968b: van Fieyningen, 1969).  The wider spectrum of enzymes 

in the epithelium may also be able to release particular metabolic blocks 

that plague less well endowed cells, by utilising additional biochemical 

pathways. Evidence has recently been presented that whilst the regional 

activities of ketohexinase decreases in the order, epithelium, cortex, 

nucleus the specific activity of ketohexinase in the epithelium actually 

increases with age (Orloff et al. 1974).  The authors point out that 

other enzymes involved in this sorbitol pathway do not show the expected 

decrease in activity with age that is characteristic of the majority of 

enzymes involved in carbohydrate metabolism. 

Another feature demonstrated during fibre differentiation is change 

of ho-enzyme' patterns, presumably determined by constraints imposed by a 

decreased energy metabolism or loss of replicative ability. The overall 

picture is one of relatively complex types of control )  and variation in the 

epithelium coupled with a simpler system in the older lens fibres, that 

often culminates in no detectable activity at all in the innermost nucleus. 

Maxmnalianlenses, for exanpie, contain two distinct iso-enzymes of 

hexokinase, types I and II, present in a complex mixture of soluble and 

insoluble forms (Chylack, 1974).  In the nucleus virtually all of the 

iso-enzymes are soluble and are type II. Whilst there is no hexokinaso 

activity in the capsule, some 5-80% (depending on species) of the total 



hexokinase in the epithelium itself is found in the particulate fraction. 

Although the binding site has not been established, it is striking that 

some 30 of this insoluble haxokinase is in a latent or inactive state. 

Virtually all of this bound enzyme is the type I iso-enzyme. The type 

II iso-enzyme is extremely thermolabile, in the absence of glucose, 

irrevesib]y in enzyme preparations and reversibly in the intact lens 

(Chylack, 1973).  The correlation between low glucose levels and the 

lability of the type II iso-enzyme suggests that the differences in 

epithelial and fibre iso-enzymes patterns are dictated by metabolic 

factors, although this point will remain conjectural until the kinetics 

of reaction of the two enzymes types have been fully compared. The 

existence of the latent form of hexold.nase in the epithelium is puzzling. 

(Conceivably it could be brought into play when metabolic activity and 

ATP requirements are high). More importantly the author points out 

that the presence of soluble and latent hexokinase in the epithelium 

imply a greater sensitivity to environmental changes, together with a 

greater flexibility of response to these changes. 

Mitotic state rather than metabolic considerations may influence the 

changes in the types of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) iso-enzymes during 

differentiation of the fibre cell (Stewart and Papaconstantinou, 1966). 

The most cathodal form of the tetramer iso-enzyme (LDH-5) predominates 

in epithelial cells but LDH-1 (the most anodal form) predominates in the 

fibre. A similar displacement towards LDH-1 occurs with increasing age 

in other tissues but the persistence of Li)h-1 remains puzzling since it 

is usually found in tissues of high oxidative capacity. Since a 

predominance of LDH-5 can be regained by placing adult epithelial cells 

in culture, whilst the synthesis of LL)h-1 subunits is favoured in the 

stationary phase of a logarithmic growth cycle, the authors suggest that 

the regulation of LDH subunit synthesis may be associated with the mitotic 

state of the cell. 

The synthesis of major amouAits of subsequently Lila tabolicaJi..y stable 



components is another solution to the problems posed by the decreig 

catabolism of the lens with time. Lest the impression has been created 

so faj that differentiation of the lens fibres from the epithelial cell is 

one of wholesale degeneration of cellular components, it may be worth 

recalling that one of the striking features of this process is the massive 

increase in cell length. This requires a tremendous increase in the plasma 

membrane that can only be provided by a very active biosynthetic apparatus. 

The plasma membrane appears to be highly stable since it shows a lifelong 

maintainance in the fibre cells (Broekhuyse et al. 1974). A number of studies 

have been made of the metabolism of the phostholipid sphingomyeJi.n, a 

membrane component, in view of the large increase in the relative 

concentration of sphingomyelin during differentiation from epithelial cells 

(Broekhuyse, 1969).  A recent study has examined the suboflular distribution 

of sphingomyelinase and many other enzymes in the epithelium, equator and 

cortex of the calf lens (Roelfzuina at al. 1974). After tracing marker 

enzyme activities characteristic of mitochondria, inicrosomal membranes, 

plasma membranes, lysosomes and cytosl, the authors made two general points 

about lens metabolism. Firstly the determined enzyme activities were very 

low in all cellular regions (some enzyme activities were a hundred times 

lower than those in rat liver). Secondly, during the course of differentiation, 

the absolute activities of the enzymes, in units per gram tissue, decreases 

in the. order epithelium to equator to cortex, probably because the number 

of subeeflular organelles is reduced per tissue. In common with other 

enzymes held to be characteristic of lysosomes, sphingomyelinase showed a 

cellular distribution between the xnitochondrial marker enzymes on one hand 

and the microsomal and plasma membranes on the other. The authors tnus 

propose a lysosomal origin, although lysosomes have not, as yet, been 

identified unequivocally in the lens. Swanson at al. (1967) presented 

some hiatochemica]l, evidence for lysosome-like particles. A protease, often 

characteristic of lysosomes, has been detected in human senile cataractous 

.ens, capable of hydrolysing bovine lens proteins (Swanson and Nichols, 

1971). 
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Sphingomyelins themselves are extremely similar in the calf lens 

cortex and nucleus but there is a marked increase in long chain fatty acids 

during differentiation from the epithelial cell to the cortex fibre 

(Broekhuyse at al. 1974).  Cow lens sphingomyelin is also similar to calf 

lens sphingomyelin suggesting that the lipid remains metabolically stable 

during the ageing of the lens. The data of this group indicate that 

synthesis of sphingomyelin occurs only in the equator of the lens and that 

sphingon'e].in In the nucleus and cortex remains metabolically stable. The 

levels of sphingomyelinase are very low in the older parts of the lens 

(i.oelfzema et al. 1974),  the inertness of the phospholipid.s presumably 

contributing to the physical and metabolic stabilisation of the persistent 

plasma membrane. 

To summarise at this point it appears that the fibre cells with an 

increasing de?endence  on anaerobic glycolysis, paralleling the gradual 

disappearance of mitochondria from the differentiated fibre, can exhibit 

a ruimber of bioghendcel sophistloations. Firstly it can simply rely on 

enhanced or sustained enzyme activity in the epithelial cells, perhaps 

involved in minor metabolic pathways, to prevent the accuiIIl ation of 

substrates that might otherwise occur in the fibres because of their 

decreased range and lower activities of enzymes (e.g. ketohe4naae activity). 

Secondly iso-enzyme patterns uan be selected that, presumably, enhance 

activity in the particular conditions of the fibre cell. The choice of iso-

enzyme used may depend upon relative efficiencies in anaerobic conditions 

or be related to the non-dividing state of the cell. This choice may 

involve the depression of the synthesis of particular iso-enzyme subunits. 

The synthesis of subsequently metabolically and physiologically stable 

components In massive amounts by equatorial cells, obviously cuts down 

the amount of biosynthsis that has to be carried out in the fibre cell 

(e.g. sphingoniyelin synthesis). Finally although, in goneral, the ordw 



of absolute activities for virtually all enzymes studied decrease in the 

order epithelium to cortex to nucleus, exceptions to this rule do occur. 

Thus the activity of inositol - I - phosph.atase ±8 three times higher in 

the nucleus than either the epithelium or cortex of calf lenses, in contrast 

to the distribution of free inositol which is 60 higher in the epithelium 

and capsule that the rest of the lens (Kabasawa at al. 1974). Unfortunately 

the significance of the high enzyme activity in the nucleus is not known. 

One more major but separate feature of the dii ferentiation of fibre 

cells must be mentioned. The production of lens capsul proteins seems 

to stop immediately after the formation of fibre cells. The convincing 

biochemical and genetical evidence that the epithelial cells synthesise 

the capsule of the lens, the major components of which are collagen and 

carbohydrate has been reviewed by Clayton (1970).  The intensity of 

earb6hy4rate synthesis appears to be greatest at the equatorial zone (Young 

and Fulhorst, 1966) and it is tempting to speculate, by analogy with 

sphingomyelin synthesis, that glycoproteins involved in membrane 

formation are produced at this time, prior to the massive increase in 

cell surface that occurs in fibre differentiation. It is still rather 

a vexed question ts to whether all biosynthetic events can occur in the 

fibre, or whether some components are produced only when the cells are still 

in a replicative state. The data on sphingomylin synthesis suggests that 

some dependence of epithelial synthetic activity may be necessary but it 

seems likely that the cessation of synthesis of my components will be 

gradual, as the biosynthetic capacity of the fibres decreases with 

consistent organelle loss. What is striking is that in addition to synthesis of 

the whole gamut of enzymes required for any rapidly growing reU, the 

epithelium simultaneously produces two sets of structural protein; 
oten 

crystallin and capsu.1r4. f factors influencing the depression of synthesis 

are 
of capsular constituentsnknown, but Zwaan (1969) has pointed out that 
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this may only occur when the fibre cell loses contact with the surface 

of the lens. Capsular material such as collagen is still sync.hsised by 

lens epithelial cells in culture (Green at al, 1966). 

It is also known that epithelial synthetic activity can also be affected 

by products of the previously formed fibres. Thus mitotic inhibitors have 

been extracted from the cortex and nucleus of rabbit lenses (Frooinberg and 

Voadan, 1966; Voaden, 1968). Synthesis of capsular components may depend 

on replicative ability: alternatively the build up of other types of 

inhibitors in the inner layers of the lens may influence the capacity of 

outer layers to produce these components. 

XPhR1MSNTAL APPROACH 

Bloemendel et al. (1962) first demonstrated that a main fraction of 

the bovine lens, alpha-crystallin, was composed of subunits. When alpha-

crystRUin was dissolved in 7 M urea a sharp decrease in sedimentation 

constant occured, with an estimated drop in molecular weight from 

800,000 to about 25,000. The authors also demonstrated that the urea-

treated protein can be aspirated into a number of fractions on starch or 

polyrylamide gels containing high concentrations of urea, Ejork (1964) 

confirmed these observations and presented evidence that the subunits 

differed in electrophoretic properties and amino-acid composition. Later 

results including treatment with other reagents also capable of breaking 

down non-specific, non-covalent bonds between polypeptides, reagents such 

as guanidinium hydrochloride and sodium dodecyl sulphate (51)5) confirmed 

the subunit hypothesis (Spector and Katz, 1965;  3loemendal at a].. 1965). 

Subsequently the isolation and characterisation of these subunits have 

been pursued in numerous laboratories employing various techniques and 

there is general agreement that there are only four different po].ypeptides 

in bovine alpha-orystRi Un  (e.g. Bjork, 1968 Bloemendal and Schoeninakers, 

1968; Schoenmakers and Bloemendal, 1968; Palmer and Papaconstantinou, 

1968 i 	Stauffer et a].. 1973). 



Zwaan (1963)  found chick alpha-crystRllin separated into 5-6 bands 

when subjected to urea-electrophoresis. Clayton and Truman (1967) showed 

that all of the soluble proteins of the chick lens could be dissociated by 

urea and guanidinium hydrochloride. These authors also presented 

imuumological evidence to indicite that all of the major classes of 

orystYLtn in the chick lens were probably composed of hetro-polymers, that 

is built up of a number of different subunits. Evidence is presented below, 

in detail, that the chief classes of chick crysta].lin are each composed 

of subunits but the significance of such a subunit strcture in studies on 

the differentiation of the lens should be stressed at this point, since 

it forms a theoretical basis of the investigations reported here. 

If the differentiation of the lens fibre is to be considered as a 

system involving the activity of a number ofdifferent genes, then it is 

the synthejs of the individual subunits that must be followed. The 

erinumeration and comparison of subunits is obviously vital to any 

estimation of the number of related genes active in the tissue. 

Consequently studies of the rate of protein synthesis at dlifferant stages 

of development, any analysis of evolutionary changes in the crystRIHn.s 

or the relationships between species must be made in terms of the subunits 

of the major classes of protein. This investigation has tried to meet 

this prequisite for a high resolution method for the analysis of 

crystll1n subunits by the development of a gel electrofocusirig 

technique employing dissociative conditions (Chapter 3). With this 

technique an attempt has been made to analyse the changes in subunit 

composition of the lens during its developmental course (Chapter 14). 

The particullr value of this kind of approach has been Previously stressed 

by Clayton (1970) and Truman Ot al (1972b). 

Ciüarly any estimate of the number of related genes active in the 

development will depend upon accurate identification of the number of 



separate peptide chains synthesised. One must therefore be aware that 

such an estimation of numbers may be complicated by post-synthetic 

modifications of the peptides (Clayton, 1970). Thus processes such as 

deamination, acetylation, cross-linkage,, proteolysis or oxidation may 

arise during the extraction procedure or occur naturally within the lens. 

Artifactial changes may also be introduced by the isolation technique 

itself, such as carbamylation or precipitation or proteins. However 

with such forwarning, many possible sources of artefacts can be eliminated. 

The work performed here was carried out on chick lens and the properties 

and nomenclature of the major crystall-l-n classes are discussed below, 

in a review of work generally published prior to the beginning of this 

investigation. However where later work has considerably clarified 

particular aspects of cryst1Hn properties, this has been included to aid 

understanding. 

THE CRYSTALLINS CI THE CHICK LJS 

The soluble proteins of the mRmmRlf an lens have long been generally 

classified into three groups, the alpha, beta and gamma-crystaflins, 

determined by their electrophoretic mobility at an alkaline pH. Thus 

in free electrophoresis alpha-crystlHns migrate furthest towards the anode, 

while the gamma-crystRl 11ns migrate furthest towards the cathode. The 

proteins of the chick lens are also generally considered to be assignable 

to three major groups of crystallins but unfortunately no uniformity in 

nomenclature of the chick cryst&-] (n  has been fully agreed upon, to date. 

The nomenclature used here is that of Zwaan and Ikeda (1968) who used the 

Greek letters alpha, beta and delta to designate these three groups. This 

nomenclature has the advantage of emphasising the iimuunological cross-

reaction of the chick alpha and beta-crystallins classes with mammalian 

alpha and beta-crystallins (Zwaan and Ikeda, 1968) whilst stressing also 

the separate nature of the delta-crystall1n class which is found in 



birds and some reptiles but is absent in mammals and amphibians. 

CHICK ALPHA-CRYSTALLIN 

The alpha-cryst1l1n of chick lens can be readily characterised as 

the fraction of highest electrophoretic mobility (in alkaline conditions) 

and highest molecular weight. It appears to be al least partially homologous 

with mRnlnalf an lens alpha-crystsllln (Maisel, 1964; Swanborn, 1966; Waley 

1969). Its molecular weight is however, markedly lower than that of 

bovine alpha-crystRll 4 n. Although the size distribution of bovine alpha-

crystallin is complex (Spector at al. 1971)  the authors found by a 

combination of gel filtration and equilibrium centifugation that the major 

population has a molecular weight ranging from approximately 700,000 to 

1,000,000. This is in good agreement with earlier work by Hoenders( 1965) 

who obtained a value of 840,000 using analytical ultracentrifugation and 

Zwaan (1968) who estimated its size as 900,000 by employing a method 

dependent on electrophoresis in polycrylamide gel. In contrast Hoenders 

(1965) found that the alpha..-crystRllin of the chick has a molecular weight 

of 470,000, while Zwaan (1968) separated three different species of this 

class with molecular weights estimated at 400,000, 350,000, and 60,000. 

Using a gel filtration method Truman (1968) also discovered evidence of 

polydiapersity of molecular weight in the alpha-crystaflin group and 

resolved three major components by polyacrylandde electrophoresis. 

Iuuraino-electrophoresis also revealed three concentric precipitin arcs 

(Truman, Clayton and Campbell, 1967). Osserman tests indicated three 

separate precipitin lines merging with the alpha-cryst 111 n  arc in embryos 

of 4 -5 days (Truman at al. 1972 a). Thus there appears to be a general 

correspondence of results indicating that alpha-crystal 1171  as separated 

from chick lens consists of at least three different molecular species. 

These differences observed in the molecular weight of the species may be 

due to factors other than primary structural changes since bovine alpha-

crystal]-1n, which increases in molecular weight with age, does not appear 



to alter with time in amino-acid composition (Stauffer et a].. 1973; 

Li, 1974). 

As calculated by quantitative im$-electrophoresis the relative 

proportion of alpha-crystRflin in the chick lens remains reasonably constant 

from embryos of about 16 days to adulthood (Truman et a].. 1972 a). However 

these authors believe that proportions of the antigen determinants of 

alpha-crystallin may change during development, since the relative 

positions of the precipitin lines which react with adult alpha-erystid]3n 

vary at different staçes. The precipitin lines formed by the embryonic 

lens gradually beoomt i closer in ages above 41 days old. In addition 

quantitative lmzmino-.electrophoresis revealed that the precipitin peak 

formed by alpha-crystfd11 ri is more complex from this age onwards. Clayton 

(1969) obtained direct evidence that the subunit structure of chick 

alpha-crystal].in changes in composition during development. Polyacrylauiide,, 

electrophoresis in dissociating conditions revealed two major bands and 

two minor bands in re-run of alpha-cr stRllin regions isolated from 

13 day old embryos. 18 day embryos showed an additional faint band. 

However in the young adult an additional major band of higher mobility 

was observed together with four to seven minor bands • Rena and Maiae]. 

(1969) also found that the composition of chick alpha-crystiV11 n  changed 

during development, the adult lens showing three major subunits, the 

embryonic lens only two. The composition of the alpha-crystRlHn in the 

adult epithelium resembled that found in embryos and the authors associated 

the appearance of this third subunit with the differentiation of the 

fibre in the older mamanal. 

Truman at al. (1972 a) could find no evidence for the appearance of 

any different antigenic determinants after the first appearance of 

alpha-crystRllin antigens in (about) 4 day old embryos, implying that 

any newly appearing subunits are very similar antigenic ally to the 



earliest synthesised subunits. One possibility is that subunits 

appearing late in development may not be products of direct genetic 

translation but arise by slow post-translational conversion processes of 

other subunits, a phenomena known to occur in bovine alpha-c rystallin. Thus 

although changes in the subunit composition of bovine alpha-crystil 11 Ti occur 

with age (ichoeninakers and Bloemandal, 1968; Palmer and Papaconatantinou 

1968, 1969) , one subunit (alpha A.1 ) appears to arise as the result of a 

slow biochemical conversion from another (alpha A 2) - (Palmer and 

Papaconstantinou, 1969). No significant uptake of radio-active leucine 

in subunit alpha A1  could be detected in a 7 hour incorporation period 

although this polypeptide has approximately the same number of leucine 

residues as do the other alpha-cryst&-(n subunits (Delcour and 

Papaconstantinou, 1972). Examination of extracts of successive 

concentric layers from the cortex to the nucleus by iso-electric 

focusing in polyacryland.de gels containing urea, revealed four main 

bands alpha A1 , alpha A2, alpha B 1  and alpha B2  but also several 

additional polypeptides in minor amounts (van Kleef and Hoenders, 1973). 

Nine polypeptides chains in bovine alpha-c rystaJ.lin and their particular 

distributions could be identified by this technique (van ICLeef, Nijzink, 

and Hoenders, 1974).  Hoenders' group suggest that these age related changes 

occur partly through deamidation and partly through a fragmentation of 

polypeptidas into well defined smaller ones. Deand.dation of polypeptide 

chains is the commonest source of micro-heterogeneity in protein 

populations (Williamson (A.li.) at al. 1973). 

By analogy with these studies on bovine alpha-crystlllns, changes in 

the subunit composition of chick alpha-crystRlliri with time may reflect 

similar process. Thus changes in iianuno-electrophoretic patterns, 

electrophoretic mobilities and sedimentation values may reflect modifications 

of pre-existing subunits rather than de novo synthesis of additional subunits. 



This investigation has amongst other things, tried to identify and enumerate 

the number of alpha-crysta111 fl subunits in the chick lens and compare their 

patterns of incorporation of labelled precursors during the early stages 

of development. This has been approached as follows: 

(i) By using various partially purified crystallin fractions, obtained 

by gel filtration and polyacrylamide electrophoresis, an attempt has been 

made to identify and ennumer ate the total number of alpha-crysta 1  H na in the 

chick lens by means of gel electrofocusing in dissociative conditions, 

(Chapters 4 tp 6). 

Isolated portions of the agar electrophoretic spectrum, including 

the alpha-crystal-liLa have been compared by immunoloica1 analysis and 

subunit composition studies (Chapter 6). 

The ontogeny of these subunits, their relative rates of incorporation 

of amino-acids and their maMA stability, as determined indirectly by 

actinomycin D studies, are reported in Chapter 14. 

These approaches have also been utilised in studies on delta and beta 

crysta3lJn subunits and reported in tke same chapters. 

CHICK DELTA CItYTLi-,INS 

This class of erystRllinR is immunologically quite distinct from the 

other crystallins and is found only in birds and some reptiles. It is  

the major component of the chick lens first demonstrated by habaey in 

1962. Since immuno-electrophoretic studies indicated that it was the first 

crystaflin to appear in quantity during development of the chick lens he 

termed it F.I.S.C. (first important soluble orystallin). Zwaan and Ikada 

(1965, 1968) and Zwaan (1968) adopted the name of delta-crysta, to 

emphasise its distinctiveness from other crystaJ-lin classes. Whilst 

mo references in the literature now refer to it as delta-crystaflin 

or :sc (review Clayton, 1970, 1974) its electrophoreti.c mobility in 

alkaline conditions is similar to that of ma,nm&Liafl beta-crysti 111  na, 



hence it has been termed beta-crysti1H n (Maisel and Aangman, 1961)d 

beta mobility crystallin (Clayton at al. 1968). 

This fraction of the chick crystLHns is intermediate in mo.Lecular 

weight between the alpha-crystallin and beta-crystAflir1 (Zwaan, 1968), and, 

as pointed out above, was called delta-crystRl]in in order to emphasis that 

it does not cross-react iimmmologicafly with any of the major classes of 

mammalian cry stallins (Zwaan and Ikeda, 1968). However some authors have 

(logically) reserved the letter delta for the protein class with the 

highest cathodeic mobilities of all crystallins, those found in adult 

fish and some amphibia (8cm at al. 1964; l3on, 19o9). This group of 

proteins is not analogous with the delta-crystallins of the birds and 

reptiles. 

}ortunately more agreement and consistency can be found over the 

developmental history of delta-crystellin than in its history of 

nomenclature. Most recent studies agree that in early embryonic stages 

delta-crystallin is amoiig the earliest proteins found in the lens and 

constitutes the predominant protein of the lens in all of early 

development. Rabaey (1962) could detect this component immunologically 

after 72 hours, whilst alpha-crystl11n (which did not migrate in 

electrophoresis in the conditions that he used) could not be demonstrated 

until the 6 day embryo. The first appearance of lens antigens in embryonic 

lens tissue has also been repeatedly studied by inmiunofluoresence (Zwaan 

and Ikeda, 1965, 1968; Ikeda and Zwasn, 1967).. This technique showed 

the first appearance of delta-crystRl1i n in 2 day old embryos and of 

alpha-cryatallin in 3 -  day old embryos. These results have been confirmed 

by the inimunofluorescence studies of Brahma and van Looreninaalen (1971). 

Using a radio-iininunoprecipitatlon technique it has been possible to show 

that the initial synthesis of delta-crystit111n occurs in 54 hours embryos, 

followed thereafter by a sharply increasing r4te of synthesis (Katoh 

and Yoshida, 1973). The results of Osserman tests on extracts of embryonic 

lenses indicated a slight trace of delta_crystan.jn in 3-34 day old embryos. 
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By 3-4 days the embryonic protein appeared fully identical, iimmmologically, 

with adult delta-crystalHn (Truman at al. 1972 a). 

There appears general agreement among workers that delta-crystRllin 

represents 60-80.1x of the soluble protein synthesised in the lens fibres 

during the first few weeks of development (Rabaey, 1962; Genis-Galvez 

at al. 1968 b; Yoshida and Katoh, 1971 b; Truman at al. 1972 a; 

Piatigorsky et al. 1972, Craig and Piatigorsky, 1973). It is not however 

absolutely certain that delta-cryst1 11 n is the very first class to be 

synthesised in the lens, or indeed whether at any age one crystallin 

class is synthesised solely. Much early work has identified the earliest 

lens-specific proteins as ipha-crystsd]3n, in embryos of 44  hours and 

earlier (Maisel and Langman, 1961b; Clark and Fowler, 1960; Perlmann and 

de Vincentils, 1960; KraijenhofT Sloot, 1963). Truman at al. (1972) 

detected a beta-cryst1H n in the eye region by the Osserman technique at 

about 50 hours, before any other crystalins. The authors suggested that 

there may be cross-reactivity between some beta-crystallinB determinants 

and extra-lenticular tissues removed as contaminants with the very early 

tissue. Given this confusion over the nature of the crystallins synthesised 

during the very early stages of development and since imnunofluorescence 

studies only visualise accumulation products at the time of sampling, it 

seemed worthwhile to re-examine again the first stages of ontogeny using 

a highly resolving technique for protein analysis of pulse labelled lens 

tissue (Chapter 14). 

There is conflicting evidence as to whether native delta-crysti11 in 

exists as a homogeneous species. The crucial distinction that must be 

resolved in any study of the ontogeny of delta-crystallin is to whether it 

consists of identical monomers or of two or more polypeptides with 

different amino-acid sequences. Clearly evidence of polydispersity, 

evidence that delta-crystallin represents a heterogeneous population of 

proteins, would favour the concept that delta-crystiTll1n is a heteropolymer, 
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of different subunits. Unfortunately there is considerable disagreement 

on even such basic physical properties as molecular weight. Published 

values for both the molecular weight of native delta-crystillfn and on 

its subunit molecular weight vary considerably. Maisel and Langman (1961a) 

investigated adult chick lens crystallins by sedimentation velocity 

centrifugation and estimated a molecular weight of 200,000 for delta-

crysta]]in. A similar value was established for native delta-crystallin 

from lenses of 13-17 day old chick embryos, in a recent study employing 

gel filtration and sedementation equilibrium centrifugation (Piatigorsky 

at a].. 1974).  Fioenders  (1965) also measured the sedimentation constant 

of chick delta-cryst1Un and obtained a value for the molecular weight 

of 165,000, his value for both the sedimentation constant and diffusion 

coefficient differing from the results of Piatigorsky at a].. (1974). 

Zwaan (1968) usinseparate technique based on electrophoresis into two 

concentrations of polyacrylaudde, indicated polydispersity in native 

delta-crystil1in, with a molecular weight range of 55,000 to 460,000 with 

a predominant species of 160,000. Truman (1968) found indications of 

polydispersity of molecular weight in gel filtration studies on chick lens 

proteins. Gel filtration techniques gave an estimate of about 150,000 

to 160,000 for the molecular weight of adult delta-crysta].lin (Truman 

at a].. 1971).  In contrast both filtration on agarose gel and sedimentation 

equilibrium centrifugation revealed no evidence of polydispersity 

(Piatigorsky et a].. 1974). 

As mentioned above there is also disagreement on the subunit moLecular 

weight of deltacrystA111n. Gel filtration of delta-crystallin analysed 

in 7 M urea indicated a subunit molecular weight of 26,500  (Truman at a].. 

1971). Electrophoresis in polyacrylaudde gels containing sodium dodecyl 

sulphate (SLs) allowed Piatigorsky at al. (1972) and Craig and PiaU.gorsky 

(1973) to estimate a delta-crystallin subunit molecular weight of about 

45 0 000. A single sized subunit of this molecular weight has been obtained 

also by sediaentat. on equilibrium in SDS (Piatigorsky at a].. 1974). 
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Since a full understanding of the properties and composition of the 

native protein is dependent on accurate estimations of subunit molecular 

weight, the molecular weight of delta-crystRlHn after dissociation has 

been re-examined (Chapter 9). In order to facilitate comparisons with other 

authors' estimates, lenses of the same source and age as those used by 

Truman et a].. (1971) were subjected to SDS-polyacrylamide electrophoresis 

of superior resolving power to that used b Fiatigorsky et a].. (1972). 

It is Piatigorsky's group that has provided the most recent and most 

compelling evidence that delta-cryst]]i n is a homogeneous protein 

(Piatigorsky et a].. 1974).  Other work justifying this conclusion tends 

to be much earlier, employing techniques of comparatively low resolving 

power. Cellulose acetate electrophoresis (Genis-Galvez at a].. 1968 b; 

Yoshida and Katoh, 1971 a) and sedimentation studies (Maisel and Laxigman, 

1961a; Rabaey 1962) resolved delta-crystRll{n as a single entity. In corrast 

where methods of increased resolution have been employed the general 

consenus appears to be that delta-cryatsil ]ln is a heterogeneous population 

of proteins. Thus Rabaey (1965) demonstrated heterogeneity by using 

prolonged agar gel electrophoresis. This phenomena has also been 

demonstrated by two dimensional polyacrylandde electrophoresis (Zwaan, 

1968) and agar gel imlrEno-electrophoresis (Zwaan and Ikeda, 1965;  Zwaan, 

1968). Native delta-crysti1Hn, purified by ion-exchange chromatography 

was separated into seven components, showing the same serological determinants, 

by iso-electric focusing in polyacrylamide gels (Bours and van Doorenmaalen, 

1970, 1972). Similar results using this latter technique have been 

reported by Craig and Piati 6orsky (1973). 

These differences in results are clearly confusing. However it must 

be borne in mind that subunits differing only in a small number of amino-

acid sequences might not be resolved by techniques that separate on the 

basis of molecular weight alone. Studies on re-electrophoresis into 

polyacrylainide gels containing urea indicated that delta-cryst1 11 
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is composed of five non-identical polypeptidea (Clayton, 1969).  Truman 

at a].. (1972) employing starch gel electrophoresis in 6 M urea at pH 

5.6 could resolve four bands of deltacrystllln. The acidic pH of the 

starch gels is much less likely to introduce artefacts by carbamylation 

than is the alkaline urea used in polyacrylamide gels (Stark at a].. 1960). 

Further indirect evidence implying heterogeneity of the chick delta-

crys1sl-l-4ri molecular population can be found by inter-species comparisons. 

Nativ 'duck delta-crystiill{n has been shown to be electrophoretically very 

disperse, resolving into five separate bands in a short polyacrylamide run 

(Rabaey, 1965).  Whilst chick delta-crystalBn was resolved into a single 

diffuse region by polyacryland.de electrophoresis at pH 8.9,  duck delta-

crystAl-un was resolved into five components, each of which raii accordingly 

to its original, mobility upon re-electrophoresis (Clayton, 1969).  Thus 

resolution of chick delta-crystalJ.ins into a single component may yet prove 

to be fortuitous, reflecting difficulties of resolution rather than 

homogeneity of the molecular species. 

In an attempt to answer the vexed question of t natzre of chick 

delta-cryst&-Hn subunits, immunologically pure delta-crystl1lri has been 

gel electrofocused in the presence of urea (Chapter 5). In addition by 

developing a method for extensive (19-18 hours) agar electrophoresis of 

total adult crystallins, an attempt has also been made to analyse the 

subunit composition of the crystal-Thins, whose composite state has been 

identified immunologically (Chapter 6). 

CMCK BkTA-ChY6TALb1NS 

The class of chick lens crystalline of the lowest molecular weight and 

the widest range of electrophoretic mobilities of all crystalline in now 

generally refered to as beta-crystil-]-n. This name derives from their 

reported antigenic similarities to bovine beta-crystallins (van Dam et a].. 

1963; Zwaan, 1966; Zwaan and Ikeda, 1968, quoting unpublished data). In 
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iuinuno-electrophoresis they show a long precipitin line extending from 

the extreme anodel, to the extrwe cathodal end of the imnimopherogram. 

Against homologous antisera this line shows several spurs, with a point of 

inflexion close to the centre of the delta-crystAllin arc. Because of the 

appearance of the precipitin arc they produce in inmiuno-electrophoresis 

Zwaan (1963)  referred to them as "long line" crystellln. Clayton (1969) 

used both the terms "long line" and beta-cryst&-]-fn, other authors have 

also used the term "Long Line Material" (Bours, 1971; Bours and van 

Doorenmaalen, 1972). 6ome earlier rferences in the literature also 

referred to them as gamma-crystal 11 n because of their low molecular 

weight and the low electrophoretic mobility of some of their members 

(Maisel and Langman, 1961a; Zwaan at a].. 1963). 

The tortuous changes in name of this crystRlltn class, throughout the 

literature, are matched only by the exceptional complexity of the class. 

In general it is clear that this class of chick lens structurel proteins 

contains a number of different molecular species but estimates vary as to 

the number of different proteins involved, as well as their molecular 

weight. Differential centrifugation (Hoenders, 1965) and gel filtration 

(Truman, 1968) both indicated two major classes differing in molecular size. 

Using two dimensional polyacrylau.de electrophoresis Zwaan (1968) found nine 

beta_crystmn, five of molecular weight 55,000, two of 60,000, one of 

50,000 and one of 40,000. Truman et al. (1971) estimated bj gel filtration 

that their molecular weights range from 16,000 to 59,000. Using high 

resolution techniques of polyacrylamide electrophoresis Zwaan (1968) could 

find nine components, Truman (1968) and Clayton (1969) found twelve. Bours 

(1971) with gel electrofocusing, attributed a minimum of ten bands to beta-

orystRlll n components. 

Arguing from indirect evidence including immunological are patterns 

and studies of immunological cross reaction, Clayton and Truman (1967) 

proposed that beta-crystalline were a family of hate ropolyniers, each 
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molecule containing several subunits, some of which have a restricted range 

of electrophoretlo mobility, whilst other members of similar or identical 

antigenicity are distributed with these, throughout the entire range of 

electrophoretic mobilty. The betacrystRllln precipitin line (the along 

line") shows a number of spurs with homologous antisera, indicating partial 

immunological identity, probably reflecting the existance of polymers of 

different composition with at least one subunit in common (Clayton and 

Truman, 1967). When tested however with an anti-serum to amphibian lens 

(Xenous laevis), a continuous precipitin arc is obtained, without spurs, 

indicating reaction with a determinant widely distributed in the beta-

crystl-HnR (Campbell et al. 1968; Clayton and Truman, 1974). Zwan (1968) 

also suggested that a subunit structure could account for the variation in 

molecular size of the beta-cry8tallins. Using low resolution chromatographic 

techniques in dissociating conditions Rena and Maisel (1970) could detect 

beta-c rye tallin components made up from 4-6 subunits, Some subunits were 

common to all beta-exystallins, whilst others showing imniinological 

reactions of non-identity had a non-uniform distribution. This evidence 

of a heteropolyiner subunit structure is supported by the reduction in 

sedimentation coefficients (Clayton and Truman, 1967) and of molecular 

weight (Truman et el. 1971) in the presence of 8 M urea. More direct 

evidence comes from the work of Clayton (1969) who separated beta-

crystallins by polyacrylamide electrophoresis then re-electrophoresed 

them in dissociating conditions. Her results indicated that the beta-

crystallins were a family of heteropolymers whose mobilities are related 

to their subunit structure. Six major and five minor types of beta-

crystlHn subunit could be detected by this technique. Individual 

intact beta-crystalline consisted of several of these subunits, whose 

antigencity varies, only some of them showing species cross reaction. 

The time and sequence of appearance of beta-crystallin in the chick 

lens have been repeatedly studied. The later results indicated that some 



Table 3. Earliest demonstration of 1ea crystll4n by various authors. 

Anode]. Cathode]. Total Reference Technique 

16 day embryo 100 hr. embryo Rabaey (1962) Inaminoelectrophoresie 

7 day embryo 10 day embryo Zwaan (1963) Iinioe1actrophoresis 

56 hr. embryo Zwaan and Ikeda (1968) TrITmmof1uorea&ce 

54 hr. embryo 3 -4 day embryo Truman et a].. (1972a) Osserman Test 
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beta-crystal]ins are synthesised much earlier in development than hitherto 

thought, with a time of appearance similar to that of alpha and delta-

crystal.iin (Table 3). As pointed out b Clayton (1970), where authors 

have been able to distinguish between anodel and cathodel forms of beta-

crystRllln, there is agreement that the cathodel group appears first in 

development. The work of Genis-Galvez at a).. (1968 b) also supports this 

conclusion. In the earliest age investigated by iimnuno-electrophoresis, 

the 15  day old embryo, only cathodel beta-crystallin could be detected. 

In contrast using the sensitive Ossesman technique, a modification of 

immuno-electrophoresis, Truman at a).. (1972 a) were able to detect antigens 

of the cathodel beta-crystlll n  group partially identical with adult 

components as early as about 54 hours, whilst all the antigens occuring in 

the anodal group of beta-crystAllins were present in the 3-4 day old embryo. 

These differences in result partly reflect continual refinement of 

immunological techniques but also underline the fact that antibodies made 

against beta-crystallins are far more variable than alpha or delta- 

crystRll n  antibodies (Clayton, 1970). Although the relative proportions 

of beta-crystailin antigens in the adult and late embryonic lenses appear 

very different, Truman at a).. (1972 a) attributed this to quantitative 

changes in the proportions of beta-crystallin rather than involving the 

synthesis of additional polypeptide chains after about 18 days of incubation. 

Postnatal development shows a progressive increase of anode). beta-

crystlHns (Genia-Galvez at a).. 1968 b) and this class appears to be 

characteristic of the highly differentiated lens fibre cell. Thus the 

early annular pad, accordingly to these authors, contains virtually only 

cathodel beta-crystallins, whilst later on in development it contains 

both anodel and cathodel forms, the latter however predominate throughout 

life, in this region. In contrast wherever fibres are formed, anodel 

be ta-c rystallins are added. 
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The above summary outlines, in general, much of the information known 

about this exceptionally complex set of proteins, at the time this present 

investigation began. In an attempt to evaluate and add to this information, 

in order to throw further insight onto the differentiation of the lens 

fibre the following approaches have been made, in addition to those 

described for alpha-crystRflin: 

(i) The range of subunit molecular weights has been determined using 

a high resolution technique of urea-sodium dodecyl sulphate electrophoresis 

in polyacrylamide gels (Chapter 9). 

(2) The subunit composition of intact crysti1Mns isolated by gel 

electrofocusing have been compared to the antigenic patterns of these 

intact crystallins revealed by tests with antisera to beta-crystallin 

subunits. Some preliminary results are reported in Chapter 8. 

(Unfortunately anti-sera directed against single subunits of alpha 

and delta-crystallin were not available). 
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1.4 

SECTION U 	THE STABILITY OF MESSENGER RNA. 

INTRODUCTION 

Implications of differential mRNA stability 

There is increasing awareness that the regulation of protein synthesis 

is a key to understanding cell differentiation. The rate of synthesis 

Of any given protein may be affected by (amongst other things) the 

amounts of available mItNA, which is in turn governed by its own rate of 

synthesis, controlled at the gene level, and the rate at which it 

decays. The rate of decay varies widely among individual mRNA species, 

for reasons as yet unkown. Although the stability of mRNA is thus a 

crucial factor in any model for the control of protein synthesis our 

knowledge of messenger turnover is indeed fragmentary, 

If template molecules have a high decay rate then changes in trans-

criptional patterns will be rapidly registered in protein synthesis. 

With such unstable templates, continual synthesis is necessary with 

the advantage, however, that rapid changes in response to new environ-

mental stimuli are possible. Thus in rapidly changing environments the 

need for adaptability to new conditions may well override the innate 

wastefulness of constant renewal. 

There will be an obvious economy of energy and nutrients, however, 

in producing essential molecules on long-lived templates, particularly 

in cells not subject to major environmental changes. Whilst with 

templates that decay immediately and exponentially, synthesis of 

proteins can be controlled simply through cessation of template 

synthesis, with long-lived templates this control will not be achieved 

so readily. Now new patterns of protein synthesis will be determined 

by several factors including; 

the kinetics of mRNA decay. 

the size of preformed template pools. 

the activities of degradative molecules such as 

nucleases and protease. 
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In consequence there will be selective pressure on cells containing 

relatively stable xnRNA' s to develop more sophisticated levels of protein 

regulation than simply synthesis or non-synthesis of specific templates. 

Where the ratio of one particular messenger halflife compared to another, 

in the same cell, is markedly different, then several important 

consequences follow, as shown in the excellent article by Kafatos (1973). 

Primarily the gene for a stable messenger needs to be transcribed 

much less often than that for an unstable messenger, to maintain the 

same level of protein synthesis. This is virtually a statement of the 

obvious, but Kafatos (1973)  has shown by a simple calculation the extent 

to which a cell can devote a vast percentage of its total protein 

synthesis to a specific protein merely by synthesising a tiny percentage 

of specific messenger, provided certain assumptions are made. These are 

that mRNA synthesis is a zero-order process, i.e. independent of the 

amount of iuRNA produced, and more importantly, that znRNA decays 

exponentially, i.e. that the decay reaction is dependent on the 

concentration of existing messenger. When the synthesis of mRNA is 

just equivalent to the amount decaying, the author has shown that the 

synthetic rates of any two messenger classes are inversely related to 

the ratio of inBNA haiflives. The greater tnis ratio is, the lower the 

synthetic rate of the more stable mRNA needs to be • for example where 

one inRNA has a halflife 40 times greater than another, the rate of 

synthesis of the more stable mENA needs to be only 2.4%  of the total 

mENA synthesis to maintain indefinitely 50% of overall protein 

synthesis. This is a strikingly economic rate of transcription for 

any highly specialised cell. Even where the range in uINA haifiif a is 

not so marked, accumulation of the longer lived classes would be 

quickly obtained, on the basis of this calculation. 
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Secondly, constant production of a stable messenger will result 

in progressive acceleration of synthesis in the corresponding protein. 

This phenomena is of great interest since it means that dramatic shifts 

in the degree of cellular specialisation can take place in very short 

periods of time. Choosing realistic specifications and values derived 

from the literature, Kafatos (1973),  used computer techniques to 

investigate a hypothetical system where the synthesis of a specific 

protein is coded for by a m1NA 40 times more stable than the average 

non-specific mRNA. He showed that to raise the synthesis of this specific 

protein from 0.1% of the total protein synthesis to 70 or 50%, in a 

period of 96 hours, requires only a constant mHNA synthetic rate of 

10.4 or 4.8%, respectively, of the total mRNA synthesis. To achieve 

a stage where the specific protein synthesis reaches 20% of the total 

protein synthesis, after 96 hours, the constant rate of specific mRNA 

synthesis need only be 1.2% of the total mRNA synthesis. Even where 

variations in the stabilities of mRNA are not so marked, massive 

amounts of specific protein can still be made with comparatively low 

levels of specific mRNA synthesis. Where specific mENA' a are highly stable 

copared to the bulk of other mRNA' a, remarkable changes oi cellular 

protein content can be achieved by very low rates of constant specific 

mRNA synthesis. With the mRNA 5, 10, 40 or 100 times more stable than 

the non-specific mRNA, the author's calculations show that the rate of 

specific mRNA synthesis needed to achieve a 50% transitional 

specialisation in 96 hours, is only 29%, 17%, 4.8 or 2.0% of total 

mRNA synthesis respectively. 

The author finally points out that differential mRNA stability 

can increase the flexibility of cellular response to developmental 

stimuli (such as hormones). Even where labge numbers of genes have 

been stiiailated -to transcribe4, if mRNA's are produced of diverse half- 
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lives, the expre. sion of individual genes will vary widely, as judged 

by the synthesis of the corresponding protein over time. 	ere the 

bulk of the mRNA is stable there will be a considerable lag time 

before new transcriptional events override old, hence translational 

events can be programmed to occur long after the initial stimulus. 

It might also be pointed out that long lived molecules are more 

likely to be available for transfer to progeny cells that those 

turning over rapidly. Provided mRNA is not destroyed during mitosis, 

then the longevity of the molecules will ensure a high degree of 

continuity between parent and daughter cells. 

These theoretical considerations stress the importance of the 

stability of mPNA in cellular differentiation by both making possible 

considerable flexibility in developments], programming, and by providing 

a rapid and economic means of producing a high degree of protein 

specialisation within the cell. These conditions are not merely 

academic, however. Ka.fatos himself, working on the cocoonase 

zymogen cells of silk moths, has shown by indirect evidence from auto-

radiography and inhibition studies, the mitNA' a of diverse stability can 

co-exist in the same cell (summarised in Kafatos, 1972, 1973). The 

main protein class produced by these cells, the zyinogens, are made on 

remarkably stable mEXA, whose half-lives (approx, 100 hours) are forty 

times greater than of non-specific mRNA within the same cell. Direct 

evidence of a long-lived messenger producing fibroin has been produced 

by pulse chase methods in the silk glands of Bombyx mon (Suzuki and 

Brown, 1972). Thus these highly differentiated ells specialise by 

progressively accumulating rnRNA' a specific to their function. 

Concepts derived from we initial evidence of 
differential mitNA stability. 

In general, RNA transcription and messenger translation are 

closely coupled events in prokaryotes and metabolic adaptability is 
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achieved by rapid turnover of mRNA. Messenger templates turnover in a 

few,  minutes, or within 2-5% of a cell generation time (levinthel at a].. 

1962; Mangierotti. and Sobleseinger, 197; Adeanik ':1 tevinthal, 1970). 

However differential stability may occur in bacteria, for example in the 

process of .poru].ation (doess del Valle and Aronson, 1962) and in 

constitutive pefli)l ll4TIase mutants (Yudkin, 1966). If the xmicel3ular 

algae Acetabularia is enncleated, the synthesis f several enzymes becomev 

affected at very different times, yet basic metabolic processes are 

not inhibited during the first few weeks after enucleation (reviewed 

by Kook, 1969).  In such cases, the cells are committed to a stable 

synthetic function, so the use of stable aA is an obvious economy. 

S4i4larly many of the examples of long-lived mitNi a in eukaryote 

cells are those of terminally differentiated cells such as blood platelets 

er kiçL VeS 
(Booyae and ilafelson, 1967), ei4.hyo!y-an (de B.l.lia et al, 1964), feather 

keratin cells (kiumphreys et aL. 1964) and as discussed below, the lens 

(Roeder and Bell, 1965 s, 1967; Stewart and Papaconstaixtinou, 1967 a,b). 

In the majority of css the nucleus has been inactivated or lust or 

cell division is no longer continuing, in these cells, subject to few 

environmental changos, such stability can be viewed as a device to prolong 

the lifetime of th cell after enucleation, and as a means of avoiding 

constant renewal of moloules. In liver cells, on the other hand, 

early results indicated that proteins are synthesa sed on comparatively 

unstable templates (Wilson and Hoagland. 1967). These experiments 

indicated a messenger lifetime of about 3.4 hours, or within 15-20% 

of a cell generation time. This is understandable if the need for 

high metabolic versatility overrides the demands of ecor'or, 

However the rates of degradation of the shortest lived proceryote 

SRNA' s are still 1-2 orders of magnitude higher than those found in 

eukaryotea. Consequently, in eukaryotea utilising relative stable 

mRNA, it would be difficult to bring about short-term chan1es in protein 
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synthesis merely by controlling the rate of initiation of mRNA transcription. 

Clearly, evidence that stable and unstable messengers can co-exist 

in the same cell is of grt at interest since it implies that a selective 

mechanism for the regulation of protein levels in the cell may exist. 

An unequivocal demonstration that differential mRNA stability is of 

regulatory significance would seem to demand evidence that two identified 

proteins formed from templatea of quite different haiflives, both co-

exist and are synthesised in the same cell. Evidence of different 

haiflives from experiments utilising complex tissues can be objected to 

on the gvounds that the results reflect cellular heterogeneity rather 

than genuine differences of stability within a single cell. Further-

more, evidence must be offered of differential stability of actively 

trnslated messenger, since the stability of an inactive messenger may 

be brought about by very different mechanisms. Finally the inference 

of mRNA stability should be direct, i.e. based on metabolic studies 

of an identified and characterised messenger, rather than the synthesis 

of the corresponding protein. 

Clarification is also needed of the relative roles of extrinsic 

factors such as nucleases and template pool sizes, and those of 

intrinsic factors such as secondary structure and mode and kinetics of 

decay, in any model of regulation through differential mRNA stability. 

Again, in an idea]. experiment , te data should indicate whether a 

diversity of inNA haiflives exists within a single cell type, or whether 

regulation occurs through an all-or-none process e.g. the messengers 

halflives are similar but vary with, say, the cell cycle or metabolic 

activity of the cell. In other words regulation through differential 

turnover of messenger mil  be established as quantitative or qualitative, 

selective or general. 
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Recent results on the differential turnover of mRN&. 

Whilst no experiments published to date satisfy all of the criteria 

listed above, recent results from a variety of systems imply that the 

stability of mRNA is significant as a factor in the regulation of 

protein synthesis. Some of the most recent results are discussed 

in detail in the next few sections. They are included to give an 

idea of the universality of differential mRNA stability, the variety 

of the techniques employed in reaching this concept and some idea of 

the significance of the concept for models of protein synthesis. 

1) Stability of mRNAs in bacterial cells. 

Perhaps the best example that stable and unstable messengers can 

co-exist in the sane bacterial cell cones from the work of Marrs and 

lanof sky (171).  They investigated the degradation of labelled mlU 

in phage infected cells after the inhibition of RNA synthesis by 

rifampicin. In phage V an amber mutant is known for the gene which 

codes for the V po].ymerase. The only mRNAs produced by this phage, 

77am193, are transcribed by the host poJi3ierase early after infection. 

Addition of rifainpicin inhibits nearly all 17asn193 synthesis in Lcoli 

cells within 2.6 to 3.2 minutes. Consequently One can compare the 

rate of degradation of the phage znRNA with host mR1A, after the addition 

of the anti-biotic. 

The authors compared 77mRNA and a product of the tryptophan operon, 

trpE niRNA. RNA samples were taken periodically and assayed for 

T7inRNA and trpE mR.NL by hybridisation to the appropriate DNA. Their 

data reveals that the T7niRNA is relatively stable, with a half-life of 

approximately 6 - 20 minutes, whilst the trpl niRNA is labile, with a 

half-life of 80 seconds, in both phago infected and uninfected cells. 
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Since T7 infection has not altered the rate of degradation of trpE UILNA 

it has presumably not grossly altered the iniNA degradation mechanism, 

and yet the mRNA of T7 remains stable. The results suggest that some 

aspect of mRNA degradation is messenger specific, since the cell's mRNL 

degradation system, or systems, appear to recognise different mNA 

species. Summers (1971) in an earlier atiy, found identical half-lives 

(6 - 20 minutes) for mtNAs of phage T7, although his findings suggested 

that both phage and host mRNAs were relatively stable. However, the 

elegant results of Marra and Yanof sky (1971) appear to rule out a phage-

mediated inactivation of the host's general m±tNA degradation systems. 

The inhibitory effect of rifainpioin on RNA synthesis has also been 

employed by Hirashima at al, (1973),  but in this case the assay was 

indirect, being based on the effect of the antibiotic on the biosynthesis 

of well characterised proteins. They studied the stability of mHIAa for 

individual membrane protdWo and cytoplasmic proteins of E, coil. At 

various time intervals after the addition of the antibiotic, the cells 

were pulse labelled with ( 3H) arginin.. The envelope and cytoplasmic 

fractions were prepared and separated by (SDS) polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis. The total radioactivity in various identified peaks, 

expressed as the percentage of a control (no antibiotic added), i.e. the 

rate of (H) arginine incorporation of the various protein peaks, could 

then be plotted against the treatment time. On average, the half-lives of 

mHNA for identified membrane proteins, calculated from the slope of this 

graph, were twice as long as those for cytoplasmic proteins. The average 

half-life for the two fractions is in fact 55 mine. and 2 mine., ex-

cluding a remarkably stable mRNA of a membrane lipo-protein which has a 

half-life of 11. 5 mine. Clearly the mRNAs for the envelope proteins are 

more stable than those of the cytoplasmic proteins. However, the authors 

also investigated the inhibitory effects of several other antibiotics whose 

modes of action are to affect various aspects of translation of mktNA on the 

ribosome. As with rifampicin the authors found k:.sugarrrcin and puroycin 

were much more inhibitory to the overall synthesis of cytoplasmic 
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proteins than to that of the envelope proteins. Tetracycline and 

sparsomycin, on the other hand, inhibited the biosynthesis of 

envelope proteins much more than that of the cytoplasmic proteins. 

1inaUy, individual proteins of the membrane fraction shoved 

differential sensitivity to the antibiotics. Together with the 

evidence of differential messenger stability for membrane and 

cytoplasmic proteins the authors concluded that the envelope 

proteins appear to be produced in a rather separate fashion from 

cytoplasmic proteins. Indeed, some of the membrane proteins may 

have their own specific synthetic systems. The authors speculate 

that structural differences in inRN.As may determine not only 

different stability of mRNAs but also different affinity of mktNA 

in binding to ribosomes. If the stability of the initiation 

complex is affected this may explain the differential sensitibity 

to antibiotics such as kasugamycin which are known to be inhibitors 

of initiation in protein synthesis. 

One can speculate that, if, for example, translation restricts 

degradation by, say, making sequences of miNA less susceptible 

to nuclease attack, then long-lived messenger may have a high 

efficiency of binding to ribosomes, and a stable initiation 

complex. The messenger stability could then arise merely from 

the fact that it is used more often, that is, the messenger is 

more often in a protected state of the ribosome, rather than its 

structure is more resistant to nucleoly -tic attack than that of a 

shorter-lived nRNA. Consequently both the structural integrity 

of the messenger and its affinity of binding to ribosomes may 
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play a part in determining the overall stability of a particular 

bacteria], messenger. 

The results of these recent experiments on messenger stability 

in E. coli can be summarised: 

some aspect of mRNA degradation appears to be specific 

to the messenger 

mRNAs for membrane proteins appear (on the average) 

about 2.5 times more stable than these for cytoplasmic 

proteins. 

some membrane proteins may be produced by a separate 

synthetic system to that of cytoplasmic proteins. 

The results i.ly a considerable level of sophistication in 

the xnRNA degradation system and that at least two classes of mRNA 

stabilities can exist in a bacterial cell. Furthermore, all of 

the possible mechanisms discussed by Hirashima at el. (1973) 

whereby envelope proteins synthesis could be made on a separate 

specific system imply a considerable complexity in the overall 

regulation of membrane synthesis. These mechanisms include 

possible differences in the riboaomes themselves, or c ompartment, 

alisation of ribosoines, by membranes for example. Alternatively, 

the specificity may lie in various factors such as initiation 

factors, elongation and termination factors found on the ribosonies. 

Finally, as discussed the differential stability and affinity of 

niRNA to ribosomes may be involved. The major point of interest 

to note, however, is that already more sophisticated levels of 

protein regulation are implicated in bacterial membrane production 

than simply synthesis or non-synthesis of mRNA. Furthermore,, 
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the two protein peaks which were most resistant to the antibiotics 

are both structural lipoproteins of the outer membranes: The 

mRNA of the smaller protein is extraordinarily stable with a 

half-life of U. S  5 minutes. Such proteins are liable to be 

required continuously and stable messengers for such proteins 411 

restrict the depletion of metabolites needed in constant renewal 

of cellular membranes. A similarly long-lived mtNA has been 

reported for an extra-cellular protease of Bacillus amylpliciuefaciences. 

(Both et al, 1972), 

inus, the picture that emerges from these prokaryote 

researches suggests that messenger stability is not restricted to 

particular synthetic functions such as sporulation or phage 

production but rather that zaRNA stability is also utilised in 

basic synthetic pathways, presumably as an economy of energy and 

nutrients. however, even the longest-lived bacterial mRNA molecules 

exist for only a few minutes. since the availability of this 

messenger regulates the synthesis of specific proteins, control 

of transcription and of the efficiency of transcription are liable 

to be the key regulatory points of genetic expression in bacteria. 

2) Stability of cytoplasmic measeners in eukarypte cells. 

Perhaps the most meaningful comparison to make to bacterial 

systems is to estimate the half-life of cytoplasmic mRNA in rapidly 

growing cells. Early eb.idiea indicated that in this situation 

the half-life of the mkU4A is relatively short, about 3-4 hours, 

(Penman et al., 1963; Craig et al., 1971) compared to differentiated 

cell types such as reticulocytes, (Rifkind et al., 1964) lens, 

(Stewart and Papaoonstantinou, 1967) or feather keratin cells, 
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(Humphreys at a]-., 1964),  where mRNA has a half-life of several 

days. These estimates of the half-lives of mRNA in rapidly 

growing cells, whilst differing by one or two orders of magnitude 

from those for bacteria, nevertheless indicated that the lifetime 

of a mMA oleou1e might be only 15-20  of a cell generation time, 

in these conditions, compared to 2-5%  of a cell generation time in 

bacteria. This suggested that a roughly comparable rate of renewal 

of mRNA molecules per cell generation time occurred in both systems. 

However, recent technical improvements in the isolation of mRliAs 

have led to quite different conclusions about the stability of 

mRNAs in higher organisms. 

The two major methods used to investigate metabolic turnover 

of wRNA in eukaryotes, according to Endo et al., (1971)  has been: 

the investigation of pre-labelled mRNA in polysomes after 

inhibition of RNA synthesis bi actinomycin I), 

measurement of changes in specific activity of jnRNA in pulse 

labelling experiments where all species of RNA have previously 

been labelled to a nearly uniform specific activity. 

The first method involves the use of an inhibitor, actinomycin 

D, with known secondary toxic effects (Revel et a]., 1964,  So.ro 

and Amos, 1966). In particular this antibiotic is known to cause 

selective degradation of free poly-ribosomes in mouse liver, (Sarma 

et al., 1969). Consequently it appears that poLysome breakdown 

in acthiomycin may involve factors other than the decay of pre-

existing mRNA. Perhaps more seriously, the decay of protein 

synthesis that follows the exposure of eukaryote cells to actinomycin 

D has been ascribed to the disappearance of mR1A, due to the 

degradation of messenger molecules in the period of inhibition. 



This interpretation assumes that it is the availability of messenger 

molecules that is the rate limiting ting factor in protein synthesis under 

these conditions. The validity of this conclusion, that it is 

the decay of mRNA which is responsible for the decay of protein 

synthesis d Lring inhibition of RNA synthesis b, actinomycin has been 

strongly challenged (Singer and Penman, 1972), for the reasohs 

discussed below. 

The second method requires a precise and highly selective 

method for distinguishing radioactivity incorporated into mtNA 

from that incorporated into tk(NA and riA. Since evaluation of the 

exact contributions of radioactivity from the different iWA species 

is extremely difficult wherever the isolation method does not 

exclude overlapping of different RNA regions, early pule-chase 

experiments may have given inaccurate estimates of messenger 

turnover. 

Fortunately, new techniques for the isolation and purification 

inRNA allow pulse-chasing experiments to be carried out that do not 

involve inhibitors of ithA synthesis, and largely elIminate 

contribution to radioactivity incorporation by other contamination 

RNA species. Since these experiments appear to measure directly 

the kinetics of mkUA formation and decay, and since the estimates 

of messenger half-life obtained from them differ considerably from 

earlier results, the experiments require to be considered in some 

depth. These recent experiments have utilised the discovery that 

a high percentage of mRNA is mammalian cells contain sequences of 

polyadenylic acid (poly A), of about 200 nucleotides in length, 

found at the 3 1 -OH terminus of the molecule. Molecules containing 

such a segment can be isolated by virtue of its affinity for 
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po]yuridylic acid (poly U) immobilised on a glass fibre filter 

(Sheldon et al., 1972) or oligo-deoxythmidylate (oligo-dT) 

immobilised on cellulose (Aviv and Leder, 1972). 

In two illuminating papers (Singer and Penman, 1972: Singer 

and Penman, 1973) the authors have used both these techniques to 

investigate the metabolic turnover of U3RNA in Hela cells. In 

the earlier paper they also showed that mtNA appears quite stable 

after the inhibition of RNA synthesis by actinom.ycin D. If, in 

fact, mRNA is disappearing after the addition of actinomycin, due 

to the degradation of pro-existing messenger, then the total 

number of polysomee in the cell should decline, but the sedimentation 

distribution of the polysome should remain similar. In fact 

polysomea extracted from Hela cells treated with actinomycin 

sediment slower than those from untreated cells, implying that the 

mRNA is now more lightly loaded with ribosomes. If, however 

sufficient cyo10-he.xznide is added to actinomycin treated cells 

to decrease the rate of ribosome movement along the message about 

5-fold, then a significant recovery of normal-sized polysomes can 

be obtained. 

The authors suggested ectinomycin may decrease the rate of 

initiation of translation relative to the rate of elongation. 

Consequently, the ability to rebuild po].ysomes in the presence of 

cyclohexamide would be due to the new balance between this decreased 

initiation rate and the now dimished rate of elongation. The 

recovery of virtually a normal size range of polysomea several 

hours after the start of actinomycin treatment suggests that 

little of the rnIWA has been degraded in this time. 



The direct assay of messenger contents was attempted using 

poly-U filters • Most of the labelling of poly-A containing RNA 

of liela cells selected through this filter technique is lnMbited 

by cordycepin, an adenosine analogue, which has been shown to be 

a specific inhibitor of the labelling of cytoplasmic rnRNA,, 

(Penman at al. ,1970). The poly-A containing RNA is found to 

sediment with polyribosomes, to be released by EDTA and to have 

the characteristic sedimentation of MRNA. On these criteria 

at least, it behaves as functioning mRNA. The liNk from cells 

treated with actinomycin which binds to poly-U filters appears 

identical in size and purity for various times of treatment. 

Furthermore,, even after 5 hours in actinom.ycin there is little 

decline in the content of RNA contidning poly-A. Following this 

basic finding that initNA in exponentially growing liela cells 

appears to have a half-life appreciatively longer than previous 

estimates, the authors made more detailed measurements (Singer and 

Penmen.. 1973). 

In this set of experiments, the poly-A contM n rig messenger 

fraction was isolated by viriue of its affinity for oligo-dT cellulose. 

This afforded the reproducibility and precision in the experiments 

that is not available with the poly-U glass fibre technique. The 

evidence by which the poly-A containing material can be considered to 

be functional mktNA is given above. Two methods were used to measure 

the mRNA lifetime. One method measures decay in the poly-A 

oont*thi.ng fraction over several days after a brief period of pulse- 
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labelling. Alternatively, the continuous labelling of mRNA can be 

compared uoth at the beginning of a labelling period and after the 

study state ratio of mRNA label to rRNA label has been achieved. - 

In fact, the authors derive the messenger half-life as a ratio of 

mRNA label to that in rRNA, which is known to be stable for at least 

54. hours • If cells are incubated in the presence of 32Po4 for 6 

days then all species of RNA will be labelled to nearly uniform 

specific activity. By comparing the material selected byoligo-dT 

affinity to that of the rRNA that remains unbound, measurements made 

in these steady state conditions reveal that the aunt of mRNA is 

about 5.2% of the total rRNA or 18% of the 18s ANA in the cell. 

A direct determination of messenger half-life can then be made by 

labelling cells briefly with uridine and following the label in mRNA 

and rRNA. If the ratio of mRNA to lBs rRNA labelling is plotted, 

the labelling kinetics are complex, but can be fitted by assuming 

two populations of mRNA, one with a half-life of 6 - 7 hours, the 

other a long lived component with a half-life of 24 hours. By labelling 

mRNA first with (c) uridine and than with (3H) uridine, 19 hours 

later, one can compare two populations of mENA, one old (MC) labelled 

and one new ( 3H) labelled. The decay of both populations is then 

plotted relative to their respective lBs rRNA on a logarithmic scale. 

The two inRNA components with different decay times were again observed, 

but the old mENA has only a 24 hour half-life, whilst the new ( 3H) 

labelled mRNA shows biphasio decay, with a major 6-hour component. 

About 60 of the mRNA decays rapidly and about 40% slowly in the 

newly formed message. Measurements made in steady state conditions 
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reveal that 33% of total cellular mRNA comprises the rapidly 

decaying species, and 67% possesses a longer lifetime. 

The lifetime of mRNA in the presence of aothiomycin, however, 

is significantly shorter. The decay of both old and new RNA can 

still be observed in these conditions, but the more rapidly decaying 

components displays a half-life of about 4.5 hours, whereas the long 

lived component has a half-life of about 12 hours. These results aTe 

achieved simply by labelling the cells as before, then adding 

actinomycin D and removing portions from the cell culture at various 

times. The ratio of (c) labelled mRNA (old) to (ii) labelled 

zaRJA (new) can than be plotted against time. Old mRNA again decays 

more slowly than the newly labelled material. The shorter decay 

times suggest that mRNA may be degraded more rapidly in the presence 

of actinomycin, but the half lives are still sufficiently long to 

emphasise that it is not the supply of nRNA that is rate limiting 

in protein synthesis during initiation of RNA synthesis by actinomycin. 

The data shows that the old xnRNA and newly labelled mRNA 

behave differently. This is direct evidence of the presence of two 

populations of mRNA within a single cell type, and suggests that 

more than one mechanism may exist to de L,rade mRNA in eukaryote 

cells, a situationsimilar to that in phage infected bacteria, 

(Marra and Yanofsky, 1971). 

These basic findings have been extended further by the same 

laboratory in their study of the effect of actinoziin D on the 

control of translation in Hela cells (Goldstein and Penmcin, 1973.). 

The authors have re-examined the decay of protein synthesis in 

actinomycin treated Hela cells in cell culture conditions that 

avoid excessive shearing of cells. In these conditions when 
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actinomycin 1) is present, the half-life of protein synthesis, normally 

about 6 hours, can be reduced to only 2 hours by simply increasing 

the ternjxrature of eell incubation to 420C. There is no corresponding 

increase in the decay of the mRNA. At 42°C. approximately 83% of 

the total niRNA remains, compared to the 37 °C. control rate. This 

remarkable decoupling of protein and niRNA synthetic rates again 

suggests that the decline in protein synthesis in actinomycin treated 

cells is not primarily cauaed by decay of the available mRNA. The 

mRNA remains functional at this temperature, since the reduced poly-

ribosome profile in actinomycin can again be restored to normal 

distribution and amount by the addition of cyclohexLmida, which 

slows translation relative to Initiation. The translation rate, which 

is independent of the rate of initiation is virtually unaltered at 

410C, as compared to 37 °C, even thougn protein synthesis at this 

tempature is severely reduced. 

The authors suggest that actinomycin D interferes with the 

normal replacement of a factor necessary for initiation of protein 

synthesis. The sensitivity of this postulated factor to ao*.inomyin 

L) appears to be less than that of ribosorna]. EI1A but considerably 

greater than that of tRNA, 5s and the bulk of mRNA. on the basis of 

dose response studies. A factor which can be produced during 

cyo1ohedinide inhibition, promotes protein synthesis at elevated 

temperatures apparently b, stJTmiI-qtJnj the initiation of translation 

(McCornid and Penman, 1969).  This factor is also actinomycin 

sensitive and is presumed to contain RNA. Prior incubation of cells 

in cyclohed.nida prevents, at least partially, the sharp decrease 

in protein synthesis that occurs at 42 °C. The induction of the  
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protective effect of cyclohexjnd.de is inhibited by the same amount 
of actinomycin D as is required to decouple protein and BNA synthesis, 

hence the authors conclude that a similar or identical RNA-ontdn1ng 

factor which promotes the association of ribosomes with aRNA can 

no longer be supplied in the presence of the drug. 

klowever before the implications these results have on our 

concepts-of mW1A stability are discussed the results Fd pail taneoualy 

elucidated by experiments with mouse L cells (Greenberg 1972, Perry 

and Kelley, 1973) must also be taken into consideration. 

Greenberg (1972) measured the turnover of poly(A) containing 
messenger in exponentially growing mouse L cells by studying the 

kinetics of polyribosomal. RNA as it approaches steady state-uridjne 

labelling. He showed that the RNA was labelled from precursor pools 

of constant specific activity by following the time course of rIUiA 

labelling. Such labelling follows a theoretically predictable course. 

for a stable component, if one assumes that IWA appears in the 

polyribosomes one hour after the beginning of labelling. The derivation 

of the equation for the curve is discussed in this paper (Greenberg, 
1972) d in further detail in the appendix of a second paper (Perry,  
and ielley, 1973). Having shown that the specific activity of the 
pools of radio-active precursors remains constant over the whole of 

the labelling period, he then measured the kinetics of labelling of 

poly-A containing mktA. The labelling of such RNA could be measured 

at various times by binding polyribosomal RNA to 'Millipore' filters 

under conditions specific for Poly-A adsorption (Lee et al., 1971). 

The steady state curve so obtained could then be compared with 

theoretical curves for various half-live values The 'best fit' 

approximation to a theoretical curve, tut,  judged by visual inspection 

was obtained with a half-life value of 10 hours, and a lag oi. 



0,25 hours in the time of appearance of the poly-A containing mB.NA 

on the polyribosomes. The mean life-time of such a messenger would 

be virtually equal to the generation time of the exponentially 

growing L cells. The results indicate again that the lifetime 

of inRNA in :nma1ian. cells is very long, both liela cells and mouse 

L cells apparently include a population of poly(A)-containing mRNA 

that turns over about once per cell generation. However the equation 

derived by Greenberg (1972) to express the kinetics of labelling 

polyribosomal RNA in an exponentially growing population of cells 

is derived on the assumption that the mRNA molecules decay in a 

stochastic manner. Thus decay kinetics are represented by a first 

order process in which the turnover rate constant of the messenger 

is independent of time, implying that old and new mRNAs have aqual 

probabilities of veing destroyed. Consequently since his data 

fits adequately a theore tical curve derived with a single 'ru.ue for 

the half-life of messenger, the implication is that in mouse L cells 

there do not appear to exist multiple components in the poly(A) 

containing znRNA with distinctive differences in mean half-life times. 

Such a homogeneity with respect to half-life values of mRNA would 

appear different from that revealed in Hela cells where pulse cnase 

techniques indicated at least two populations dd mRNA with distictive 

half-lives. edated. This discrepancy is solved to a cart,- ,:!n oxtont 

by further observations of Greenberg' s colleagues (Perry and Kelley; 

1973) on messenger RIJJL turnover in mouse L cells. They compared 

the turnover of poly(A) containing maNA with that of histone mRNA, 

a message believed to lack poly(A) (Adesnik and Darnell,, 1972; 

Greenberg and Perry, 1972a, and which apL)eared to turn over more 

rapidly than other types of mRNA (Craig et al,, 1971). This suggested 

that poly(A) sequences may have a role in determining mRNA stability. 

xzz 



The assay for poly(A) (+) inRNA utilised the poly(U) glass fibre 

techniques (Sheldon et al., 1972). Cly functional histone mRNA 

turnover, that is the histone n*RNA found on polyribosomes was 

measured. Histone mBNA disappears from polyribosomes soon after DNA 

synthesis is inhibited by cytosine arabinoside (aCyi) 

(Borun at al,, 1967). The fractionation on 6% polyacrylamjde gels 

of control. liNk can be compared to that of RNA from cells treated 

with aCt one hour before harvesting, and the difference assumed to 

represent histone mRNA activity. The authors claim this method allows 

unambiguous identification and that such measurements of histone mRNA 

labelling are accurate to within about 5%. Thus they define the 

histone mRlA as an aCyt-sensitive MA component of about 130,000 

to 150,000 molecular weight as revealed by electrophoresis. The authors 

employ exactly the same technique as derived by Greenberg (1972). 

They show that the stable species such as tIWA follow the theoreti-

oaUytcurve, emphasising that the specific activity of the radio-

active precusor remains constant over the entire experimental period. 

By substituting various half-life values in the equation one can 

generate a family of curves, and the poly-.A(+) mRNA again displayed 

a mean lifetime of about 15 hours in cells growing 370C with a 

doubling time of 13.5 hours, Sinililarly in cells growing at 30°C 

with a generation time of 41 hours, the mean lifetime of mRNA was 

estimated to be about 42 hours, The mean lifetime of mRNA per cell 

generation thus appears to remain constant. The results are in 

good agreement with Greenberg (1972), and the closeness of the fit 

to a theoretical curve derived on the assumption that the mENA 

molecules decay st4chastic1ly again suggests that the bulk of poly 

A(+) mRNA turnover with first order (stochastic) kinetics, 



However the labelling data for hiatone mRIiA does not follow 

any of the family of curves generated by the theoretical equation. 

One can modify this equaton by introducing a function in which the 

probability of decay increase linearly with tin., and the kinetic 

data of the kistone aRNA does give a good fit to such a aigmoidal 

aging curve. A further modification to the equation accounts for 

the possibility that the aRIIA moleoul9s may have a fixed life-time, 

decaying at some specified moment s  perhaps at some particular stage 

of the cell cycle. The kinetics  data for the historic aMA shows 

an even better fit to such a curve derived an the a 	,tion that 

the mIUiAs molecules have a fixed uniform 1-iin.thne , suggesting bistone 

mWt.a remain functianal for a fixed time after assimilation into 

pol.yriboaome. The authors find the concept of a fixed lifetime is 

especially attractive since hietone aRNA is believed to function only 

41 %ring the DNA synthetic (s) phase, (Gallwitz and ?kic]3et 11969), and 

their value for the fixed lifetime of histone mRNA (U - $ hours) 

compares reasonably .0 with the value of 8,5 - 9 hours they find 

for the duration of the S phase. They favour a model to explain the 

ordered process of histone aRNA turnover, wherein the hiatone meseaea 

are destroyed (or rendered unusable) in a "sensitive period" at the 

end of the S phase and are synthesised 	novo for each suooeedin 

eel]. generation. The value derived for the mean lifetime of the  kdstone 

messenger (11,3 hours) is considerably greater than their earlier 

estimate Jl  hour) based on the decay of polyriboaomas in actinoycin. 

(Craig et al,, 1971). This short lifetime may reflect the cessation 

of DNA synthesis which occurs as a secondary toxic effect of actinom-

ycin D. These results iglin emphasise the need to correlate data 

obtained from the use of this antibiotic,, wherever possible with a 
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kinetic Enalysia that avoids conditions of inhibition. 

Apart from showing differences in the mode of decar  of poly(A) 

containing mthA and hist.one mitNA, the reults also shed light on 

the possible roles of poly(A) in messenger turnover. As mentioned 

earlier, the poly(A) sequence is absent in the historie mRJA, which 

appeared to turn over far more rapidly than poly A containing mRNA. 

The poly(A)- sequence is also known to be particularly resistant to 

ribortuclease digestion (Kates, 1970)  and taken to-:ether the data 

suggested poly(A) may have a role in determining mRNA stability by 

considerably delaying hydrolysis f nucleotides from the 3' - OIL and 

of the molecule. However the observation that poly A containing 

mRNA decays 'toohasticaUy, that is old and new niRNAs have equal 

probabilities of being destroyed, whilst the poly-A segment is 

continually shortened over the course of the -lifetime of the mRNA 

molecule (Greenberg and Perry, 1972;  Sheiness and Darnell,, 1973 

suggests that mRNA stability does not depend on the absolute length 

of the poly(A) segment. During the time of synthesis of the histone 

mRNL it appears no less labile than poly(A) containing mRNA; but the 

authors speculate that the poly A sequence may be involved in 

protecting rnRNA during the sensitive period in the cell cycle when 

the histone messengers are rendered unusable. It has also been 

suggested that the absolute length of the poly A sequence could 

indicate the number of times a pirticular messenger has been 

translated. In this ticker-tape model (Sussman, 1970)an adenosine 

nucleotide is presumed to be removed from the cequence say, every 

th time a ribosome traverses a mktNA molecule until after a certain 

number of translations (a maximum of 200 since there are approximately 

200 nuoleotides in the poly(A) sequence) the molecule is virtually 
highly susceptible to nuclease attack, 

devoid of poly A and becomes 
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Again if the kinetics of decay are random for the poly A containing 

mRNA, then this sort of model is ruled out. The simplest form of 

the ticketing modal in which one adenosine nucleotide is removed per 

translation was already unlikely in the light of the calculation 

that a typical message is translated 16 times per minute in eukaryote 

systems, where mRNA exists for several hours (Kafatos 1972). (For 

example one can calculate that a messenger being translated for 10 

hours will be read 9,900 times, consequently the 200 long nucleotide 

sequence of poly A could only be clipped of one nucleotide once 

every 48 - 49 th reading). More recent evidence on the relationship 

between poly(A) sequences and mRA stability is discussed later (see 

Discussion). 

In the L cell experiments discussed here (Perry and Keflpy,1973) 

there is no evidence of mRNA components with distinctive decay times, 

as revealed in He].a cells by the pulse chase method of Singer and 

Penman (1973). Possibly the poly-U glass fibre technique is not 

sufficiently accurate or reproducible to reveal !mltiple lifetimes, 

However the authors cite unpublished results (Bard and Perry) on 

which a similar pulse chase technique of label14 ng 'old' and 'new' 

messengers (Singer and Penman, 1973) revealed more than one mean life-

time for poly A containing mRNA. However there  still appear to be 

differences in the two cell types. In He].a cells, 33% of total 

cellular inRNA is composed of the shorter lived component, with 67% 

as the more stable species. At least 75 of the poly(A) containing 

mENA in L cells appears to consist of long-lived components, However 

other differences in result are more difficult to explain. 

The closeness of the decay curve of mkUA to that of a theoretical 

curve that assumes stochastic decay is strong evidence that old and 

new messengers are broken down with equal probability, In a short 
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pulse label, rapidly synthesised message would be expected to pre-

dominate, whilst in a steady state label, all classes should be labelled 

fully. If one separates by eleotrophoresis the Poly(A)-containing 

mRNAs from both pulse label and steady state label experiments there 

appears no striking differences in the size classes of the mktNAs from 

mouse L cells (Greenberg and Perry, 1972b). However the double-label 

pulse chase technique reveals a siguificant difference in size of 

messengers in }Lsla cells (Singer and kemnan, 1973), the newly synthe-

sised messenger appearing larger than the old. (The anthors also 

claim unoited evidence of a similar nature has been discovered in 

mouse cells). The presence of actinoncin D does not affect this 

result. The difference in size may reflect a post-transcriptional 

reduction in size, dependent on the time spent in the cytoplasm, 

since poly(A) sequences are known to be continually shortened over 

the lifetime of the rnithA molecule (Shelnoss and Darnell, 1973), 

Alternatively it may represent a real difference in size of' other 

nucleotide sequences at the time of s 4ythesis, which would suggest 

that there may be some correlation between overall size and znRNA 

stability. At the moment it appears impossible to distinguish between 

these two alternatives but it should be noted that there is evidence 

against the concept of a correlation between mWA stability and the 

size of the protein it eventually codes (Kai'atos, 1972). 

Both the difficulties mentioned here, of recording stochastic 

decay with the observation of two distinct messenger lifetimes, and 

conflicting evidence on the size of the newly synthesised messenger 

as compared to old, may merely reflect purely technical difficulties. 

For example Singer and Penman (1973) claim that only the oligo(dT)- 

ceI1'ilose technique for selecting poly(A)-containing 1A is sufficiently 

accurate and reproducible to give the required experimental precision. 
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But even with this technique they point out that very short lived 

components would not be detected because of the long time period 

before a chase becomes effective. (The nature of eukalyotic mRNA 

decay is considered further in the Discussion section, in the 

light of very recent evidence). Of crucial importance is the 

nature of the decay of the mRNA component which does not turn over 

with the bulk of the poly A containing maNA in mouse L cells (Bard 

and Perry, cited in Perry and Kelley, 1973).  This would be of 

great interest if the kinetic data suggest both populations of 

poly(A)-containing mRNA decay in a stochastic manner. For this 

would suggest that whilst the degradation of poly(A)-containing 

RNA is caused by a series of random events, some difference in the 

populations of aRNA obtain so that the time in which a particular 

population decays is considerably different from that of another. 

On obvious factor that could provide an intrinsic difference in 

susceptibility to random ribonuclease attack is the secondary 

structure of the mRNA molecule. The idea that structural 

differences in mRNA are of key importance in explaining messenger 
cc 

stability has been mooted in investigationahcterial eyst.ma 

(Marra and Yanofslcy, 1971; Hirashima et al 1973).  Even if the 

short lived components were shown to not turn over stochastically, 

i.. the mode of decay was ordered, in the manner suggested for 

histone mRNA, (Perry and Kelley, 1973), considerations of secondary 

structure in determining mJV4A stability, would not be out of 

place. This concept is cneidered further in a later section (see 

Discussion). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

As argued earlier there will be an obvious economy of  energy and 

nutrients, for example, to a primitive bacterial cell, if essential 

molecules are produced on long-lived templates. Recent evidence 

indicates that bacterial cells utilise mRNAs of differing stability, 

although even the longest lived messenger exists for only a fraction of 

the cell generation time. In eukaryotes the mRNA appears much longer 

lived than previously thought. Much of the bulk inRNA appears to turnover 

once per cell generation. This is of obvious economic advantage to the 

cell, whilst mRNA can be passed to progeir cells even though polyribosomes 

are mainly diaagggregated during mitosis. This follows from the kinetic 

analysis of mRNA turnover in mouse L cells which revealed no marked 

decrease in the stability of poly(A) containing mRNA following its 

inactivation during mitosis (Schoohetman and Perry, 1972. For the bulk 

of the mRNA the mean lifetime is approximately equal to the cell generation 

time. By statistical definition, arr mRNt molecule has a 63% probability 

of decaying within an interval equal to the mean lifetime (Perry and 

Kelly, 1973). Consequently a considerable number of molecules are still 

available for transfer to progexr cells. This previously translated 

mRNA appears to be retained in such a form as to allow a ready resumption 

of protein synthesis immediately after mitosis. It is highly likely 

that the mRNA is retained in the cytoplasm as free ribonucleo-protein 

and as mRNP-monoribosoifle complexes (Schoohetman and Perry, 1972. Thus 

a substantial degree of econour of metabolites and a high degree of 

continuity between parent and progery cells is possible because of the 

longevity of the bulk of the niRNA. However the possession of a rela-

tively stable population of mRNA means that the short term regulation 



of protein synthesis will not be brought about merely by changes in 

transcription patterns since the total amount of mB.NA. will vary only 

very slowly in eukaryote cells. 

The use of aotinoncin D to investigate metabolic turnover of 

mENA. in eukaryote cells, long considered unsatisfactory because of 

toxic aide effects, must be viewed with caution, in the light of the 

demonstration that it is not the supply of mENA. that is rate-limiting 

in protein synthesis during the inhibition period (Singer and Penman, 

1972). Actinonrcin D probably interferes with the normal replacement 

of a factor necessary for the initiation of protein synthesis (Goldstein 

and Penman, 1973). However the use of the anti biotic may be justified 

in cases where a change is expected to occur from unstable to stable 

messenger. This follows if new mH1A synthesis is effectively inhibited, 

since during a long period of incubation with actinonrcin, very short 

lived messengers will decay, regardless of the effect of the drug on 

initiation events in protein synthesis. Because of these complications 

at the ribosome level however, it may no longer be valid to claim 

accuracy in estimates of mRNA half life derived indirectly from the 

synthetic pattern of the corresponding protein. 

Finally, it should be noted that there is considerable confusion as 

to whether the mode of decay for mHNA is stochastic or ordered, or whether 

both types of decay can be found. There is also great ignorance of the 

manner in which eukaryote mnitNAe are degraded by nucleases. Knowledge 

of the nature of mRNA degradation might well ahed light on the molecular 

events that det3ruine the mean life of individual mnRNA species. 

EARLY STUDIES ON MESSFNG!R STABILITY IN THE LENS 

Scott and Bell (1 964)  noted that following the inhibition of RN& 



TABLE 4. 

Evidence from actirioiycin D studies that chick ienees cQntairl &QA 

of difiprerit stabilities. 

Chick Age Reference 

5-48y old embryo Clayton 1970, Clayton et al. 1972 

6-day old embryo Craig and Piatigoraky, 1973 

8-day old embryo Clayton 1970, Clayton et al. 1972 

12-day old embryo Reader and Bell, 1965, 1967 

14-day old embryo Scott and Bell, 1965 

1-day old poet hatch Clayton 1970, Clayton  at al. 1972 

N.B. Yoshida and Katch (1971, 1972) claimed that the ..yntheeia 

of all orrtallina were stable in the 1 day poet hatch 

chick. 



synthesis by actinoirrcin D the level of protein synthesis 800fl dropped 

in the early developing lens. In older lenses this sensitivity of 

protein synthesis to actinonrcth D diminished. This persistence of 

protein synthesis was ascribed to the presence of stable mRNâ. Other 

workers reported similar conclusions for bovine lenses (e.g. Spector and 

Kinoshita, 1965, Stewart and Papaconstantinou, 1967a, b.). Numerous 

reports employing actinourcin D have indicated that embryonic chick 

lenses of various ages contain mBNA with different stabilities (Table 4). 

1uch of this evidence has been reviewed in full by Clayton(1970) so it 

might be more valuable to discuss here, instead, the general experimental 

approaches made in these initial studies. 

a) Use of Actinonycin D 

Generally the early investigations on messenger stability used an 

indirect method, following the decay of protein synthesis that followed 

the exposure of the lens cells to actinonycin D. and ascribing this decay 

to the disappearance of mRNA, due to the degradation of template molecules 

in the period of inhibition, (Scott and Bell, (1965) had additional 

evidence however, of differential inIUU&. stability from the biphasic decay 

of chick lens polysomes). This premise may not be correct, given the 

evidence, cited above, that actinonrcin D seriously reduces the initiation 

rate of protein synthesis, and that eukazrote iRNAs may have appreciably 

longer half lives than previously thought. 

As argued above, where inhibition of RNA synthesis is virtually 

total, then actinoiaycin D can still give insight of changes in messenger 

stability, where long periods of incubation are used to offset the 

longevity of mRNA halflife. It may not however be meaningful to try 

and derive exact mRNA haiflives through the use of this antibiotic. 

Unfortunately long periods of liNk inhibition increase the likelihood of 
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actinoaycin D producing unwanted aide-effects, including the non.-

physiological breakdown of rapidly-labelled RNA (Rovera at al. 1970 9  

Scholtiaaek, 1972). 

Other aide-effects may occur that pertain directly to the lens. 

Thus the stimulation of amino-acid incorporation into protein in adult 

bovine fibres by actinonycin  U is dependent on the presence of epithelial 

cells, (Stewart and Papaoonatantinou, 1967a, b.). This effect may be 

artefactual if the transport system of the epithelium is a1ected by 

actinomyoin D, (Clayton, 1970)9 Few authors have even considered 

whether aotinonyoin  D differentially affects the rate of degradation 

of specific mRMAa* however chick crystallina have been shown to be 

stable in the presence of the antibiotic, (Craig and Piatigoraky, 1973), 

so that its effect does not result from a Laster degradation of specific 

proteins. Sligat stimulation of specific protein synthesis may be only 

apparent, since there is decreased incorporation of label into all 

affected proteins. 

The affect of actinoayoin D on amino.-acid incorporation into whole 

lens soluble protein is also very time-dependent (Reader and Bell, 1967, 

Trumax', Clayton and Hunter, in preparation). 1any of the initial 

experiments utilised very short periods of incubation with actinoycin D, 

so that mRrlmum inhibitory effects may not have been detected. This 

criticism can be levelled at several inveatiationa, e.g. Stewart and 

Papaoonatantinou, 1967a; Clayton, 1970; Craig and Piatigoray, 1973. 

On the other hand some workers have employed pre-incubation periods with 

aotinouycin D of 24 hours (hignian and Lurman, 1968) when there is 

evidence that eu.karyote cells may recover from its effects after  14-17 

hours after a single administration of the drug (Schwartz at al. 1965), 

suggesting that breakdown of the antibiotic does occur with time. 
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Clearly with these complications introduced by the use of 

actinourcin D, accurate data concerning the stability of lens mENA 

during ontogerr and differentiation will have to depend ultimately 

on direct methods of pulse-labeling and extracting defined rnRNA 

species. To this end preliminary attempts have been made in this 

laboratory to isolate different classes of polysomee by virtue of the 

antigenic specificity of the nascent po].rpeptide chains being trans-

lated,, which cntain the mIINA specific for that po].ypeptide against 

which the antibocr is directed (Clayton et al. 1970; Clayton, 1970; 

Clayton at al, i72). Eventually it should be possible by virtue of 

this iIDmun.00gical sampling to compare the stability of specific mRNAs 

which code for particular crystallin subunits under different conditions 

of growth and differentiation. Resort has had to be made however, in 

this investigation, to the use of actinonrcin D as a RNA inhibitor, 

although knowledge of the difficulties and defects inherent in this 

approach means arr subsequent results obtained are indicative rather 

than absolute. 

b) Resolution 

Most of the early published work on messenger stability in the lens, 

employing actthozrcin 1), has been made on cxystallin heteropolytner 

aggregates rather than subunits. This applies both to bovine lens 

(Stewart and Papaconstantinon, 1967a, b.) and chick lens (Yoshida and 

Katoli, 1971, 1972, and Katoh and Yoshida, 1973). In consequence such 

aggregate values of stability will be biased towards the mean, whilst 

the behaviour of minor components that differ markedly from the average, 

might well be overlooked. 

In some cases, even where dissociating conditions have been used 

the subsequent resolution of the soluble proteins has been so poor that 

the major bands portrayed must represent not single subunits but 



unresolved complexes, so that only the most general of conclusions can 

be drawn. This is particularly true of the work of Reeder and Bell 

(1967) who oou.lu only resolve three major bands by urea-upolyacrylamide 

electropharesia, representing 83 of amino-acid incorporation. Two of 

these bands together accounted for 9 of the label in the body of the 

lens. Bons of these bands were identified with respect to orystalfln 

class. 

Evidence has already been presented above indicating that cryatalll-n 

aggregates consist of several subunits, whose subunit composition changes 

during ontogeny. This means it is imperative to investigate the stability 

of aRIIL for individual identified subunits, employing dissociating eon.-

ditiona and high resolution methods of protein analysis. such an attempt 

is reported in Chapter 14. 
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SECTION III 

RATIONALE FOR INVESTIGATING mRNA-ASSOCIATED PROTEINS 

The evidence indicating that in a number of differentiated cell 

types very stable mENAa exist, coding for proteins characteristic of 

the differentiated state, has been described in the previous section. 

In many cases as development proceeds the major proteins, typical of 

the fully differentiated tissue, are coded for by highly stable znRNA 

species, where previously they were made on relatively unstable 

templates. The mechanism of stabilisation appears to be highly 

specific for particular types of mRN.k since other proteins may still 

be produced on short lived templates. Since cytoplasmic mRNA exists 

in the form of a ribonucleoprotein complex (see below) two main lines 

of investigation appeared possible in any study for factors involved 

in messenger stability. The structure of mRNA itself could be 

investigated or the proteins associated with mRNA species. 

Ideally one would like to analyse directly the structure of an 

mRNA molecule coding for a protein typical of the differentiated tissue, 

to determine any modifications that take place during the transition 

period from instability to stability, preferably in a system where 

the levels of ribonuclease remain constant. This type of approach 

would require considerable expertise in sequencing mRNA and a highly 

characterised developmental aystem, conditions which precluded me from 

using the chick lens for investigations of this type. However in 

other developing eyatents this type of analysis now appears much more 

feasible, e.g. in nroblaet differentiation (Buckingham et al 1974)  or 

in enucleated reticulocytes (Williamson et al. 1974). 

The second possibility, of investigating the proteins attached to 

mBNAs, appeared more realistic • At the time of commencement of the 



work no functions had been ascribed to these proteins and there was a 

possibility that the ribo-nucleoproteins arose through non-specific 

RNA-protein associations in ytoplasinic extracts of eukaryote cells. 

When cells are lyed at low ionic strengths and polysomea isolated 

by methods employing detergents, the adsorption of extraneous proteins 

to RNA is a serious problem (Olsnee, 1970, 1971 a, b.). Obviously the 

possibility of the formation of complexes between ANA and cytoplasmic 

proteins through fortuitous binding brought into question the reality 

and significance of the mRNA protein complexes that had been described, 

but there were attractive initial reasons for investigating the 

biological function of the mRNA bound proteins. If proteins are 

specifically bound to nENA, it in ea' to visualise how iuFtNP complexes 

could be allosterically altered by cytoplasmic factors. The variability 

in type and degree of binding of the proteins to the mRNâ might then 

determine the activation or inactivation of the mRNP complex. 

This type of rationale which has been consistently advocated by Klaus 

Scher:r 	his co-workers, has been summarised recently (Gander et 

al. 1 973): 
1roaa are not only susceptible to changes in their tertiary structure 

under the influence of ionic conditions, ailosteric effectors or by 

chemical alteration (S-s bridges, phosphorylatiOfl); their much more 

complex biochemical structure also confers upon them a large variability 

in intrinsic stability. Therefore stability and activity of mRNA can 

certainly be governed much better by the intrinsic stability of assoc-

iated proteins rather than by the secondary structure of the mRNk itself." 

In this type of scheme the stability of the messenger is envisaged 

as an intrinsic property of the mRNP complex, and a function of the 

interplay of equilibrium constants controlling the mRNA-protein 

associations (Spohr et al. 1970). The life span of arty particular 
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mRNk molecule in this model 411 be determined by the size and nature 

of the nucleotide sequences left exposed during dissociation, as well 

as by the length of time nucleases can act on the non-protected regions. 

A range of messenger RNA species with different half-lives can then be 

generated if the dissociation constants can be influenced by subtle 

changes in ionic conditions or allo8teriC modifications induced by 

cytoplasmic factors. 

These kinds of considerations although based mainly on theoretical 

arguments provided an attractive model for the regulation of messenger 

stability. Therefore it was of interest to determine whether the 

polysoinal m13Nt species, in a cell producing marr proteins, such as the 

chick lens, were associated with the same or different mRMA-binding 

proteins. When this investigation began it was not known whether 

the proteins associated with a full spectrum of xni1NAe were identical, 

similar or unrelated. It also seemed ultimately possible to compare 

messenger classes with distinctive differences in stability and 

determine whether th' were associated with different sets or quantities 

of the m1NA-binding proteins. 

The characterisation of the nature of mHNP complexesai v'aluatiOn 

of their role in development remains in its infancy but an excellent and 

comprehensive review on the protein moieties of mRNPa has en recently 

produced (Williamson, 1973). Rather than retread this ground needlessly 

and since controversy exists in some cases as to whether the proteins 

are merely fortuitously bound contaminants, it seems of more obvious 

value to consider the evidence reflecting on the biological reality of 

the particles. The most recent evidence suggests that such RNA-protein 

complexes are not merely artefacts of the isolation procedure used in 

obtaining mRNP. 
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Whilst convincing evidence has accumulated recently that the mRNA 

of eukazyotes is present in the cytoplasm as a ribonucleoprotein (see 

the review by Ovchinnikov and Spirin, 1970), there is considerable 

controverr as to whether the proteins are non-specifically bound 

contaminants. One of the most commonly used methods of obtaining 

polysomal mRNP is to treat purified poly8omea with the chelating 

agent EDTA, in low salt concentrations. Under these conditions 

the ribosomes split into sub-unite and the mRNA so released appears 

to be complexed with an approximately equal amount of protein (Burr 

et al. 1970). Furthermore spontaneous non-specific binding of 

protein to several kNAs have been shown to occur at low salt concen-

trations in various eukaxyote cell homogenates (Baltimore and Huang, 

1970). 

When reticulocyte ribosoines were diaociatöd by puroniycin in 

high concentrations of salt, the ribosomal sub-units were obtained 

functionally intact (Blobel, 1971), in contrast to EDTA dissociation 

which inactivated both ribosomal sub-units. The mMA released by the 

purorcin-high salt method was bound to two proteins with molecular 

weights of 52,000 and 78,000 (Blobel, 1972). These proteins remained 

bound to rabbit globin mRNA at 500 mM KCL in the absence of magnesium, 

yet these salt conditions produced complete dissociation of a few distinct 

ribosomal proteins from both ribosomal sub-units. The fact that only 

a minor number of proteins were detected in the mFtNA-protein complex, 

and the resistance of this complex to dissociation by high salt concen-

trations as stressed by the author, points to a specific interaction 

between the mENA and the protein rather than to non-specific adsorption 

of protein onto RNA. 

The same procedure has been employed to obtain niRNP fractions from 

chick embryo cells, and again two distinct proteins (molecular weights 
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78,50r and 4,400)  were found, associated with a spectrum of mRNA.s 

(B:'ai ind Hayashi, 1973).  The proteins involved are th' not a 

specific property of globin nRNA, and the finding that two proteins 

are common to and bound to several diverse species of mINA again 

suggests that the tnRNPs do not result from the non-specific aa80ci-

ation of proteins with RNA. Blobel (1973) has furthermore shown that 

highly heterogeneous cell types such as rat hepatocytes and mouse L 

cells have two proteins associated with their polysomai mRNA which 

are of identical molecular weight to those attached to rabbit globin 

mRNA. Thus the association of protein with miNA in salt-resistant 

complexes may well be a feature of marr oukaryotic templates. Inde-

pendent and direct corroboration for his results with globin mRNk have 

been obtained by other experimenters working on cytoplasmic non-

poly8omal globin inRNP. Recently RNPs containing globin mRNk have 

been isolated from the post-ribosomal supernatant of rabbit 

reticulocytes (Jacobs-Lorena and Baglioni, 1972); this RNA is enriched 

substantially in alpha globin messenger activity, as determined by 

translation in a heterologous hell free system.,--a44 probably reflecting 

the relative amounts of free alpha and beta Hb-inRNA in these cells. 

The RNP contains the same two proteins as the polysoinal mRNA, when 

sedimented through sucrose gradients (Gross and !3aglioni cited in Gross 

et al. 1913). This tenacious binding of proteins to poiysomal and 

cytoplasmic non-poly8omal mBNL suggests that the RN? particles are of 

biological significance rather than artefacts formed during the process 

of homogenisation. 

These 'indings also agree with the results of'Morel et al. (1971) 

who studied duck reticulocyte 158 rallNP complexes after dissociation of 

the polysomes with EDTA in low salt concentrations. Although the 



composition of the mflNA-protein particle is complex, two main proteins 

of molecular weight 73,000 and 49,000 were obtained. Diffuse minor 

bands occur in the 52,000 to 64,000  molecular weight range together 

with three other sharp bands in the 86,000 to 120,000 range (Morel 

et al. 1973).  The two major proteins are phosphorylated, as is the 

diffuse minor component of molecular weight 64,000. The authors have 

also produced several lines of evidence that suggest the mRNA-protein 

complexes are not of an artificial nature. No aggregation occurs 

between the 9s globin mRNk and the 15s wkNA-protein complex when thr 

are co-centrifuged. If the particle is dissociated with sodium 

doderlsulpbate the absorbance at 26Ckm shifts to 98, coincident with 

9s mRNA. prepared from polysomal RNA. When analysed on iso-kinetic 
yet thE 

sucrose gradients containing various concentrations of LiC1, they are stablej 

ionic strengths fully dissociated artificial RNA-protein complexes. 

Gel electro.-phoretic analysis of the inRNP samples on exponential 

polyacrylamide gradients indicated that they were discrete partil, 

since the specific proteins, including the minor components, remained 

attached during electrophoresis and the separation pattern was not 

altered when the mRNP was purified by further zonal centrifugation. 

By using the new technique of dark field electron microscopy ., the same 

group could clearly differentiate between mRNA-protein complexes and 

nR (Duboohet et al. 1973).  When they compared mRNA and miNP from 

rabbit reticulocytes and duck erythroblasts, all appeared as linear 

structures 170-220km. long. However the maN? particles could be 

visualised with uraxl acetate at one thousandth of the concentration 

used to detect mRNA • The authors visualised 4-7 distinct areas on 

the mRNP stained with I mM uraxrl acetate which they believe may 

represent the proteins bound at discrete sites along the length of 



the globin mRNA, possibly in regions of high secondary structures. 

When mRNA was stained with I mM urax'l acetate, similar blobs (5-8 

in number) were evident but disappeared almost completely when the 

mRNP was denatured, whilst the mRNA. showed a 25% elongation. These 

blobs detected on mRlVt may represent staining artefacts or sites of 

secondary structure. The defined structure of the complex as viewed 

by dark-field microscopy, and its difference in staining properties 

from mRN&, is a strong argument for the reality of specific, discrete 

inRN&-protein complexes. 

An independent line of investigation, again employing ionic 

conditions that minimise non-specific binding of cytoplasmic proteins 

to mRNA, suggested that four major polypeptidea were attached to the 

mRNA of KB cells (Lindberg and Sundquist, 1974).  The mRNA-protein 

complexes from EDTA dissociated polysomes were isolated by affinity 

chromatograpby on oligo (dT)-cellulose, in 0.2M NaC1. The approximate 

molecular weights of the proteins, as determined by SDS-poiyiczrlamide 

electrophoresis, were 56,000, 68,000, 78,000 arid 130,000. When the 

KB cells were infected with adenovirus, and the mRNP harvested late 

in the infectious cycle, then an extra protein possibly,virus-specific, 

(molecular weight 110,000) could be detected in addition to a set of 

proteins with identical migration values to those of the uninfected 

cells. An attempt to compare globin and lens mRNPs isolated by this 

method with similar inRNPs obtained by FJYIA induced dissociation of 

po].ysomes is also reported here, in studies aimed at characterising 

further the nature of messenger ribonucleoprotein particles. 

To suminarise, when this investigation began there was a distinct 

possibility that ribonucleoprotein complexes arose through artificial 

RNA-protein associations. Subsequent biochemical refinements to 
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niRNP extraction techniques, particularly the use of high ionic 

conditions, have reduced considerably the amount of non-specific 

adsorption of protein to RNA, although fortuitous binding is a 

common finding. The most recent evidence compiled with a variety 

of techniques from a wide range of animal tissues strongly suggests 

that mENP complexes are not merely artefacts of isolation procedure. 

This evidence has been amassed in the introduction to this investi-

gation to underline the biological reality and significance of inRNP 

complexes. 
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Chapter 2 

MATERIALS AND 1IETHQDS 

Chemicals 

Unless otherwise specified, all chemicals were of the highest 

purity available from British Drug Houses, Ltd., Poole, Dorset, U.K. 

Preparation of Chick Lens Extracts 

Th4 heads from freshly killed adult chickens, kindly supplied 

by D. B. Marshall, Ltd., Newbridge, Scotland, U.K., were transported 

from the slaughter house in ice buckets. Lenses were extracted from 

the eye and dissected free of contaminating tissues with watch-maker's 

forceps. The cleaned lenses were then homogenised in a Potter 

homogeniser. The homogenates were prepared in 10 mM-phosphate 

buffer, pH 7.2 containing 10 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, and then centrifuged 

at 4°C for 15 minutes at 10,000 g. in the MSE 18 centrifuge fitted with 

the 8 x 50 rotor head. This low speed spin removed aiy iris containi-

nants, cell nuclei and cellular debris. The supernatant was decanted 

off, its approximate concentration was estimated by refractometry 

(Clayton et al. 1968) and the solution then stored at -150C until required. 

Day old chicks were kindly supplied by Sterling Poultry Products 

Ltd., Ratho, Scotland, U.K., and extracts were prepared in an identical 

manner to the adult material. Lenses required for poJysome preparations 

were immediately stored in liquid nitrogen after extraction, until 

required. 

PQlyacrylarnide Gel Electrophoresis 

a) Non-dissociating Conditions 

The technique used was described by Truman (1968), (derived from 

the method of Ornstein (1964) but without sample or spacer gel). A 
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discontinuous buffer system was employed, the gel being made up in 

0.38 M Tris buffer with the pH adjusted to pH 8.9 by the addition of 

HC1. Both electrode buffers were 0.038 14 glycine solution adjusted 

to pH 8,3 by the addition of solid Tria. The gel solution was  

prepared by dissolving 6.82 gin, of acrylamide and 0.184 gin, of 

N:N'-methylene-bia-acrylainide in 99m1.  of the pH 8.9 buffer. 30 4, 

of TEMED (N:N:N' :N'-Tetrametbyl-1:2-diamino-ethane) and 78 in].. of 

2-inercaptoethanol were added and the solution filtered through WLtinan' a 

No. 1 filter paper. 	iymerisation was normally effected by the 

addition of 0.3 ml. of a freshly prepared 7%(w/v)  solution of ammonium 

peraulphate to 29.7 ml. of the gel solution. This volume was sufficient 

to make up to 20 gels. Both Truman (1968) and Day (1971) found more 

consistent results with this method, as compared to polymerisation by 

the addition of riboflavin followed by irradiation with ultra-violet 

light. 

The gels polyraerised in glass tubes 75 mm. x 5 mm. diameter. The 

apparatus used was similar to that of Davis (1964). 16 gels could be 

eleotrophoreeed at one time, all equidistant from the platinum electrodes. 

The volume of each electrolyte buffer was approximately 900 mis. per 

tank, with an air space of about 2 Cfl, between the upper and lower 

electrode buffers. All runs were performed at room temperature without 

any cooling device. 

Usually the sample was applied by microsyringe to the top of the 

gel rods, in volumes of 10-15 uL. Where necessary a few grains of 

sucrose were added to give Batisfactory ,  layering. The run was started 

at 50 V. for 15 minutes, while the sample entered the gel, and then the 

voltage was increased to 300v. until the buffer front was near the end 

of the gel. This took something like 80-90 minutes at the higher 
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voltae. The current was never allowed to exceed 2 inil per tube. 

The gels were stained for protein tq various methods as detailed 

in the text. When stained with Amido-black (napthalsne black, G.T. Gurr 

Ltd.) the gels were soaked in a 1% solution sade up in 7% acetic acid 

for 60 minutes, then left for 2..3 hours in 7% acetic acid before 

destaining by electrophoresis perpendicular to the length of the gel 

Gels were stored in 7% acetic acid. 

b) Dissociatina Conditions 

When elsetrophore 815 was carried out in the presence of urea, the 

sample was dissociated in 8.-urea, either tr dialysis overnight against 

6M urea (particularly polyacz'lamide slices) or dissociated immediately 

with 11-11 urea,, adjusted to give a final concentration of 8M urea. 

Urea was added to the aory].amids gel solution to give a final concentration 

of 6M urea. Similarly the upper (cathodal) vessel of the electrophoresis 

tank contained buffer with urea to a concentration of 64. 

Identical running conditions to the procedure were used in the absence 

of urea but the final running time was approximately two hours. 

Precipitation of Proteins with Aoni Sulphate 

The procedure of Clayton (196)) was followed exactly. When 

po1yaozlainide slices were required for r-.slectrophoresie or other 

purposes, protein bands were precipitated in situ with ammonium sulphate. 

Poiyacrylamide gels were placed in an 80% saturated solution of anaoni'. 

sulphate containing 1 CiM 2-nercaptoethanol, at 40C for some 30-60 minutes 

until precipitate bands could be seen. Oblique illumination against a 

dark background was used to detect minor components. The gels were 

placed on a glass plate supported a few inches above a small black disc 

in the centre of an X-ray viewing box, and the protein bands out out 

individually, as thin slices, with a razor blade. 



Chick lens polysomes were dissociated in a low salt buffer 

containing 33m4.  EDTA and then subjected to sucrose gradient centri-

fugation. The protein moieties of the ribosomal sub-units and of the 

small RN? complex released from the polysomes by this chelation 

procedure were then analysed on acrylamide-SDS gels and compared to the 

proteins released from polysomee by high salt concentrations or sodium 

deocholate treatment. 

Preparation of Ppiaaomee prior to Sucrose Gradient Ceutrifuation 

A batch of 140 lenses of one day old chicks was homogenised in 

0.25 M sucrose made up in medium A 50 mM NaC1-80 mM Kel 0.5 mM P4g2SO4  

6H20-50 mM Tr1sJICL (pH 7.2). Cellular debris was removed by centri-

fugation at 15,000 rev/mm. for 20 minutes • The post-mitochondrial 

supernatant was then layered over . 5 tsucrose in the same low salt 

buffer and spun at 40C. in the 3 x 20 rotor head of the V.S.E. Super-

speed 50 centrifuge at 25,000 rev/mm. (= 70,000 xg) for 16 hours. 

Sucrose Gradient Centrifugation 

The ribosome pellet ( 6 A 260  units, 1.0. 300 ug. aMA) was then 

taken up in 50mM Tris.HC1(pH 7.4) in a total volume of 1.62 ml. 

Aliquots containing approximately 3 A260  units were then made 33mM 

with respect to EDTA, and applied in a final volume of 1108 ml. to 

15-30% sucrose gradients made up in 50 mM Tris.HC1 (pH 7.4).  The 

gradients were then centrifuged in the MSE 3  x 20 rotor at 40C for 6,5 

hours at 30,000 rev/mm. (=1004000 xg). 15 drop fractions were 

collected and their adeorbance at 260 nm determined in a Beckman DB 

spectrophotometer. Selected fractions were then pooled and mixed 



with 2 volumes of ethanol. After 24 hours at -20 °C. precipitates were 

collected by a low speed centrifugation of 10,000 rev/mm. for 20 

minutes at 0°C. 

Deoxvcholate Treatment 

Lenses of one day old chicks, in batches of 400, isolated as 

described above, were allowed to iyse for 10 minutes in 30 rnl of ice-

cold extraction buffer containing 0.15 M KCL, 5mM MgC12  and 50nM 

triethanolainine (pH 7.5 at 200C.) and 0.1% diethyl pyrocarbonate. 

The lenses were then quickly homogenised for 3-4 minutes in a tight 

fitting glass container. Cellular debris was removed by centrifugation 

at 15,000 rev/uzi.n. for 15 minutes. The post-mitochondrial supernatant 

was then carefully layered over a cushion of 2 mis of 1.5 M sucrose made 

up in the extracion buffer. The polysoi:ies were then sedimented 

through the sucrose at 50,000 rev/mm. (=15,000 g) for 3 hours at 4°C. 

in the 10 x 10 rotor head of the MSE Superspeed 50. The centrifuge 

tubes were then inverted and drained for two minutes in air. The 

po],ysome pellet was then gently dislodged from the side of the tube with 

a small piece of glass rod and resuspended in an appropriate buffer. 

Removal of Proteins from Pplysomps by Treatment with Sodium Deoxycholate 

This was essentially carried out according to the method of Olenee 

(1971, c.). A suspension of chick lens polyaomee (approx. 15A260  units) 

was resuspended in extraction buffer to which sodium deorcholate had 

been added to a final concentration of 1%.  After standing for 30 minutes 

at 0 C., 8 mIt, of this preparation was then carefully layered onto a '2 ml, 

cushion of 1,5 M sucrose in extraction buffer and centrifuged in the 

10 x 10 rotor head of the t.SE Superspeed 50 at 4°C. for 3  hours at 

50,000 rev/min. 
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The upper 4ila. of the gradient, corresponding to the protein solubilised 

by the sodium dooxyoholat., was then carefully pipett.d off and added to 

16&s. of ethanol. With ethanol at this final concentration of 80% the 

detergent remain s in solution. After 24 hours at -p20 0C. a precipitate 

was collected by centrifugation at 15 0000 rev/sin, for 20 minutes at 0 °C. 

The precipitate was then prepared for electrophoresis in polyacrylasid.-

S.D.S. gels. This preparation is referred to in the text as the 

'dsoxycholate wash fraction'. 

Preparation of Salt-washed Ribosorns 

This was essentially carried out according to the method of Blobsi 

(1972). A ribosome pellet, prepared from chick lenses was resuspended 

in a high salt buffer containing 05 M KCL, 5mM MgC12  and 50 MM 

triethanolasine (p11 7.5 at 20°C.) and 0.1% dietbyl Wrocarbonate. 

Eight mIs. of this preparation was then carefully layered over a 

cushion of 2mle. of 1.5 M sucrose made up in the high salt buffer. 

The po]yaanee were then eediinented through the sucrose at 50,000 rev/sin. 

for 3 hours at 40C. in the 10 x 10 rotor head of the PE Superapeed 50 

Centrifuge. The upper 4 mis. of the gradient were carefully pipetted 

off, and ethanol added to a final concentration of 80%.  After 24 hours 

at '.200C. a precipitate was collected by centrifugation at 15,000 rev/sin. 

for 20 minutes at 0 0C. The precipitate was then prepared for electro-

phoresis in polyacrylamide-SDS gels. This preparation is referred to 

in the text as the 'high salt wash fraction' • The pellet of salt washed 

ribosomee was then used for the isolation of mRNP or prepared for electro.. 

phoreals in po]yacrylamide-SDS gels. 
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Zonal Ultracextrjfwatjon 

Serious limitations to density-gradient centrifugations are imposed 

by the capacity and geometry of swing-out rotor tubes, expecially in 

high speed rotors. Zonal centrifugation overcomes a number of the 

disadvantages of the swing-out bucket technique. The capacity is 

considerably larger, so larger amounts of material can be analysed. 

Because sedimentation occurs in sector-shaped compartments there are 

no wall effects to effect resolution in the density gradient, whilst the 

large volume of gradient permits the design of gradients for optional 

separation of particular components. 

Convex sucrose gradients were automatically prepared by the 11300 

tiltro-grad gradient mixer (L.K. . Instruments Ltd., South Crcrdon, U.K.) 

generally over the range 10-40% sucrose. Centrifugation was carried 

out on the B-XIV zonal rotor head (.1.S.E. Ltd., Crawley, U.K.) using 

the M.S.E. Superspee4/ 6centrifuge, (M.s.E. Ltd., Crawler, U.K.), at the 

specified speeds within the range 35,000 to 42,000 rev/mm. (60,000 to 

85,000 Ay. g.). All sucrose solutions were made up in 0.02 Tris, pH 

7.5, treated overnight at 4°C. with 0.1% diet1rl pyrocarbonate (B.D.H.) 

to remove RNase activity (Williamson, 1970). Zonal ultracentrifugation 

was performed according to the manufacturer's instructions (I1.S.E. 

Technical Publication No. 49, M.S.E. Ltd., Crawley. U.K.) and the guide 

for novices to zonal work (Williamson, 1971). 

At the end of the run, generally 14 to 17 hours later, as sped-

Lied in the text, the gradient was removed from the rotor according to 

the manufacturer's instructions, by pumping in a solution of 40% sucrose 

whilst the rotor was slowed to 2,000 rev/mm. ( 1 9 000g.). Adsorbance 

at 260 nm was monitored by a Unlearn SP-800 spectrophotometer s  (Pye, 

Unlearn Ltd., Cambridge, U.K.) using a Perkin-Elmer variable path length 
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TJV flow cell. 

Amplification of results was performed with an Servoecribe chart 

recorder. 130 drop fractions (approx. 11 mIs.) were collected by use 

of the Ultrorac fraction-collector (L.K.B. Instrument., South Croydon, 

U.K.),, the required fractions pooled, made 0.4 M with respect to sodium 

chloride, then precipitated overnight at "200C. with two voltrasa of 

absolute alcohol. 

The Analysis of Protein Samples by Electrophoresis in Sodium DodscyA 

Sulphate-Urea-Aczlamide Gels 

Various protein samples,  in particular the protein moiety of ECNP 

particles, were analysed according to the gel technique described by 

McGillivray et al. (1972). This utilises a modification designed by 

Intnli (1970) whereby oaium dodecyl sulphate is employed in the 

double-gel discontinuous electrophoresis procedure of Davis (1964). 

Electrophoresis was carried out in 4M urea, 0.1% SDS, 15% poiyacrylamid.. 

The presence of urea ensured that all proteins were fully dissociated. 

The gels were prepared from the following stock solution.: 

Lower small pore running gel 

Solution A: Trio 36.6g.; N,N,NN - tetrmethylenedi*rvine (TEMED) 0,23m1s 

LVI HC1 48m1; made up to 10ls with water (final pH 8.9) 

Solution B: 40% aovylainid. 0.6% bisacrylkmtde. 

Solution Cs 0.14%  Ammonium persuiphate in 814 urea, 0.2% SM. 

Upper large oore stacking rel 

Solution D: Tn., 5.98 gm. TEMED, 0.46 ml., titrated to pM 6.7 with lht MCi 

and made up to 100 ml. with water. 

Solution Et 10% Aorylamide, 2.5% bieacirlamide. 

Solution F: riboflavin, 4mg. in 100nl. of water. 

Solution G: 8M ureo, 0.2% SDS. 



The small pore gels were prepared by mixing 1 vol. of solution A with 

3 vole, of solution B and 4 vols.of solution C. (A final volume of 32 ml. 

provided ample material for a tank load of 16 gels.) Aliquots of 1.5 ml. 

were then carefully pipetted into 11 cm or 12 cm glass tubes and overlaid 

with water or iso.-butanol, after air bubbles had been removed by gentle 

tapping. After a polymerisation time of approximately 1 hour, the 

water or iso-butanol layer was removed by a fine imi. pipette and replaced 

by 0,2m1. of the large pore stacking gel solution. This consisted of 

1 vol. of solution D with 3 vol. of solution E. 1 vol. of solution F and 

4 vol. of solution G. The gels were then photopolyinerised for 1 hour 

under a fluorescent tube. The total length of the polymerised gel was 

usually 9 cm. In some cases slightly longer gels of 9.5 cm. were 

employed. 

Preparation of Samples for SDS Electrpphore8ip 

The proteins were dissolved in 8 M urea, 1% SDS, 1% 2-.mercaptoethanol, 

10nM Tris (pH 7.5)  and incubated at 370C for 3 hours. They were then 

dialysed overnight against SM urea, 0. 1SDS, 1% 2-mercaptoethanol in 1CnI4 
CS 

Tris (pH 7.5). Samples of each solution in a maximum volume20O p1. 

were then mixed with 51il. of 2-mercaptoethanol and 512l. 1% bromophenol 

blue marker dye and loaded onto the gels after the water overlay had been 

removed from the gels. 

Electrophoresis was carried out at room temperature at 2 mA/gel 

in a buffer system of 39m. Tris, 14.4  gin. glycine and 1 gin, of 51)3 per 

litre. After the marker dye had reached the bottom of the small pore 

gels (approx. 2.5 hours), final voltage 250V., the gels were removed 

from the electrophoresis apparatus and the glass tubes cracked in a 

vice. The length of the gel and the distance moved by the marker dye 

were measured. Each gel was then fixed overnight in methanol: acetic 

acid; water (5:1:4:v/v). 



Staining of gels 

Initially, gels were stained for 2 hours with 1% (v/v.) 

Naptbalene Black (Amido Black) in 71, (v/v) acetic acid and destained 

electrophoretical]r (4n0 oros/volts) in 7% acetic acid. 

A second method of staining with 0.2% (w/v) Coomassie Blue, 

identical to the method described for the iso-ei.ectrofocussing gels, 

(Chapter 3) was adopted for later experiments, because of the increased 

sensitivity of staining available with this dye. Thus gels were stained 

in 0.2 (v/v.) Coomassie Brilliant Blue in 10% (v/v.) acetic acid and 25% 

(v/v.) methanol for 30 minutes at 650c. 

Destaining was performed exactly as described for iso-electric 

focusing in polyacx7lamide gels, (see Chapter 3). 

Estimation of Molecular Weights 

A calibration curve was constructed by running proteins of known 

molecular weight on SDS-urea acx7lamide gels. The following marker 

proteins were employed in molecular weight determinations: cytochrome 

C (horse heart), ovalbumin (chicken egg), and -laotoglobulin (bovime) 

purchased from Koch-Light Ltd., Colnbrook, Bucks., England. 

Bovine serum albumin, S aldolase and galactosidase (E. coli) were 

provided in the Boehringer Combithek Calibration set, Boehringer 

Mannheim, Gumb H, West Germarr. 

TABLE 

VALUES ACCEPTED FOR MOLECUL\k. WEIGHTS OF THE POLYPEPTIDE CHAIN 

OF THE STANDAiU) PROTEINS 

PROTE 	 Md. POLYPEPTIDE CHAIN REFERENCE 

beta-.galactoaidase 	130,000 	 Weber and Osborn (1969) 

alpha-phosphoryla8e 	94,000 	 " 

bovine serum albumin 	68,000 	 " 	" 



catalase 	 60,000 	 Weber and Osborn (1969) 
ovalbumin 	 43,000 	 1 	ft 	II 	 It 

aldolase 	 40,000  

chymotiypsinogen 	25,700  

beta-lactoglobulin 	17,500 	 Klotz (1967) 
rtochrome C 	 12,400 	 Andrews (1965) 

Calculation of Electrophoretic Mobilities 

The gels swell considerably in the course of staining and do-

staining. Weber and Osborn (1969) found that gels showed more swelling 

as the amount of cross linker was lowered. In these urea gels the 

ratio of acrylamide to metbylene bis acrylamide was 67:1, wIui3t eber 

and Osborn (1969) generally employed twice this amount of cross linker. 

Consequently it was important in estimating electrophoretic mobilities 

to allow for this swelling effect. Mobilities were calculated 

according to the formula suggested by Weber and Osborn (1969). 

Mobility - Distance of Protein Migration 	Length before starting 

Length after destaining 	Distance of Dye Migration 

The distance of protein migration was always measured from the leading 

edge of the protein bath. The mobilities were then plotted against 

the known molecular weights expressed on a semi-logarithmic scale. 

The general shape of the calibration curve obtained in this manner 

was byperbolic, in good agreement with the results of Weber and Osborn 

(1969) where they used a similar low amount of cross linker. In general 

the separation on the molecular weight range 30,000-60,000 was very good. 

Unfortunately, fewer markers are available in the higher molecular 

weight range where the curve is steeply hyperbolic. Consequently 

greater reservation must be made about azv estimations in the range 

55 9 000-130,000. Reproducibility however was good when care was taken 

not to overload the gels. The following amounts of marker proteins 



were routinely empled: 

beta-galactosidase lOOug in lOOp]. 

alpha-phosphoz1ase 1 O)lg in 20pl 

bovine serum albumin 2Opg in 20pl 

catalase lOpg in 20u]. 

ovalbumin 10,1g in 2p]. 

aldolaae 30p9 in 3091  

chymotl'yp8inOgefl 20pg in 20u1 

beta-lactoglobulin 1 Opg in 2p]. 

cytochrome C lOpg in 2l 

preparation of High Salt Washed Ribosoines from Mouse Reticulocyte 

Mouse blood, of high reticulocyte content, was taken from storage 

at -700C. and allowed to iyse for 5 minutes in an equal volume of ice-

cold I mM MgC12  solution containing 0.1% dietbyl pyroearbonate s  before 

being homogenised by hand in a tight fitting glass container. Cellular 

debris was removed by two successive low speed centrifugatiOfl8 of 

10,000 rev/mm. (approx. 10,000g.) at 4°C for ten minutes. The post 

mitochondrial supernatant was then carefully layered by pipette onto 

a 2 ml. cushion of I M sucrose made up in 100 mM Tris-HCL,pH 7.4, 1 mM 

MgC12, 0.1% dietbyl pVrocarbonate. Polyaozaes were collected by 

centrifugation at 55 # 000 rev/mm. (25 000  x g.) for 2 hours in the 

8 x 25 Ti rotor head of the M.S.E. 65 Superspeed centrifuge at 4 0C. 

The polysome pellets were then quickly homogenised, in the cold 

(2-4°C.) in 10nl. of high salt buffer (Blobel, 1972). This consisted 

of a solution of 500 mM KCL, 50nM Trio-HCL, pH 7.4, 5 mM MgCl2,  2 mM DTT, 

0.1% dietbyl pyrocarbonate. The ribosomal solution was then layered 

over a 2 ml. cushion of 30% sucrose made up in the same buffer. A 

second pellet of high salt washed polysomee was then collected by 

centrifugation at 55,000 rev/mm. for two hours in the 8 x 25 Ti rotor 



head or the 1. S. E. 65 Superspeed centrifuge at 4 °C. The polysoine 

pellets were then quickly washed in high salt buffer prior to puronvoin 

dissociation. 

Purouwcin Treatment 

This was again carried out according to the method of Blobel 

(1972). To each pellet of salt washed ribosomes (usually about 85 A 260  

unite) 3 ml. of a solution of 500 mM KCL, 50 mM Tris-HCL, pH 70, 2 mM 

MgC12, I mM DTT, - I M. puronr ciri was added. The samples were 

incubated at 37 
O( with occasional gentle swirling, then quickly 

homogenised in a email tight fitting homogeniser, then allowed to stand 

for a further 3  minutes at 37°C. A slightly long period of homogenis-

ation was utilised for chick lens polysomes, to transform the pellet 

into a clear solution of dissociated riboaomea. 

Preparation of Columns for Affinity Chromatograplw 

Small ohromatograp1r columns were made of 5  ml. syringe tubes, 

115 mm. in length, 11 mm. internal diameter. They were charged with 

oligo(dT )-.celluloee, (Sean., High Wycombe, Bucks., U.K.) washed in 

equilibrium buffer, 0.2 M NaC1, 50 mM Tria-HCL, pH 7.8 9  10 mM EIYL, 

0.2% NP40. The slurry was applied to the syringe tuba and allowed to 

pa"k onto a small glass fibre support in each column, to a final height 

of about 25 muu 	The column was then washed repeatedly with 0.1 N 

NaOH and then with equilibration buffer, again repeatedly, before 

being stored at -20°C. prior to use. 

Affinity Chrom4to2raphv on Oligo(dT )-celluloso 

Po].ysomes, whether dissociated with EDTA at a final concentration 

of 33 mM E1A, pH 7.4 or high salt washed polyso s dissociated by 

puronycin, were mixed with 4 volumes of equilibration buffer before 



being applied to the column. The unadsorbodfraction was then eluted 

with 15 in].. of equilibration buffer. The retained fraction was then 

eluted by 6 ml. of 25% formRm1de buffer: 0.2 H NaCl., 50 mM Trio-HCL, 

pH 7.8, 10 mM EDTA, 25% formm(de, followed by 6 ml. of buffer of the 

same composition except for a final concentration of 50% form*ml.de. 

Occasionally, a similar amount of 90% formamide buffer was also applied. 

Any remaining adsorbed material was eluted with 5 ml. of 0.1 N NaOH. 

All eluates were then made 0.4 H with respect to NaCl,, before 

being precipitated overnight at -200C. with 2 volumes of ethanol. 

gbtaining and Labelling Embryonic Lenses 

Fertilised eggs were purchased from D. B. Marshall Ltd., Nebridge, 

Midlothian, Scotland, U.K. The eggs were incubated at 37°C. and staged 

by the morphological criteria described in Lillie's Development of the 

Chick (1952). 

Radio-active Chemicals 

These were obtained from the Radiochemical Centre, Amersham, 

England, U.K. The 3H-amino-acid mixture was supplied at a specific 

activity of 1 n/m1, and the 14C amino acid mixture at 50,iCi/ml. 

Dissection and Culture of Lenses 

Dissection of embryos was carried out under a Horizontal Laminar 

Flow Bench (South London Electrical Equipment Compary, Surrey, U.K.) 

to minimise bacterial contamination, and normal laboratory sterile 

roceiures were observed. 

The e:hryos were sted under a LiriocuLr icroscoe hi the 

intact lenses dissected out by fine watchmakers forceps and cataract 

needles. In embryos earlier than 96 hours the preparation probably 

also contained optic cup tiesue. Small pieces of iris clinging to 

trie , ns couh 'e iy removed in all but the oldest embryonic stages. 

ire-riocUire if: Cat1On Period: Lenses were ciener cf' sdhernr 
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debris in pre-.warmed medium 199 (Wellcome Research Laboratories, Beckenham, 

England, U.K.) containing 200 unite/mi. of penicillin (Flow Laboratories 

Ltd., Irvine, Scotland, U.K.) before being transferred to pro-warmed 

supplemented medium. Identical numbers of lenses were transferred into 

plastic tissue culture dishes (60 x 15 turn, Falcon Plastics, Oxnard, Ca., 

U.S.A.) containing either 5 ml. Medium 1994 supplemented with 10% (v/v) 

foetal calf serum (Gibco-Biocult, Glasgow, Scotland, U.K.) and 200 units/ 

ml. penicillin or to the same medium to which actinonrcin D (Calbiochem 

Ltd., London, U.K.) had been added to a final concentration of 15 pg./ml- 
All 

 lenses from embryos of 4 days and older were maintained in 

these conditions for 4 hours at 370C. in a humidified atmosphere of 

95% air:5% CO2 . Younger lens material was pro-incubated for the times 

specified in the text. 

Labelling Period: lenses pro-incubated in medium containing actinon-cin 

D were labelled for 4 hours with 3H amino-acids (15 ($iJm1 . in 3 ml • of 

Medium 199 plus 10% foetal calf serum plus penicillin (200 units/mi.) 

and actinoniycin D (10 , ./ml.). The radioactive material was pre-

warmed in plastic tissue culture dishes (35 x 10 mm., Falcon Plastics, 

Oxnard, Ca., U.S.A.). Similarly the corresponding untreated batch of 

lenses was labelled for 4 hours with 14C amino-acids (1 5.ai/ml. in 3 mis. 

of identical medium but lacking actinoncin D). AU lenses were main-

tamed at 37°C. in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air:5% CO2. At the 

end of the pulse period the lenses were briefly washed in cold Medium 

1'9 ei're irtcor oration was stopped by freezing the lenses with liquid 

eitroen. I order to minimise experimental, differences arising through 

homogenisation procedures, both control and actinoniycin D treated lenses 

were co ec. J 	o uhr iod 	boro, untiL rc..ioireJ, ii 1i-o.ci iit.roen. 



Homoerisation Procedure 

Embryonic lens material was hornogenised in extremely close 

fitting micro-homogenisers, in a minimum volume of 8 M-urea, 100 mM 

2-mercaptoethanol, 1zM-Tris HCL (pH 7.5). The homogenate was then 

frozen and thawed out from -20 0C, repeatedly over a period of 3 hours 

to ensure maximal cellular breakdown. Cellular debris was then 

removed ty centrifugation at 10,000 rev/mm (oo 9g) for 10 minutes 

at room temperato, in the LSIE. 18 centrifuge. The supernatant 

was removed and stored at -200C prior to analysis by gel electrofocusing. 

Processina of Pplyecry],amide Slices for Scintillation Counting 

Polyacirlamide slices (approx. 1 mm. thick) were solubilised 

overnight in scintillation vials in 0.5 ml. of a 10% (v/v) solution of 

100 vols. bydrogen peroxide. To each vial was added 10 ml, .% of Triton-

toluene scintillation mix, to give a clear counting solution. The 

scintillation mix was made up, per litre, of 700 ml,. of toluene, 

300 ml. of Triton X 100, 5 gm. of PPO (2,5-Dipheryloxazole) and 0.3 gm. 

of DimetIl POPOP (1,4 bis(4_rnethyl_5_Pherrloxazolyl)]-Senzene). All 

these scintillation chemicals were obtained from Koch-Light Laboratories 

Ltd., Colnbrook, Bucks., England, U.K. 

To minimise chemiluminescence and light excitation effects, all 

vials were stored in the dark at 40C for a minimum of 16 hours prior 

to being counted. Slices containing the origin of polyacxrlaznide gels 

were not processed. 

Double Chanel Counting 

Counting of radioactivity was performed in the ABAC S140 

scintillation spectrometer (Intertechnique, Paris, France.). The 

external standard mode was employed for dual counting of 311 and 

labels, and the 	 $ instructions used to derive and store 



quench curves, in order to obtain absolute activities for each isotope 

in disintegrations per minute 	 A computer feature was 

selected so that results were printed out in the form of two separate 

histograms, in Jaofts, for each of the isotopee, and a third table of 

isotope ratio* by selecting the correct histogram feature, the 

radioactivity in any one slice ocuin be expressed as a percentage of 

the total radioactivity entering the gel. 

luncelectropLAoruais involves r.. io distinct and aep. zte procedures* 

in the first process the sample is subjected to electrophoresis in a 

suitable conductive solvent (first dimension)e in the second process 

of imeunodi!fusion antibodies are allowed to diffuse perpendicular to 

the antiena separated in the running gel. £reoipitates are deposited 

between the antibody trough and the regions of highest concentration 

of the eiectroptioretio&Uy separated oomponents. Gelatin agar, agerose 

and polyacrylklnide gels are commonly used to stabilise the conductive 

solvent in the electrophoretic step and are suitable media for 

iivuunodifivaion. These media vary considerably in their endommotic 

properties, i.e. the degree of solvent flow through the supporting 

substance. 

Agar and aaroee gels are prepared in an Identical manner in this 

laboratory. 4gaross is a neutral po3yeaoctiaride bowevor,4  the gel is 

tiieoretically free from ioniad roups and produces a less pronounced 

i4ososia than agar (uaat, 1971).  This fact is of crucial iiapor-

t. noe were prolonged elsctropnoretic times are employed but for the 

iuro.-ero3r3.L t.c.i1.i;ribed below, agar is totally 

J- 	Lii 	 . 	o 	1n rulztivo]. inex.€ns1ve. 



Micro-inmnmoelectrothoresia in 1.5% azar or aarose. 

Imnnmo-electrophoresis was carried out according to the micro-

method of Scheideger (1959) using the High Resolution Buffer 

(pH 8.9) of Aronason and Gronwall (1957). This consists of 60.5 gme./ 

litre of Iris, 6 gm/litre E.D.T.A., 4.6 gm/litre Boric acid, final 

pH 8.9,  diluted before use 1:2 with distilled water. 1.5 gms of 

agar or agarose were then mixed with 99 mis. of the diluted high 

resolution buffer in a conical flask. The polysaccharide was 

then melted by beating the stoppered flask in a domestic pressure 

cooker for 10 minute8 at full steam pressure. 

The solution must not be maintained for too long at this 

temperature, as prolonged heating may induce the partial destruction 

of gel structures and brownish decomposition products appear. 

The melted agar was then transferred from the flask by means 

of a pre-warmed 10 ml. pipette onto clean microscope slides, 

supported on a horizontal levelling board (Shandon Scientific 

Comparq Limited, London). Each slide was covered with 2 ml. of 

fluid agar or agarose, care being taken to avoid air bubble 

formation in the gel. After gel formation, the slides were 

stored for 1-2 hours at room temperature in a humidity cabinet before 

use. 

The cutting of patterns for immunoelectrophoresia was made 

by free hand or by means of a commercially available template 

(Shandon Scientific CompwW Limited, London). Whenever gels were 

out freehand (usually when larger glass plates were employed) the 

plate was placed over white paper on which outlines representing 

wells and troughs had been drawn. The sample wells were made 

with an extended glass pipette and the gel plug removed by 

continuous suction through the rubber bulb. The antibody trough 
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were out out by means of a scalpel and ruler, tracing out the 

underlying pattern. Tho Tui wide trough was normally cut 5 mm, 

from the antigen wells. 

In routine experiments 2 jal of the protein sample (15 mge/ml. 

concentration) was applied to the antigen well by means of a 

Hamilton syringe. Increased protein concentrations were required 

on occasions where subsequent separation techniques were emplqyed. 

The electrophoretic stage was performed in a workshop built 

apparatus containing undiluted High Resolution Buffer. Filter 

paper (3 mm. Whatinane Filter Paper) was soaked in buffer and Laid 

on both ends of the slide (or plate) to connect the buffer 

solution in the anode (left) ind -cathode (right) compartments with 

the gel surface. The slides thus lay at right angles to the 

electrodes. 

Electrophoresis was carried out for 2 hours at 6.5 V/cm or 

occasionally for 1 hour at 13 V/cm. The trough for anti-serum was 

then cut out after the electrophoretic separation and approximately 

100 j*l of antiserum introduced into the trough. The immuno-

diffusion step was allowed to occur over a period of about 16-18 

hours, in a humidity chamber at room temperature. 

Subsequently the gel was washed free from non-reacted antigen 

and antibody by several changes of 0,9%  /W/V) physiological saline 

over a period of 24 hours. The salt was then washed out in 

distilled water for about 24 hours. 

Gels were then dried down by applying filter paper (1shatnan 

No.1) to the surface of the gel and allowing them to stand in open 

air until the following day. 

The slides (or plates) were then stained for 30 minutes in a 
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solution of 0.1% Amido Black (Napthalene Black 106) in ethanol-

water-glacial acetic acid (7:2:1, v/V) and destained with a 

mixture of ethanol-glycerol-water-glacial acetic acid (7:7:1:1, 

V/V) for about one hour with 2 wash changes. 

Note. 

All of these particular techniques are routinely employed in 

this laboratory and the essential details can be found In Campbell, 

Clayton and Truman (1968). General information and further 

details of inmiuno electrophoretic techniques can be found in the 

excellent laboratory handbook ty Clausen (1969). 

Macro-iminunoelectrophoregis 

The development of a practical method for enhancing the 

separation of lens crystalline into major immunological classes t 

extended agarose electrophoresis is described in the results 

section (Chapter 6). However the details of preparation of the gel 

(other than the buffers employed), cutting of wells and troughs, 

drying and staining of the gel were identical to those described 

for micro-imnumoelectrophoresie. 

Treatment of aEarose or afar strips prior to eel slectrofocuein. 

Using the line of sample wells as a reference point, parallel 

slices of 0.5 cm or 1 cm were cut out at right angles to the 

electrophoretio track with the aid of a ruler and a scalpel. 

Antibody troughs were then cut alongside the remaining control 

samples on the plate and imunmo-diffusion allowed to take place, as 

described. 

The strips of gel were then packed into dialysis tubing 

1 4 sking "-cm)  and dialysed overnight against 8M urea containing 



100 mM 2-mercaptoethanol. The volume of the dialysate was 

subsequently reduced to one third of its original volume by drying 

down in a stream of warm air. The gelatinous, concentrated mass 

could then be easily transferred and packed down on the iso-electric 

focusing gel by means of a wide bore Pasteur pipette and rubber 

teat. The agar or agarose was kept apposed to the surface of 

the po],yacrylim(de gel by a pledget of glass wool (Clayton 1969). 

A longer pro-focusing time of 2 hours was necessary when re-

running of proteins from agaroae (or agar) gel was performed. 

If the gradient was not fully established by the pre-run, it appeared 

that the agarose ( or agar) could extend the pH gradient upwards, 

drawing ampholines from the pol.yaciylamide into the polysaccharide 

gel, making the determination of iso-electric spectra virtually 

impossible. Apart from this adjustment in pre-running time of 

the gel, all other conditions for iso-electric focusing were as 

described in the results section (Chapter 3).  The iso-electric 

spectrum of each agaroae fraction was then recorded, representing 

the subunits present in that particular agarose region, whilat 

the immunodiffusion studies on control samples indicated the 

immunological relationships of the undissociated assemblages in 

arW particular agarose region. 

Immuno-electzofooUsifl. 

This technique was performed according to the recommendations 

of Catsimpoolas ( 1973). Isoelectric focusing in polyacrylamide 

gel in non-dissociating conditions was performed according to the 

möthod described in Chapter 3. The intact gel column was then 

embedded in the 1.5% buffered agar used for micro-electrophoresis 

(see above). Trenches were then out parallel to the gel, at a 



distance of 10 mm., and filled with antiserum. The details of 

preparation of the agar gel, cutting of troughs, development,, 

drying and staining of the agar gel were exactly as described for 

micro-immunoelectrophoresis. 

Electroiiwnunoprecipjtatjorz. 

After the completion of iso-electric focuaingela were 

embedded in a thin layer of agarose gel containing antibodies to 

total lens protem of the chick • For separation in the second 

dimension the technique used was that of Clarke and Freeman (1968), 

as modified by Truman' et al. (1972a). Thus the high-resolution 

buffer of Aroneson and Gronwall (1957) was used, diluted to half-

strength in the electrophoresis tank and to one-sixth strength in 

the 1% agarose gel. Electrophoresis was carried out for 18 hour 

at 7 V/cm at 4 
0C. The antiserum concentration was 5%. Only 

preliminary results are reported since considerable difficulties 

were encountered with this technique, because of differences in 

endoamotic properties of the po].yacrylamida gel and agarose. 

Drying down and staining of the gel were performed as described 

for micro-immunoelectrophoresis. 

Polyacrylamide Gel 3lectrophoresis of 1NA. 

This was carried out essentially according to the method of 

Loening (1967). Specially purified aoiylainide for electrophoresis 

was purchased from B.D.H. and bis-acrylamide was re-ciystallised 

from acetone. 2.6% acrylamide gels (0.12% bis-acrylainide) were 

prepared normally in 7.5 by 0. 63cm. perapex tubes. Other lengths 

and bores are specified in the text • The gel buffer consisted of 

36m 	'is- - (pH 7.8), 30nZ4 NaH2PO4 , lmi EDTA. The electrophoresis 

buffer was of similar composition but with 0.2 SDS. Pre-running of 

gels at 5mA/tube for 20-4ornins.,  at 20°C, allowed the SDS to enter 

the gel. Samples were loaded with the current at imA/tube. At the 
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start of the electrophoretic run, 2.5/tube were applied for 20n4np. 

while the sample entered the gel. The current was then increased to 

5m/tube, and the run continued for 90nins. 

Samples were applied tor mioroayringe, dissolved in electrophoresis 

buffer and 5% sucrose. The usual size of the sample was 2-.20il. After 

completion of the run the gels were washed for 30nins. in distilled 

water, then scanned at 260n.m in the Joyce-.Loebel Chromoscan. 



Chanter 3 

DEVELOPMENT OF A GEL ELECTROFOCUSINO TECHNL).UE 

It has been argued above (see Introduction) that if the 

differentiation of the lens fibre is to be considered as a qyotem 

involving the activity of a number of different genes then it 

is the synthesis of the individual protein subunits that must be 

followed. Exact enumeration and comparison of such subunits 

would allow estimates to be made of the number of loci producing 

separate gene products. In turn the validity of such studies 

will depend on the resolution and sensitivity of the ana]ytical 

technique employed. Proteins purified by a variety of procedures 

and judged to be homogeneous by such criteria as enime specificity 

or molecular weight have almost invariably shown heterogeneity 

when analysed by the very high resolution method of iso-electric 

focusing (Susor et al. ,1969)  which can distinguish between very 

minor differences in molecular charge within protein populations. 

In fact the number of components resolved by iso-electric focusing 

of apparently homogeneous proteins was initially embarrassing and 

the use of this analytical technique was questioned. Only in 

very few cases, however, has the technique itself been proven to 

introduce apparent heterogeneity into proteins, for reasons 

discussed below. On the contrary, iso-electric focusing provides 

a powerful method for studying protein heterogeneity. One recent 

paper on the inicroheterogeneity and allcmorphism of proteins points 

out that the use of this equilibrium separation method has led to 

the re-examination of the criteria on which protein homogeneity is 

based (Williamson (A.R.) et al.,1973). Since iso-electric 

focusing (or electrofocusing) in a sucrose density gradient has 
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been applied successfully to the preparative fractionation of chick 

lens crystalline in this laboratory (Truman at al.,1971), it 

appeared worthwhile to try and develop this technique for the 

separation and identification of lens ciystallin subunits. 

Principle of Method 

Iso-electric focusing involved the migration of amphoteric molecules 

such as proteins to the regions corresponding to their iso-electric 

points in a pH gradient (Svensson,1961,1962, Vesterberg and Svensson 

1966.) The iso-electric point(pI) of a protein is defined as that 

*I value at which the net charge on the molecule is zero, i.e. 

its electric mobility is zero. At the iso-electric point of the 

protein the charges present on the amino groups and the carborl 

groups exactly neutralise each other. 

Suitable pH gradients for iso-electric focusing can be 

generated by applying a voltage to a mixture of aliphatic poiyani{no-

polycarborlic acids, possessing themselves a range of iso-electric 

points, in solutions stable to disturbance by convection (Veaterberg 

and Svensson,1966). These carrier amphoJ.ytes have been commercially 

available for some years under the trade name Amholine (Lkc]3, South 

Crc5rdon, Surrey, U.K.) They are a mixture of marq isomers and 

homologues of pOlyaminopo3ycarbolic acids, with an average 

molecular weight between 300 and 600 (Wrigley,1968, Wadatron et al., 

1974). They possess a number of desirable properties (summarised 

in Ye8terberg,1973) which make them suitable for creating natural 

pH gradients. These include high buffering capacity, good 

solubility in water and good conductivity. In addition they can 

be obtained in a wide range (pH 2.5-11), possess low light absorption 

:.t 280 n m and longer wavelengths and can be generally removed from 



proteins by simple procedures such as gel filtration and dialysis. 

Their bydroilic properties reduce the possibility of the carrier 

amio:Lytes binding to bydrophobic sites of proteins. 

Recent reviews have appeared on the basic principles of iso-

electric focusing (Haglund,1971; Vesterberg,1973. However it 

may be instructive to consider Ihe behaviour of proteins when 

subjected to a stable pH gradient assumed to have been obtained 

between anode and cathode by means of the Ampholine carrier 

ampholytes. If such an amphoteric molecule, possessing both acidic 

and basic groups, is introduced to the acidic and of a stable pH 

gradient, H ions will be available, the protein 411 capture 

protons and become positively charged. Consequently in an electric 

field, it will migrate towards the negative pole or cathode, 

thereby encountering less acidic conditions. At that pH which 

equals its p1 the net charge on the molecule will be zero, the 

molecule will be electrically neutral and it will stop migrating 

and become focused. Similarly if the protein is subjected first 

to basic conditions, (Ir groups 411 be available, the protein will 

l.oee protons, from the carboxylic groups, and have a negative 

net charge. Consequently it will be transported by the current 

towards the anode, encounter less basic conditions and again focus 

at that pH value at which its net charge is zero. Hence axr 

protein introduced to a stable gradient will become focused at 

that point in the gradient where the pH is equal to the p1 of the 

protein. 

IC! 

1. ri1cy (1968) described a method of iso-electric focusing in 

1r . cia:[iJe gels, where the gel stabilises the p11 gradient but 



does not serve as a molecular sieve. This method of electrofocusing 

appeared to offer a number of advantages compared to the use of column 

iso-electric focusing in a sucrose density gradient. It is a much 

more rapid technique (3-16 hours as compared to 48-96 hours), 

avoids the use of large amounts of reagents and sample, and above 

all, allows numerous samples to be analysed together in the same 

run. Detection, preservation and recording of results are also 

much simpler since staining, photographic and protein quantitation 

techniques developed for gel electrophoresis methods are all available. 

Two methods of iso-electric focusing in polyaczy].amide gel 

appear to have been developed independently in several laboratories. 

Mary publications describing a gel-rod procedure appeared in 1968 

(Wrigley,1968; Riley and Colman ., 1968; Fawcett 1968; Dale and Latner, 

1968). At the same time the first descriptions appeared of iso-

electric focusing of proteins in thi.n. Layers of po]racryl-amide gel 

(Leaback and Rutter, 1968; Awdeh et al. ,1968). Soon after this 

latter technique was used to analyse chick lens crystalline 

(Bours and van Doorenmaalen, 1970). The thin layer method has a 

number of advantages including direct and eagV comparison of multiple 

samples, ease of photograpkr and more efficient heat exchange. 

Furthermore iso-electric points can be estimated from thin layer 

gels more accurately than gel electrofocusing in cylindrical tubes 

(wriglay,1968). On the other band the gel rod procedure is more 

suitable for re-focusing experiments, slicing for radio-active 

c unting and can be more readily used for subsequent immunological 

L[ul18iS (see achez*ta on jmuno_iaoelectricfocuaing, Ctsimpoolas, 

1973). Larger amounts of protein can be applied to ge r -xlsp  

wI Ilst there are difficulties in applying proteins on flat-bed 
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gels (Vesterberg,1973. However it was decided to employ the gel 

rod procedure mainly because conventional, apparatus for gel rod 

electrophoresis was available, that required no further modification 

for use in electrofocusirig. 

General feature 8 of the developed technicue. 

In order to 8t1XLT the subunit composition of lens cxystaill.ns, 

6m urea was incorporated into the ampholine gels. Wrigley (1968) 

first employed 2M urea when focusing gliadin proteins, subsequently 

mexy authors have employed urea in concentrations from 6 to 9 molar, 

for a wide range of protein samples (Catsimpoo].as,1969; Florini 

at a].. ,l971 SalAm&n and williamson,1971; Herz at a].. ,1972). 

The final modifications of the basic technique described tV 

Wrigley (1968) that were eystemliica].]y introduced for the gel 

electrofocusing of ezyatallin subunits are described in detail below. 

Since the development of this technique was EVstematic and gradue], 

where applicable the rationale for particular experimental procedures 

has been outlined in the text below. However apart from employing 

6 M urea, the two major features of the modified technique are as 

follows: 

The use of anti-oxidant chemicals in all dissociation and 

separation procedures to prevent oxidation of susceptible side-

groups within polype± ides, that could otherwise result in the 

recording of artefacts, particularly through interchain disulphide 

bonding (Catsimpoolaa,1969; SalRmr1 and Wi11iRm8on,1971). 

The admixing of carrier anipholines of different pH ranges to 

obtain a pH gradient tht will maximally separate a set of 

proteins with iso-electric points in the range pH 3-10. This 
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technique can greatly aid the analysis of protein complexity. Since 

most proteins have their iso-electric point within this range of 

1 3-10, the modifications introduced appear to be generally 

applicable to the analysis of marr developmental systems. 

Gel Electrofociinin : Experilnefltal Del, :jle 

Preparation of perylajnide Gels 

A 7.5% (w/V) polyacry]-Amide gel containing 1% (w/V) "Ampholine" 

carrier aznpholyte8 (LZcB - Produckter AB 9  South Croydon, Surrey., U.K.) 

was prepared according to the method of Wrigley (1968), with 

modified stock solutions 80 that a final concentration of 6 ii urea 

was obtained in the gel. Further details of the procedure 

together with various other modifications are given below. Stock 

solutions for preparing the gel were as follows: 

Catalyst solution : I ml. N,N,N1 O N'  - tetrainetkl 1-2 diAmeothane 

(TEMED), distilled water to 100 ml. 

' Acl7lAiTrtde solution : 30 gut. acry].amide, 0.8 gm. N-N etljlene 

bigacxr1amide, distilled water to 100 mis. 

Chemical polymerisation solution : 80 mg. ammonium persulp&mte 

43,2 gut. urea, distilled water to 80 ml. i.e. 1% (W/V) of 

ammonium persuiphate in 9 molar urea. 

All of the solutions described were filtered prior to use. 

If stored in dark containers at 4°C all of the solutions could be 

used for at least four weeks following preparation, but the 

ammonium persuiphate catalyst in urea was routinely prepared as 

re :uired and not stored. 

Glass tubes of 5 mm internal diameter and either 75 mm or 120 mm 

on were presoaked in 100 vole, hydrogen peroxide for 12-18 hours 



then rinsed in distilled water and finally oven dried at 1500c. 

The gels were sealed at the bottom and filled to within 1-2 no of 

the top with the polymer gel solution. This concentrated gel 

mixture was prepared tr mixing the following proportions of stock 

solutions 

TEHED cata),yst 	0.8 ml. 

Acl7lamide - bia monomer3.0 ml. 

40% (v/v) Carrier ampholine solution 03 ml. 

This mixture was then degassed with a water pump. 

To4mls. of this mixture 8ml  were added 0f the ammonium  

persuiphate-urea solution, which had been similarly degassed. This 

final volume of the gel solution is sufficient for casting 8 s ma ll 

gels (60 mm long) or 5 gels 95 mm in length. After tapping to 

remove aqy trapped air bubbles the gels were immediately overlaid 

with iso-butanol, which since it is virtually immiscible with 

aqueous solutions, produces a very flat top to the gel in the 

course of polymerisation. This distinguishes top from bottom of the 

gel in subsequent manipulations, whilst a flat meniscus can help 

prevent artefacts in experiments where protein contained in 

polyacrylamide slices is re-run into ampholine 
gels. Initial 

polymerisation occured within 10-15 minuts and the gels were then 

allowed to polymerise for a further two hours at 40C before use. 

preparation of Electrode Solutions 

The upper electrode (anodal ), consisted of 0.2% (V/V) sulphuric 

acid containing 10 rJl 2-mercaptoethanOl. This reducing agent was 

dded to prevent reassociation of subunits through the interaction 

f inter-chain disulphide bonds. The addition of a reducing agent 
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has been recommended to help combat the oxidising effect of the 

dissolved ogen or other products with oxidising capability that 

may be generated at the anode during iso-electric focusing 

(Veaterberg,1974 As a further precaution 10 mM 2-mercaptoetbanol 

was also used in the lower (cathodal) electrode solution of 0.4% 

(V/V) ethartoimnine. Both were stored at 40C for several hours 

prior to use. Immediately before beginning the iso-electric 

focusing run, the ethanolim1-ne solution was placed in the lower 

compartment of an electrophoresis apparatus similar to that 

described by Davies (1964). The iso-butanol layer was removed ty 

pipette and the gel meniscus flushed with distilled water which was 

similarly removed. The anodal solution was then added carefully 

to the upper chamber after the gels had been correctly aligned 

vertically. 

The sample (in 8-1.1 H urea, 10% sucrose, 100 mM 2-m.bcaptoetbanol) 

was applied to the top of the gel under a protective layer of 
rE 

carrier ainpholyte solution containing 5% was made up as follows: 

40% ('WV) Carrier ampholine solution (3- 10 pH range) 	.05 ml. 

Sucrose 	 100 mg. 

2-mercaptoetha.nol (100 mM) 	 15.6 1. 

Water 	 to 2 ml. 

The admixing of the protein sample to the ampholine solution 

protects the sample from the effects of extreme pH changes and the 

sucrose layer of intermediate density separates the protein sample 

from the strong acid electrolyte. Application of the sample at 

the anode was preferred since there i a possibility that the ct-cry stal Lin 

component of chick lens may precipitate if applied at the cathode 



(Bours,1971). Artefacts can occur where proteins are denatureâ 

on being subjected to p11 values increasingly different from their 

own respective iso-electric point (Lewin,1970). Whilst such a 

phenomena may lead to the appearance of additional bands, this 

source of artefact through denaturation is more likely to be 

relevant in non-dissociating conditions of iso-electric focusing. 

However since placing the ].ens sample (in the absence of 2-

mercaptoethariol) directly into the gel before po]ymerisation was 

complete yielded a comparable iso-electric spectrum to that 

obtained where the sample was loaded at the anode, it appears that 

none of the bands obtained here were due to this type of artefact. 

Pro-running of the gel was routinely performed at a constant 

current of 0.5 mA per tube for 30 minutes at  4°C, in the presence 

of 50 pi of carrier ainpholyte layer per tube. This current sets 

up the pH gradient and reniove€ catalysts employed in the gel 

polymerisation (wrigley,1968). Longer pro-running times of 3-6 

hours gave identical results where the sample was applied in 

solution. 

A longer pro-running time of 1-2 hours was found necessary when 

rerunning of proteins from poiyacrylamide slices was performed. 

When the gradient was not fully established by the prerm it 

appeared that the po]yacry].amide slice could extend the pH gradient 

upwards, drawing ampholinee from the gel into the slice, often with 

disastrous consequences. 

Xfter the pre-focusing period, the sample was then carefully 

layered on top of the gel, under the 3arrier ampholyte layer, with 

a Hamilton rnicrorringe, generally at a concentration of 250 jig. 
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per gel. The run was carried out at temperature of 40c for a 

further 16-18 hours, during which time the voltage rose from an 

initial value of 45 volts until the potential difference was fina].27 

maintained at about 400-450 volts. The current fell normally in 

this period to a final value of less than 2 mtt for the entire tank. 

No heating effects were observed in runs performed at. 40C 

provided the current had been maintained at a maximum of 0.5 m 

per gel. However longer electrofocusing times can lead to instabi1it-

of the pH gradient, apparently due to the electro-osmotic flow of 

hydrogen and hydror1 ions (Finlayaon and Cbrainbach,1971). This 

"plateau phenomenon" was observed when gels were electrofocused over 

22 hours. The focused protein bands appeared to migrate to the 

cathode and finally leave the gel. Suh types of artefact were 

also observed whenever leakage of the upper electrode to the cathodal 

compartment occured. 

Determination of DH 

The pH determinations were made at a temperature of 4°C, the 

temperature of the electrofocusing run, since the p1 values of 

focused proteins, although independent of the zone-focusing temperature 

are dependent on the temperature at which the pH measurements are 

taken (veeterberg and Svennaon, 1966). The difference in iso-electric 

point of various proteins at 4°C and 250C ranges from about 0.1 to 

0.4 pH unit (vesterberg and Svennson,1966; Josephson at al. 1,1971; 

Boura,1973 c). 

The poiyacrylamide gels were sectioned, at 40C. into 0.5 cm 

slices with a razor blade. The slices were then transferred to 

sa11 plastic vials and I ml. of dou1 Le glass distilled water added 
0 

to each slice. The vials were stoppered and allowed to stand (at 4  C) 
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for one hour, with occasional agitation. The pH of each vial was 

then measured with the E1L 7030 Laboratory pH Meter (Electronic 

Instruments Ltd., Cherteey, Surrey, U.K.), calibrated for readings 

at 40C, using the EU 1140 200 micro-combination pH electrode 

(Electronic Instruments Ltd.) 

Note: Beeley et al. (1972) determined iso-electric points immediately 

after completion of a run, using an -antimory electrode applied 

directly to the po]yacrylamide gel. An excellent correlation 

between millivoltage and pH of liquid buffer solutions was found 

using the pH equipment described above. However in numerous trials 

where the electrode was placed on the po]yacry].anide gel no consistent 

millivoltage readings were obtained, consequently resort had to be 

made to the less accurate method of determining the pH of individual 

slices. 

The fast staining procedure described in the Ortec Application 

Note AN 32 (1970) was emplcred. 

The carrier amriolytes were removed by fixing the gel in 12.5% 

triobloroacetic acid at 650C for 30 minutes. The gels were then 

stained in a 02% solution of Coomassie Brilliant Blue R.250 dye 

(G.T. Gurr Ltd.) in ethanol - acetic acid - water (45:10:45,Y/V) 

for 30 minutes at 650C. The gels were then destained in a &.vent 

of ethanol-acetic acid-water (25:10:65,Y/V) for 20 minutes at 650c. 

This solvent was then changed and a further 30 mine • of deetaining 

allowed at 650C. The gels were subsequently cleared of background 

staining by several changes in 7% acetic acid at 650C, before being 

stored at room temperature in 7% aeet4 s  acid. 



Gel electrofocusing in urea was carried out in the initial 

experiments with ampholytes from a single batch covering the pH range 

3.5-10. As described below in Chapter 4, this method provided a 

highly reproducible and sensitive technique for the separation of 

cryetallin subunits but maxr of the major subunits focusing in the 

upper pH range of the ampholine gel were found extremely close 

together. Since accurate estimates of protein turnover require 

sharp DPM profiles and ratio-peaks that can be definitely ascribed 

to each polypeptida, it was obvious that in order to make maximum 

use of the gel electro-focusing technique improved resolution of 

mazy components was necessary, regardless of the eventual classification 

ascribed to a particular polypeptide. However sufficiently improved 

separation could not be obtained by simply increasing the length of 

the gel. 

To obtain the maximum resolution available in electrofocusing 

the pH range should be as narrow as possible, i.e. just large enough 

to include  the p1 values of the proteins of interest (Instruction 

Manual, LKB 8100 Electrofocusing Equipaent, J1CB-Produkter AB, 

Stockholm-.BrOmma, Sweden). The oi1cthe pH gradient is, the 

greater the separation distance is between arW two proteins. But 

in order to maximally separate a series of components that have 

iso-electric points covering the pH range 3.5-10 it would be 

necessary to run each time a considerable number of gels containing 

ampholites of a narrow pH. The construction of a particular shape 

of pH gradient that would produce sufficient separation of ciyat&lliri 

subunits within the range pH 3.5-10 in a single, larger gel 

appeared to be a less tedious procedure, and more reliable than 



fractionating a protein sample on a series of gels. The 

recommendations of Halund (1971) for work on pH ranges remote 

from the neutral point suggested that such a gradient could be 

constructed. 

Haglund (1971) pointed out that when emnp1cring a pH gradient 

composed of carrier amio)tea with a pH in the acid range, say 

pH 3-5, the most basic species of ampho].rte should concentrate at 

the cathode • However since water is the most basic anipho]yte 

present in this aystem, it will tend to form a zone of pure water 

between the cathode and the carrier ampho].ytes. In this region 

the conductivity will drop to a very low level, and a large part 

of the potential drop will be dissipated in the water zone. 

Consequently other regions of the gradient may be subjected to a 

field strength too low to maintain the gradient or complete the 

transport of the components to focusing sites along the gradient. 

Furthermore the amount of heat dissipated in the water zone could 

conceivable ruin the whole experimental run. The author recommended 

supplementing the carrier ampholytee of the acid range with carrier 

ainpholytes from the fraction pH 6-8. This addition bridges the 

gap between the cathode and the carrier ampho].ytes, no water zone 

is formed and a reasonable field strength can be obtained in all 

regions of the system. However the pH range, in this case, is 

linear in the acidic pH region of interest then the pH curve rises 

steeply due to the added fraction of carrier amphoiytes pH 6-8. 

;1Tki.Lar considerations apply also to work carried out with pH 

r.dionta in the alkaline range. 

These alterations in shape of t1i pH curve by the admixing of 

a: 1hcU.nea from different pH ranges suggested that a particular 

gradient could be produced that covered the pH range 3.5-10 but 



Figure 1. Comparison of p1  gradient curves obtained with a.ipo1ytes (A) of pH ranges 4-6,6-8, and 
3.5-10 in equal proportions, (B) pH 3.5-10 a]me. The two types of 6U-urea po1yacry1ade gels were 
prepared and focused in the sane run, without protein samples. After (approx.) 16 hours of 

	

lectrofocusing, the gels were sliced 	the ph values of eluates determined as described in the text. 
iote the shallower form of curve A, particularly in the higher ph regions, and the higher final value 
of curve B. insert : comparison of electrofocusing pattern of adult chick crrst&J.in samples 
(at 250 ug gel) obtained with gradient A (lower gel) and gradient i (upper ;el). Gels were fixed in 
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gave the greatest degree of resolution in the region where most of 

the components of interest were focused. 

Preliminary studies with carrier anipho].ytee from narrow pH 

ranges indicated that maxw of the major subunits focussed in the 

pH range 6-8. Two considerations now,  influenced the design of a 

H gradient that would maximally resolve the cryatallin components 

over the whole length of a 10 cm. po],yacrylaznide gel, the largest 

size convenient for the electrofocusing tank. Obviously in order 

to resolve the maximum number of components, carrier amphoiytes 

which cover the whole available pH range would be necessary. 

Secondly increased resolution in the pH range 6-8 would be a distinct 

advantage. Consequently equal amounts of ampholines from the 

ranges pH 3.5-10 and pH 6.8 were admixed together with a third 

equivalent of carrier amphoiytee from a narrow pH range of either 4-6, 

5-7 0  6-8 or 7-10. Equivalent proportions from the ranges pH 3.5-10, 

pH 6-8 and pH 4-6 produced an overall pH gradient that gave 

excellent resolution of orystallin subunits over the whole length of 

the gel, as compared to the gradient formed from a single batch of 

ampholyte from the pH range 3.5-10 (fig.l). Considerably greater 

distances now separate the major subunits. This greatly enhanced 

resolution not only makes turnover studies of the major subunits 

much more feasible, it provides a technique where even very 

minor components can be investigated. 

Rei,roducibilitv of Results 

Minor differences in separation distances were noticed in 

different runs. These were probably mainly due to pipetting 

errors in admixing different pH ranges of aznpholyt.a and differences 

in particular ampho].yte batches. In general however a high degree 
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of reproducibility in the shape of the final pH gradient could be 

maintained (fig.2). 

Strained gels were shrunk in 50% methanol to their original 

length and the iso-electric points of the c178ta.11in subunits read 

from the 1! gradient curve obtained by slicing a duplicate, 

unstained gel run simultaneously. The iso-electric points of the 

components visible after fixation in 10% triohioracetic acid could 

be determined more directly, since the swelling of gels occurs in 

this solution. p1 values of the orrstallin subunits using 

ainpholytes from the pH range 3-10 were in excellent agreement to 

those found from the shallow gradient where carrier asapho]y -tes 

from the pH ranges (3.5-10, 4-6 and 6-8) were used in equal 

proportions (fi,l3). These particular p1 values are compared with 

other worker's findings, in the Discussion section, since subsequent 

chapters deal with the assignation of the major components to 

specific cryatallin classes. 

The use of urea solutions has become widespread in the 

elucidation of the subunit structure of proteins. However the 

possibility that multiple zones found in gel electrophoresis or gel 

electrofocusing may be artefacts arising from the use of urea as 

a dissociating agent must be taken into consideration (Stark et 

el,1960). These authors pointed out that cyanate formed during 

heating of urea can carban1ate free amino groups of proteins, 

thereby raising the net negative charge of the molecule. Consequently 

carbaiilation would thus result in increased electrophoretio 

mobility of polypeptidee towards the anode, whilst in gel 

electrofocusing the iso-electric points of the individual zones 

would be lowered. Indeed gel electrofocusing has been specifically 
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used to follow the successive carbanlatione of amino-groups in 

obymo-txypsinogen A s  after the protein had been heated for various 

lengths of time at 1000C in 8M  urea (Bobb and Hofatee,1971). 

However the formation of cyanate ions in urea solutions at low 

temperature is extremely slow (Hagel et aL1971). Furthermore 

attempts were made to keep the cyariáte concentration as low as 

possible. Analar grade urea (B.D.H. or Fison) was used throughout 

and solutions were prepared by dissolving urea in cold water, for 

solutions above 6-molar only the minimum amount of warming was 

applied. Further purification of urea on a mixed ion-exchange 

column was omitted since (}erding et al. (1971) found that this step 

had little influence on the electrophoretic behaviour of bovine 

a-crystallin in 6M urea. 

As shown repeatedly throughout this work samples of chick 

lens cry stallins dissolved in 8M urea and 100 mi'i 2-mercaptoethanol 

then applied immediately to ampholine gels containing 614 urea 

showed no difference in iso-electric pattern to samples dialysed 

for 24 hours against this solution, (in a trio-glycine buffer), 

prior to gel electrofocuaing. That ie 1 aamplea exposed to urea and 

2inercaptoethanol for 16 hours showed the same iso-electric 

pattern as those exposed for 40 hours, suggesting that under the 

particular conditions and times used carbanlation of proteins was 

not a major problem. It should be noted that the tria buffer  

in dialysis being a quaternary ammonium base, would tend 

ro cv:. free cyanate ions from solution as they formed. Ger'ding 

et al. 1'?71' aio found that samples of bovine oc-crystallin 

cijssoived in 6: urea ond I 	TT and applied immediately to a 

o1yacI7laride gel gave identical electropheretic patterns to 
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samples that were similarly dissolved and applied after 24 hours 

standing. Marked carbanlation effects were shown only after 

several days standing of the protein in 6M urea, in the ab8e 3e 

of axy buffers. 

The effect of 6i urea on the iso-electric points of Ampholine 

carrier ampho].ytea after gel electrofocusing is shown in fig-4 

In the  absence of urea the gradient ranged from pH 3.75 to 7.8 and 

from pH 3.95 to 8.2 in the presence of urea at 40C. Urea, on 

average, raised the value of the observed pH range by 0.3 pH unit, 

the increase ranging from .2 to .6 of a pH unit. A second 

comparison showed an average increase of 0.36 pH unit in the 

apparent iso-electric points of the carrier ampho1ytes in the 

presence of 6M urea. 

These values are in good agreement with the results of 

SalJlmRn and Williamson (1971) who found that 6M urea raised the 

observed pH value of carrier ainpho]ytes by between 0.3 and 0.4 pH 

unit, using a similar method of measuring pH after soaking urea 

gels in water. Ui (1971 a,b) also showed that 6M urea raised the 

p1 of carrier amphoirtee by 0.42 pH unit. 

Using a column iao-electriócfocuaing method, Josephson et al. 

(1971) found that 7M urea raised the p1 of t.e carrier amphoiytes 

by about 0.9 pH unit throughout the pH range 3-6. This value may 

be more accurate since with this technique no dilution of samples 

,uLer is required for pH determination. Although this effect 

apprs t be poorly understood, all of these authors agree that 

urea depresses the ionisation of certain groups contributing to the 

iso-eLectric point of the molecule. 	If ionisation is depressed, 
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basic side groups will retain protons and the rise in pH follows 

from the diminished concentration of H ions in solution. 

Josephson et al. (1971) make the important point that the 

effect of axr cyanate formed from urea during electrofocueirig (which 

would tend to lower the iso-electric points of proteins through 

carbanr1ation) would be of minimal significance compared to the 

considerable rises in p1 of ampho].ytea, that occur through the 

spontaneous effect of urea. 

Possible artefacts arising in gel. e1ectrofoouin. 

•tention has already been made that artefacta can occur where 

the initial pH at the site of sample application exposes proteins 

to pH regions at which they are unstable (Lewin,1970 and Nord, 

Keligren and Wadetrom, in preparation, cited in Wadatrom and Sinth, 

1973). As pointed out above,placing the lens orrstallin sample 

at various positions in the gel gave no differences in result to 

where the sample was applied directly at the anode, hence artifacts 

of this nature seem unlikely to account for the observed heterogeneity. 

A more serious possibility is that the multiple bands revealed 

bv iso-electrofocuning may be due to the binning of different 

numbers of carrier ampho]ytes. Ampholine-protein complexes have been 

reported for wool proteins (Frater, 1970) and bovine serum albumin 

(Wallevik,1973). The latter author points out that the binding 

properties of bovine serum albumin may however be extreme. A 

number of investigations have established that if such complexes 

are formed they are probably very weak and reversible. Radioactively 

labeled Ampholine covering t he pH range 3-10 could be completely 

separated from human serum albumin or Sephadex G-50 (Vesterberg,1969) 
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in contrast to the results of Wallevik (1973) with bovine serum 

albumin and labelled Ampholines from the pH range 4-6. High 

binding affinities of Ampholines might be restricted to certain 

pH ranges, and overlooked if only small amounts of Ampholine 

come into contact with milligram quantities of protein (WaUevik, 

1973). WeUner and Hayes (1973) found that some radioactivity 

remained bound to the protein when 1,-amino acid oxidase was 

electrofocused with H 3- labeled Ampholinee, even after gel filtration 

on a Sephadex G-lOO column. The bulk of this radioactivity could 

be removed by dialysis however, suggesting that any binding was not 

irreversible. They suggested that some of the bound radioactivity 

may be accounted for by amino-acid contaminants found in the 

amphoJte batch. Possibly however even weak and reversible 

binding of aiapholines to proteins might delay the development of 

the final eleotrofocusing pattern and give false indications of 

heterogeneity (Wauevik,1973). 

Because of these reported differences in the bindtrig properties 

of proteins, and the possibility of artefacta arising through 

such Ampholine-protein complexes, additional criteria are required 

to demonstrate that arr indications of heterogeneity are genuine. 

Thus, protein components should re-rim as single bands to their 

original iso-electric point upon re-electrofocusing, if no 

ccipled.ng with carrier ainphoaytes occur. This has been shown 

r components of noglobin (Fawoett,1968) and bacterial asparaginases 

on,l972). The chick lens cry8tallina isolated by flat go]. 

ctrfocua 	re- 	as single components to their original 

;o-electric point (I3rahma, personal communication). The amino- 

Id composition of chick ócrystailin was extremely similar 

wether initially purified by gel electrofocusing alone or gel 
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electrofocusing followed by gel. filtration (Piatigoraiçr et al.. 1974), 

again suggesting that azy binding of ampholines to the protein 

must be weak and reversible. There appears a far greater 

possibility of observing artefacts of apparent protein heterogeneity 

or alterations of binding properties of Ainpholines with proteins 

that bind m&zW low nieolcular weight ligande such as substrate 

molecules or fatty acids, rather than non-enrxnatic proteins like 

the czystaUina. However it must be stressed that reproducible 

results of iso-electric focusing of proteins in polyaciylamide 

gels can only be obtained by strict adherence to specific 

experimental procedures. In particular distorted boundaries and 

skewed gradients can easily occur if the initial power settings 

are too high. 
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Chapter 4 

THE 1t3OLVING POWER OF GEL ELECTROFOCUSING IN UREA 

WITH RESPJOT TO C1CK CRYSTALLIN SJdIPLES 

If each different polypeptide chain is specified by a different 

structural gene then an accurate estimation of the number of different 

po].ypeptides in any one crysta]Jin class will give an insight into the 

number of related genes active in the lens. Since in ontogenic studies 

one would also ideally like to describe the correlation between cellular 

differentiation and the development of individual polypeptide chains, it 

is clear that a highly resolving method of subunit analysis is essential. 

Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis in dissociating conditions has been 

used in this laboratory to examine the subunit composition of the 

crystallins of the chick (Clayton, 1969) and to follow the course of 

development of the polypeptide chains (Truman et al. 1972 a). With the 

development of a gel electrofocusing technique in urea it was necessary 

to see whether its reproducibility and resolving power was an improvement 

on the gel electrophoretic technique. 

In these early gel electrofocusing experiments protein samples were 

fractionated with Junpholine carrier ampholyies from the nominal pH range 

3.5-10, there was no admixing of carrier ampholytes from narrow pH 

ranges, 

Comparative analysis of polymer fractions initi.1ly se parated 
by polyacryiumide electrophoresis in non-dissociative conditions. 

Total lens protein (400 ug/per gel) from adult chicks were 

electrophoresed exactly according to the method Truman -(1968) used, 

(see Materials and Methods section). 

The major bands separated by polyacrylamide electrophoresis of 

whole chick lens preparations were then precipitated by soaking the gels 

in 80 saturated ammonium sulphate and slices were out out and 

esignated as described by Clayton (1969), (see Materials and Methods 

section). The proteins were then dissociated by dielysis overnight 
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Figure 5. 	Co;aparative analysis or po1yaer fractions cut .ro 

polyacxylamide electrophoretic gels of total chick cry Stallin8 in the 

undissociated state. After electrophoresis the gels were soaked in Sor 

saturated ammonium sulphate and the protein precipitates excised, then 

dialysed overnight against 84 urea. Duplicate slices were then: 

a) r-electrophore sod in po].yaczylamide gel in the presence of 6:4 urea 

or b) electrofocused in po)yacrylamide gel in the presence of 6M urea. 

The samples were: 1) alpha. 	2) intermediate alpha-delta. 

3) delta. 	4)intermediate beta. 

5) fast beta-3. 	6) fast beta-2. 

7' fast beta-1. 	) total cxystallin,(dissociated 

i,,:edic11 :eforc :i'si). 
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against a buffer of 0.38 M glycine, o.38 M tris, pH 8.3 containing 

8 M urea, 100 MM 2-mere aptoethanol, (The dialysis process also removed 

the ammonium sulphate from the polyacrylamide gel slices). Duplicate 

slices were then either re-electrophoresed into gels containing 6 M urea 

or analysed by iso-3lectric focusing in polyacrylamide gels also containing 

6 M urea, In both cases a series of multiple bands was obtained in each 

gel, (Figures 5a axd 5b). 

Gels 5, 6, and 7 (figure 5a) designated as fast beta-crystallins in 

the schemata of Clayton (1969)  show a distinct enrichment in two bands 

found near the anode in the total lens separation. Two slightly less 

anodal bands stain intensely in the gel re-run from the alpha region of 

the first separation procedure, although seven other bands are evident in 

gel 1  (figure 5a). Similarly the bands from the delta regions show a 

predominance in electrophoretic mobilities of a cathodal value, (see 

gels 2 and 3, figure 5a). Apart from such enrichments, however, the 

initial separation procedure on 7.5% polyacrylamide gels appears to have 

given fairly low resolution in this preparation. For example, the 

electvophoretic pattern of the delta region (gels 2 and 3, figure 5a) 

taken together contain all of the bends found in the preparation of 

totel lens dissociated directly, (gel 8, figure 5a). A substantial 

number of components of the totsl electrophoretic spectrum can also be 

found in gel. 1 (figure 5a), (alpha region) and gel 4 (figure 5a), 

(intermediate beta region). A more selective electrophoretic pattern is 

evident for protein fractions cut out from the anodal region of the 

original polyacrylandde gels (gels 5,  6 and 7, figure 5a). However 

ii S1I £C :Afl 	 çiit cut ir....i polyacrylainide gels in non- 

din i':iJ.arde) and are then re-electrophoresed 

rito identical gels, further bends occasionally may be obtained (Clayton, 

1.9). 	r ti"" t 	:cond eiectrohoreris rny ro1v t3..1jor 
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bands from severs], minor components. The multiplicity of bands observed 

is dissociating conditions for, say, the delta region (gels 2 and 3,figure 

5a) may then be caused by contamination from other crystllin classes due 

to insufficient resolution in the first stage of plain acrylaxnide electro- 

phoresis, although distinct enrichments of certain components can be observed. 

The electrofocusing results support thise conclusions. For example, most 

of the protein bands obtained by iso-electric focusing of total lens 

crystallin in concentrated urea can be seen both in the alpha fraction 

(gel ib, figure 5b) and the fastest beta region (gel 7b, figure 5b). AU 

of the major proteins of high iso-electric point were common to the fractions, 

although their concentration varied with fraction. Again, enrighmant of 

certain bands has occured. Two intense bands were apparent in the iso-

electric spectrum of the alpha region (gel lb figure 5b) whilst the various 

fast beta fractions (gels Sb, 6b, and 7b, figure 5b) also showed 3-4 bands 

that stained intensely in the intermediate range of iso-electhc points. 

The subunit analysis of crysti11in a 0gregates isolated from polyacrylamide 

gels in non-dissociating conditions b urea electrophoresis or iso-electric 

focusing in urea has been drawn up in diagrammatic fashion in figure 6 for 

ease of corgparison. Numerous runs, in fact, established that comparison 

of protein bands from thffexrt 'samples and runs could be made uriaquivoc ably 

using the gel iso-electric focusing technique, whilst alignment of protein 

bands separated by urea electrophoresis was much more ambiguous and arbitrary. 

its well as providing greater reproducibility the iso-electric focusing 

hod appeared more s-nsitive thai the electrophoretio method of separation. 

r example in urea electrophoresis of the fast beta region (gel 5, figure 

..:..: 	 L.. 	 .:. 

• urea 5b and 6b). This difference in resolving power suggested the 

sibility that a single protein band in urea polyacrylamide might show 

erogeneity when analysed by gel iso-electric focusing in dissociating 

....................................................... 
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electrophoresis represents a single protein subunit, it was of considerable 

importance to establish whether or not this supposition could be supported 

by iso-electric analysis. 

Conceivably the particular electrophoretic method employed in these 

studies might not be of sufficient power to separate subunits of very 

similar size and charge. Therefore it seemed that comparison of the protein 

complexity revealed by iso-electric focusing to that produced through urea 

electrophoresis would be of major intere8t. These studies were attempted 

before any assignation of subunits to particular oryat1H ii classes and 

are described in the following section. However the initial results 

obtained with samples of crystailin aggregates isolated from polyacrylanide 

gels established the gel iso-electric focusing technique as a method of 

sufficient sensitivity and resolution to allow a highly detailed analysis 

of the cryst 11  n subunits • The multiple bands that were found common 

to many crystallin aggregates, as revealeu both by urea electrophoresis 

and iso-electric focusing techniques suggested that considerable 

purification of the undissociated protein fractions would be necessary 

before assigning any subunit to a particular orystRflin class. 

Comparison of the resolving power of urea ael electrophoresis 
and gel electrofocusing in urea 

A comparison of the resolving power of urea electrophoresis and 

gel iso-electric focusing in dissociating conditions was made by isolating 

single protein bands obtained by the electrophoretio technique and subsequently 

subjecting them to iso-electric focusing in urea. Selected duplicate 

polyacrylandde slices were then further purified by a second electrophoresis 

in urea, cut out again and r-exwnined on ampholine gels. 

:eve maximum separation in the first urea eleotrophoretic 

58 o total crystallin from the adult chicken lens was 

issolved in 8 N urea, and electrophoresed into gels containing 6 M urea 
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for one further hour after the marker dye of bromophenol blue had left the 

gel. Thus the total time of eleotrophoresis was approximately 2j hours. 

The final separation was good, and a total of eleven bands and three 

interband regions could be clearly visualised when the gels were soaked 

in 80% saturated ammonium sulphate, (see figure 7a). These fractions were 

then dialysed against an 8 M urea buffered solution to remove the ammonium 

sulphate before being placed on anpholine gels containing 6 M urea. In 

addition selected duplicate slices were re-eleetrophoresed on 6 M urea gels, 

until the marker dye reached the bottom of the tube. The iso-electric 

spectra of the numbered urea slices is shown in figure 7b. 

None of the urea polyacrylaxnide slices re-ran as a single band in 

the ampholine gels. Most of the slices in fact showed a remarkable degree 

of heterogeneity, certain fractions giving as many as six or seven 

components in the ampholine gels, although only two or three of these 

stain heavily, see for example gels 14 and  15 figure 7b. The electro-

phoretic mobility of the slices showed a general relationship to the iso-

electric spectrum of its components. For example band 1, the fastest 

(anodal) region contained six components of low iso-electric point 

(see gel 2, figure 7b). The next most anodel band (gel 3, figure 7) 

has lost a component of low iso-electric point and consequently would 

be expected to travel slightly slower than band one, in the conditions 

described for electrophoresis at pH 8.9. As the electrophoretic mobility 

of the slices decrease a general gradient of increasing iso-electric point 

can be clearly disceraed. Compare for example the iso-electric spectra 

of the fastest anodal band (gel 2, figure 7b) with that of the slowest, 

band 8 shown in gel 13, figure 7b. 

Decrease of eleotrophoretic mobility can be seen to be accompanied 

by a decrease or loss of a component of low iso-electric point, or the 

increase in intensity or gain of a component of high iso-electric point. 

The electrophoretio mobility of a particular slice can be generally 
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correlated with the position and quantity of its most intensely staining 

components as determined by iso-electric focusing. None of the fractions 

analysed showed components additional to those found by gel electro-

focusing of the total crystallins of the chick lens. 

Experiments in which the urea polyacrylamide slices were purified 

by a second electrophoresis in urea provide further evidence that such 

slices may not necessarily represent a single component or protein 

subunit. Of the eight designated bands re-electrophoresed into gels 

containing 6 M urea, only three re-ran as single bands, whilst four 

other slices gave two separate bands. Apart from slice one, where the 

protein for some unknown reason did not electrophorese far into the 

gel, there appears the expected gradient of eJ.eotrophoretic mobility 

between the different slices. Slice two for example representing the 

original band 2 ran much further to the anode than slice 8 (band 8), 

the slowest band analysed from the initial urea electrophoresis. The 

appearance of additional bands in the re-electrophoresis demonstrated 

that even separations in the high resolution technique of urea 

polyacrylainide electrophoresis are not necessarily unambiguous in the 

absence of additional criteria. Since sep tration in polyacrylamide 

gel is dependent on both the charge and molecular size of the protein 

samples, the molecular sieving effect of the gel is in fact selecting 

regions of similar charge density. Theoretically a large protein 

highly charged will migrate at the same rate as a relatively small 

protein which is only slightly charged. Thus identical electrophoretic 

mobilities may not always imply antigenic or structural similarities, 

even where the electrophoresis is carried out in dissociating conditions. 

A second separation procedure may reveal a remarkable degree of micro-

heteroeneity. The analysis on ampholine gels of the highly purified 

slices obtained from the second urea electrophoresis substantiate this 
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Figure 8. 	Results of re.-el.ctrophor..is on po4acx1amid. 

gel containing 6 M urea of components isolated as single protein 

bands in the initial urea-polyaoxlamide electrophoresis of total 

chick oi7stallina. The regions re-electrophoresed, designated 

according to the schemata of figure 7a, were, from left to right, 

bands 1,2 1 3,46,5 96,7 and 8. 
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conclusion. Duplicate gels to those shown in figure 8 were shrunk in 

80 saturated ammonium sulphate, and slices excised and dialysed against 

8 M urea - 2-inercaptoethanol, as previously described. All of the designated 

bands except band 6 were then analysed on ampholine gels in the usual 

manner. In the case of bands 2 and 8 it proved possible to out out both 

major and minor bands that can be observed in the stained duplicates, 

in all other cases only the major band was excised. 

Al]. of the purified slices, save one, showed at least three components 

of separate iso-electric point (figure 9).  Several slices, for example 

band 2 major (gel 3 in figure 9) and band 4b (gel 5 in figure 9)  showed 

five components. 

For ease of comparison, since these gels did not stain well, the 

comparison in resolution between the second urea electrophoretic run and 

the final iso-electric focusing run is presented in diagrammatic fashion 

in figure 10. 

Again the electrophoretic mobility of a particular band appeared 

directly correlated to the iso-electric spectrum of its components, the 

slower bands containing proportionately more components of higher iso-. 

electric points. If the iso-electricspectra of the purified protein 

bands are compared to the equivalent bands obtained from the first urea 

electrophoresis (figure 7a) it can be seen that although the major 

bands correlate exactly, several minor components of low iso-electric 

point have been removed by the second urea electrophoresis. The slices 

designated as bands 3 and 5 in the initial urea electrophoresis (gels 

5 and 10 respectively in figure 7)  have lost minor components through 

the seconcA urea electrophoresis (gels 4 and 6 respectively in figure 9), 

although these particular bands are strongly represented in the fraction 

2 Aaajor (gel 3 in figure 9). Whilst these results establish that the 
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second electrophoresis had produced a further degree of purification of 

the samples, the heterogeneity of the samples was still distinctly 

expressed. 

Clearly separation of the crysta.11.ins using a single procedure alone 

is rarely complete. Rather there is a consideratle overlap between 

constituents of one fraction and another, both in dissociating and non-

dissociating conditions. Since the polypeptide chains that comprise 

the aggregates in undissociated fractions fall within a range of similar 

sizes (Zwaan, 1968), it is to be expected that electrophoretio procedures 

may not give total separations. However the iso-electric focusing data 

assembled here suggests that even in dissociating conditions the total 

separations of such aggregative components of similar size and charge can 

not be achieved with this particular electrophoretic method. The 

increased resolution available with the iso-electric focusing technique 

indicates that a variety of polypeptide chains are co-electrophoresing, 

even in dissociating components. 

Since the re-electrophoresis results also indicate that the frictions 

obtained by urea electrophoresis contain more than one component it is 

necessary to consider the implications of these findings on antigenic and 

entogenie studies where a single band in urea polyacrylamide has been 

taken to represent a single protein subunit. The re-interpretation of 

antigenic data is possible once the components isolated by gel iso-

electric focusing have been assigned to a particular crystallin class. 

However in radio-activity studies, the level of isotope incorporation 

obtained from a single band in urea polyacrylamide will not represent 

tie pattern of synthesis of a single crystallin subunit, since each 

i :action has in fact n&altiple components. Overlap of dissimilar components 

:iLl bi aa a e I ..curcr:t a 1:ve,1 tvrd aa 	 s I 

c. u - cn.s arise 1r;i te 1)resence f :.i ni .Lnr con, oi 	I. 

Iractions, whicb will tend to reduce differences between adjacent slices. 
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If a particular component is being synthesised at a much faster rate than 

its associate components, the level of incorporation designated may reflect 

only the predominant component, and assignation of the correct pattern of 

synthesis to the more slowly made components 411 not be possible. The 

seriuus degree of overlapping of components in adjacent fractions, even 

after repeated electrophoresis, underlined the need to develop a highly 

resolving system that would separate dissociated components by a single 

parameter, even where the charge and size of the various polypeptide 

chains are very similar. 

Three considerations influenced the rationale of farther experiments 

at this time. Mrstly the results described here indicated that multiple 

components could exist in a fraction that exhibits a single electrophoretic 

mobility during separation in urea polyacrylaimdde. Thus the difficulty of 

ascribing particular components to a particular crystailin class remained, 

even though a considerable degree of purification could be achieved through 

repeated electrophoresis in dissociating conditions. But identification 

of particular protein bands after shrinking urea polyacrylamnide gels in 

80 ammonium sulphate is considerably more difficult than the corresponding 

identification of aggregates electrophoresed in non-dissociating conditions. 

The order of appearance of precipitation bands and the pattern of solubility 

in ammonium sulphate are quite distinctive for several of the major 

aggregates (Clayton, 1969). Consequently precise identifications can be 

made after comparitively little expeilence of the precipitation technique. 

Most of the 10-14 bands that can be cut out of urea polyacrylwnide gels 

after precipitation in situ show very similar properties of solubility, 

and identification requires great experience. Furthermore,, fairly 

considerable variation was observed between urea gels electrophoresed 

in different runs although the repeatability within runs was quite good. 



Other authors have reported similar findings (Day, 1971).  The difficulty 

of comparing samples in urea gels electrophoresed in different runs, and 

also of precisely identifying the precipitated bands precluded the use 

of this technique as a purification procedure prior to further analysis 

by the iso-electric focusing technique. The purification of aggregates 

by a combination of different techniques, prior to subunit analysis, 

appeared a more feasible approach than purifying dissociated components. 

The description of these attempts to obtain comparatively pure crystA1Ji n 

aggregates and the results of the subsequent subunit analysis by iso-

focusing in concentrated urea form the basis of the next section. 

Further analysis of polymer fractions separated b., polyacrylamide 
electrophoresis: Alteration of electrophoretic conditions 
to obtain maximal separation of particular components. 

The results outlined earlier indicated that only purified or enriched 

crystal-B-n fractions could be reliably used in any attempt at subunit 

classification. Selection of a separation method or combination of 

separation methods that might produce sufficiently pure fractions for sub-

unit analysis appeared a formidable task. Whilst two major methods of 

resolution are available, based on differences in molecular weight or 

molecular charge of the sample components, ultimately any separation and 

classification would have to be correlated with either amino-acid sequences 

(e.g. the work of Croft, 1972 on bovine samples) or antigenic analysis. 

It appeared that the choice of suitable purification procedures or experimental 

approach to the problem of subunit classification might be aided by an 

;t comparison of aggregates separated on the basis of their eleotro- 

'etic mobility, with their subunit composition as revealed by gel 

oi. Consequently electrophoretic 

.o1ution of particular aggregates, 

nd the selected bands precipitated in situ with ammonium sulphate, cut 

OUt :Ui t:ckp1edt -O°C prior to suburt an1ysis. 
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the electrophoresis of chick crystalline on polyacrylaaide gel in 

the absence of urea. 
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alpha 5, 4, 3 and 2. 

delta. 

intermediate beta-3 (slowest form). 

intermediate beta-2. 

intermediate beta-3. 

fast beta. 

totel chick cryatallin. 
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Since alpha-crystallins are the highest molecular weight proteins and 

show the lowest electrophoretic mobility in polyacrylandde gel, electro-

phoresis for a short period of time should favour the resolution of 

crystRll-Ins of faster mobility and reduce the degree of contamination by 

alpha-crystfllns. If the marker dye of bromophenol blue was allowed to 

run two-thirds of the length of a gel, three components of high mobilty 

could be routinely observed and excised. 

Similarly extended electrophoresis should remove the fster components, 

and favour the resolution and purification of the slower components. A 

maximmim of five components could be resolved in the alpha-region, whilst 

three comparitively sharp bands could be excised from the intermediate beta 

region, if electrophoresis was continued for a further one hour after the 

marker dye riad left the gel. 

Although the characteristic appearance of the delta aggregate 

provided a reliable marker for all runs, each designation of a particular 

aggregate was based on the kind advice of Mrs. R. M. Clayton, who has 

worked extensively with this particular system, see Clayton, (1969). 

The fractions stockpiled from the most successful electrophoretic 

separations were then dissociated by dialysis in urea and them analysed 

by gel electrofocusing in concentrated urea. The slices consequently 

represented the most highly resolved fractions that could be obtained by 

a single separation of chick crystallin under the described electrophoretic 

conditions. 

The iso-electric spectra of each of the first nine designated 

fractions is shown in figure U. These fractions were analysed together 

a single run. Each fraction appeared to be composed of numerous 

.:ed bands corresponding to 

ton. Numerous similar 

ra1yses were oerforrned but the high degree of protein complexity io the 
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amount of overlapping of components throughout the whole electrophoretic 

mobility range was always observed. At least nine components could be 

found in all of the fractions separated by electrophoresis, even where 

conditions were chosen to maximise the resolution of particular aggregates. 

Whilst the combination of the highly resolving technique of iso-electric 

focusing and the extr*ly sensitive stain Coomassie Blue has outlined the 

similarities in subunit composition of the various aggregates separated by 

electrophoresis, the high degree of overlapping and overall complexity of 

each of the aggregates poses difficulties in interpreting them as discrete 

physiological realities. The subtle gradations observed in the iso- 

electric spectra of various fractions suggest each aggregate represents an 

assembly of all of the major components with different proportions of 

individual components. The electrophoretic mobility of a particular complex, 

on this assumption, will be correlated with the iso-electric points of its 

major components. This interpretation implies that the components of the 

lens fibres when broken down by homogenisation then form complexes 

(perhaps randomly) involving all the major components, but in different 

proportions. Those assemblies containing a preponderance of components 

of low iso-electric point will have a high electrophoretic mobility in 

alkaline buffers, whilst the reverse is true for assemblies with components 

predominantly of high iso-electric point. If only slight differences in 

molecular charge occur between similarly proportioned complexes, the major 

degree of separation in polyacrylamnide electrophoresis will be based on 

the molecular weight differences of the various aggregates. These 

speculations will depend obviously on the degree to which the type and 

number of a particular component can be interchanged to produce different 

complexes. The feasibility of this hypothesis is discussed, together with 

other interpretations, in a later section (see the C a.tec) in the light 

later experimental results. 

I eu:'tEifl dree of o1Lrcu1.i;oLt of :o ooJ. 	otr 	n 
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however in figure 1 • Two strongly straining bands (arrowed) can be found 

in the slices designated as containing alpha-components, the intensity 

of the staining decfeasing as the electrophoretic mobility of the aggregates 

increases. Similarly fast beta fractions are enriched in three components 

of low iso-electric point (see arrows in figure 1 , whilst comparatively 

deplete in the two components apparently characteristic of the alpha-

fractions. 

The most anodal band analysed (gel 9 in figure 1 1 ) contained only 

four major components, three of low iso-electric point. Although the 

bands are quite faint, the fraction represents the lowest number of 

components, revealed by iso-electric focusing, isolated from an aggregate 

separated by electrophoresis. The enriched bands found in the alpha and 

fast beta regions are identical to those previously described in figure 

5b. Compare the iso-electric spectra of the alpha region (gel 1)  and that 

of the fast beta fraction (gel 7) as shown in figure 5b. These distinctive 

enrichments, consistently observed, indicated that a classification of 

subunits based on their iso-electric points would be possible provided 

suitably purified crystid-lln fractions could be obtained. 

Analysis of polymer fractions initially senarated 
by agar electrophoresis 

Since impure alpha fractions, isolated by electrophoresis, when 

analysed by gel electrofoousing in dissociating conditions showed a 

distinctive enrichment of at least two components, when compared to other 

aggregates, it was necessary to determine whether a similar iso-electric 

spectrum could be observed when alpha preparations were obtained b, a 

completely different separation technique. Advantage was taken of the 

distinctive behaviour exhibited by alpha-crystaJJ.ins when electrophoresed 

in agar, characteristically observed in ininuno-electrophorestic studies. 

Indeed the most reliable evidence for the separation of crystil-l-1 n  into 

general classes is probably that of immunological specificity. It appeared 

possible th, t suitable agar separations might allow a direct correlation 
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to be made between antigenic specificity of aggregates and their subunit 

compositions, as determined by gel eleotrofocusing. 

Preparations of total lens crystilln-c were tested by 1,iriurio-

electrophoresis in agar at pH 8.9 (Campbell et al. 1968) as described fully 

in the Materials and Methods section. Figure 12qshows the linmuno-electro-

phoretic pattern routinely obtained when such preparations were tested 

with an antiserum (designated 42W) against total chick crystiulHns. 

In order to obtain sufficient material for subsequent subunit analysis 

ten microscope slides covered with 1.5% agar were employed in each 

electrophoretic run. Four wells per slide were cut out and 2 4 of 

sample at 80 mg./ml. were placed in each well. (The normal concentrations 

employed in this laboratory for imnuno-electrophoresis, 2 4 of sample 

at 15 or 30 mg./ml. were insui'ficient for subunit analysis). Each sample 

was electrophoresed at 100 volts for two hours. Anti-serum was then placed 

in a trough cut 5 mm on each side of the we].l of the control sample. All 

other slides were then soaked in 80% saturated ammonium sulphate for one 

hour at 4°C. The precipitated bands were out and designated as particular 

fractions with reference to the sample application point, that is the 

well. Either the major band between the well and the anode was out out 

(total alpha) or further divided into portions such as leading, middle 

or trailing regions of alphacrystalThi. Five regions could be routinely 

identified by their precipitation pattern, alpha-middle, alpha-trailing,, 

the region between alpha and the well (inter-alpha-well), delta (FISC) 

and a slow beta fraction. 

Each region was cut in the form of an agar strip, dissociated in 

urea, concentrated and applied to electrofocusing gels, as described in 

the Materials and Methods section. 

The excellent resolution obtained when the iso-electric spectra 

of the agar separations were analysed in dissociating conditions is 

shown in figure 12b. Each fraction exhibited multiple components. The 



Figure 12a. 	Iminunoelectrophoretic pattern obtained with total chick 

crystalline when tested with chick anti-total lens protein serum (42W). 

Both wells loaded with 2.5u1 of adult chick protein at 15mg/tnl. All 

other conditions were as described in the Materials and Methods section. 
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Figure 12b. 	Urea gel electrofocuing of impure alpha and delta 

cryatallin fractions prepared by agar eleotrophoresis. 	Samples 

alpha - middle region of agar separation. 

alpha - trailing region. 

region between alpha region and sample well. 

delta region. 

slow beta. 

alpha - total region of agar separation. 

total chick crystallin. 
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total alpha (gel 6) and the alpha-middle fractions (gel 1)  show three strong 

bands not present in the alpha-trailing fraction and depleted in the 

inter-alpha-well fraction and in the delta fraction (gel 49 (The delta 

fraction also contained two faint components of very high iso-electric 

point not found in any other fraction). The depletion of these major 

bands (arrowed) in the alpha-trailing and inter-alpha-well fractions 

suggested that these components have migrated significantly to the left 

of the well during the agar electrophoresis. However the fact that these 

components also migrate towards the cathode is shown by their strong 

representation in the slow beta fraction. These results emphasise 

again the considerable degree of everlapping of components in adjacent 

regions, although thinot to be unexpected since agar electrophoresis has 

considerably less resolving power than separation by polyacrylamide 

electrophoresis. 

But the presence of so many apparently identical components 

throughout all the regions of the agar electrophoresis was perplexing, 

in view of the very discreet immunological arcs obtained for these self-

same regions. Preparations of crystallins (from agar electrophoresis) 

that can be expected by immunological critera to be at least enriched in 

one particular class of crysti 1 -1 l n appeared on the basis of gel electro-. 

focusing to be composed of comparable subunits in different proportions. 

However it should be noted that the two major enriched bands from 

lpha region in agar are those also found in alpha-aggregates separated 

c, cl acrylamide electrophoresis. The slow beta region in agar was also 

ir1ched in the four comenents consistently found (together with other 

components) in the coiiecrylandde preparaLons of anodal aggregates. 
j 

1 urthermore alpha-enriched prep arationsfrom those fractions that appeared 

rc. 

 

Thus separation by agar electrophoresis 

.itisl purificatory technique to yield 

.Jtpha and delta enriched fractions. Thus some subfractions of cryste 13-1 n 

i olated IrLu Ulu 	precipitin arc region show physiocheifd-caJ-. heterogeneity 
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yet immunological homogeneity. Conversely many of the subunit components 

appeared to be identical with respect to physiochemical criteria such as 

iso-electric point and yet found in separate fractions as determined by 

immunological methods. Discussion of why iianuno-electrophoresis gives 

less precipitin lines than the number of fractions that can be demonstrated 

by separation techniques is deferred at this point since more detailed 

experimental data is presented in a later section. However one finding 

is pertinent at this stage. A considerable degree of micro-heterogeneity 

of alph&-crysta.Uin in agar gel electrophoresis has been observed (Zwaan, 

1968). Furthermore two-dimensional polyacrylamide electrophoresis split 

the alpha-crystallin into three bands, and their elongated and curved 

shape suggested that aggregation and de-aggregation phenomena produced 

size heterogeneity even within the three main fractions. The author 

concludes that different degrees of aggregation together with slight 

differences in subunit composition may well account for this observed 

heterogeneity in size and the micro-heterogeneity revealed by immuno-

eleotrophoresis. The subunit analysis obtained by gel electrofocusing 

revealed in addition that identical components may be found under 

separate immur.,iogical arcs. In general after agar electrophoresis 

chick lens gives basically three main precipitin bands with total 

cryatl 1n  anti-sera, yet a subunit analysis of various eleotrophoretic 

regions showed a comparatively poor fractionation of chick crystalline. 

It might be valuable to sunanarise at this ppint the conclusions 

reached through the application of the analytical technique of gel 

eleotrofocusing in concentrated urea in investigation of the subunit 

complexity of the chick lens protein. The number of crystpl 11  na 

demonstrable in the chicken lens by po],yacrylainide electrophoresis is 

much larger than the number of fractions revealed as separate precipitin 

:is by I uno-o1ectrohoreis 	1968; 11rJo1 aml Goodman, 196). 
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Many of the bands obtained by electrophoresis appear to be related polymers 

of varying composition (Clayton, 1969). Heteropolymer aggregates built 

up from the same combination of subunits but in different proportions could 

produce complexes of different electrophoretic mobility. When these well 

characterised aggregates were analysed both by electrofocusing or urea 

electrophoresis, the results described here revealed that components showed 

a remarkable degree of overlap from one fraction to another. Even where 

electrophoretic running tines were varied to obtain maximal separation of 

particular aggregates, a complex iso-electric spectrum was still observed. 

However the separation of lens proteins by column chromatography and elution 

by discontinuous buffer systems to give several fractions has been analysed 

by immunological methods. Extensive overlap of the constituents from one 

fraction to another has observed (van Doormealen at al. 1964; Zouzias 

and Manald, 1972). Consequently it appears that no single separation 

technique can completely resolve crystallixi aggregates. It is Indeed 

doubtful whether any of the aggregates analysed here represent assemblies 

of protein subunits that can be found in vivQ. Bu -L ultrastructural 

studies employing highly specific anti-sera directed against particular 

subunits may indicate the inter-relationship of different crystelln 

classes in molecular structures that exist naturally with the lens. 

The difficulties of resolving complexes consisting Qf peptide 

chains of similar sizes were further underlined by a comparisoil of the 

separations obtained by urea polyacrylanide electrophoresis and gel 

eleotrofocusing in urea. Single bands isolated aster two electrophoretic 

runs in urea still showed consideralbe heterogeneity wien analysed on 

ampholine gels. These results, taken together with the observation 

that re-running slices into a second urea gel may produce several bands, 

indicated that urea electrophoresis may not always be capable of resolving 

single polypeptide chains. Apparently even in dissociating conditions 

co-electrophoresis of very similar polypeptides can take place. However 

a considerable degree of purification of crystalline could be obtained by 
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re-electrophoresis in urea, and the eleotrophoretic mobility of a 

particular band appeared to be a simple function of the iso-electric 

points of its components. 

Constituents of different fractions isolated by agar electrophoresis, 

a separation made mainly on the basis of molecular charge, also showed 

considerable overlap from one fraction to another, when analysed by gel 

electrofocusing in urea. This finding again emphasised the remarkable 

ability of all of the monnnmers to enter into the formation of aggregates. 

The pattern of enrichment of certain components in different agar fractions 

was gratifyingly similar to those found in immunologically related fractions 

isolated by electrophoresis. 
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Chapter 5 

Ii)EiT1FICATION OF SUBUNIT COMPONENTS Ri'VALD BY GEL ELECTROFOCU.1NG 

Preliminary studies with partially purified samples of 
hick alpha and delta-cryst&J.ins.. 

The development of a gel electrofocusing technique of improved 

resolution suitable for the accurate determination of the specific 

activities of the different subunits (Chapter 3) also enhanced the 

possibilities of accurately classifying erystRll-1-n subunits on the basis 

of their iso-electric point. The simplest, approach to this problem 

appeared to be in achieving at least a partial separation of the alpha, 

beta and delta-crysti11ns and re-running such enriched fractions on 

iso-electric focusing gels. However the difficulty of fractionating the 

proteins of the chick lens into major, uncontaminated classes through 

polyacrylamide or agar electrophoresis has been outlined in previous 

sections. Moreover similar difficulties in fractionating the components 

of the chick lens by gel filtration have been described (van Dooreninaalen 

et al. 1964;  Truman, 1968) although the application of these techniques 

proved successful with the resolution of bovine lens proteins (Ejork, 

1961 0  1964; Testa et al. 1965). An improved separation can be obtained 

by using a sequence of three types of gel media (Truman, 1968). Nevertheless 

the author emphasises that a single passage through any system of gel 

columns does not separate chick lens proteins into three crystallin 

classes. This can only be partially achieved by re-running selected 

fractions through gel columns in order to decrease contamination by other 

protein fractions • The partial separations available by this preparative 

procedure appeared to be suitable for subsequent classification of chick 

lens proteins. Two preparations obtained by a single passage through 

the system of columns described in Truman (1968), were the gift of 

Dr. D. E. S. Truman of this laboratory. lunnuno-electrophoresis revealed 

one fraction to be enriched in alpha-crystThtn components, whilst the other 
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was similarly enriched in the delta-crystRll{n fraction, although the 

degree of enrichment was comparatively slight. Two other samples obtained 

be repeated re-running on the gel columns appeared to be inmnniologioally 

pure preparations of alpha and delta-crystallin respectively, and these were 

also donated by Dr. Truman at later dates. 

The partially purified fractions were re-run on polyacrylamide gels 

prior to subsequent subunit analysis. A spacer gel of 3.5% polyacrylwnide, 

with an acrylami de/bis monomer ration of 37:1, made up in the usual 

Tris-glycine buffer, was employed in order to retain all starting material. 

All other electrophoretic conditions were as described in the Materials 

and Methods section, and the proteins were electrophoresed until the 

marker of bromophenol blue reached the and of the gel. The proteins were 

then precipitated 	situ by shrinking the gels in an 80 saturated solution 

of ammonium sulphate (Clayton, 1969). The results obtained are summarised 

in figure 13a. The partially purified preparation o' delta crystallin 

from adult lenses ran as three major components, two intermediate 

electrophoretic mobility, and one component of high electrophoretic mobility. 

Three bands could also be detected after ammonium sulphate precipitation 

in  situ of the proteins electrophoresed from the impure alpha-crystal 11  

fraction. Two discrete components showed a low electrophoretic mobility, 

and the most diffuse component electrophoresed just behind the slowest 

component of the enriched delta-crystaflin sample. The six major bands 

described, together with the two spacer gels, were then excised from the 

plain gels, and processed in the usual manner for subunit analysis. The 

results obtained by gel electrofocusing the slices in 6 M urea are shown 

in figure 13b. Both preparations show considerable microheterogeneity. 

Most of the components resolved by iso-electric focusing could be found in 

all fractions, although different patterns of enrichment were obvious. 

The overlap of the constituents from one fraction to another, and their 

similarity to that of the total crystallin preparation, suggest that only 

a poor separation had been obtained in the initial separation by gel 



	

Figure 13a 	Diagram representing eleotrophoretic pattern 

of impure chick cryatallin fractions prepared by gel filtration. 

Left: alpha fraction, Right: delta fraction. 
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Figure 13b. 	Urea gel electrofocusing of alpha and delta 

fractions obtained by gel filtration and further purified by electr-

ophoresis on 7.57 polyacxylamide gel, in the absence of urea. A 3.5% 

polyaorylainide spacer gol was also employed in this separation. 

Samples: 1) Total chick cryetallin 2) spacer gel region of alpha 

sample 3) alpha-1 (slowest) 4) alpha-2 5) alpha-3 6) spacer 

gel region of delta sample 7)  delta-i (slowest) 8) delta-2 

9) delta-3. 
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filtration. Although there is a difference in enrichment pattern between 

the two fractions of impure alpha and impure deltacrystwll4ne, electro-

phorotioafly separated components of the same sample show considerable 

similarities in staining pattern. However since the dye employed here, 

Coomassie Brilliant Blue R250, deviates notably from Beer's law at high 

protein concentrations (Chraabach et a]. 1967), imsa1 quantitative shifts 

in protein components from one fraction to another may not be detected. 

The iso-electric spectra of the two major fractions suggest that the 

major degree of resolution obtained in the elerophoresia was obtained on 

the basis of the molecular weight of the aggregates, rather than molecular 

charge. Thus the alphacry8tF1Hl ri  fractions utI].iaed here, in general, 

contain components of lower iso-electric point than those of the umpure 

delta-crystallin, and consequently should be more highly charged at 

pH 8.9.  Yet the delta-crystallin fraction shows uniformly a higher 

electrophoretic nobility, in polyacrylandde gels, presumably because of their 

lover molecular weight. Since the staining pattrna of all the electro-

phoretic fractions 	of the alpha.-oryatRl HI  samples are similar, yet 

differ considerably from those of the delta-crystl 1-1 n sample, the evidence 

suggests that within one sample, the electrophoretic fractions while being 

quite different in wolecu..ar weight, are composed to a great extent of 

slirrtla.r polypeptide chains. Possibly the faster electrophoretic bends 

are composed of similar po].ypeptide chains in the same proportions as 

those of the slower bends, but in a lover degree of aggregation, and 

consequently less retarded by the molecular sieving effect of the 

polyacrylamide gel. This possibility could be investigated by highly 

accurate evaluations of protein concentrations within different electro- 

phoretic fractions, through quantitative densitozaetry, using a quantitative 

stain such as last Green (Gorovaky et al. 1969). 

These considerations apart, distinct patterns of enrichment were 
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obtained from the two samples. The sample enriched in alpha-c rys tRill n 

showed nine teen ftwenty-one components in the ampholine gels, and sixteen 

of these components were common to all three electrophoretic separations. 

The two fastest electrophoretic regions had nineteen components in common. 

The major feature of the iso-electric spectrum of each of the electrophoretic 

separations is, however, the presence of three very strongly staining 

components of intermediate iso-electric point, none of which are strongly 

represented in the delta-crystailin separatons. The alpha spacer gel 

revealed no components in the electrofocusiug run, suggesting that all of 

the protein sample had entered the running gel. 

Each of the delta-crystallin enriched fractions showed twenty-one 

components in iso-electric focusing gels, of which seventeen were common 

to all separati one. The delta-crystallin fractions, in general, showed 

components of both high and low iso-electric points that stained more 

strongly than those of the alpha-cryst11in sample. The region of inter-

mediate iso-electric point was depleted, however, in comparison to that of 

the alpha-crystallin fractions. Two very strongly staining components of 

higher iso-electric point were common to all of the delta-orystilln 

fractions. interesi2angiy, the delta-crystsi1ln spacer gel produced two 

weakly staining components of identical iso-electric point to the two major 

bands apparent in the alpha-crystallin fractions. Since alpha-crystallin 

is characterised as the fraction of highest molecular weight, it would 

be expected under these electrophoretic conditions to enter into the 

running gel behind the other major crystallin classes. In the separation 

described here, a fraction of apparently alpha-crystilln contining two 

components has been retained in the spacer gel. Since similar components 

were not retained in the alpha spacer gel, it appears that the composition 

of the aggregates entering the gel may depend on the relative proportion 
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of each of the subunits available in the sample. A preponderance or 

enrichment of a particular type of monomer might produce a novel range of 

aggregates differing in size and composition. Very little is known either 

about the types of interactions between molecules 	within one class of 

protein and interactions between members of the different crysta.Uin classes. 

The two most strongly staining bands enriched in the alpha-crystallin 

fractions were identical to those obtained from polyacrylainide electrophoretic 

separations of high molecular weight cryst'dlln, and the alpha regions cut 

out from agar electrophoretic plates, described in the previous chapter. 

Furthermore two bends could be tentatively described as belonging to the 

delta-crystallin, class from the pattern of eijrichment obtained with the 

impure delta-crystalJ-in fractions. 

The main value of the ,el filtration method is in its usefulness as 

a first step in the separation of the chick lens proteins according to 

their molecular dimensions. The poor degree of separation obtained by a 

single passage through a gel column system, as judged by the highly resolving 

technique of iso-electric focusing, emphasised again the difficulty of 

fractionating the chick crystallins. This has been suggested to oe due 

to a polydispersity of their molecular weights, so that thLre is a 

virtually continuous range of aggregates present (Truman, 1968). Presumably 

this produces a similar range of molec4ar dimensions within aggregates. 

However even in successful fractionations of bovine lens, by gel 

filtration, several protein components were revealed by imntmological 

techniques to be present in all fractions (Testa et al. 1965). The authors 

attributed this finding to the denaturation and subsequent aggregations of 

some components, at high hydrogen ion concentration. 

The high resolution obtainable by gel electrofocusing revealed many 

components to be in common between the two partially purified samples. 
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Since relatively few subunits could be even tentatively ascribed to a 

crystRlHn class, it was obvious that definite classification of further 

subunits would await the production of much more highly purified samples. 

In the meantime it was decided to try and obtain increased resolution of 

protein aggregates by subjecting them to re-electrophoresis on poly-

acrylan.de gels with an increased degree of cross-linkage between the 

acrylamide and bis monomer. 

Improved resolution by re-electrophoresis into 
polyacrylmide gels of increased cross-linkae 

The mobility of bovine alpha-crystRlli n is markedly affected by the 

degree of cross-linkage in the polyacrylamide gel (Jongkind et al. 1962). 

Recent studies stress that the degree of cross-linkage may have a 

remarkable influence on electrophoretic migration, perhaps by first 

affecting the pore size or in some yet undetermined manner (reviewed in 

Chranbach and Rodbard, 1970). Increasing the total concentration of 

acrylamide to obtain greater resolution was not feasible since components 

of the alpha-crystallin and delta-cryst1l1-n classes do not penetrate 

8% gel (Zwaan, 1968). The degree of overlap of identical components between 

different aggregates as detected by iso-electric analysis, precluded 

excluding high molecular weight components out of firmer gels, since it 

could not be assumed that the smaller components entering the firmer gel 

were exclusively of one class. 

Increasing the degree of cross-linkage slightly, seemed likely to 

take advantage of any increased resolution whilst at the same time ensuring 

all components entered the gel. Subsequently the degree of cross-linkage 

was altered from 2.6% (acrylwnide / bis ratio of 37:1) to 3.5% (acrylamide 

/ bis ratio of 27:1)  in all gels for re-electrophoresis. 

Proteins were electrophoresed at a concentration of 400 zig/per gel in 

the usual manner in gels with 2.6% cross-linkage as usual. The proteins 
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Figure 14. 	Urea gel eleotrofocusing of alpha and delta 

fractions obtained by gel filtration, then twice purified by 

electrophoresis on polyaczylamide gels, in the absence of urea. 

The bie/aox1amide ratio of the first electrophoresis was 37.1, 

and 27:1 in the second run. 

Samples: 1) Total chick crystallin. 

alpha (unpurified from column). 

alpha (after re-electrophoresis). 

major fraction delta (after re-..electrophoresis). 

and 6) fastest and slowest component respectively (A and B) 

of intermediate delta fraction. 

7) and 8) fastest and slowest component respectively (C and D) 

of fastest delta fraction. 
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were then precipitated in situ with ammonium sulphate and the major bands 

excised and dialysed for 24 hours against Tris-glycine buffer and then 

re-electrophoresed into gels of 3.5% cross-linkage. Four major bands were 

obtained in the first separation. The position of the precipitated bands 

ws marked in a control gel by tiny pieces of glass tubing, and the control 

gel stained with ainido-black in the norma.]. manner. The four fractions out 

out were designated as alpha-crystpl ii  n, the main delta band wid two faster 

delta aggregates, according, to the usual classification developed in this 

laboratory (Clayton, 1969; Tru.man at al. 1971). 

Upon re-electrophoresis in the modified running gels the alpha and 

delta-crystallin could be isolated as very sharp regions, after precipitation 

in ammonium sulphate. The two faster delta regions both split into twp 

bands in the Cals with an increased degree of cross-linkage. All six 

eleotrophoretic regions were excised and processed for subunit analysis as 

normal, together with a preparation of alpha-crystRlHn obtained by 

repeated gel filtration. The result of this analysis is presented in 

figure 14. 

The alpha-crystallin preparation prepared by gel filtration showed an 

iso-electric spectrum very similar to that of the alpha-crystal un  obtained 

from repeated electrophoresis, and the same two major enriched bands 

described for the previous run (figure 13b) were obtained. The alpha-

crystelJ-ln fraction obtained electrophoretically, in fact, contained 

slightly fewer components suggesting the double electrophoresis technique 

had considerable resolving power. However a third band (arrowed) strongly 

represented in the previous figure 13 was not strongly represented in 

either of the alpha-crystaLlin fractions. 

The delta-crystallin fraction appeared to be the purest sample 

analysed up to this time • The three most strongly staining bands were 

components of high iso-electric point, and included both major components 
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found in the enriched delta-crystallin fractions whose analysis was described 

in the previous section (see figure 13b). The two major bands found with 

all alpha-crjsti]-ll n preparations (designated components 1 and 2) were also 

present, but stained far less intensly than the corresponding alpha-

crystRflirl fractions. A few very faint bands were detectad at the very top 

of the ainpholine gel, a feature that occured occassionally with other delta-

crystd]1n fractions. As mentioned earlier the two bands of fastest 

electrophoretic mobility resolved into two components when re-electrophoresed, 

t, as shown in figure 14),  for descriptive purposes they have been termed 

fractions A, B, C and I) in order of increasing electrophoretic mobility. 

Fraction A was strongly enriched in the three major components designated 

as 4, 5, 6, found in the delta-crystaflin fraction. The two major components 

found in the alpha-crystallin preparation, designated components 1 and 2, 

were however present in a much reduced quantity compared to that of the 

main delta-crystidl-ln aggregate. This fact, taken together with the 

preponderance of component 4, may explain why its electrophoretic 

mobility was greater than that of the main delta-crystaUin aggregate. 

The slightly faster fraction B. contains more of component 2, but is more 

enhanced than A in component 4. .Again the three major bands are components 

4, 5 and 6. 

Fraction C showed a remarkable enhancement of components 4 and 5 

together with two strongly staining components, of low iso-electric point. 

The presence of these components and a decrease in component 6, of high 

iso-electric point, would explain its high electroihoretic mobility at an 

alkaline pH. The correlation between high electrophoretic mobility and 

acquisition of components of Lw isoEelectric point was emphasised even 

more in fraction D. Only band 4 is present to any extent amongst components 

of high iso-electric point, whilst components of low Iso-electric point 



stain more strongly in fraction D than in any other fraction described 

here. 

These results were hignly encouraging. Re-electrophoresis into poly-

acrylamide gels with an increased degree of cross-linkage provided fractions 

clearly enriched in certain bands, whilst other components were present 

only in trace amounts. Components designated 1 and 2 were again found greatly 

enriched in both alpha-crystMllin preparations as previously found. 

Components 4,5 and 6 appeared to be concentrated in delta-crystaJi.in 

fractions, two of these components 4 and  5 had been substantially 

enriched in impure fractions of delta-crystallin obtained by gel filtration. 

Slices obtained from bands of increasing mobility were increasingly 

depleted in the (alpha-crystidli n) components 1 and 2 • Moreover slight 

increases in electrophoretic mobility could be correlated with the 

increase of components of low iso-electric point or a correapondiig 

decrease in quantity of components of high iso-electirc point. This 

correlation of molecular charge with electrophoretic mobility would not 

necessarily be seen where the aggregates differed sufficiently in size 

so that the separation of protein samples in polyacrylamide electrophoresis 

was largely on the basis of molecular weight. however separation clearly 

determined by the molecular weight of the aggregates could only be shown 

if the iso-electric points of the slower aggregate were lower than that of 

the band of faster electrophoretic mobility, that is molecular charge 

effects played a secondary role in the separation procedure. No assessment 

of the relative effects of molecular charge and molecular size in the 

fractionation of protein samples in gels with an increased degree of 

cross-linkage is possible from these results, since the sam les 8180 

show a tendency towards increasing molecular charge. Fraction D for 

example contains both weaker staining and fewer components than fraction C 



Table 6. 

(See figure 15) 

1.EF gel No. Sample Initial 
Separation technique 

Second method 
of separation 

Third method 
of separation 

2 o( _Cryatiillln repeated gel filtration agarose electrophoresis PAGE(2.6% his) 

3 0(-crystal I  n repeated gel filtration PAGE (2.6% his) - 

4 CX-crysteJ11 n agarose electophoresia P 	(2.6 	his) PA 	(3.5%  his) 

8 and 9(txtures) leading 3 _crystRl 7Th agarose electroahØreais PAGE (2.6 	his) - 

6 intermediate 	_crystl 71 n(l) PAGE (2.6% his) P 	(3.5% his) - 

9 intermediate 5_crystil 14 n(2) PAGE (2.6% his) PAGE (3.5% his) - 

Table 6 shows the respective separation procedures employed on the above samples prior to analysis on iso-electric 
focusing gels containing concentrated urea. The initials PAGE represent the term Poly Acryleixdde Gel 
Electrophoresis. The percentage of bis-acrylanide monomer is also shown. The electrofocusing results are 
shown in figure 15. 
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and consequently would be less retarded by the sieving effect of the 

polyacrylaud.de gel, but it would also be expected on the basis of the 

generally low iso-electric points of its components to be more highly 

charged than fraction C in alkaline conditions of eleotrophoresis. Thus 

the manner in which increasing cross-linkage effects e].ectrophoretic 

behaviour, by first affecting pore size and consequently migration, or 

in some other yet undetermined way, remained unresolved by these results. 

1urther purification and subunit analysis of 
chick cryst1Hn fractions 

The discovery that re-electrophoresis into gels containing 3.5% 

cross-linkage resolved delta-crystR-UAn aggregates into very sharp bands, 

composed of comparatively few subunits, as revealed by the iso-electric 

focusing technique, was utilised to purify the delta-crystaJ-lin region 

that could be isolated from agarose electrophoresis. This subjected 

a sample separated mainly on the basis of molecular charge to the 

sieving action of polyacrylandde electrophoresis, once in gels of 

2.6% cross-linkage, tnen finally in gels of 3.5% cross linkage. It was 

hoped in this way to remove contaminants of differing molecular weight. 

The effectiveness of the initial agarose electrophoresis could then be 

directly determined relative to polyacrylaidda re-electrophoresis alone. 

The conditions for agarose electrophoresis and the identification of 

delta-crystallin were as described in the Materials and Methods section. 

Table 6 is a compilation of the various separation procedures used to 

obtain purified crystd11-ri fractions prior to subunit analysis. Where 

required the proteins were precipitated in situ with 8( saturated ammonium 

sulphate and subsequently excised. The ammonium sulphate was removed in 

the usual fashion by dialysis overnight against Tria-glycine buffer. The 

results of the subunit analyses are shown in figure 15. 
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Figure 15 	Urea gel electrofocuzing of alpha and delta 

cz7atallin samples prepared initially by agaros. electrophoresis 

and purified by electrophoresis on polyacrylamide gel (bia/acxlamide 

ratio 37:1). Samples: 	1) Total chick cxretallin. 2) alpha 

(from leading edge in agaroae electrophoresis) 3) alpha prepared 

by pol.yacrylamide electrophoresis alone. 4) alpha (leading edge) 

plus delta (leading agarose fraction). 5) major delta fraction 

6) intermediate delta-1. 7) intermediate delta.-2. 8) delta 

(leading agarose fraction) plus mt. delta-1. 9) delta (leading 

agarose fraction) plus mt. delta-2. 	8e table 6 for the resp- 

ective separation procedure employed to obtain each of the sample.. 



The alpha-crystallin fraction obtained by gel filtration and purified 

by agarose and polyacrylamide electrophoresis shoved only two bands, the 

components 1 and 2 previously found in all alpha-crystallin preparations, 

(see gel 2 figures15 and 16). These bands were present in greatly 

enriched quantity in the alpha-crystal]-in fraction purified by polyacrylainide 

electrophoresis only (gel 3 figure 1 5). Thirteen minor components 

were also present, mainly of intermediate iso-electric point, but it was 

clear that the polyacrylamide electrophoresis had removed or reduced 

components of both high and low iso-electric point. 

The delta-crystallin fraction separated by agarose and double poly-

acrylamide electrophoresis, appeared to be considerably purified relative 

to the sample of total adult crystallin (compare gel 1 with 5, figure  15), 

but appeared similar to the major delta-crystallin fraction obtained by 

polyacrylamide re-electrophoresis alone (gel 4 figure  14). Components 

4, 5 and 6 were clearly imisable, together with components 1 and 2, 

associated with alpha-crystaflin. Components D 1  and D were only present 

in very minor quantity. Only two other minor bands between components 2 

and 4 could be detected. The subunit analysis of a mixture of the 

highly purified alpha-crystaflin (shown in gel 2, figure 15)  and this 

delta-crystRllirl revealed no additional bands, only a very slight 

enrichment of components 1 and 2, emphasising the high degree of purity 

obtained by the combination of different separation methods (see gel 4, 

figure 15). 

Both intermediate delta-crystallin fractions were prepared from total 

adult crystallin by re-electrophoresis of aggregates isolated initially 

in 7.5% polyacrylamide gels containing 2.6% bis acrylamide. Unfortunately 

the slowest intermediate delta-crysti]-lin fraction showed only three 

faintly staining bands in the aznpholine gel, components 4, 5 and 6 (gel 6 

figure 15). These components together with band three were ni.oh inure 
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Figure 16. 	Urea gel electrofoenaing of alpha-cry atallin 

taken from the fastest fraction in agarose electrophoresis then 

further purified tr po)yaory].amide gel electrophoresie. This 

fraction (also shown in gel 2, figure 15) shows, albeit faintly, 

only two subunits, components 1 and 2. 
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obvious in the faster intermediate delta-crystl1in fraction (gel 7, 

figure 15).  Components 1 and 2, associated with alpha-crysti1 11 n, were 

not present in contrast to the main cystallin fraction prepared initially 

by egarose electrophoresis (gel 5 figure 15) or by double polyacrylamide 

electrophoresis (gel 4  figure  14).  The persistent association of the main 

delta-crystid-lin fraction with alpha-crystl-Hn of higher molecular weight 

would, of course, explain its slower electrophoretic mobility in poly-

acrylamide gels in non-dissociating conditions, compared to the intermediate 

delta-fractions. If the alpha-crystaJ-Un components 1  and 2 are disregarded 

then there is an excellent correlation between the main delta-cryst1Hn 

component, identified from the original schemata devised by R. N. Clayton 

in this laboratory. As well as emphasising the degree of purity that 

can be achieved, at least for minor aggregates, by re-electrophoresis 

in polyacrlylanide gels contdn1ng an increased amount of cross-linkage, 

it also emphasises the validity of the designations of delta-cryst11 In 

made in the original work (Clayton, 1969). 

The leading edge in agerose electropijoresis of the delta-crystallin 

region was also doubly purified on polyacrylanide gels, cut out from the 

final gel of increased cross-linkage, and analysed on ampholine gels together 

with the two intermediate delta-orystallin fractions. The iso-electric 

spectrum of these mixtures are shown in gels 8 and 9 (figure 15).  The 

components D 1  and iJ. appeared to be present in slightly greater amounts in 

the leading fraction compared to the centre fraction cut out from under 

the delta-crystRlll n I mniinological arc • Since any increase of these components 

of low iso-electric point would increase the charge carried by the aggregates, 

in electrophoresis of alkaline pH, it is understandable that they were 

more strongly represented in the faster aggregates of the delta-crystaUin 

region. These components D and 1)2 still appeared to be in minor quantities 
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Figure 17. 	urea gel eleotrofocusing of partially purified 

samples of alpha and delta ci'etallin fraction.. The respective 

separation procedures used to obtain these fractions are shown 

in Table 7. 	Samples: 

 Total chick cryetallin. 

 alpha (unpurified from column). 

 delta (unpurified from column). 

 delta (agar and PAGE). 

 alpha (agaroee and PAGE) plus delta. 

 alpha 27 (agaros. then PAGE - bia/aoxlamide ratio 27:1). 

 alpha - 37 (agarose then PAGE - bia/acxrlamide ratio 37:1). 
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compared to the strongly staining components 4 and  5 shown in gels 8 and 

9 (figure  15).  Components 1 and 2 were clearly still present in the leading 

delta-fraction, together with a minor component T3 . 

Additional subunit analysis of highly nurified 
alpha and delta-pr stW.n fractions. 

Attention was concentrated on resolving the subunit composition of 

alpha-crystpl 11 ii and delta-crystallin since partially purified fractions 

of these proteins were obtained most readily by gel filtration. Furthermore 

their behaviour and appearance after Ln situ precipitation in the gel medium 

by ammonium sulphate was distinctive, and unambiguous. However this 

distinction could not be made between protein aggregates of high electro-

phoretic mobility, where fast beta aggregates were to be expected, 

(Truman et al. 1971a). Although some patterns of enrichment were apparent 

in the earliest gel electrofocusing results on anodal fractions, the 

degree of overlap of components between adjacent fractions precluded any 

attempts to assign these bands of low iso-electric point (and high charge) 

to any crystal-11 n class. The tentative assignment of certain subunits to 

particular crystallin classes, outlined in the previous section, was 

checked by comparing delta-crystR]-Hn isolated by agar electrophoresis 

and purified by polyacrylwdde electrophoresis with that previously 

described, which was initially isolated by agarose electrophoresis. Samples 

of alpha-crystaiHn were also prepared in the same mariner, in order to 

comp.re the effects of different separation procedures in reducing 

contamination. These final separation procedures are outlined in table 

7 and the results of the subunit analysis are shown in figure 17. 

The sample of alpha-crystallin obtained by a single passage through 

the gel filtration system (Truman, 1968) was greatly enriched again in 

components 1 and 2, although not as pure as a similar sample analysed 



Table 7 

1EF Gel Number 
in Figure 17 

Sample Initial separation 
technique 

Second method of 
separation 

2 - orystl14n single gel filtration 

6 o< - crystsillln agarose electrophoresis PAGE (2.6% bis) 

7 0< - cryst 1 l 1  n agaroae electrophoresis PAGE (3.5% bia) 

3 5 - cryatnllin repeated gel filtration 

4 5 - crystallin agar electrophoresis PAGE (2.6% bis) 

Table 7 shows the respective separation procedures employed on the above samples prior to urea gel 
electrofocusing. Other details as in Table 6. The electrofocusing results are shown in flg.17. 
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earlier, (compare gel 2 figure 17 with gel 2 figure 14).  However components 

6 and D and D2  appeared depLeted when compared with a standard of total 

Ions cyatallin. The alpha-cxystallin samples obtained from agarose 

electrophoresis and purified on either poIyacrylamide gels of 2.6% or 

3.5% cross-linkage appeared very similar. Apart from the strongly staining 

components 1 and 2, a faintly staining component 5 was also present (see 

gels 6 and 7, figure 17). Components 3  and  4 were present in very minor 

quantities. Components 3, 4 and 5 were not observed in the analysis described 

in the previous section, where a sample of ipha-crystallin obtained by 

repeated gel filtration was purified by the same separation methods (see 

gel 2, figure 15). 

The delta-orystallin isolated initially by agar electrophoresis and 

purified on polyaczylainide, had strongly staining components 4, 5, 6 and 

and D (gel 4, figure 17). It contained only minor traces of components 

1 and 2 when compared to a similar sample obtained by agarose electrophoresis 

(gel 5, figure 15), although additional components of high iso-electric 

point were also present. Overall the iso-electric spectrum of this sample 

was very similar to that of the delta-cxystallin obtained initially from 

repeated gel filtration (gel 3, figure 17), except that it had been purified 

considerably from components 1 and 2, now firmly identified as components of 

alpha-cxyatallin. The sample again had predominant components 4, 5 and 6 and 

and D2  , with five L4nor components, and one other component between 

bands 5 and 6. 

When the most purified aipha-crystallin fraction (shown in gel 6, figure 

17), was co-eleotrophoresed with a small amount of agar purified 	-cryatallin 

(gel 4, figure 17), the mixture showed the two major components 1 and 2, 

associated with alpha-crystallin, together with the rest of the bands found in 

the delta-crystallin sample (see gel 5, figure 17). 

Because of the reduced amount of the delta-oxyatallin sample applied, 
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some of the minor bands cannot be easily seen in the photograph. But the 

appearance of the two strongly staining major components 1 and 2, in the 

mixture, although barely present in the delta-crystaflin fraction, 

emphasised again the reliability and reproducibility of the gel iso-electric 

focusing technique. 

After the attempts, detailed in earlier sections, to obtain compratively - 

pure samples of alpha and delta-cryst-Uina by combinations of electro-

phoretic techniques, a sample of delta_crystllin was prepared by repeated 

gel filtration of chick lens proteins. This particular sample prepared 

according to the methods used by Truman (1968), appeared when tested by 

imamo-electrophoresis in agar against an antiserum to the total soluble 

proteins of chick lens, to be extremely pure (figure 18). The subunit 

analysis by gel electrofocusing is shown in figure 19,  together with 

various concentrations of a protein sample derived from ,the nucleus of 

adult chicken lens. Approximately 50 ig of the deltacrystRlHfl fraction 

was applied to the gel and seven components were clearly via able: D i . 1)2, 

1 0  2, 4, 5 and 6 (gel 3, figure 19).  If components 1 and 2 are disregarded 

as alpha-crystallin contaminants, this result would suest that chick 

delta-crystallin was composed of five major subunits: D 1 . D2 , 4, 5 and 

6 in the schemata employed in this investigation. The components 

and D2  were quite strongly proteins from- represented in this preparation, 

since a comparable sample (62.5 )ag) of chick lens nucleus (gel 4, figure 

19) did not show these components, although they were clearly visible at 

higher concentrations (compare gels 1 and 2 with 4, figure 19). 

Components 4,5 0  and 6 have been found common to all partially 

purified samples of delta-crystR-l-l4fl analysed, but the subunits designated 

and D2  were only very minor components in both the main delta_crystRflin 
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Figure 1 EL 	ImmunoelectrophoretiO pattern obtained with total 

chick crystalline (upper well) and a preparation of delta-cxystallin 

(lower well). The antiserum was against total chick crystalline and 

the anode was to the left. With the delta-crystallin sample, the 

antiserum produced a single precipitin band corresponding to the 

delta-cry stallin are of the adult chick sample. Approximate 

loadings: 2,5311  total chick crystalline at 15mg/mi, 2.5311  delta-

cry stalliri sample at 9mg/mi. 
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Figur. 19. 	Ures gel. .1.ctrofoau.ing of an imo1ogioaUy pine 

ssnpi.s of ohick delta cryltalli!', pmp&M tv gel filtration. 

Samples : 	1) Chick cxystallin froa sdult nucl.us (250 pg). 

a) Adult nucleus orystallin (125 pg). 

delta crystallin (50 sag). 

Adult nucleus 	 (62.5 ug). 
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fraction obtained by double polyacrylandde electrohoresis (gel 4, figure 

14) and the fraction obtained from agarose and purified by re-electrophoresis 

(gel 5, figure  15).  They can however be found in considerable amounts 

in the faster intermediate delta-fractions prepared by polyacrylandde 

re-electrophoresis (gels 7 and 8, figure 14)  and delta-fractions obtained 

from agar electrophoresis and subsequently purified by re-electrophoresis 

(gel 4, figure 17). 

The results presented in tzis section, where a delta-crystMllin sample, 

apparently pure by immunological criteria, clearly contained the components 

and D2 , argues that they should be considered as subunits of the delta-

crystal un protein. However one could also argue that they are components 

of another class (the beta-crystaflins, since they are not found 

associated with alpha-crystal]-in components 1 and 2) which remain 

persistently associated with the major deita-components 4, 5 and 6 and are 

only removed by severe sieving oorAditioi.s in polyacrylandde eleotrophores. 

The classification of these components is reviewed later in the light of 

results from two separate experimental procedures. 
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Chapter 6 

IMMUNOLOGICAL ANALYSIS AND SUBUNIT COMPOSITION STUDl.S 01 DI11'ERENT 

POitTlONS 01 TH AGA1iO.E ELCTROfHOiETIC SPECTRUM OF CHICK CiiThTALLINS 

Since crystaflins have no enzymatic properties, probably the most 

reliable method of classifying them is by virtue of their antigenic 

specificity. Consequently throughout this investigation, where possible, 

samples were classified immunologically prior to any physico-chemical 

analysis. Numerous subunit analyses of the protein aggregates that could 

be separated by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of chick lens samples, 

indicated that many aggregates had multiple subunits in common. Even 

where separations were carried out in dissociating conditions subsequent 

iso-electric focusing revealed several components in each isolated 

polyacrylamide slice. Thus no definite or totally specific immunological 

classification could be given to any aggregates isolated by polyacrylamide 

electrophoresis of total lens crystalline. All samples of partially 

purified fractions were of necessity, identified immunologically before 

subsequent polyacrylamide electrophoresis. Whilst this proved feasible 

for alpha and delta-crystalline the preparation of reasonably pure samples 

of beta-crystall 1-fl proved difficult. Although chick beta-crystalline 

have been separated by gel filtration (Truman, 1968) they form a broad 

peak on many gel filtration media and the difficulty is to separate the 

leading edge of this from the most retarded portion of the delta-

crystal-14n band. More importantly the beta-crystalline seem to be 

particularly susceptible to denaturation during gel filtration, and cannot 

be stored for any great length of time after the initial separation. No 

reliable beta-crystallin preparations of reasonable purity, obtained by 

gel filtration techniques, have been obtained for analysis on electro-

focusing gels. Furthermore in micro_imuamo-electrophorosis the cathodal 

and anodal beta-c rystallins extend mainly over the alpha and delta 

precipitin arcs, so that good yields of partially purified beta-crystallifl 

could not be obtained by this technique. 
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However with the classification of several of the subunits apparently 

complete, it seemed feasible to try and identify beta-oryatrilin subunits, 

defined as the polypeptides isolated by iso-electric focusing techniques 

in dissociating conditions from the protein aggregates found under the beta.-

oryat 1 Hri or "long line" precipitin arc. Obviously this classification 

would be greatly simplified if the imnamo-electropherogram could be 

considerably extended. Thus it was attempted to devise a method of 

perforudug extended iimanc-electrophoresis for two distinct purposes:- 

(a.) to identi4 inviwologicall.y the bete-cryat&J 4 n subunits and 

(b) to relate the izaaano-electrophorettc pattern of the widissooiated 

lens proteins to the subunit structure of the crystallins.  

A macro-scale techhiuue for inxnoe.lectrophoresis 
of chick lens proteins. 

In order to obtain sufficient nuterial for subsequent subunit analysis 

horizontally level, defatted glass plates, 18 am wide by 30 am long and 

0.4 ass thick, were covered in initial experiments with a 3 me thick layer 

of 1% ('i/v) agarose. The agarose was dissolved in high resolution buffer 

(1IRB) (Ar,sson and Gronwall, 1957)  exactly as iiescribed for micro-ecale 

ismmmo-electrophoreais in the Material and Methods section. After gel 

formation, sample wells, o4 ems in diameter, were cut by means of a 

Pasteur Pipette rim top at a distance of 10 ama from the cathodic edge 

of the glass plate. Approx1atcl.y 25 wells at a distance of 1 an from 

each other were employed in each run. 400 .ig of protein were dispensed 

by means of a Hamilton syringe into each sample well. The preparation 

of plates and pstt3rn for macro-iimemo-electrophoresis was thus eiuilar 

to that uesoribed in Grabar and Williams (1953), who employed agar plates 

and electrophoresis times of about 4-6 hours. Agarose was employed here, 

since theoretically at least, it does not contain ionisable groups which 

cause eiectro-osmotic flow within gels. However at room temperature 
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with a voltage of 5v/cm, with pH 8.9 agar, considerable electro-osmotic 

flow occured. This led to a considerable thinning of the agarose layer 

in the centre of the plate within a few hours. Consequently the migration 

of the proteins was completely halted, and the agarose layer was so thin 

and dry that antibody troughs could be cut only with difficulty. In 

many cases the agarose layer was too thin and devoid of buffer to permit 

satisfactory diffusion of the antibody molecules into the gel. No 

significant improvement was observed if the electrophoretic run was 

performed at 4°C. Under these conditions the run could be continued only 

for about 5 hours. 11gure 20 shows the immuno-electropherogram of chick 

crystallins eleetrophoresed for 5 hours at 4°C. under the described 

conditions. Whilst the iimnuno-electropherogram has not been greatly extended 

in length, it should be noted that identical samples electrophoresed 

together on the same plate behaved very similarly. No obvious local 

differences in the immuno-electrophoretic patterns were detected other 

than at the very edge of the glass plates. ubsequently sample wells 

were out at a minimum of 3 ems, from the top and bottom edges of the 

glass plate. 

Whilst the immunological data indicated that comparable electrophoretic 

conditions obtained over all but the very edges of the agarose plate, 

the extent of the olectro-osmotic flow in the agarose gel seemed to 

preclude the possibility of extending sufficiently the period of 

electrophoresis. Quast (1971)  examined twelve commercial preparations of 

agarose for electro-osmosis and all showed electro-osmotic flow. He 

ascribed the presence of charged groups responsible for the eleetro-osmosis 

to contaminants of ionisable macro-molecules such as agaropectin. 

The author noted that electro-osmotic flow in certain commercial 

batches may be reduced by treatment with anion-exchange resin. 
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taireu e1ctrophurorai'of ota1 ciick ox'stallins 

fractionated by electrophoresis in 1 agarose for 5 hours at 4°C, 

under the conditions described in the text. After the run was 

terminated because of electro-osmotic effects, a test sample was 

stained with 1 1  Ainido Black, as described in the Materials and ilethods 

section. 
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Figure 21. 	Extended i:iunoe1ectrophoretic pattern obtained with 

a thicker (9mm) agarose plate. Electrophoresis in 1 agaroee was 

continued for 16 hours at 4 °C, using the High Resolution Buffer of 

Arvoneson and Gronwall, (1957). The troughs contained antiserum to 

total chick crystalline (JHI). The beta-crystallin line is considerably 

lengthened in these co&itions (compare the iimnunoelectropherogran 

shown in fig. 12a). 
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Some authors have enhanced separation and obtained faster movement 

of fractions by using higher field strengths, made possible through the 

use of cooling devices. wieme (1965) has carried out electrophoresis 

below light petroleum ether whose evaporation and consequent cooling effect 

enabled a constant temperature to be maintained. however neither the 

requisite apparatus nor the petroleum ether were available a. the time 

of the investigation. 

Resort was subsequently made to a simpler stratagem to enable 

electrophoresis to be maintained for a period of about 16 hours. If 

the glass plates were covered with a 9  mm thick agarose layer, although 

eleotroendomosis was still severe, the agarose remained sufficiently 

thick to allow continued migration of the protein fractions, whilst 

antibody troughs could be cut with ease. Perfectly adequate isinuno-

diffusion can take place in such conditions and a considerably extended 

imniuno-electropherogram can be obtained as shown in figure 21. Again the 

iinmuno-electrophoretic patterns indicated that the samples of total chick 

lens proteins appeared to electrophorese in highly similar fashion 

regardless of position on the large glass plate. A high degree of 

reproducibility between samples is necessary if comparable regions from 

different sample tracks on theplate are to be amassed together to provide 

sufficient material for further biochemical investigation. Considerably 

lengthened and enhanced resolution of the beta-crystalline can be obtained 

using this simple modification. Figure 21 represents however the maximum 

resolution obtained with the particular buffer employed (High resolution 

buffer - Axronsson and Gronwall, 1957). 

The ionic strength of the buffer is also of great importance in 

agarose gel electrophoresis, too high a buffer concentration may lead to 

heating effects, whilst with too low a concentration, variation in pH 
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may occur. The following buffer (pII 8.6) gave excellent results, in 

reducing the degree of endosomosie: sodium barbitone, 10.31g/litre, 

barbituric acid, 1.84g/litre, sodium acetate, 4.1g/litre, methiolate, 

0.1g/litre, diluted 1 : 4 before Use. The inmiunoelectropherogram, as 

shown in figure 22, can now be extended over a distance of 10cma., whilst 

inter-sample variation on the same glass plate appeared minimal. Emplcying 

this buffer, the final conditions chosen for an overnight run were a total 

voltage across the plate of 100 volts, continued for 2 hours, followed by 

50 volts  for a further 15 hours. These conditions ensure that the fastest 

migrating fraction reaches about 2 ems. from the anodal edge of the plate. 

•Jith an agarose gel of this original thickness (9mm)  it is important 

to employ extensive and repeated washing of the gel in 0.9"A' (buy) 

prsiological saline to ensure that all unreacted antigen and antibody 

are removed from the gel. This was normally performed over a period of 

24 to 48 hours, with several changes of saline. 

The treatment of agarose stripe prior to iso-electric focusing was 

as described fully in the Materials and Methods section. The gals 

containing the protein re-run from various regions of the first 

dimensional separation in agarose were then stained with the quantitative 

Fast Green dye. The iso-electric spectrum of each agarose fraction was then 

recorded, thus representing the subunits present in that particular agarose 

region, whilst the immuno-diffusion analysis of control samples, indicated 

the immunological relationships of the undissociated proteins in any 

particular agarose region. 

The development of a suitable macro-scale technique for extended 

agarose electrophoresis, together with a highly resolving technique of 

iso-electric focusing in dissociating conditions thus made possible an 

attempt to correlate directly the protein subunits involved in a particular 
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assemblage that could be identified limnunologically. Since the various 

fractions could be analysed simultaneously it meant that the numbers and 

type of subunits associated with any particular precipitin arc could be 

compared within a single agarose electrophoresis. The diagram shown in 

figure 226represents the subunit analysis of polymers whose assemblage can 

be classified on the basis of the immuno-electropherogram shown above 

(figure 22). 

Several factors must be borne in mind when interpreting ti- is 

figure. The immuno-electropherograin represents the direct immuno-. 

electrophoresis of chick crystallins with a particular antibody 42W, 

prepared as an anti-total chick crystallin serum. But the relative titres 

of antibodies to individual constituent antigens vary with the particular 

anti-total sera used. For example it was routinely found that a comparable 

anti-total chick crystallin sera, JEt, was more potent against faster 

delta-crystallins, and the immunological are of the delta-crystaflin was 

considerably more extensive than that obtained wijh the serw1 42W. The most 

likely explanation for this finding was that serum Jill was detecting the 

smaller and faster delta-crystaJ..lin aggregates partially separated during 

the agarose electrophoresis. This point is made to emphasise that 

antigens found intermediate to two discrete immunological arcs may have 

determinants in common with either of these regions, but may not be 

detected since a specific antibody may not have a high titre to the 

particular assemblages in which the antigen is contained. A more extensive 

overlapping of immunological arcs may be revealed by a second antibody. 

Where the titre of an antibody to particular molecules or assemblages of 

molecules is low, the resultant soluble antigen-antibody may easily 

be washed out in the subsequent procedures of immuno-electrophoresis. 

The insoluble precipitin line remaining will be characteristic of a 

particular antibody. But the antibody is here directed only against the 

400 pg of protein electrophoresed in a single well. Since only a small 

amount of agarose could be applied to an ampholine gal, half centimetre 



flg.22b. .ibunit enal3i b' urea gel electrofocusing of different frtictiona of total chick .crta 1ln 

separated by uLacro-scale agarose Electrophoresis. Following agarose el3ctrophoresis of totsl chick 
cFjBtal i-i n (see text) 0.5 cn agarose skips were cut out,, dried down arid dissociated in 8M urea, (see 

Materials and metiodz section). Each &trip was then electrcfocuaed in dissociating cqndl tins end the  
apholine gel stained with Fast Green. The diagram, thus represents the iso-electric specrrm of the 
subunits present in each agarose strip. 
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Figure 22a. 	Immunological analysis an, subunit couipoeitioi 

studies of the agarose electrophoretic spectrum of chick crystalline. 

Left: Extended immunoeLectrophoretic pattern obtained with Tria-. 

Veronal electrophoresis buffer. 1ectrophoreaia in 1% agarose was 

continued for 16 hours at 4°C. Other modified conditions were as 

described in the text. Test portions of the electrophorogram were 

then cut for immunological testing against antiserum to total chick 

crystalline (42W). 

Right: Subunit analysis of agarose fractions. Following agarose 

electrophoresis, 5mm strips of agarose were prepared for analysis 

by urea-gel electrofocusing (see XIaterials and Methods section). 

The gels shown represent the isoolectric patterns of specified 

agarose fractions. The analysis of the entire agarose electrophero-

gram is shown in diagrammatic fashion in fig. 22b. 
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strips from about 25 separate electrophoretic runs on a single agarose plate, 

were required to produce sufficient starting material. In a single run 

the quantity of a particular antigen in a specific electrophoretic region 

may be insufficient for effective binding of antibody, but when concentrated 

several times the presence of the antigen will be clearly revealed in gel 

electrofocusing. Thus a pattern of continuity of particular subunits 

between adjacent fractions will be more readily detectable through the 

gel electrofocusing techriiqje, since the inmnino-electrophoretic analysis 

depends on the detection of much smaller amounts of antigenic material 

coniplexed in aggregates of various charges and sizes. 

Prior, then, to the interpretation of figure 22 two major considerations 

must be borne in mnd:- 

the degree to which discrete immunological arcs appear to 

overlap is characteristic of a particular antibody, and may appear extensive 

or limited depending on the anti-serum used. 

minor amounts of antigen, coiuplexed in various assemblages 

may not be detected immunologically. But since the aggregates are 

concentrated and dissociated prior to gel electrofocusing, particular 

subunits will be easily detected and the degree of continuity of such 

antigens in adjacent electrophoretic fractions may be more readily 

estimated 

The fractions corresponding to the centres of particular immunological 

arcs should of course show definite enrichments of subunits of specific 

crystallin classes, and this, in fact, appeared to be the case as outlined 

below. 

ALP1±A-CItYSTALLJJ - The two components 1 and 2, previously found to be 

characteristic of all alpha-crystallin preparations, were found to be the 

most highly charged component of all and in fact can be detected in fractions 

2 cnw. distant from the leading portion of the alpha-crystallin arc, 

emphasising the validity of the considerations made above. Fractions 
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12 to 18 were extremely enriched in these components and these fractions 

correspond directly to the main portion of the alpha_crystlHn precipitin 

line. These two components were present in minor quantities even in the 

very slowest fraction behind the well. Several factors, or more probably 

a combination of these factors, may account for the widespread distribution 

of these alpha-crystal-i in subunits. firstly even in 1%  agarose, soak-

separation of aggregates on the basis of molecular weight is bound to occur, 

creating a tailing or smearing of particular components. This phenomenon 

is well known from preparations of eletrophoresed proteins stained 

immediately after electrophoresis. A typical pattrn will reveal a 

major staining region connected to the sample well by an extensive tail. 

Secondly at the pH of 8.6 employed in the electrophoresis, a certain 

amount of denaturation will occur and dissociation and re-association 

phenomena may well produce aggregates of a virtually continuous range of 

size and charge. Furthermore some components may form minor constituents 

in aggregates whose electrophoretic behaviour are largely dependent on the 

physio-chemical properties of the bulk components. Minor components may 

then be carried along in the subsequent electrophoresis of such aggregates, 

particularly if there is a specific association of certain subunits with 

cryatl]-in subunits of a second class. Since the alpha-subunits found 

behind the well were found in minor quantities compared to those fractions 

of a more cathodal nature, this explanation of electrophoretic behaviour, 

through entrapment in aggregates of a cathodal nature, appears reasonable. 

DELTA-CktYSTIWLIi - The major portion of the delta-crystallin are extends 

over fractions 6 to 9. All four of these fractions show components 4, 

5 and 6 present in major quantities. However the distribution of these 

components suggests that a certain degree of separation between these 

subunits has occured during the electrophoresis. Component 4 is greatly 

enriched in fractions 2 to 4, very close to the cathode. Fraction 5 in 
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comparison extends anodally almost as far as the two alpha-crystallin 

components 1 and 2, and is only found in minor quantities in highly 

cathodal fractions. Component 6 is enriched in fractions 6 to 9, 

corresponding directly to the delta-crystallin arc. The quantities of 

component 6 that extends anodally are comparable to those found in the 

more cathodal fractions. 

COOSEiTS D 1 and D2  - The distribution of these components is more complex 

than the deltacrystallir1 subunits just described. D is strongly represented 

in fractions 6-12, including the majority of fractions under the delta-

crystlHn arc. However D2  is found predominantly in fractions 8 P 12 9  

and both components extend anodally to a considerable degree. These 

components may represent the faster or smaller aggregates detected with 

antibody Jill, which dete ts a more extensive delta-crystaJJ.in are than the 

antibody used here, 42W. It should be noted that these components D 1  

and D2, as expected of proteins with low iso-electric point, predominate 

in the faster electro k;horetic fractions of delta-crystal]i n samples obtained 

b single gel filtration (see gels 7 and 8, figure 14).  Their distribution 

in the irnmtino-electropherogram and their electrophoreti.c behaviour could 

also lead them to be considered as beta-crystalline which remain rather 

persistently associated with the main delta_crystiUlfl subunits. The main 

case for including them as delta-crystaJ-lin subunits is based on their strong 

representation in a sample, identified immunologically as delta-crystallin, 

which contained very few subunits (see gel 3, figure 18). A sample of the 

total soluble proteins from the chick lens nucleus, at approximately the 

same concentration, did not roves], these comparatively minor components, 

which were clearly visible at higher concentrations (compare gel 4 with 

2, figure 18), (The classification of these components is reviewed again 

in chapter 8 in the light of further preliminary results). 

Thus whilst these results confirmed the classification of components 

4, 5 and 6 as belonging to the delta-crystellin class, they also revealed 

that particular subunits may have restrictive and distinctive electrophoretic 
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mobilities in agarose, whilst others may show an extensive range of 

distribution. The significance of this phenomenum is discussed later. 

Secondly the distribution of say, components D 2  and D4 
 were sufficiently 

distinct to suggest that a certain separation of aggregate types is 

occuring in extended selective assemblages found in vivo '4th characteristic 

patterns of interaction between certain subunits, that are not totally 

disrupted in agarose electrophoresis. Alternatively, but not exclusèvely, 

some aggregates may be constructed randomly during homogenisation and 

separation procedures, with no specific forms of interaction between 

subunits. Such aggregates would be expected, on average, to be less 

cohesive, and consequently may not persist during extended electrophoresis, 

but separation 411 occur mainly on the basis of molecular charge and 

partly on the basis of molecular weight. Whilst the data shown here can 

throw no direct light on the specificity or otherwise of interactions between 

subunits ci separate crystllin classes, it is significant that component 

5 migrates almost as fast as the alpha-crystal]-in component 1 and 2. It 

is just this component that is found even in highly purified alpha-

orystellin samples (see gels 6 and 7, figure 17).  Only leading regions 

of alpha-crystallin samples separated by agarose could be purified free of 

this component (see gel 1, figure 16). Yet since alpha-crystallin has a 

greater molecular weight and is more highly charged than component 5 this 

result cannot be explained as solely due to similar I  ar physio-chemical 

properties. This persistent association may reflect a specific interaction 

between the alpha-crystallin components 1 and 2 with the delta-crysti 11 n 

subunit, component 5. 

BETA-CRYSTLTh - Much evidence has alrcrwad from this laboratory to 

suggest that chick bta-crystallina are a family of heteropolynrs, 

showing a range of sizes and electrophoretic mobilities, which are 

antigenicafly related to each other, partly by containing subunits in 

common with other members of the class (Clayton and Truman, 1967, 1974; 



Clayton, Campbell and Truman, 1968; Clayton, 1969; Truman and Clayton, 

1974). As described in the introduction, the beta-crystallins appear 

very polydisperse electrophore tic ally, and in imuuno-electrophoresis form 

an extensive precipitin arc. 

The most intenely std..ning region of the betacryst 1 Hn arc is found 

in fractions 10 to 13. Apart from the components already claésified as 

alpha or deltacrystalhl11 subunits, three components T 1 , T2  and P3  were 

strongly represented in fractions 11 to 12. These are the components 

found enriched in the polyaorylaud.de fractions of highest electrophoretic 

mobility at alkaline pH. Such fractions appear in considerable quantities 

when purified preparations of beta-crystallin are electrophoresed (Truman 

et al. 1971; Truman and Clayton, 1974) although the results reported in 

earlier sections of this work indicated that delta-crystll4n subunits 

could also be isolated from such anodal aggregates where total crystal.Lin 

was applied to the gel. A fourth component T4, although not present in 

such quantity as T 1 , T2  and T3 , was also routinely found in the fastest 

(anodal) electrophore tic fractions. It showed a very similar electro-

phoretic distribution in agarose to the components T 1 , P2  and T3 . 

Components 
E1 
 and E2  shoved a restricted electrophoretic range suggesting 

they may be beta-crystallins rather than alpha or delta-crystalline, but 

this conclusion is extzmely tentative. Similar claims might be made iffor 

the very minor components T 5  and T6 . 

OTH1R COMPONENTS - Components M 1 , M2  and M3  were not definitively assigned 

to a particular crystal-11 n class prior to this experiment. Component M 2  

extended throughout the whole electrophoretic range, but the pattern of 

enrichment in fractions 6 to 12 was compatible with both the delta and 

beta immunological criteria. The classification of these components is 

is reviewed in chapter 8 in the light of further experimental results. 
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The minor component lb is enriched in fractions 12 to 16, suggesting 

it may be an a].phacrystThn component. Although it has an extensive 

electrophoretic range similar to components 1 and 2, no other evidence has 

accrued from further experiments, so any assignment remains highly 

tentative. 

This attempt to isolate different portions of the agar electrophoretic 

spectrum of chick crystRl1JnE and subject them to both subunit analysis 

and immunological analysis helped confirm the classification of a number 

of components, whilst indicating the likely classification of others. A 

diagram of final assignment of the various components to their crystal -t i n 

class is given in chapter 8, after consideration of some other experimental 

results. The overall results on subunit assignation are considered, 

together with other authors' findings, in the Discussion section. 
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Chapter 7 

ISO-ELECTRIC FOCUSING 01 CHICK CRYSTALLINS 

IN NON-DISSOCIATING CONDITION 

Although electrofocusing chick crystallins in the presence of 6 14 

urea did not present any major problems, the development of a reproducible 

analytical gel technique for iso-electric focusing in non-dissociating 

conditions proved more difficult. Initially the undissociated protein 

sample was applied to the top of the gel in exactly the same manner as 

described for urea dissociated samples. The sample was then focused over-

night at room temperature over the pH range 3-10 according to the gel 

electrofocusing method of Wrigley (1968). Severe wilting of the gel 

occured and in some cases the gel actually burnt. The zone of wilting, 

about one-third of the gel length from the origin appeared to be the 

region where many of the major components were focusing extremely closely 

together. 

The reason for this effect is not clear but since no salt ions are 

present in this analytical technique, the very low ionic strength may 

exaggerate the electro-osmotic flow within the gel, leading to micro-

convection at the glass surface (Ui, 1971a). This may induce distortion 

of bands or if local heating effects are too severe, wilting and burning 

of the polyacrylaznide. 

In addition however it was observed after protein staining, that the 

bulk of the sample had remained at the top of the gel, only a minor 

proportion of the sample had entered the gel. 

The severe heating effects observed at room temperature could be 

largely overcome by performing the gel electrofocusing at 40C but a 

slight thinning of the gel in the major region of focusing was occasionally 

observed. However the amount of sample entering the gel was considerably 

reduced in runs performed at 4°C. One possibility was that the 7.5% 

polyacrylamide gel was exerting a significant molecular sieving effect, 
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thereby delaying or preventing the crystalline from reaching their iso-. 

electric point in the pH gradient. However, reducing the total poly-

acrylaud.de gel concentration to 3.75% to minimise the degree of restriction 

by the gel did not significantly increase the amount of protein entering 

the gel. 

Boura (1971) found that chick alpha-crystaJii.n tended to precipitate 

at its iso-electric point in gel electrofocusing (especially if applied 

cathodaily), and it seemed possible that the samples of total chick len 

crystalline investigated here were similarly precipitating In conditions 

of low pH. When the crystalliri sample was incorporated directly into the 

gel mixture prior to polymerisation highly reproducible results could be 

obtained. Thus this simple alteration in loading procedure, described 

routinely in the original paper on gel electrofocusing (Wrigley, 1968) 

when combined with a running temperature of 4°C to combat local over-

heating effects, made possible the analysis of chick crystR]linE by iso-

electric focusing in non-dissociating conditions. Haglund (1971) pointed 

out that there are many examples of proteins which are insoluble or 

become denatured in pure water, yet show considerable solubilitr in a 

pH gradient. The aminocarboxylic acids have been shown in some cases 

to provide a protective stabilising effect on proteins susceptible to 

precipitation (Vesterberg, 1970; Wadstrom and Mollby, 1971). 

Thyroglobulin, for example, is known to be insoluble at its iso-

electric region, and the iso-electric point derived from electrophoretic 

mobility values had to be estimated by extrapolation. In solutions of 

carrier ampholytes, however, thyroglobulin is completely soluble even at 

the iso-electric point. This measured increase in the solubility of 

iso-electric thyroglobulin may be due to both the higher dielectric constant 

of an ampholyte solution and the absence of salt (Ui, 1971a). 

Unfortunately the effectiveness of this simple modification was 
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Figure 23. 	The iso-electric focusing pattern of total 

(adult) chick lens oiyetalline in non dissociating conditions. 

Proteins (at 500 Mg per gel) were separated on 7.5%  po),yacryl-

amide gel, 1% Ampioline carrier ampho],ytes, pH range 3.5 - 10. 

0.1 1 is stained with Coomassie Blue, 0.1 2 with Fast Green. 
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discovered long after the technique of gel electrofocusing in concentrated 

urea had been completed. Apart from the obvious absence of urea in any 

of the isolation and preparative prociduree, all the minor modifications 

employed in the method of subunit analyaia by gel electrotocusing in urea 

were utilised including the routine use of an ampboline overla.yer, 

containing 2 - M.rcaptoethanol as both a pro-run solution and protective 

layer. 

Samples were routinely applied by micro-syringe at 500 Vg per tube, 

twice the amount normally used for submit analysis. The iso-electric 

spectrum of chick lens proteins obtained in these conditions is iUu'trat.d 

in figure 2.3. 

Using the stain Coomassie Blue, a idninum of 24 protein bands 

could be detected including a zone of 7-8 tightly compacted bands in 

pH 4953 region. Six major bands and four minor bends were well 

separated in the pH 6,5-.K,  region. This remarkable number of protein 

components obtained in non-dissociating conditions emphasises again the 

remarkable resolving power of the gel electrofocusing technique. The 

pattern obtained was very similar to that achieved by iso-electric 

focusing the chick lens crystallins in tnin Layer 5% polyacrylamide gala 

(Bours and van Doorermiden, 1970; Boure, 1971). 

The similarities of the pattern obtained in these flat gels of lower 

polyacrylamide concentration suggested that a significant retardation of 

protein through molecular sieving effects had not occured in the 7.5% 

polyacrylamide rods. In retrospect it was noted that the method of 

sample application employed by these authors allowed the protein sample 

to soak into the polyaerylamide plate prior to transfer to the eleotro-

focusing tank, and thus was equivalent to the loading procedure finally 

employed in these studies. In this manner precipitation of samples 

prior to iso-electric focusing in gels could be avoided but the alpha-

crystalllni of the chick lens are known to precipitate in ool1i1w j.. 
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electric focusing procedures (Bours et al. 1970). 

When samples loaded directly onto the gel rods were compared to 

those incorporated within the gel, it was noted that proteins ran to 

identical iso-electric points, again suggesting that any molecular sieving 

effects occuring within the gel were overcome with time. But since 

considerably less protein appeared focused in the gel by the former 

method, it seemed likely that the major restrictive factor in these 

conditions was the aggregation of the bulk of the proteins at the gel 

origin. Direct incorporation of the sample into gels of 3.75% polyacrylamide 

gave an identical iso-electric spectrum to that of samples analysed on 7.5% 

polyacrylainide gels, emphasising that any molecular sieving effect of the 

gel did not affect the final iso-electric point of any component. These 

considerations of sieving effects were necessary since in undissociated 

samples of chick lens proteins the largest components, the alpha-crystlHris, 

may have molecular weights of over 300,000 daltons. An identical iso-

electric spectrum was obtained regardless of the position of the sample 

incorporated into the gels suggesting that no denaturation was taking 

place of proteins subjected to a pH far from their iso-electric point. 

The phenomena of denaturations in such conditions is known to occur with 

several proteins (Lewin, 1970). 

Two other possible sources of artefacts can also be ruled out 

because of the similarity of these results with those obtained by Bours 

(1971). Firstly the traces of salt introduced within a sample volume of 

8.3 jil and effectively diluted a further 250 times during the course of the 

gel electrofocusing (in a total gel mixture of 2 mis • per tube), did not 

appear to effect, the iso-electric results. Lyophilised samples 

dissolved in pure water showed a similar spectrum (Boura, 1971). 

Secondly, although artefacts can arise from interactions between the 

protein sample and the ammonium persuiphate used for polymerisation 

(Brewer, 1967; Fantes and Furminger, 1967), these can be excluded here 



since the chemical polymerisation technique used here gave comparable 

results to those obtained where the gel was photopolynierised with 

riboflavin as catalyst (Bours, 1971). 

Following the establishment of a reproducible technique for gel 

electrofocusing the chick lens oryst 1HnR in non-dissociating conditions, 

an attempt was made to identify the major components revealed by this 

method. The major protein bends precipitated by soaking the mapholire 

gel in 80% saturated ammonium sulphate, were excised and subsequently 

prepared in the usual manner for subunit analysis in urea-containing 

electrofocuzing gels. A total of 13 single bands and 3 regions containing 

several closely compacted bands, could be routinely isolated otter 

precipitation Jn situ with ammonium sulphate (see figure 24). The 

result of the subunit an.l.ysis of the single protein bands obtained by 

gel electrofocusing the crystilllnR in the absence of urea is shown in 

figure 2. Similarly the subunit analysis of the polyocryledde slices 

contRirling aaltiple bands is shown in figure 2. These results are 

eumearised in diagrammatic fashion in figure 27, which thus represents 

the subunit analysis of each major region obtained by gel elctro- 

focusing chick cryatRl 'l4ns in non-dissociating conditions. As expected the 

of 
intensity of stainina particular subunit varied directly with the 

concentration of tkij uriginal undissociated protein band in the poiy-

acrylaiside slice, so th t no great significance can be placed on the 

changing patterns of intensities • However then was a clear correlation 

of the original iso-electric point of a particular band, composed of 

undiasociated protein, wit the iso-electric points of its subunit 

components. As shown clearly in figure 25 the protein components of 

highest iso-electric point in zion-dissociating conditions (bands 11-16) 

are composed almost entirely of subunits of very high iso-electric point. 
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urea of the separate protein bands of total chick lens crystalline 
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gels represent the band designations shown in figure 24. For 

comparison is shown a sample of total chick lens crystalline (250 mg), 

dissociated in 8 M urea prior to iso-electric focusing. 
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The undissociat.d protein components of lowest iso-electric point (bands 

2-8) contain subunits of low iso-electric point, not found in any quantity 

in complexes of higher iso-1eotrio point. The increasing predominance 

of subunits of high pl as the iso-electric points of the undiasociated 

polymers increase would not necessarily be seen if polyacrylamide gel was 

producing any significant molecular sieving effect, thit is if components 

were being separated partly on the basis of their molecular size. 

More importantly, gel electrofocuaing of cryatIlinR in the absence 

of urea is shown by subunit analysis to separate complexes containing 

different classes of crystR 1-1 n, rather than hOOgSneOU3 complexes composed 

of a single type of cryst"llln. For example fraction 4 contains multiple 

bands (figure 25), many of the major subunits found in the sample of total 

adult orystRllln, component 3 is represented in fractions 3 to 16, as are 

bands NJ, 142 and M3. Other components do however show a more restricted 

distribution. Components 1 and 2, identified previously as alpha 

orystRllin are distributed mainly in fractions 3 to 10 covering the pa 

range 4-59 . Components T 1 , T28, i 3  and T4  are found mainly in 

fractions 3 to 8, in the 9U range 4555 • Whilst components 3, 4 and 

5, identified as delta_crystelHn arc more widely distributed, they 

represent the major polypeptides found in fract one 11 to 16, covering the 

PH range 	• Tiaa the èverall distribution of the subunits indicated 

clearly that many of the discreteoomponents isolated by el electrofoousing 

in non-dissociating conditions were heteropol.ymere, possibly arising by 

protein agreg.tion in the course of homogenisation. Alternatively such 

heteropolymers may exist naturally within the lens. 

If such assemblages were built up randomly, one might expect the 

complexes to exhibit a variety of iso-electric points dependent on the 

proportions and xatu.re of the subunits composing the polymer, however the 

reproducibility of the pattern of cryst&llins electrofocused in non-

dissociating conditions suggests that certain aesemb1ags may be 
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of the multiple band regions isolated ty electrofocusing total 

chick lens crystalline in the absence of urea, Ampholine range 

PH 3.5 - 10 (se. text). The numbers above the gels represent the 

band designations shown in figure 24. For comparison are shown 

a sample of total chick lens crystalline (250 ag), dissociated in 

8 M urea prior to iso-electric focusing (gel 1) and the entire gel 

region that includes the fractions 4,5 and 6 (gel 2). 
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inherently acre stable than others. The ratios and type of submits in 

any particular complex aay be determined by stereochemical restrictions. 

Alternatively but not exclusively, the eomplxea may rleot persistent 

link as between certain submits. Whatever criteria do, in fact, determine 

which assemblages are permissible, the final - complexes appear subsequently 

to be sufficiently stable for routine isolation by gel eleotrofocusing. 

The discovery that the polymers of high iso-electric point are 

composed LJr.dominantly of 6 subunits, is at variance . witlL the designations 

applied to the iso-electric focusing pattern of chick lens cryztaIl 4 nR 

in thin-layer polyacry1mida gels, by Dra, (1971)  who described thein as 

'lcng line material" or beta..oryeta114n, (Boars,, 1971).  No evidence has 

been offered by the author,, however, to support tia designation (Boure 

and van iooreninaalen, 1970; Sours,, 1971). in fact, the iso-electric 

focusing pattern of only one purified protein fraction is presented, that 

of deltacry8tRfll n (Bours and van Loor,nma&en, 1970). This fraction, 

obtained by ion-..xohae chromatography on DtA - Sepha4ex A50, appeared 

to be slightly contaminated when tested by micro_mmno.-eleotrophore5iS 

and appeared as a complex of 74 components occuring in the ph range 

4- 9-5 -3-  

In chapter 5 9  the subunit analysis of a delta 	at111n fraction 

obtained by repeated gel filtration (Truman, 1968) was described. nben 

thissample, wich appeared to be imwunologioaUy pure was analysed by 

gel electrofocusing in non-dissociating conditions, several bands of 

high iso-e.lectrió point could be dote.; ted (figure 2). Four bands could 

be detected in the pH range 51-53 , wh11t five bands ocoured in the 

pH range 	6-5-8,0 • In addition, two further bands (probauly components 

9 and 10 of figure 24) could be detected with the Coomassie Blue stain. 

At low protein concentrations these components appeared very taint when 

stained with Fast Green, but all components were strongly represented in 
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a d.ltaorystkllin rich sample prepared from the nucleus of the adult 

chick lens (go). 2 figure 28). 

The presence of these components of high iso-electric point in a 

purified fraction of delta-crystallin, analysed in non-dissociating 

conditions, confirmed the results obtained tr subunit mv stigation, 

but cast doubt on the assertion that chick lens proteins from p.1 5.68 to 

7.58 were exclusively beta-cryst' 1 14n  or "long line material" (Boura, 

1971). 

The udcro-heterogeneity revealed by iso-electric focusing of tao 

iaaurologi,ally homogeneous delta-cryat'114 n  sample has been attributed 

to differences in primary structure of the various protein components, 

however the possibility that the protein bands are oom'osed of different 

proportions of subunits was not considered (Bours, 1971). Therefore it 

may be of value, at this point, to outline the exact significance of a 

focused band obtained in non-dissociating conditions. Iso-electric 

focusing is generally considered a comparatively mild process that does not 

cause decomposition of proteins (Veat.rberg, 1970) (some lilinological 

evidence is presented in a later section that suggests that no significant 

degree of denaturation occurs in gel eleotrofocusing of chick cryst]Hns 

in non-dissociating conditions). However if no dissociative agents are 

present in the gel, it is to be expected, because of the eggregative 

properties of the crjstiliina, that many of the bands detected wil1 represent 

complex polyme :s 1ucue1 at tear iso-electric point. The final iso- 

3lectric I)O]it of such coçlexos will depend on the proportions of the 

'rkstituent monomers and also on the number of charged groups exposed 

thin the aggregate. It is possible that subunit interactions within the 

1ymer may lead to significant changes in th. number of charged groups 

ailable, thus altering the overall net charge of the polymer, bven 

iht chus in th proportions of uiu.it within the polymer riijt 
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lead to different subunit nterationa and separate iso-electric points. 

Secondly, for certain monomer proteins the iso-electric point in non-

dissociating conditions appors to be dependent on the oon1iraation of the 

protein. Thus thre is evidence that native bovine plasma albumin has 

seven buried basic groups in the uncharged state at its iso-ionic point 

(Williamson 14  mason (A. H.) et al. 1973).  When fully denatured the protein has 

an inoresed iso-electric point of approximately 0.7 p11 unit. If for 

certain monomer proteins the folding of the polyp.p tide chain markedly 

affects its iso-electric properties, it is to be expected that a great 

number of separate focused bands wi21. be  detected in the analysis of 

polymers, where the variety of possible conformational forms end subunit 

interactions is greatly increased. Whilst the burial of unchargedamino-

groups b. the folding of the protein mr be a comparatively rare event 

(Soloman and Williamson, 19' ), more intricate con1'rmational forms are 

possible in heteropol.ymers. 

Is*-electric focusing of oaplex, aggregating proteins in non-

dissociating conditions might then, in principle, be expected to produce 

focused bands reflecting the iso-ionic points of the various polyasre, 

rather than those of ho'ogeneoua proteins. Where multiple samples of 

complex proteins such as blood serums or total wheat proteins have been 

investigated by combined gel slectrofocusing and 0100 tropLAormia in a 

second dimension, many of the apparently single zones obtained by gel 

&..ectrofocusing have been shown to consist of several components when 

further fractionated. Wrigley (1970) fractionated gliadin proteins by 

gel alectrofoc using for a first dimensional separation. The unfixed 

eloctrofocusad gel was then applied to a thin layer starch gel. 

Migration in such a atrch gel varies intensely with size and 

directly 4th charge at the p11 of electrophoresis,, exactly as in poly-

acrylamid. .lectrophoresis. 

Over 40 components could be detected,, many of the single bands 
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obtained by gel electrofocusing showing as many as four or five components 

in the starch gel. 

When serum proteins were first electrofocused in gels and then 

electrophoresed into 8% acrylamide slabs, the components which had 

been separated with high resolution in the first dimension, spread 

out the verieus bands over a large area, making the components easier 

to study (Dale and Lather, 1969).  Again apparently single focused zones 

produced multiple components and many of the adjacent focused bands 

appeared to have components in common. Similar conclusions can be reached 

from an analysis of the two dimensional separation of serum proteins 

obtained by Kenriok and Margolis (1970). Here proteins were run from the 

electrofocusing gel into an acrylamide gel omposed of a non-linear 

gradient of polyacrylainide ranging from 3.5 to 34 per cent, top to 

bottom. In addition when chromosomal proteins were fractionated by 

gel electrofocu.sing and the bands complexed with sodium dodecyl sulphate 

(SDS) prior to electrophoresis in a second dimension of polyacrylamide gel 

containing the detergent, single focused bands were shown to be made up 

of components of different molecular weights (Plcic&illivray and Rickwood, 1974). 

Whilst these studies all revealed unexpected degrees of heterogeneity 

in the original protein samples, they emphasise the need to analyse each 
S(tce 

focused band,A  it cannot be assumed that each band obtained in such 

conditions is pure or homogeneous. This conclusion also applies to 

protein peaks obtained through fractionation of samples by column electro-

focusing. In the separation of guinea-pig serum proteins a third gamma-

globulin could be detected by subsequent gel electrophoresis and 

densitometry, but was hidden by the serum albumin peak in the initial 

electrofocusing pattern (Stewart-Tull and .Arbuthnott, 1971).  Consequently 

a single peak in the elution pattern obtained with column electrofocusing 

cannot automatically be taken to indicate purity. In general, for multiple 
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samples, particularly strongly interacting proteins such as the lens 

cryst'lllns, (see Introduction), it seems unlikely that a single method 

of fractionation, even the high resolution technique of iso-electric 

focusing in non-dissociating conditions, will produce a total separation 

of components. 
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Chapter 8 

TESTS WITH ANTISEi.A TO TOTAL LENS PhOIN 	idUT BI QrL 

ELiCTRO}oCUING IN 	-i.asuCLATIlG COND1T1uNS 

There are a considerable number of complications in elucidating 

immunological relationships between denatured proteins. Many denatured 

proteins become insoluble at their iso-electric point (lUeiner and 

Otten, 1966) making immuno_diffusion studies difficult. Although some 

authors have achieved immunological reactions with urea dissociated 
,€td S&..tcf 

crystiIHris (Manski et4l. 1972) all attempts to obtain precipitation 

lines with crystallins diffusing from urea-containing polyacrylamide 

using the antibodies available in this laboratory were unsuccessful. 

Most antibodies do in fact appear to be readily dissociated by urea 

(Clausen, 1969)4th subsequent loss of specific reactivity. Moreover 

where the antibodies have been directed against a complex, non- 

dissociated protein the conformational properties of the protein subunits 

may be sufficiently altered in dissociating conditions to reduce or prevent 

immunological reaction. 

Consequently the inununochemical reactions of protein antigens 

separated by gel electrofocusing in non-dissociating conditions were 

studied, in order to check the conclusions reached by subunit analysis of 

the various complexes isolated. In particular it was hoped to identify 

directly components of the beta-crystU1n class. In addition it was 

also hoped to check the claim that in non-dissociating conditions of gel 

electrofocusing the proteins are arranged simply in the sequence alpha, 

delta and beta-crystiJ11n in order of increasing iso-electric point (Sours 

1971). An iinmuno-electrofocusing technique (Catsimpoolas, 1973)  was 

employed in which the iso-electric focusing gel was embedded in buffered 

agar, then troughs were cut parallel to the gel and filled with antiserum 

(see Materials and Methods section). 

The specificities and sources of the various rabbit antibodies used 



Table 8. Antisera employed in iniino-electrofocusing studies. 

Antiserum 

Anti-total lens proteins, Gallus gallus 

Anti- " 	 Rana pipiens 
Anti- " 	 Powan 

Anti-chick lens IEP fraction 

Anti- 1 (chick) 

Anti- 4-5 (chick) 

Anti- 9 (chick) 

Anti-bovine 

CrvstRl I i steci.ticity 

cx,pand J 

16  
/3 

/3 

most anodel p-crys tRill n subunit 

intermediate -cryatRllln subunit 

most cathode]. _cryatRl I n subunit 
Oc 

Reference 

Clayton and Truman, 1974 

Clayton and Truman, 1974 
N 	N 	ft 	 N 

N 	ft 	ft 	 N 
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against the cryst' 111  n antigens after their iso-electric separation is 

shown in Table S. The inununoprecipitin arcs formed during imiuuno-

diffusion of each of these antibodies is shown in diagammatic form in 

figure 29. Unfortunately these immuno-electrofocusing studies were only 

at a preliminary stage when a severe infection killed off many of the 

antibody producing rabbits. However some important conclusions could 

still be reached, even on the basis of these preliminary results. For 

example, the immimo-electrofocusing pattern obtained with antisera 

prepared against total chick crystaflins is remarkably complex (figure 29 a). 

Clearly if the antigens were arranged simply in the sequence alpha, 

delta and beta-crystallins, from anode to cathode, in order of increa4ng 

iso-electric point, as claimed by Bours (1771) one would expect to obtain 

a much simpler pattern of three discrete immunological arcs. Because of 

the particular range of antisera available in the laboratory an attempt was 

made to identify both alpha and beta-crysta3lin immunological arcs. 

Imiauno-olectrofocusing studies using antisera 
against beta-crystaflins 

The distribution of beta-crystailins as revealed by this technique is 

interesting. With a serum directed against the total crystallins of the 

frog, Rana pipiens, two immunoprecipitin arcs could be detected, 

distributed over most of the length of the ainpholine arc, appeiring to 

join only near the acidicend of the gel (figure 23b). Presumably this 

antibody is detecting two separate immunological determinants diffusing 

from the basic regions of the gel. Antibodies directed against the 

total crystallins of the Powan fish showed only a single imimino-

precipitin arc of more linited length at the basic ph region of the 

gel (figure 29c). A slightly more extensive are could be obtained with 

antibodies developed against a dissociated sample of chick lens cortex 

(rich in beta-crystallinS), isolated by column electrofocusing azi prepared 

by Dr. D. L. S. Truman (figure 29d). In contrast with antibodies prepared 

against a restricted range of subunits, prepared by gel filtration and urea 



A 	Anti-total chick 

(42 w) 

phlO 
	 ph3 

B Anti - total 	Rana 

I 	 I 	C Anti-total 	Powan 

I 	 0 Anti. I E F 	fraction 	B 

I 	 E Anti-1 	most 	anodal 

3 	subunit 

I 	 F Anti- 4 - 5 	intermediate 
I  p 	subunit 

Anti- 	9 	most 
I cathodal 	p 	subunit 

I 	H Composite 	anti-p serum 
I 	 I made up of DG in 

equal 	volumes of 
original 	titre 

I 	 I 	1 	
Anti. bovine ac 

kiiire 29.  Diagrarvi,8tic representatioii5 of iu=moslectrofocusing patterns. 
Total lens protein from adult chicks (at 500 i'g per tube) was fractionated by 
gel electrofoousing in non-dissociating conditions over the pH range 3.5-10. 
The gels were then embedded in 1 egarose made up in strength High Resolution 
Buffer (see Materials and Methods section). After 6 hours to allow diffusion 
of molecules from the po1yacrylde gel to the agarose, troughs were cut 
parallel to the gels at a distance of 8 mm from the edge of the gel, antiserum 
(approx • 2 ml) introduced and iwinodiffuaion allowed to take place overnight 
in a 1ii.thty cabinet. After the imnimoprecipitin arcs were stained (see 
Materials and Methods section) their patterns were carefully recorded by 
accurate drawing of the illuminated glass plates. 
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electrophoresis (Truman and Clayton, 1974;  Clayton and Truman, 1974),  the 

antisera produced single imnamoprecipitin arcs that were restricted to only 

certain regions of the ampholine gel (figure 29 ef.g.). However a 

composite anti-beta-crystW n serum made up to contain these three anti-

bodies and the antisera directed against beta-crystd1In fractions prepared 

by iso-electric focusing, gave a single immunoprecipitin are that covered 

the entire length of the ampholine gel. Thus it appears that at least one 

immunological determinant is shared b, the molecules making up the beta-

crysti11in class, as has also been show by the immuno-electrophoretic 

pattern obtained when total chick crystallina are tested with an antisera 

to amphibian lens (Clayton and Truman, 1974).  In addition it appears that 

the beta-crystpl I In class can be found over the whole pH range of the 

ampholine gel and is not restricted to proteins of high iso-electric 

point, as suggested by Bours (1971).  Other workers have also stressed the 

heterogeneity of iso-electric point exhibited by the chick beta-crystaflins. 

When a purified preparation of beta-crystRilins was separated by column 

isofocusing in sucrose, in non-dissociating conditions, the components 

were fractionated over the whole range pH3-8, i.e. no restriction to a 

high pH range was observed (Truman and Clayton, 1974). 

However the restricted immunoprecipitin arcs obtained with antisera 

prepared against subunits .anomalous if one considers only the electro-

phoretic mobility of the subunits and the corresponding iinmuno-

electrofocusing patterns. For example the most cathodal subunit may. be  

the lowest mobility subunit because it is the most positively chrged 

subunit or the largest subunit, or (more likely) has the highest charge 

density. 

It might therefore be expected to have a higher iso-electric point 

than the most anodal (fastest) subunit. Consequently one would expect the 

antiserum against this cathodal subunit (anti-9) to Show an immunoprecipitin 



Figure 30. Diagrammatic representation of the distribution pattern of beta crystal 4n suits originally 
isolated in polymers obtained by gel electrofocusing total chick lens protein in non-dissociating conditions, 
over the pH range 3.5-10. The major coinponezata (numbered 1-16) were precipitated by 8( saturated ammonium 
sulphate, excised, and then analysed by gel electrofocusing in dissociating conditions. The distribution of 
these and other components were first shown in fig. 

01 
02 -  

TI 
12 
T3 
14 

M3 

total 	2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 1213141516 
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reaction with beta-crystallins diffusing from regions of high iso-

electric point, if the original eleotrophoretic separation was determined 

mainly by the charge of the molecules. In premtice, the reverse appears 

to be the case, the antisera reacting with antigens of low iso-electric 

point, (figure 29f). Similarly the antisera to the most anodel subunit reacts 

with antigens of high iso-electric point (figure 29). If however one 

refers back to the subunit analyses of each of the fractions isolated by 

gel electrofocusing (figures. 27,30), it can be seen that the major 

unassigned subunits, T 1 , T2, T3  and T4, hitherto suspected of being beta-

crystailins, on the basis of re-running experiments (see figure 27, 

chapter 7) are only found in any quantity in fractions 2-8, derived from 

the region of the undissociated gel where the antisera (anti-9) and (anti-

5) both give a restricted imnnnologioal arc. The only unassigned subunits 

present in any quantity in the cathodel regions of the gel are bands 

142 and 143  (see figure 30) which appear to be found in various complexes 

throughout the whole ph range of the undissociated gel but are most 

strongly represented in fractions 10-16. Thus it is possible to reconcile 

the data from iuimuno-electrofocusing with that revealed by subunit analysis  

if one postulates that some deteriainants recognised by the two anti-sera 

(anti-9 and anti-4- 5)  are borne on the major subunits T 1 , T2 , T3  and 

T4, whilst anti-sera (anti-1) is capable of detecting some determinants on 

the minor subunits '' 142 and 143 , which have an extensive distribution in 

the ampholine gel. This could most plausibly occur if the slower subunits 

were separated in electrophoresis mainly on the basis of their molecular 

size rather than their charge. if this is the case then one can predict 

that the subunits T 1 , T2, T3  and T4  will have higher molecular weights than 

and H3 . 

It is clear froii t 	wrk of Clayton 	 rum.0 ( 74) taL 01111O 	ta- 
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crystpl un  determinants can be shared by sevra1 subunits. The same 

determinant may be recognised on subunits of widely different electrophoretic 

mobilities or derived from aggregates of separate nature. Consequently it 

is easy to understand how a composite antisera derived from the various 

antibodies directed against isolated components of dissociated beta-cryst] llnR 

can give a single iinumunoprecipitin arc, that covers the entire length of 

the ampholine gel. 

Immuno-electrofocusin studies using an antiserum 
against alpha-crystallins. 

At the time of these experiments, only one antisera was available 

which had any enhanced specificity for alpha-crystallin. This was an 

antiserum made to a partially purified sample of bovine alpha-crystaflin, 

so that although its main cross reaction could be expected to be with 

chick alpha-crystRlllrl, it is also possible that it cross reacts slightly 

with chick beta-cryst111ns. One major wide arc could be detected in the 

p11 5 region of the gel, with a characteristic smeared appearance (figure 

291), tb.is  band almost certainly represents the main alpha-crysti1fl1ri 

immunological reaction. It is just this region of the gel that was 

revealed by subunit analysis of the polymers obtained in non-dissociating 

conditions to contain large amounts of components 1 and 2 0  alpha-crys tRill ix 

subunits (fractions 6-9, figure 27, chapter 7). In addition two minor, 

extensive arcs could also be detected, apparently meeting near the apex 

of the major arc. These lines may represent inmiunologioal reactions to 

beta-crystRiH nR• 
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Electro-jnunoprecjpitptj on studies 

The difficulties of using immunoogical procedures to analyse 

components obtained by urea dissociation were mentioned in Chapter 7. An 

attempt was made to develop a two dimensional technique similar to that 

described by Laurell (1965)  and Clarke and Freeman (1968), since migration 

of components, but not urea, into the second dimension of agarose gel, should 

allow antibody reactions to develop. Using ampholine gels as the first 

dimension separation, only the components from the upper regions of the gol 

migrated into the agarose gel (figure 3 04. The other components may not be 

soluble at their isoelectric point or possibly do not migrate under these 

conditions of pH. However a second buffer of pH 6.0 gave no improvement. 

These preliminary results remain interesting, however, because the upper 

portion of the gel gave a single immunological arc, separate from the 

continuous precipitin line formed from the alpha-cryata].lin subunits. Thus 

the components of lowest iso-electric point (D 1  and D2 ), previously thought 

to be either delta or beta-crystallin components (see Chapter 6) can be 

finally classified as beta-oryataUins. This result is not unreasonable, 

considering the close similarity in their iso-electric point to the beta-

crycta..lin components 

Difficulties were encountered with the differences in endosmosis between 

the polyacrylamide and agarose gels, but development of this technique, to 

increase the efficienr of identifying antigenically related component$ 

after the high-resolution separation of urea gel electrofocusing appears a 

promising and worthwhile task. 

These results completed the classification of the major subunits 

revealed by gal electrofocusing in dissociating conditions. The final 

altributi:jne are shown in figure 31. 
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aJ-pba-1 	alpha-2 

Figure 30&. 	Antigen/antibody crossed electrophoresis of total 

chick crystallins after initial separation by gel electrofocusing in 

dissociating conditions (first dimension). The electrophoresis into 

the agarose gel containing antibody to total chick crystalline (second 

dimension) was performed as described in the I4ateriale and Methods 

section. The origin of the electrofocusing gel was at the left. The 

peaks derived from the alpha-1 and alpha-2 8UbUflit8 are arrowod. 
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Chapter 9 

Estimation of the range of molecular weights of the sub-units 

of the chick cry stall ins 

The major proteins of the chick lens, the crystallins, are coros•d 

mainly of three classes of soluble proteins, differing in charge and 

in molecular weight (see Introduction). However, if as argued 

repeatedly the differentiation of the lens fibre is to be considered 

as a system involving the activity of a number of different genes, 

then it is the Mrnthesis of the individual sub-units that must be 

followed. The enumeration and comparison of sub-units os obviously 

vital to arr estimation of the number of related genes active in the 

tissue. Consequently it seemed of value to compare the number of 

sub-units revealed by gel electroocuaing in dissociating conditions 

with another high resolution technique, that of composite urea- 

sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacry-lamide gel electrophoresis (MacGillivray 

et. al. 1972). This type of technique is a proven method for accurate 

molecular weight determinations for most polypeptides (Weber and 

Osborn, 1969). This was of additional advantage since published 

values for the molecular weights of the chick czrstallin sub-unite 

vary considerably: 

The molecular weights of delta-crystalljn sub-units 

Piatigor sky at. a].. (1 972) and Craig and Piatigoraky (1973) 

obtained results indicating that the sub-unit molecular weight of 

delta-cxystallin is about 45,000, by using electrophoresis in composite 

sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacxylainide-agaroae gels. Subsequent 

work by this group using both this technique and that of sedimentation 

analysis indicated that the sub-unit molecular weight of delta-

cryatallin was between 45,000 and 50,000 (Piatigoreky et. a].. 1974). 

The embryonic protein analysed was not shown to be delta-crystallin 
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by immunological methods. The contention that the protein was delta-

cry-stalin was made by direct comparison with the principal component 

found in mature lens fibre. In the first demonstration that delta-

crystallin could be reduced in molecular weight by treatment with 

urea, Truman et. al. (1971) obtained a provisional value of 25,600 

for the sub-unit molecular weight, using a gel filtration medium of 

porous glass beads. 

The molecular weights of beta-cxystplljn sub-units 

A poiydisperae molecular weight ranging up to 59,000 was also 

estimated for chick beta-exystallin by gel filtration (Truian et. al. 

1971). In addition molecular weight estimations in the presence of 

7 M urea gave values of about 16,000 for the beta-crystallin sub-units. 

No other values appear to have been published. However, when a 

preparation of calf lens beta-orystaflin was separated by gel 

filtration; the largest fraction was calculated to have a molecular 

weight of approximately 210,000 (Zigler and Sidbury, 1973). SDS-

po].yacxylamide electrophoresis of this fraction produced two major 

bands of 24,000 and 27,500 molecular weight together with two lesser 

components of molecular weight 31,000 aM 35,000. The smaller fraction, 

molecular weight 52,000 yielded only two bands with molecular weights 

24,000 and 27,500 when analysed in a similar fashion. Shapiro (1961,) 

eluted rabbit beta-crystallins from DEAE-cellulose and estimated the 

size of the native proteins as between 55,000 - 65,000 molecular 

weight, by calculating their sedimentation coefficients. Prolonged 

SDS-electrophoresis revealed a minimum of five different beta-sub-

units in three different size classes of 21,000, 23,000 and 29,000, 

suggesting that each native complex consisted of a group of 2-3 poly-

peptide chains. 
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indicate the tnobi ii ties of the major protein subunits. 
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Because of these discrepancies in published values, it seemed 

of value to determine accurately the range of sub-unit molecular 

weights in a sample of the total lens protein of the adult chick, 

during the comparison of resolution obtainable with urea SDS-.poly-

aczlamide electrophoresis and gel electrofocueing in urea • No 

attempt was trade to identify directly aror of the components separated 

by SDS electrophoresis in pol.yaorylaiide gels. 

Electrophoresis of Proteins from the Chick Lena on Composite Urea 

Polyacrvlar4de Gels in the Presence o .3oditra Dodecyl $u1hate. 

This technique was carried out ex&ctLy as described in the Uaterials 

and Methods section. The presence of urea ensures the complete 

dissociation of the protein durini disa'rogation by sodiumdodecyl 1 7 

sulphate (MacGillivray et. at. 1972). 

The calibration curve ob,ained tr individually electrophoresing 

proteins of known sub-unit molecular weight in urea SDS-polyacxy].anido 

gale is shown in Figure (32.).  The samples of total protein of the 

chick lens could be fractionated into ten major bands in a highly 

reproducible manner and their molecular weights estimated t' comparing 

their mobilities with those of the marker proteins Figure 	The 

sub-unit molecular weights for these major components are listed in 

Table () in order of decreasing size. Above the predominant band 

of protein (molecular weight appro iiately 46,0(0) there appeared 

numerous (14 - 16) minor bands ranging in molecular weight from 

50,000 to more than 150,000. The molecular weights of the more 

prominent of these nor bands are listed in Table ()_ In 

addition to these proteins tour very faintly staining bands of low 

molecular weight could be detected, their sizes are listed in 

Table (1c$b. 



	

Figure 33a. 	Sodium dodecyl-urea-polyacrylaniide gel electro- 

phoresis of total lens protein from adult chicks. Approximately 

250 ig of lens protein were electrophoresed in the conditions 

described in the Materials and lethode section (gel 2). Also 

shown for direct size comparison are the electrophoretic patterns 

of several of the marker proteins: gel 1 catalase (41J,  60,000), 

gel 3 ovalbumin  (43,0c0),  gel  4 crmotiypsinogon (MW, 25,700). 
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Figure 33b. 	Comparison of the resolution of adult chick lens 

protein available with urea-SDS-poiyaciylamide electrophoresis or gel 

electrofocusing in urea. 250 pg samples of protein were electrophor-. 

esised in the conditions described in the Material and Methods 

section (gel on left) or electrofocused exactly according to the method 

described in Chapter 3.  (gel on right). 
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The size of the principal component separated by this technique 

(molecular weight approximately 46,000) i8 in excellent agreement with 

other published values for the predominant protein found in mature chick 

lens fibres (Piatigor81r et. al. 1972; Craig and Piatigorsr, 1973; 

Piatigorslgr et. al. 1974). Four of the other major bands have 

molecular weights almost identical to the four main components of 

calf lens beta-cryetallin (zigler and Sidbuxy, 1973).  Thus there is 

excellent agreement about general size classes of sub-units within the 

crystallins when SDS-polyacrylaniide gel electrophoresis is used. 

Only very minor bands could be detedted in the molecular weight 

range of 16,000, the value obtained for chick beta-crystallin sub-unite 

by gel filtration on glass beads (Truman et. al. 1971). 

It seems clear that relative to SDS-.electrophoresis in polyacryla-

mide gels, the glass bead filtration technique may underestimate 

molecular weights of crystallin sub-units. The discrepancy in 

reported differences in sub-unit molecular weights may be due to the 

particular filtration behaviour of the chick crystalline on porous 

glass beads. In particular Truman et. al. (1971) observed that the 

larger beta-cry stallins were considerably retarded on the column in 

re-filtration. The authors pointed out that retardation may occur 

if adsorption phenomena occur or if there is ary other type of inter-

action with the column medium. Any retardation of material would 

lead to an underestimate of sub-unit molecular weight. Whilst gel 

filtration techniques have been successfully used for the resolution 

of mammalian lens proteins (Testa, et. al. 1965) the general difficulty 

of fractionating the proteins of the chick lens has been pointed out 

by Truman (1968). There appears however to be a more general 

agreement of published values for the molecular weight of native 

delta crystallin (Table iU as well as for the smaller size classes, 
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at least, of native beta-crystalline of various species (Table 12). 

It is possible that interactions between the chick crystalline and 

the glass bead filtration medium are increased in the presence of 

urea. 

Comparison of Resolution of Chick Lens Protein Separated by Gel 

Electrcfpcusjrig in Urea or Urea-SDS-Poiyaciy-laxnjde Electrophoresis. 

Samples (250 g) of the lens proteins of adult chicks were 

fractionated either by Gel electrofocusing in urea or by urea-SDS-

pol,yacrylainide electrophoresis, then stained with 0.2% Coomassie 

Blue in identical fashion, exactly as described in the Materials 

and Methods section. In SDS-electrophoresis ten major bands were 

obtained in a closely compacted fashion, distributed over a region of 

about 3-5 centimetres (Figure 33b)..  In contrast, in gel electro-

focusing fourteen major bands could be detected, well distributed 

over the whole length of the gel (Figure 33b),  Clearly the latter 

technique offers advantages in isolating individual components, 

slicing gels for radioactive counting etcetera. As expected if 

resolution is poorer, the major components separated on the basis of 

their molecular weight stain more heavily than major components 

isolated by virtue of their iso-electric point. The wide, diffuse 

nature of the predominant component found in SDS-electrophoresis of 

chick lens proteins may, possibly, reflect a heterogeneous population 

of proteins, incompletely resolved by this particular technique. 

About fourteen minor components can be detected with the gel 

electrofocusing method whilst between fourteen and sixteen components, 

all of high molecular weight, can be stained to a similar levl of 

intensity after SOS electrophoresis. Some of these components may 

be active specifically in the youngest epithelium,, since some 

components of high molecular weight are known to be Mrnthesised at a 
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much higher rate in the central epithelium compared to either the 

central epithelium or the fibre body (Piatigorsky et. al. 1972). 

In addition the electrophoretic technique also separated five 

very faint components in the low molecular weight range (Figure .33a 

and Table lob), compared to perhaps three similarly faint components 

isolated by gel electrofocusing. 

In general then, either technique will resolve something like 

thirty components in a sample of lens protein from adult chicks: 

however the additional resolution of major components favours the 

use of the sleotrofocusing method, as does their more widespread 

distribution. 
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Table (9) 

The Molecular Weights of the Major Protein Sub-units of the Chick 

lens, as determined by urea-SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. 

Sub-unit 	 1obi1ity 	 Sub-unit Molecular Weight 

A 	 0.305 	 46,000 

B 	 0.403 	 35 9 000 

C 	 0.452 	 30,500 

D 	 0.472 	 29,000 

E 	 0.482 	 28,000 

F 	 0.492 	 27,000 

0 	 0.511 	 26,000 

H 	 0.536 	 24,000 

I 	 0.545 	 23,500 

3 	 0.550 	 23,000 
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Table (io) 

The Molecular Weights of some minor components of the Chick Lena, as 

determined by urea-SDS po]acrylaiide gel electrophoresis: 

Table. iQa) Proteins of High Molecular Weight. 

Distance Ithzrated (mm) 	Mobility Molecular Weight 

0.7 0.069 140,000 

1.0 0.098 130,000 

1.7 0.167 73,000 

2.05 0.201 63,000 

2.15 0.211 61,000 

2.3 0.226 59,000 

2.4 0.236 57,000 

Table 1 O(b) Minor Components of Low Molecular Weight. 

Distance Migrated (mm) 	Mobility Molecular Weight 

6.4 0.629 18,500 

6.9 0.678 16 1 000 

7.2 0.708 14 0 700 

7.7 0.757 12,500 
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Table (ii) 

Values obtained for the Molecular Weight of Native Chick Delta Cistallin 

Analytical Technique 	Molecular Weight 	 Reference 

Sedimentation Velocity 	200,000 	 Maisel and Langinan 961a) 

Sedimentation Coefficient 150,000 	 Roendera (1965) quoted in 

Truman et. al (1971) 

Two Dimensional 
Polyacrylaniide 
Electrophoresis 

Gel Filtration 

Sedimentation Velocity 

150,000-165,000 
(4 proteins) 

460,000 (1 protein) 

150,000-158,000 

200,000 

Zwaan (1968) 

Truman et. al. (1971) 

Piatigorsky et. al. (1974) 

Gel Filtration 	 215,000 

Table (.12) 

Values obtained for the Molecular Weight of Native Beta Cxy8talljn of 

Various -Species 

Analytical Technique 	Species Molecular Weight 	Reference 

Sedimentation Coefficient Rabbit 	55-65,000 	 Shapiro (1968b) 

Gel Filtration 	 Chick 	59,000 	 Truman et. al. 
(1971) 

Gel Filtration 	 Calf 	52,000 and 210,000 	Zigler and 
Sidbury (1973) 
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Chapter 10 

Comparison of the protein moiety of chick lens mBNF with the proteins 

removed from polyribosomes by treatment with IcCJL or Sodium Deoxycholate 

Olenes (1970) showed that when po]yribosomes from rat liver were 

treated with 1 sodium deocholate or 0.5 H KCI. the buoyant density 

of the rapidly labelled RNA in caesium chloride gradients was 

considerably reduced. In contrast the buoyant density of the 

ribosomal sub-units was only slightly affected. The results 

indicated that these treatments could remove a substantial part of 

the protein associated with the rapidly labelled RNA without bringing 

into solution mary structural proteins from the ribosomea. A similar 

release of protein from the rapidly labelled RNA of polysomes could 

not be obtained by the use of the non-ionic detergent Triton X-100. 

The proteins removed from the rat liver po]y-ribosomes were 

further characterised in a later report (Olsnes, 1971c) and four 

main protein components were revealed by polyacrylamide-gel 

electrophoresis. Only one of these components, of molecular weight 

160,000 co-sedimented with the rapidly labelled RNA after the po]yaomes 

were dissociated with EDTA. When EDTA-treated rabbit reticulo cytee  'h Td 6kts 

were subjected to sucrose gradient centrifugation, a very similar 

protein was found in bulk in the region of the gradient in which the 

inRNP complex was expected to sediment. (However a full confirmation 

that this region did indeed contalm the 14s  mBNP for rabbit globins 

was not carried out.) 

The results indicated that the proteins attached to the mRNA 

in both rat liver polysomes and those of rabbit reticu1 0 j 6  appeared 

to have very similar characteristics. Furthermore they indicated 

that such proteins may well be selectively removed by treatment with 
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Figure 34. 	uerpso Kradient citrifugatji of cLick lens toJaces treated jA$A 	A post adtoehcindrian 
3uperriatant from lenses of day old chicks was layered over 0.5 M sucrose in medium A and centrifuged overnight, 
for the preparation of polysolDea in low ionic ciditions in the 3 x 20 rotor head of the MSE superspeed 

centrifuge at 25,000 rev./ma., at 4°C. The po1ysoes were divided into two parts each of approdri*tely :.;~60
units and made up to contain 33 m 1)T. The cJysome ore thr iRyPred onto 10-30% sucrose gradi ents 
upin5Omi4Tris(pH7.4at 	 fr , ithe MSEsuperaoeed 
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sodium deocholate or high salt concentrations. 

Accordingly it was of interest to compare the proteins removed 

from chick lens pol.ysomee by these treatments with those proteins 

found in the position of the lens mHNF in sucrose gradients. It 

was hoped that such an experiment would determine directly whether ar 

selective enrichment of specific RNA-bound proteins could be obtained 

by these polysoine treatments. Secondly, by characterising the mBNP 

from chick lenses initially in low salt buffer, the degree of non-

specific interactions possible between the RNA and proteins could be 

eventually estimated, by a comparison with the mRNP obtained in ionic 

conditions which minimise artefactual associations. 

MwW recent studies have indicated that when poiyribosomes are treated 

with FJYA the ribosomal sub-units are dissociated and complexes 

containing rapidly labelled RNA and protein are liberated (Burrq et. a].. 

1969, Lebleu et. a].. 1971, Williamson et. a].. 1971). When polyribosomes 

from chick lenses were treated with 33 mM EDTA and submitted to sucrose 

gradient centrifugation, the large and small ribosomal sub-units 

(revealed by their absorbance at 260 nm) sediniented as two discrete 

peaks (Figure34). A third minor peak (containing less than 7% of the 

total 260nin absorbance) aedimented in the lower portion of the gradient. 

This broad zone was presumed to contain the chick lens m1iP complex 

since similar fractions showed template activity in cell free systems 

(Clayton and Truman, unpublished results). The proteins from this 

fraction of the gradient were then extracted and compared to the 

proteins removed from the polyribosomea by treatment with KC1 or 

sodium deoxycholate (see Materials and Methods section). These two 

fractions are referred to respectively as the "high salt wash" fraction 

and the "deoxycholate wash!' fraction. In figure`,--*) are shown the 
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Figure 35. 35. 	Comparison of the proteins associated with the putative 

*RNP fraction of chick lens polyribo.omss with the proteins rovsd from 

the poiyxiboscmu tr treatment with KC1 or sodium d.oq'aholat.. The 

pol1yacl7l.lni&. gel .1.ctropbor.sis in the presence of SW was carried 

out in 11 x o.6 an glass tubes and the gels stained with amide-black. All 

other conditions were as described in the Materials and Methods section. 

The arrows indicate components of high molecular weight discussed In the tt. 

Loading. (approxit.): a) putative maN? fraction 50 pg 

a) dso3çycholateahofpo]yacmss4Oug 	c) 0.5 MKCL wash ofpoLy.om.s 

40 Mg 
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protein patterns obtained after electrophoresis of the various fractions 

in 15% polyacxr1amide gel containing 414 area and 0.1% SDS. 

The most striking feature of the comparison is the similarity in 

the protein patterns of all three preparations, particularly in the 

lower region of the gels (molecular weight range 50,000 - 20,000). 

Above this region however components of high molecular weight were 

present in axr quantity only in the lens mRNP fraction although 

theV represented only a minor portion of the total protein pattern 

revealed by the electrophoresis. In the lens mRNP sample 6 bands 

(arrowed) were apparent in the upper portion of the gel, of which 

possibly two (arrowed) were represented in the "high salt wash" as 

judged by similar electrophoretic mobility. No corresponding bands 

were detected in the "deocholate wash fraction". However comparison 

of these preparations with that of a sample of total lens proteins of 

adult chickens suggested that mary of the lower molecular weight 

components represented lens cryatalliris. When the "high salt wash 

fraction" was explicitly compared to total lens crystallins, a 

remarkable number of major components appeared to have similar 

electrophoretic mobilities (see figure 41, chapter 11).  This 

subsequent analysis also revealed that none of the components of 

high molecular weight found in the "high salt wash" fraction were 

common to mBNP fractions. Olenes (1970) has shown that the main 

protein components released by 0.5 114, XCI were vel)r similar to those 

released by sodium deoVcholate but did not compare these preparations 

with a sample of total cytoplasmic protein from rat liver cells. 

The bulk of material released by the polysome treatments and 

found attached to the reaumptive mRNP particle thus appeared to consist 

of lens cxystallina. Clearly in the ionic conditions used much of the 
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protein bound to the lens mRNA consisted of cytoplasmic protein 

adsorbed during the homogenisation. Furthermore the pol.ysoine 

treatments were clearly releasing the czystallins in bulk from the 

ribosomee, together with maxr other minor components. Obviously 

though, there was no significant enrichment of specific RNA—bound 

proteins obtainable by the po].ysome treatments. In a study on the 

mJ*4P of KB cells, Kumer and Lindberg (1972) compared the sedimentation 

rate and buoyant density of such mEN? when polysomes were prepared in 

isotonic and high salt buffers. The bucrant density analysis revealed 

that the mRNP from polysomes prepared in high salt buffer contained 

about half the protein composition compared to the niRNP prepared in 

isotonic buffer. The authors suggested that polysomal mEN? might 

contain two different groups of proteins: one weakly bound and easily 

removed by a high salt wash (0.5 M Kfll) and a second group of proteins 

tightly bound. Consequently when attempting to minimise artefactual 

associations by employing bypertonic buffers there appeared a 

possibility that proteins bound specifically but weakly to rnRNA 

might be lost. However the finding that 0.5 M icei treatment of lens 

polysoines was primarily removing cytoplasmic proteins (crystalline) 

from the ribosomes, without removing to arr degree the high molecular 

weight proteins found in the mEN? region of sucrose gradients, 

suggested that high salt washes of poiysomes might cut down significantly 

the amount of cytoplasmic protein adsorbed during cell fractionation, 

without the loss of possibly crucial proteins with weak binding 

properties. Blobe]. (1972) used a high salt wash of pol.ysomes from 

rabbit reticulocytes to investigate the proteins tightly bound to 

mENA. The possibility that other major proteins of interest were 

lost because they were only weakly attached to the rnRNA appears to 

rulr' out 	tho re 1 1- n roncrtecJ horo, 
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Chapter 11 

Characterisation of the Messenger Ribonucleoproteina obtained by Zonal 

Centrifugation of Chick Lens Polyribosomea. 

Zonal ultracentrifugation of EIYrA-treated chick lens po1ysolne8 

was shown by Williamson et. al. (1972) to result in the release of 

two ribonucleoproteins sedimenting at approximately 158 and  198. 

The RNA from these regions were added to cell-free systems derived 

from either duck reticui.ocytes or Landahutz ascitea cells. In both 

systems the added lens RNA stimulated incorporation into proteins 

which could be specifically precipitated with anti-bodies diredted 

against chick lens proteins. The proteins made in the in vitro 

system co-electrophoresed with unlabelled carrier lens proteins and 

showed a similar pattern of activity to control electrophoretic profiles 

of cz-ata11ins labelled by incubating the lenses of one day post-hatch 

chicks with 14C amino-acids. With this isolation and identification 

of the chick lens mINA by established methods it appeared feasible to 

determine whether the protein components of the two messenger ribonucleo-

proteins were identical. This was attempted by using the same isolation 

techniques but employing high salt washed polyribosomea to minimise 

contamination of the tuRN? particles by non-specific cytoplasmic proteins. 

The ittial technique (described in the Materials and Methods 

section) for the isolation of high salt washed po]yaomee was employed 

in this attempt to isolate lens mEN?. The zonal ultracentrifuge 

profile obtained with these high salt washed po]ysoines after EDTA 

treatment is shown in Figure (c3). In this particular preparation 

the putative mEN? fraction was isolated as a single peak. This 

fraction was precipitated as described in the Material and Methods 

section. One aliquot was utilised for the isolation and electrophoresis 

cf the 	:iety, a secend cc tinuot. was subso uentiv c.sed for the ari1ysis 
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Approximately ,  400 Aurats of hi.,h salt washed polysomes were dissociated 
with 33 i4 EDTA andaotionated on a 10-4C /w/v) convex sucrose gradient 
in 0.02 M Tria, pH 7.4, in a sample volume of 13 ml of 3% sucrose. The 
overlay consisted of 81 of 0.02 14 Tris, pH 7.4. Centrifugation was at 
.7,000 rev./min. for 16 hours at 40C in the B-XIV zonal rotor (14. S. E. Ltd., 
raM1ey). The absorbance at 260 nm was read out through a 31-800 (Unicani) 
• octrophotonieter with a Perkin-Elmer variable path length 1W flow cell, 
p1ij'ied 25 x with a servoscribe chart recorder. The fraction taken is 
::ilcated In the die ram by bars. 



Figure y, . 2,6 polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of BIJA samples isolated from riboriucleoprotein 
fractions obtained by kDTA-dissociation of po1yaces. Migration from left to right, gels 7.5 cm 
long Sad 0.63 cm diameter, electrophoresis at 2.5 m/9e1 for 20 am, and then 5 mA/gal for 90 mm. 
at 20 C. The electrophoresis buffer consisted of 36 mM Tris, 30 mt4 Na phosphate, laM ELYrA, 0.2% 
SDS, pH 7.8. Other conditions as Williamson et. al. (1971) and Loening (1967). LaRiiing of RNP 

:urtits. 	For comp ioo 'rie position of lens ribosomal 28s and lSs NL is also shown. 
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of the protein moiety of the RNP. Approximately 6 A260  units of RNA, 

1.5% of the total polysomal RNA, were recovered in this fraction. 

The polyacz7lamide gel electrophoresis pattern of the RNA isolated 

from the FiYrA-dissociated ribonucleoprotein fraction is shown in 

Figure (37). The RNA showed considerable heterogeneity with three 

clear peaks. However this gel electrophoretic pattern is in excellent 

agreement with the diagram (figure 2) published in Williamson et. al. 

(1972) where the mRNP was separated into two peaks by the initial zonal 

centrifugation. The RNA ranged in size from 228 to 48, with three 

peaks at 155, 128, and 98. The close correspondence in electrophoretic 

pattern of this RNA preparation with those of samples of demonstrated 

messenger activity suggested that the fraction isolated did contain the 

mRNP(8) for the lens crystalline. 

The analysis of the protein moiety of the putative mRNP particle 

was carried out by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis in the presence 

of SDS, as described in the Materials and Methods section, revealing 

three discrete high molecular weight components and three diffuse 

components in the 35,000 - 20,000 molecular weight range (figure 

It appeared that although the lens synthesises many different proteins, 

the polysomal mRNA species were associated with comparatively few 

tightly-bound proteins. As shown subsequently the lower molecular 

weight components varied considerably from preparation to preparation 

and presumably were contaminants that adsorbed or co-.sedimented with 

the mRNP particle. 

The zonal centrifugation of EDTA treated polyriboaomes from day 

old chick lens was repeated in order to confirm that the same set of 

proteins could be isolated routinely from the putative mRNP particles. 

Furthermore it was necese a ry to achieve a greater degree of separation 

within this inRNP region, in order to ascertain whether discrete po].yaomal 



Figure 38 Polyacrylaznide electrophoresis in the presence of 

SDS of the proteins associated with the putative mRNP region of 

chick lens polyriboaomea. The polyribosomes were washed in 0.5 M 

KCL prior to being dissociated with EDTA. The sample (in 100 )l) 

was obtained from 0.3 A260  units of RNP. The length of the poly-

merised gel prior to electrophoresis was 9.3 cm. Gels were stained 

with Coomassie Brilliant Blue for 30 minutes. All other electrophoretic 

conditions were as described in the Materials and Methods section. 
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Figure 39. Zonal ulecentrifugation of ZA-treated chick lam p1yg• Chick lens 
polysoiaes were washed in 0.5 H KCL and dissociated in 33 u4 DTA. 360units of high salt 
washed polysoea were then fractionated on a 15-40%  (w/v) convex epcien

A
t

.
I sucrose gradient. 

Centrifugation was at 40,000 rev./min. for 17 hairs, all other conditions as in Figure 36. 
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mRNA species were associated with the same MA-binding proteins. 

This enhanced resolution was sought tV using increased centrifugation 

times. 

The sedimentation pattern of a second preparation of klYrA.treated 

po]yriboeomes through an exponential sucrose gradient prepared in a 

zonal rotor is shown in Figure (3. Under the centrifugation 

conditions specified the mRNP region was obtained again as a single 

broad zone. The region of the mRNP fraction was taken in order to 

minimise 1 osaibl• contamination of the particle tOr  proteins stripped 

from the ribosomal sub-unite tV the action of the EDTA. The fractions 

in the diagram were then compared t' electrophoresis in 31)5 poiyacryla-

mide gels (Figur.41)). Since some of the gels stained very faintly a 

schematic representation of the electrophoretic pattern of the proteins 

taken from the various sonsl fractions is shown to facilitate comparison 

(Figure 41). 

The three major high molecular weight components were again 

detected in the mRNP region together with 4 proteins of identical 

mobility to those found in the 145'  fraction, containing 4. RNA,  52 

RNA and supernatant proteins. The three high molecular weight proteins 

appeared to be represented also in the email ribosomal sub-unit fraction. 

In addition, comparison of the 0.5 H KC]. "salt wash" of the chick 

Ions polyribosom.e with chick lens crystalline on SDS-po]yaciylamide 

gels revealed that strongly staining bands in the "salt wash" showed 

identical eleotrophoretic mobilities to all the major components of 

the cryetallin sample. Clearly the salt wash was removing mare' of 

the crystalline absorbed onto the ribosomes during the initial isolation 

procedure in low ionic strength buffers, together with a large number 

of thr c;toplaemic proteins. 



Figure 40 	Polyaczylainide gel electrophoresis in the presence 

of SDS of the proteins associated with various zonal fractions. 

The samples were 

 0.75 A260  units 1 48' fraction 

 1.5 	A260  units mRNP fraction 

 0.5 	A260  units salt washed email ribosomal sub-unite 

 2 	A260  units salt washed large ribosomal sub-units 

 50 pg salt wash from pojsomee 

 50 pg chick lens crystaliins. 
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figure 41. euematie rereSe t.un 01 the e etro OL'etLC patWrn ul 
proteins taken from the various zonal fractions as shown in the previou 
figure. The samples were 

1) 0.75 0.1)260  14a' fraction 	 2) 1.5 	 260 fraction mRNi 
3) 0.5 0.D

260 
 salt washed m11 	 4) 2 0.1)260 salt washed 
ribosomal sub-unit 	 ribosoinal sub-uiu t 

11 
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Thus two separate zonal centrifugations of high salt washed 

pol.yaom.s from chick Lenses had revealed that a minimum of three high 

molecular weight proteins appeared to be tightly bound to the mRNP 

particle liberated tr EDTA-treatment. The problems remained as to 

whether different size classes of mtIXA associated with an identical 

set of proteins, or were coaplexed in different proportions, or was 

each discrete mitNA species associated with only one of the tightly 

bound proteins? These types of question could be answered only V 

achieving increased separation within the mRNF region and analysing 

the protein components associated with different sizes of mRNA. 

Increased resolution in the mitflP region was finally achieved bar 

using a centrifugal speed of 43,000 rev./&in rev./&i 	 for 17.5 hours (Figure 42). 

Under these conditions the mRNP fraction could be resolved into three 

discrete fractions together with a fourth fraction just separated from 

the small ribosoma.L. sub-unit. Each of the indicated fractions were 

divided into two aliquota, one of which was subsequently processed for 

RNA electrophoresis, the other utilized for the analysis of the 

associated protein moieties. The gel electrophoresis pattern of 

the RNA isolated from the various fractions is shown in Figure 43. 

In addition, the el.ctrophoretic conditions in 12 x 0.7 cm gels were 

chosen so that lBs RNA was just entering the gel, in order to estimate 

accurately the size of the various experimental fractions (Figure44). 

Although in all cases the RNA was heterodieperee there was a distinct 

increase in the size of the 11A as the size of the ENP fractions 

increased, suggesting that the larger mRNP fractions were not merely 

artfactuel aggregates of smaller mRNP particles. Table(13d) gives 

the estimated size of the various 4W samples. 

The el.ctropboretic pattern of the proteins from the various 

fractions is shown in Figure (!). The analysis reveaiod two .in 



Table 13 	Estimation of size of chick lens RNA samples from EDIA-treated 
ribmicleoprotains, from data shown in figs .4 ,4-4- 

Fraction size of RNA from mR}P 

a 5-10s, peak 9s. 

b peaks 12s, ].4s. 

C peak 15s. 

d 15-21s, peaks 16-17s, lBs. 
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Figure 42. Zonal u1tracentriAgation of zTA-treated chick lens lyoia;. 
Approximately 480 &, units of high salt washed polysomes were 
dissociated in 33 mPt1DTA and fractionated on a 15-40(w'v) convex 
exponential sucrose gradient. Centrifugation was at 43,000 rev./min. for 
17.5 hours, All other conditions as described in Figure 36. 



Fi.re 43. 2.6% polyacrylaznide electrophoresis of RNA sales isolated from i4YrA-diasociated 
ribonucleoprotein fractions. Electrophoresis was performed, in gels 12 cm and 0.6 cm in 
diameter, at 5 mA/gel. All other conditions were as detailed in Figure 37 'ainga: total 
lens RNA 1 A 	unit (50 pg), zonal fracti one 0.2 , units (10 pig). T ie aip1iu1cation of 
the trace wak"btained with the Servos cribe chart rrder set at 5v, deflection. 
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classes of protein: 1.) a group of 3 - 5 proteins, molecular weight 

45 9 000 - 90,000, ii) a group of faintly staining proteins in the 

size range 35,000 - 20,000 d&ltons. A schematic representation of 

the electrophoretic pattern of these sets of proteins, together with 

that of a sample of lens protein is shown in Figure (4). 

The lighter fractions sedimenting close to the supernatant 

fractions appeared obviously contaminated: indeed many of the bands 

showed identical eleotrophoretic mobilities to those of the major 

crystallin components. This smearing of the supernatant proteins 

may have been due to the increased centrifugation speed but was 

more probably due to incomplete salt washing in the preparation of 

the polysoues, leaving a considerable amount of cytoplasmic proteins 

to adsorb or co-sediment with the mBNP fractions. In addition the 

3 polypeptides of high molecular weight (arrowed), common to all 5 

fractions, clearly did not originate from cxy stalin contaminants. 

These three components were identical in electrophoretic behaviour 

to those identified as being tightly bound to RNA in the two previously 

described investigations. 

There also appeared to be slight quantitative differences in 

the amount of each of the three components common to the different 

RNP fractions. The largest protein was most strongly represented 

in fractions a and b but appeared quantitatively similar to the other 

two components in fraction c. In addition although all three 

components appeared to decrease in quantity with increased size of 

the RNP fraction, the intermediate component appeared to be quantita-

tively less in fractions d and c. Obviously to clarify this point 

one would need to determine the molar ratios of protein to RNA within 

discrete RNP size classes. This would require in turn, the elimination 

of all protein contaminants and isolation of mRNA of widely different 
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Figure 45 	 Urea - 

Acry].aide gel electrophoresis 

in 15% sodium dodqyl sulphate 
5 4 3 	2.1 

logo 
•1 s  - 

I 1. 

top and the samples are 

1 A 0  unit fraction A, 

1 A 	 unit fraction B,
260 

1 A260  unit fraction C, 

1 A 	 unit fraction D,
260 

0.2 260  unit fraction E, small 

ribosomal sub-unit. 

anplee were treated with 8 M urea, 

0.1% beta-.inercaptoethanol and 0.1% 

5.05 before electrophoresis as 

described in the Materials and 

Methods section. The arrows 

indicate high molecular weight 

proteins coon to all 5 fractions. 
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size classes. However the analysis described here suggested, at least, 

the possibility that different species of aiNA could be associated with 

the same tightly bound protein components but in quantitatively different 

proportions. 

Thus three high molecular weight proteins were common to three separate 

preparations of miINP fractions from ELA-treated pOly8cne8 of chick lane. 

Although other proteins were associated with particular BP fractions, only 

these three components were represented in all preparations. The electro-

phoretic mobilities of these components were calculated according to the 

method of Weber and Osborn (1969) and compared against a calibration curve 

constructed by running proteins of known molecular weights on urea-SDS 

polyacz7Lamide gels (figure 47). Fro-. this calibration curve the two major 

proteincomponents were estimated to have molecular weights of 60,000 and 

47,000 whilst the molecular weight of the intermediate component was 

estimated to be 56,000. 

In snnmaxy, the analysis of the protein rnoiet*' of the mltNP particle 

released by EDTA dissociation of chick lens polyriboaoes revealed that 

three high molecular weight proteins were associated with chick lone mFtNA. 

When the m3NP was obtained as four separate size classes, three components 

of molecular weight 60 9 000, 56,000 and 47,000 were common to all fractions. 

In one particularly clean separation of the entire mitNP region, these three 

components formed the bulk of the protein associated with the naNA, only 

hree other very faintly staining components were present. There is, at least, 

n indication however that the different aRNA species within the maNP 

raction may be associated with quantitatively different amounts of these 

tiroe 	 4 n coT.:1ciIL. 

c:nc .iun rchc here, that discrete polyeol aiNA species 

f tne Lena are associated with the same miNA binding proteins, is examined,, 

in the light of other authors' results, in the Discussion section (Chapter 

15). 
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Figure 469 Schematic repc 	 i 	 - 
Figure 42 of the proteins obtained from the various zonal fractions 
together with a sample of chick lens crystll 1 n. The samples are 

1) 200 pg chick lens oryatnlllnR 2) 1 	0.D260  fraction a (tube Nos.21-28) 

3) 1 	0.D 0fraction b (tube nos.29-34) 4) 1 	0.D 0  fraction c (tube Nos-38-44) 

5) 1 	0.D 0fraction d 	(56-62) 6) 0.20.D260  fraction e (65-70) 
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iUi': 4/. 	. tiii Iufl i -Uie L1Q.LecU1ar weights of the proteins aociated 
with chick lens mktNA. The protein markers employed in the determinations 
were run on individual gels in the amounts and conditions described in the 
Materials and Methods section. Mobilities were calculated according to 
the method of Weber and Osborn (1969).  The arrows indicate the mobilities 
of the proteins associated with chick lens mRNA. 



Chapter 12 

Affinity Chromatorapkiy on Oljgo (dT) - Cellulose of Dissociated 

Polysomea from Mouse Reticulocytea. 

Lindberg and Sundquist (1974) showed that the components of 

EDTA-.dissociated polysomea of KB cells could be fractionated by 

affinity chromatography on oligo (dT) - cellulose into an unadsorbed 

fraction containing more than 95% of the ribosomal sub-units and a 

fraction, retained by the column matrix, containing mRNA plus protein. 

This technique appeared to be a highly convenient method for isolating 

mRNPs containing poly (A) sequences. Consequently a aystematic 

investigation of this technique was initiated, employing mouse 

reticulocyte cells, since globin mRNP particles are the most highly 

characterised of all such complexes. It was thus hoped to develop 

a suitable fractionation technique so that chick lens inHiPa isolated 

by this method could be compared to those obtained by zonal centrifugation 

of dissociated po]ysomes. 

Preparation and chromatgrap}:w of mouse retjculpcyte polysomes. 

The technique employed was, in essence, identical to that developed 

by Lindberg and Sundquist (1974) and is fully described in the Materials 

and Methods section. Preliminary investigations revealed a certain 

amount of RNA degradation was occurring during the fractionation 

procedure, so certain modifications were introduced. Polysomes were 

dissociated by puronylin treatment at 37 0C (Blobel, 1972) in case 

nucleases were being released by the action of E1YA on rnitochondrial 

membranes. All affinity chromatography was then carried out at 40C 

to minimise nuclease activity. Finally, high salt washed polysomes, 

prepared according to the method of Blobel (1972) were used in order 

to minimise non-specific binding of cytoplasmic proteins, including 

nucleases, to InRNA. [However it should be noted that in the cleanest 

reticulocyte preparations, the pattern of the major polypeptidea of 

the adsorbed fractions, as revealed by electrophoresis in SDS - 



po)racrylLuide gels, were very similar, regardless of whether the 

po1yaomes were prepared in high or low salt conditions, or whether 

they were dissociated by EDTA or puronycinJ. The modifications, 

as judged by poiyacxrlamide electrophoresis of the RNA of the adsorbed 

fractions, did significantly reduce the degree of RNA degradation. 

Variation in properties of oligo (dT) - cellulose 

When commercial oligo (dT) - cellulose, from batches routinely 

utilised for mRNA isolation, was employed in preliminary experiments 

for the isolation of mRNP particles, it was clear that its binding 

properties varied from batch to batch (Table 13). In addition to the 

variation in amount of bound material that could be recovered by 

forinamide elution, it was also clear that the size distribution of 

RNA and the degree of ribosomal contamination varied widely in 

different preparations. 

Lindberg and Sundquist (1974) noted that the oligo (dT) - cellulose 

preparations that would bind mRNP complexes reversibly were less 

effective in binding free mRNA. Consequently several batches of 

oligo (dT) - cellulose were obtained from G,D. Searle and Co. Ltd., 

(High Wycombe, Bucks., U.K.) which had been found during commercial 

testing to be less efficient than normal in binding free mRNA. These 

preparations were compared one immediately after the other, using the 

same sample of reticulocyte pol,ysomes in all cases, to determine the 

degree of variation between batches and to obtain the most suitable 

preparation for efficient binding of xnHNF complexes. The results 

of this comparison are set out in Table (14). 

It can be seen again that there is considerable variability in 

the amount of bound material that can be recovered by formamide 

elution. Much of the bound material could only be released by .1 N 
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NaC*1 elution: presumably much of this fraction represents non-

specifically bound material. The amount of material released by 

formamide varies from 20% to 80% of the total amount of material 

retained by the column ( - final column of Table 14b). The most 

suitable column, as judged by polyacxrlaxnide gel electrophoresis of 

the RNA components of the formRLmide eluatoa (data shown below) 

yielded only 50.9% of the total bound material upon formmide 

elution. Lindberg and Sundquist (1974)  found that with commercial 

oligo (dT) - cellulose with a specified o].igo (dT) chain length of 

up to 10 nucleotidea, only 40% to 50% of bound material could be 

recovered by formamide elution. The degree of variability in RNA 

size distribution was much reduced with these oligo (dT) preparations 

suggesting thq were more effedtive in binding mRNP complexes than 

those that bound free mtNA efficiently. 

A. these authors point out (Lindberg and Sundquist, 1974) the 

reason for variations in binding properties of oligo (dT) - cellulose 

are not known. However the aromatic components of lignin or lignin-

like constituents of cellulose preparations have been implicated in 

the binding of polyaderrlate to cellulose (DeLaroo and Guroff, 1973; 

Sullivan and Roberts, 1973).  Presumably similar types of binding 

sites in the cellulose matrix are responsible for the retention of 

oligo (dT) tracts and clearly this type of compositional feature can 

vary from preparation to preparation. It has been recently reported 

that the binding of poly (A) to cellulose is strongly influenced by 

the nature and concentration of the principal monovalent cations of 

the chromatographic solvent (Kitos et. al. 1974). It is conceivable 

at the salt conditions used to promote binding of oligo-dT tracts 



J.igure 48. Gel electrophoresis of RNA in the 25% form..rI de fraction obtained by affinity chromatography 
on oligo (dT) -cellulose of romycin-dissociated polyeomes of mouse reticulocytes. Electrophoretic 
conditions were as described in the Materials and 1ethods section and in the legend to figure 37. For 
comparison a sample of total mouse reticu.locyte RNA was electrophoresed at ','Lie same time. 	50 Pg (1 0. ii.) 
of total RNA were loaded and 8 jig (.16 0. I).) cf the formandde eluate fractioi. Gel traces are sown 
for lv. scale of deflection on the servoacribe chart recorder, 
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Theae considerations, on possible sources of variation in preparations, 

may be crucial to binding very short chain lengths of nucleotides to 

cellulose, for it is known that short tracts of poly (A) bind poorly 

compared to longer tracks of the homopo]ytners (Sullivan and Roberts,, 

1973). 

The basis of preferential binding of aRNA complexed with proteins 

to oligo (dT) - cellulose is not known (Lindberg and Sundquiat, 1974) 

nor is it likely to be understood until the type of interaction 

between the uiRNP particle and cellulose is defined. Attempts to 

purify mRNP complexes ty a second round of chromatograpkw were 

unsuccessful. Samples eluted from the oligo (dT) - cellulose by 

50% form&mlde were diluted by nine volumes of equilibration buffer 

and reapplied to the regenerated column. In no case did these 

samples in 5 formRm(de rebind to the oligo (dT) - cellulose. 

The pbysiological properties of the protein components may have been 

altered by the formamide. It i8 known that the proteins reassociate 

with the RNA when the formimide concentration is lowered (Lindberg 

and Sundquist, 1974).  It however the action of formamide is anagous 

to that of formaldede in croaslinking the protein to RNA (Spirin at. 

al. 1966)  then the requisite protein properties such as specific 

binding sites or conformational state, responsible for the inter-

action between the polypeptidea and the adsorbent, may be destroyed. 

Analysis of IIJfiize distribution of fractions from Qliao (dT) - 

cellulose cbromatoraphy 

ANA was analysed on 2.60, polyacrylamide gels, in tubes 7 cm long 

with 0.63 cm internal diameter, as described in the Material and 

Methods section. In general the size distribution in the foz , RLmid• 

eluates varied widely. In some cases the fractions clearly consisted 

of mainly 28s and 18. ribosomal RNA. However even where ribosomal 



Figure 49. Gel e1eotropox'esis of 	in te 25k.  iuria.de  fraction obtained by affinity thromatograph 1  
on oligo (dT)-cellulose of IOTA-dissociated polysoaes of mouse reticulocytes. 	lectrophor.tic conditions 
were described in the legec& to f1. 37. 25 ag (.5 UI)) of total iNA were loaded and 8 Mg k.16 OD) of the 
formaudcle-eluted fraction. Gel trace are shown for Iv. scale of deflection on the serioscribe chart 
recorder, 
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contamination was obvious, some enrichment of material in the 

expected messenger range of 12s to 7s was usually obtained. A 

typical size distribution of the RNA in a formamide fraction obtained 

by affinity chromatography of purorircin_diaaociated poiyaomes of 

mouse reticulocytes is shown in Figure4B together with a sample of 

total RNA from mouse reticulocyte for comparison. It can be clearly 

seen that although there is some obvious contamination by 28s 

ribosomal RNA, the bulk of the RNA ranges in size from about 136  to 

48, with a major peak at about 8 - 7s. Even less obvious ribosomal 

contamination is shown in Figure 49, where the fornuimide fraction was 

obtained by affinity chromatography on oligo (dT) - cellulose of i.DTA-

dissociated polysomes of mouse reticulocytea. Again the bulk of the 

material is found in the size range characteristic of retioulocyte 

mRNA. 

The results of Lindberg and Sundquist (1974)  indicated that a 

certain amount of itosomal contamination was to be expected with this 

technique. The exact amount of contamination is difficult to evaluate 

from their results on KB cells since the size distribution of the RNA 

in their formRmide fractions falls mainly in the 308 to 188 range. 

This coincidence of messenger size with ribosomal RNA size does not 

of course occur in mouse reticulocytes, where the size of the globin 

mRNA is well characterised at 9a ( Williamson et al 1971) 

Therefore it was very encouraging to find that the bulk of the adsorbed 

fractions was of the requisite size for mRNA, from both puroarcin and 

EDTA-dissociated polyaomes. Since this size distribution could be 

obtained by partial degradation of ribosomal RNA, ultimate proof 

that these fractions are made up, in the main, by mi{NP species will 

require their translation in an in vitro cell free system. These 

results however, taken together with the findings of Lindberg and 

Sundquist (1974) that their H1A patterns from the adsorbed fractions 
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of KB ash polysocea closely reee.bled the patterns obtained with 

poi'eomal inRNA isolated tr poi1y(U).u..spharoa., suggest strongly-, but 

do not prove, that the bulk of the polysomal material retained and 

eluted from the column of oligo (dT) - cellulose is made up of aRMA 

species. 

Analysis of Do1ventide tatterns of fractions from olio (dT ) - 

cellulose cbromatorathv of ouse reticulocytea. 

Although the size distribution of RNA in adsorbed fractions varied 

considerably from column to column, as did the degree of ribosomal 

RNA contamination, the po]ypptide patterns of such fractions were 

much more consistent. The result of the po].ypoptide analysis tr 

SDS polyaoryl*lide electrophoresis of a 25% forittn4de eluate obtained 

tor affinity chrooatograpr of EM-dissociated polyso.nes of mouse 

reticulortee is shown in Figure 5. The corresponding analysis of 

the size distribution of RNA contained in this fraction was shown in 

figure 49. Sird1r]y figure 51 shows the polypeptide  analysis of the 

foram4de fraction whose corresponding RNA size distribution was 

shown in Figure 4. Four main po]ypsptidea were common to both 

fractions, bands of identical mobility to these were, in fact, 

routinely separated in most preparations, even where ribosomal 

contamination was shown to be extreme, tr RNA electrophoresis. 

The fact that consistent and limited polypeptide  patterns on SDS 

po].yacrylamide gels could be obtained regardless of whether the 

poiysomae were prepared initially in high or low salt conditions, 

r whether thr were dissociated tV EDTA or purczycin, testifies 

: 	'ciency of the final ionic conditions (0.2 ?1 NaCL) used 

ity chromatograpiV to miee aefaatual IA-protein 



Figure 50. 	The polypeptide composition of the 25% forniimide 

00 

fraction from oligo (dT )-ceu.ulose ohroinatograpby of E1)TA-diesooiated 

polysomee from mouse reticulocytes, as revealed by SDS-po1yacxrlainide 

gel electrophoresis. 110 x 4 mm cylindrical gels were eleotrophoresed 

for 2.5 hours in the conditions described in the Materials and 

Methods section. (The size distribution of the RNA from this fraction 

was shown in figure 49). 

— 

S 

44 

1 	2 

Figure 51. 	The polypeptide composition of 25% formmi de 

fractions from oligo (dT )-celluloee chromatograpby of purorcin 

dissociated polysoinee from mouse reticu2.00ytea, as revealed by 3DS-

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Experimental details as described 

in the legend to figure 50. Gel 1 - polypeptides fractionated by 

column 8 (Table14'. The size distribution of the RNA from this 

fraction was shown in figure 4. Gel 2 - polypeptides fraction- 

ated on column 9 (Table 14). 



polypeptiucs touriu in tae formainide fractions obtained by olio (dr)
cellulose chromatography of mouse retzLculocyte polysomes. The 
protein markers employed in the determinations were run on i ndividual 
gels in the amounts and conditions described in the Materials and 
Mthds section, Elobilities were calculated according to the Lnothod 
of Neber and Osborn ( 1969). The arrows iidicate the mobilities of 
the specified proteins. 
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The estimation of the molecular weights of the two major polypeptides 

found in the formamide fractions is shown in Figure 52. From these 

results their molecular weights appeared to be 73,000 and 49,000. 

Two other polypeptides (of 0.03 and 0.04 mobility, respectively) 

only just entered the gel. Because of the lack of marker proteins 

for this region only a minimum molecular weight of 140,000 can be 

estimated for these polypeptides. 

The molecular weights of the two major proteins are in excellent 

agreement with the values obtained by Morel et. a].. (1971, 1973) for 

duck globin m1NP proteins (73,000  and 49,000) and those for rabbit 

globin mRNP, as recently determined by Ernst and Arnetein (1975) who 

found values of 72,000 and 49,000 • Blobel (1972, 1973)  also reported 

values of 78,000 and 52,000 for rabbit globin mRNP and it can be seen 

from the steepness of the slope of the graph in these regions (Figure 

that discrepancies in molecular weight estimations can derive from 

very minor experimental errors • These similarities in molecular 

weight are not restricted to reticulocyte cells, Lindberg and Sundquist 

found three major proteins of molecular weight 78,000, 68,000 and 

56,000 in mRNP fractions of KB cells. Cerebral mMP proteins from 

olecular weights of rabbit globin inRNPe to be 47,000 and 77 0 500. 

: of binding m1As may have evolved in 

-'ernatively the structure of mAa may restrict 

r;e of protein sizes compatible to binding with various 

Lotide configurations or sequences. 

he po].ypeptides of very high molecular weight C 140,000) may also 
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minor components of 105,000 and 120,000 molecular weight. (Gander at. 

al. 1973)  whilst mRNP proteins from KB cells contain two minor poly-

peptides of about 125,000 molecular weight (Undbert and Sundquist, 

1974). All the estimations of molecular weight were obtained by a 

SDS-polyaerylamide electrophoresis system similar to the one employed 

in this study. 

Thus it was highly encouraging to discover that the sizes of the 

major polypeptides prepared by this chromatographic technique were in 

good agreement with those determined for reticulocyte globin mRNPs, 

isolated by centrifugation techniques. These results increase the 

possibility that intact reticulocyte ktNik can be isolated by this new 

technique. However it mast be borne in mind that proteins capable 

of binding poly (A)-containing mRNA might bind independently of the 

niRNA to the oligo (dT) stretches. 

The consistency of the protein pattern obtained from analysis 

to analysis, in contrast to the variation in size distribution of 

the RNA in fractions retained by the column, suggests that the 

interaction between the mRNP complexes and the adsorbent may be 

mediated directly by the properties of the polypeptides rather than 

solely by the poly(A) segments of the znRNA. In the particular ionic 

conditions used it appears that non-specific binding of polypeptidea 

to the adsorbent is much less marked than non-specific binding of 

ribsomal Mi. Lindberg and Sundquist (1974)  presented a two-stage 

scheme in which the mRNA-associated proteins cause the retention of 

the complexes at low salt concentrations, the oligo (dT)-oellulose 

acting effectively as on ion-exchange column. The protein-column 

interactd.on can then be broken down by increasing the salt 

c'xcentration, u.xLer wiich on.ic cLndi.tions the lwaiii iieract±on is 
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through a stable poly (A)-oligo (dT) binding, subsequently broken 

down by the formamide. 

If the mRNA-protein interaction is to some extent reversible, 

than the proteins may be free to interact with the oligo (dT) 

tracts. This independence of the binding properties of the poly - 

peptides, based upon reversible dissociation could explain the 

consistency of the protein pattern. The data of Lindberg and 

Sundquist (1974) yield two pertinent pieces of information. }iratly 

whilst no quantitative differences in the RNA patterns were obtained 

as the concentration of the formRnrlde buffer increased, the poly.-

peptide pattern in the fraction eluted by 25% formamide was 

different from that of the fraction eluted by 50 formsmd de. The 

fraction eluted by 50 formamida showed only one major polypeptide 

of 78,000 molecular weight, whilst the fraction corresponding to 

the 25% formamide e2iate contained polypeptides of 125,000, 78,000 9  

68,000 and 56,000. Clearly there are differences in tenacity of 

binding to the colunvi amongst the different polypeptides. The 

finding that the binding of several of the polypeptides is dependent 

on forinaynide concentration, whilst the size distribution of the RNA 

in these eluates does not vary, indicates that a certain amount of 

dissociation can occur between the WA-protein complexes. The 

authors also presented isopycnic banding evidence that suggested that 

under the conditions of formainide elution from oligo W)-cellulose 

parts of the protein moiety may be lost from the mRNA-protein 

cup1exes. Re-association can occur at lower formaznide concentrations. 

vidence was obtained in one investigation of the polypeptide 

patterns of forward de fractions that the four main polypeptides of 

high molecular weight, routinely detected in all preparations, 

differed in binding properties. As shown in figure (3), the fraction 
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.].uted with 25 foraide contains only one major po]jp.ptid. 

(molecular weight 73,000), (see tig8) whilst the 50 foresde 

sluate contains, in addition, two strongly atalnivg prot.in 

(molecular weight approximately 14L),000) as we].l as several ribosomal 

ooztaiii&ita. The fourth of the commonly found polypeptidsa 

(molecular weight 49,000) was only eluted, in this case by 9( 

forsaside. This result was exo.pticnal, in that generally the 2% 

or 50& forade fractions contained all four polypeptidea of these 

molecular weights, it does nowever, indicate that, at least on 

certain oligo (dT)_ce1 hilo.e oo1wma, the AMA-protein comlexaa may 

be bound with quits different degrees of tenacity. Hz'e the poly-

pptide of 49,000 molecular weight appears to be the most tenaciously 

bouzxl, in contract to the finding of Lindberg i Sundquist,, (1974) 

with KB can preparations, that a polypeptio.e of 78,000 molecular 

weight was most strongly bound. 

These apparent differences in binding properties of the poly—

peptides with the adsorbent might reflect different degrees of 

b.in.ing and dissociation between the mthA and the po]ypeptidea. It 

will be of extreme interest if these diffarencta in binding properties 

are confiriaed, since ohsrrer and his colleagues have put forward a 

hypothesis to explain differential messenger stability that relies on 

different dissociation constants between wiUU molecules and their 

associated proteins (see Introduction, section U). 

Affinity chromatography by oligo (dT)-cellulose appears to be a 

promising taet&d for the isolation of mRNPs from in*Uan cells. 

The major reservations expressed here are that a variable degree of 

contamination by ribosomal RNA can occur and absolute proof must be 

of'frtd ttt tte bule ! th low olcuLr 'Lt .i ccr cod 
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Figure 53. 	The po]ypeptide composition of fractions eluted by 

varioua concentrations of formatnide from oligo(dT )-celluloae chromatograpby 

of puronrcin—dissociated po]yaomes from mouse reticulocytee. 576 ODe of 

polyeoaiea were applied, to the column and fractions eluted successively 

with 25%, 50% and 90% formm1de. Each fraction was then analysed on 

15% SDS-polyaczyl.amide gels as described in the :ateriala and Methods 

section. Gel 1 shows the 25% forinainide eluate, gel 2 the 50% formainide 

eluate and 	3 tae X forinainide eluate. 



of mRNA species. At the least, however, it seems an efficient 

and conveniently quick method for separating major proteins of 

identical molecular weight to others shown to be mRNA-.associated 

proteins by conventional techniques. 



Table 13 

O.D. Salt Washed 	' Total O.D. 
oligo (dT) Batch/Column Polyaomes Applied 	Eluted By 

To Column 	Formamjde Buffers 

1 	 264 	 0.38 

2 	 392 	 0.66 

3 	 264 	 096 

4 	 477 	 0.50 

5 	 576 	 0.42 

Comparison of the binding properties of several batches of commercial 

olio (dT) --cellulose routinely used for mHNA isolation 

Separate batches of high salt washed polysomos from mouse reticulocytea 

were dissociated with puronrcin then applied to various oligo (dT) - 

cellulose columns, under the conditions described in the Materials 

and Methods section. The adsorbance at 260 nm was measured of all 

material displaced from the column by forinaxnide buffers, after the 

usual salt-ethanol precipitation at -20°C. 
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Table 14a 

oligo (dT) O.D. Salt Washed O.D. Eluted % O.D. Eluted 5  O.D. Eluted 
Batch/Column Po]jsonee Applied By 25% By 50 By . I N 

To Column Foxnamide Formamide NaOH 

6 100 0.17 0.05 0.88 

7 150 0.39 0.07 0.39 

8 150 0.22 0.08 0.29 

9 150 0.27 0.12 0.10 

10 200 0.12 0.08 0.44 

Table 14.b 

	

Col 	% Total O . D. 	 % Total O.D. 	 p 
Eluted tV Fornwide (a) 	Eluted tOr  NaOH (b) 	a + b 

	

6 	 0.22 	 0.88 	 20% 

7 0.46 0.39 54.1% 

8 0.30 0.29 50.8% 

9 0.39 0.10 79.6% 

10 0.20 0.44 31 .25% 

Table 14 

Coarieon of the binding Properties of several batches of commercial 

olio (4T) — oellulpewhjch bound free mRNA less efficiently than 

normal. A single preparation of high salt washed polysomea from mouse 

reticulocytes was dissociated from meqse rticulooytee then divided 

into aliquots. Each of the various oligo (dT) cellulose columns 

was used for affinity chromatograpiy of one aliquot, one immediately 

if ter another. Following elution with 25% or 50% formamide, nor 

uL 	tor 	r 	rOLl 

r.LLfL.:1c.~  

3aLt—etbanol precipitation at —200C. The data has been rearranged 

10 faciiitate the comparison of the amount of material 

41.. 	f 



Chapter 13 

COMPARISON OF THE POLYPEPTIDE COMPOSITION OF mRNP FRACTIONS 
FROM MOUSE RETICULOCYTES AND CHICK LENSES. 

There is no reason to believe that the full complexity of 

mRNA-associated proteins would be necessarily revoaled oolo].y by 

SDS-electrophoreeis, a technique that discerns only differences 

in molecular weight. Conceivably the configuration of mRNA 

molecules might impose strict stereochemical restrictions on such 

proteins, limiting them to a range of particular sizes capable of 

binding various nucleotide sequences cr features of secondary 

structure. Such constraints might introduce a gross overall 

similarity in molecular weights of raRNAaaeociated proteins of 

different species, perhaps masking important differences in 

structure or properties. Consequently it appeared of value to 

compare the iso-electric points of these proteins from two 

different tissues, in order to determine whether major differences 

in charge existed between the two sets of proteins. The degree 

of binding of these proteins to mRNL molecules is likely to be 

influenced by the particular charge on a m RNA -associated protein. 

As described in the Materials and Methods section, po]ysomes 

from 1 day post-hatch chicks were dissociated by purourcin and 

applied to the identical column of oi.igo-dT cellulose, that had 

previously been used to fractionate mouse reticulocyte po],yeomee 

(column 8 of table lIi, fig. 5P) Each formm1-de fraction was divided 

into three aliquots, and precipitated in the described fashion 

with •4 salt and ethanal. One aliquot was utilised for RNL 

gel electrophoresis, the other two samples were used for 

po]ypeptide analysis: one sample fractionated by gel electrofocusing 

and the other submitted to SDSpo]yacrylamide gel electrophoresis. 

fluse anaLyes were then compared to similar ones undertaken 
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on oligo I. di ) -ceLlulose of purourcin_dissociated polysoiues of chick lenses, iletrophoretic conditions 
were as described in the Materials and Methods section and in the legend to figure 37. For comparison a 
sample of lens LiNA repared by chromatography on poly(U)-sepharose is also shown, Both samples were 
loaded at a concentration of about .1 0. U. (5 pg). Gel traces are shown for the lv, scale of deflection 
on the serroscribe chart recorder. 	U'Jj size markers from c. sample of Latal ,-,ouse reticu1oc,,-te ithi 
electrophorosed at the seine time are also shown. 
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with samples from mouse reticulocytee. 

RNA was analysed exaotiy as described in the previous chapter. 

Results were in general similar to those found for mouse retiou1orte 

sample.. Although ribosomal contamination was obvious in most 

cases, enrichment of material in the size range of 20. to 7e 

was usually obtained. A particularly clean separation of RNA in 

* 90 formaiRide fraction obtained by affinity chrcmatograplv of 

purce'cin-dissociated polyeomea of chick lenses is shown in fig. 54 

together with a sample of RNA prepared by Dr. R. Williamson, b 

poly (A) containing RNL obtained by poly (U )..sepharos. chromatograpby  

of a chick lens sample, according to published technique. (Williamson 

at al. 1974). Similar fractions have shown delta cz'etallin 

template activity when translated in the wheat germ gvxtsm (?urns, 

Williamson and Larron, unpublished results). The size distributions 

of these RN& samples are vezy siallar ranging in size from about 

20. to 4a. William on at al, (1972) found that chick lens aRNA 

was hetero-diaperse, ranging in size from 22. to 48, with three 

peaks at 15., 12, and 91. Purified chick delta orystallin nRNA, 

isolated by oligo-dT chromatograpby, is approximately 20a in size 

(Zelenka and Piatigorsky,1974). Thus the results obtained were 

again encouraging in that the bulk of the absorbed traction were of 

the requisite size for chick lens aMA, as determined by po]yaorylamid. 

;e1 electrophoresis. However, as pointed out for the retioulorte 

samples, proof that the adsorbed fractions are made up, in the 

main, by aMP species will require their translation in an 

in  vio cell-free system. 
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Analysis of po].ypeptide patterns of fractious from oligo (dT)-

U1ge chromatoempby of chick lens cell ,qy SD-polyaczlainid 

electrophoresis. 

When the polypeptide patterns of fcmmi de fractions obtained 

tr oligo (dT )-celluloae chromatograplW of chick lens polysomes 

were analysed on 15% SDS-po],yacxylainide gels, it was obvious by a 

comparison with a standard of total lens proteins from adult 

chicks, that mazy of the proteins from the adsorbed fractions 

migrated identically to the major ci7stallins (fig.5).  Apparently 

contaminants remaining in the concentrated sample of high salt 

washed polyaomea have adsorbed non-specifically to the column. 

This is not unreasonable considering the extraordinarily high protein 

concentration of the lens and the general adsorption problems 

experienced in routine chroinatograply of chick lens cryataL.Lns 

on media similar to cellulose (Truman 1968). In addition however 

four bands (arrowed) were present in the 50% formm1de eluates 

from two separate preparations (gels 1 and 3, fig.5) that were not 

coincident with ciystaflin markers (gel 4, figSL Three of these 

bands were also found in the 90% formmIde eluate (gel 

The estimation of the molecular weights of these proteins is 

shown in fig. 58 and compared in Table 15 to the molecular weights 

of the po]ypeptidea previously isolated in chick lens mRNP 

fractions obtained by zonal centrifiguration. For comparison the 

results for mouso reticulote fractions, determined in the 

previous chapter, are also shown. The molecular weights of the 

three smallest polypeptidee revealed by affirmitr chromatograply 

of chick lens samples are in excellent agreement to those found in 
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zonal fractions of the same material. Poiypeptidea of higher 

molecular weight have occasionally been found in some, but not 

all zonal fractions (e.g. gels 1 and 2 of fig-45,  chapter U) 

and those may represent the po)ypeptides of 74,000 and 100,000 

found in fractions separated on oligo (dT)-cellulose. It is 

however clear from the results reported in the previous chapter 

on mouse reticulocyte fractions, together with the findings of 

Lindberg and Sundquist (1974) that high molecular weight proteins 

may be revealed by oligo (dT) cellulose chrmatograpby in addition 

to those found in mRNP complexes isolated by centrifiguration 

techniques. This additional complexity may be due to different 

ionic conditions in the two procedures. Alternatively these high 

molecular weight proteins may be easily detached from mRNA but 

bind to oligo (dT) stretches whereas in zonal separations they are 

centrifigured down with ribosomal proteins. However the correlation 

of size of the three smaller poiypeptides with those determined for 

chick lens mRNP-proteins isolated by zonal centrifiguration was 

highly encouraging, indicating again that the chroinatograpby 

technique could be used potentially to separate out mRNP complexes, 

provided non-specific adsorption of lens crystalline could be 

counteracted, presumably by rigorous salt-washing of the po]ysomea. 

Mention was made in the previous chapter of the similarities 

in :oiecuiar weight of mRNP-proteins from mazr systems. It is 

striking that two of the poiypeptides revealed by affini' 

chromatograpby of chick lens polysomea are very similar in 

molecular weight to the corresponding proteins of mouse reticulocyte 

calls (Table )-5). It was of interest to determine whether these 

extended  to the overall cnare of 	-protin. 
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Comrarieon. by 201 electrofoouein. of ,olypeptide atterna of 

fractions from oligo CdT )-cellulose chr atography of chick lenses 

and mouse reticuloastea. 

When the iso-electric spectia. of the po]ypeptidea in the 

formRmjde eluatea obtained from mouse reticulortes and chick lens 

were compared, a very marked difference could be detected (fig.57) 

Again, disregarding axr bands of iso-electric point coincident with 

those in a sample of total lens proteins from adult chicks, the 

remaining bands (arrowed) fall within a very restricted pH range 

of 4.0-5.0. In fact the number of bands assumed to be derived 

from mRNA-associated proteins may be underestimated, for the two 

major bands of lowest iso-electric point in the adult sample, 

which are found in this pH region, are not found in arr great 

quantity in one-day post hatch chicks (see Chapter 14.) However 

regardless of the exact number of bands from mRNAbinding proteins 

revealed by this technique, their restricted pH range is entirely 

different from those po]ypeptidea in the form , m4de eluates 

o&ained from mouse reticu].ocrtee. Contamination by cytoplasmic 

proteins i8 of much less account in the reticu1ocrte sample, 

given the comparative purity of the sample revealed by SDS-

po]aczylamide analysis. However the iso-electric points of the 

po]rpeptides are again confined to a restricted pH range of 7.0-

8.3, in complete contrast to those found for the po]somal sample 

from chick lens. Three major bands can be detected in the 

reticu1orte sample and 3-6 minor bands. 

The final number of bands determined by this technique may be 

due to either genuine additional heterogeneity of polypeptidee, 

revealed by the increased sensitivity of the gel electrofocusing 



Figure 56. 	The polypeptide composition of various formamide 

fractions from oligo (dT )-cellulose chromatography of purow.ycin-

dissociated poly.omea from chick lenses, as revealed by gel elect-

rofocusing in the presence of urea. Gel electrofocuaing was 

performed as described in Chapter Three. The samples from left 

to right are: total lens protein from adult chick (250 )Ig), two 

samples from a 50% formaxnide eluate and a similar sample from a 

second preparation of po1ysories. 
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Figure 57. 	Comparison of the polypeptide composition of 

50% formmide fractions from oligo (dT) chromatography of purou'cin 

dissociated pcu.ysoaes fro:n iouse reticuJ.ocytea and chick lens, 

as revealed by gel eLectrofocusing. Gel eleotrofocusing was 

performed as described in Chapter Three. The r.tioulooyte sample 

is on the left, the lens sample 
(' 
t) on the right. 
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technique, or reflect a more limited number of polypeptides bound 

to differing lengths or amounts of RNA. Since the precipitates 

from the formim1de eluates were dissolved in 8M urea prior to gel 

electrofocusing, i.e. in dissociating conditions, the former 

interpretation is favoured, thereby indicating that subtle 

differences in charge may exist between similarly sized po]ypeptides. 

This type of speculation could ultimately be resolved by treating 

similarly analysed fractions with specific RNA atjtains, to determine 

whether RNA is associated with the polypeptides. 

However, it is clear from these results that mRNA-binding 

proteins from chick lens polysomea have much lower iso-electric 

points than those of similar proteins found in mouse reticulocyte 

po]ysomea, i.e. are more basic in overall charge than the reticulorte 

proteins. This appears to be the first indication that ma jr 

differences in charge may exist between two populations of mRNA-

binding proteins. The work described in the previous chapter 

and the work of Lindberg and Sundquist (1974) indicated that 

differences in binding properties may occur within a set of such 

proteins of a single tissue. The deaunatration that the range of 

iso-electric points for these proteins are restricted and highly 

different for two separate tissues also underlines the complexity 

of these proteins, which appears to be understated when only 

their no1ecuLar weights are examined. This complexity of charge 

favours schemes where the dissociation constants governing the 

interaction between the mRNL and proteins provide the basic 

echaniam determining the activity and stability of the mRNA (as 

ugested in Spohr et al.1970 and discussed in the Introduction). 

i'e significance of the findings described here is reviewed in the 

Discussion section (chapter 15). 
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Table 15 

The molecular weights of the po].ypeptidea associated with putative 

inRNP fractions from chick lens and mouse reticulocyte polysomes. 

Chick Lens 	 i4ouae  reticulocyte 

Preparation: 	Zonal 	 Affinity 	Affinity 
Centrifugation Chromatograp1r  Chromatograpkr 

2 po]rpeptides 
above 140000 

74,000 	 73 1,000 

56 0 000 	 56 0 000 

47,000 	 48,000 	49,000 
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CHAPTER 14. 

EFFECT OF ACTINCt4!CIN ON THE ONTOGENY OF THE POLYPEPTIL)E CHAINS 
01,  TH ChSTAkii DU111i'G CHIGt LE.1'6 DE VELOPW.44T. 

Cue constant aim of this work has been to investigate gene 

expression during differentiation by following the ontogeny 

of the individual polypeptides which make up the main structural 

proteins of the lens, the crystallins. After attribution of 

the origins of all of the major subunits was complete (see Chapter 8) 

an attempt was made to follow the ontogenic sequence of the 

polypeptide chains during chick lens development, as revealed by 

gel electrofocusing in dissociating conditions. kUrthermore the 

resistance of synthesis of each polypeptide to actinomycin D 

treatment was followed using two radio-active isotopes of amino 

acids (see below). The experimental rationale thus combined two 

major points of interest throughout this entire investigation, 

namely, the subunit analysis of oryataflins and the stability 

of the mRNA. coding for such polypeptidea. 

Urea polyacr.ylanide eel electrofocusiriz of lens proteins. 

Under the conditions described in the Materials and methods 

section, extracts of embryonic lenses were homogenised in SM urea-

lOCunM 2-inercapteothanol and electrofocused on polyacrylamide gels 

containing 6M urea (see Chapter 3). The results are shown in 

figs. (60 and 61) and auninariaed in fig. (62). Actual gel 

electrofocusing results are represented in this latter figure b, 

unbroken lines • However allowance must be made for the variation 

in amount of protein applied, which depended on the availability 

of particular ages of embryos for dissection. In less 

concentrated samples, such as that of the 12-day embryo, only the 

iost major of components can be detected, but the ontogeny of 
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particular polypeptides can be deduced from more strongly 

staining gels of samples from adjacent ages • Minor components 

deduced in this mariner, are represented by a dashed line in 

fig. (62). 

No difficulties were experienced in obtaining reproducible 

results from embryos of 4-days development and older (figs. 60 

and 61). This is in contract to electrophoretic analysis of 

lens extracts on urea pol.yacryiamide gels, where embryonic ages 

earlier than about 7J days could not be studied because of 

variation in electrophoretic mobility of components (Truman at 

al. 1972a). 

Clearly changes occur in the relative intensities of the 

bands on the gels and there is a grad'a1 increase in the number 

of subunits, as detected by this method, during development. 

The number of components detectable in the 4-day-embryo is 

remarkably high. For example, of the 5 major delta-subunits 

(see Chapter 8) only component 4 (henceforth designated as 

delta-1) is apparently absent, fiat appearing in trace amounts 

in 7 day-embryos, Both major alpha subunuts (previously designated 

as components 1 and 2) are present at this stage. in fact alpha-2 

vies with delta-2 as the most intensely staining subunut in all 

the earliest stages of development. By day 14 most of the 

polypeptides which form the crystalline of the adult lens are 

J.e by the gel electrofocusing method. However, it may 

meaningful at this point to compare the ontogenic 

a arance and behaviour of the subunits in their separate 
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Of the Live major components attributed in this investigation 

to be subunits of delta-crystiitlln, four are present in the 4 day. 

embryo. One of these delta.-2 (previously designated as component 

5) represents a major subunit throughout the earliest stages of 

development, but is rivalled in intensity in the older embryo. 

(of 14 days and older) by delta-1. The ontogeny of this matter 

component is particularly interesting since it indicates a criange 

in the proportion of delta-crystidHn during development. It can 

be discerned first as a very faint component in the 7 day-embryo 

but only appears in any quantity as late as the U day-embryo. 

By 22 days of development (1 day post hatch) it has accumulated to 

such an extent that it represents the widest and most intensely 

staining component in the gel. 

The subunits delta-3 and delta-4 (components 6 and 7) are also 

present in the 4 day-embryo and show a gradual increase in staining 

intensity that by 18 days of development is comparable to that found 

in samples from adult chicks. Delta-4 is prominent, in particular, 

fro-:1 14 days of development onwards. 

later time of aipearance of delta-i, compared to 

or delta subunits, and their differences in 

relative rates of accumulation, as judged by itenaity of staining, 

ese components represent genuine subunits, 

cts caused by oarbalation. 

• 172a) found that bj  *4 days of incubation 

is fully identical inmn.lnologically to delta-

stallin purified from the adult lens, so clearly any subunits 
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synthesised later mast share immunological specificity with the 

older subunits • In contrast to embryonic alpha and beta oryatfihlin 

and adult delta-oryst111 n quantitative inmiunoelectrophoresis 

revealed that the most predominant peak, composed of delta-

crystallin was asymmetries]. in 5 day-embryos (Truman et al1972a). 

The authors suggested that delta-cryst1Hn molecules of higher 

electrophoretic mobility may predominate in the early stages of 

development. Since delta-i has a lower isoelectric point than 

delta-2, it Is unlikely to have a lower electrophoretic mobility 

than delta-2, unless it is larger In size, This remains an 

unknown factor, but it should be noted that the rapid accumulation 

of delta-1 component from the 11th day of development onwards, 

will rapidly redress the predominance in early development of the 

delta-2 species. The appearance of a new major subunit will 

allow a number of new combinations of subunits to appear, and may 

well alter the overall electrophoretic properties of the undissociated 

complexes analysed In quantitative inuminoelectrophoresis.  

Al,hacrirstn13An 

There is a marked difference in the proportions of the two 

major alpha-cryst&Jln subunits. Alpha-2 (p1 5.8) is one of the 

predominant components of the earliest embryonic stages. It is 

the only band found in 3 day-embryos (gel 1, fig. 60b) although 

other bands may not have been detected because the sample 

L -itration was too low. However, as judged by intensity of 

U irig, up to the 11th day of development It is probably produced 

in 'ater amount than any other single subunit. In contras the 

rte. sity of staining of the alpha-1 component was much less 

throuU-hout th er1;, stçes of 1ve1o2Jiont, ncrr.n in 
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stages so that by 18 days of development the relative intensity 

of staining approximates to that found in adult sample. (gels. 4 

and 5 fig. 61). Clayton (1969) and Rana vnd Maine]. (1969) found 

electrophoretlo evidence of a third major subunit of chick alpha-

orystl 1  ri, not present in the embryo. Using the more highly 

resolving system of gel electrofocusing no such third major 

component of alpha..oryst&-lin was detected throughout this 

investigation, although it cannot be excluded that the very minor 

bands of similar p1 to alpha-1 and alpha-2 are components of 

alpha-cryst' 11  (see Chapter 6). In fact the number of different 

major polypeptidee is unchanged after 18 days of development, and 

all bar one of these components are clearly detectable in 34 day-

embryos. No initiation of any major polypeptide appears to take 

place between hatching and adulthood. 

beta-crs tU ns 

Complex changes occur in the group of beta.-orystallins of 

low isoeleotrio point. A series of about eight fine bands present 

in the 4 day-embryo gradually come to resemble the adult pattern 

by about 18 days, albeit present in nsoh smaller amounts than in 

the adult. These fine bands may possibly include components 

mainly present or restricted to outer layers of the lens, whose 

relative proportion will drop sharply in later embryos, where the 

ratio of fibre cells to epithelial cells is much higher. Extra-

lenticular contamination is a leas 1ie1y explanation since the
ts 

complex pattern bbtaina until at least 13 days of development, and 

embryonic lenses can be easily dissected free of contaminating 

tissue from embryos of about 8 days onwards. (However some minor 

bands found only in the 4  day-embryo extracts e.g. those near the 

alpha-1 and alpha-2 components may derive from extralentioular 
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tissues). In the 4 day-embryo, beta-crystallins of low isoeleotric 

point (probably anodal forms) appear but the betacryBtsii4na of 

higher isoaleotric point (hence probably cathodal forms) are not 

all fully detectable b,, staining until about the 11th day of 

development. This agrees, in general, with the results of Truman 

at .1. (1972a) who found that although cathodel beta-orystallins 

could be detected first, all the antigens in the anodel groups of 

beta-cr stlHn were present by 3 -4 days of development, whilst 

additional antigens of the cathodel group were not detectable until 

about 7j days of incubation. In addition these authors found 

that a beta-cryst 1-ll n  of extremely high mobility, in alkaline 

conditions, (thus presumably anodal) did not appear until the 18th 

day of incubation. A betaoryatRlltn component (previously 

designated as D) with the lowest isoelectric point of any submit 

(thus likely to have a high electrophoretio mobility in alkaline 

conditions) appears first in the 18 day-embryo (gel 4  fig.61). 

Zwaan (1963) using inw.moeleotrophoresia found additional beta, 

orystallins appearing as late as 17 days of incubation. Since the 

results of the very sensitive Osserman tests described by Truman 

at a).. (1972a) indicated that by 7j days of development all adult 

orystl1hi antigens are apparently present in the embryonic lens 

then clearly components appearing later than this awt share very 

id1ar iinologioal specificity with the members of their group 

already present. 

it is dSL, clear iroii the gel electrofocusing results that 

although the relative concentrations of the betaorystAl1n subunits 

• .re steadily increasing, relative proportions of the antigens in 

i.iese lale 1fibr/onc lenses are still considerably Jes than tnose 
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of the adult (compare gels 4  and 5, fig.61). /s detailed 1zily in 

the Introduction, a steady increase in the proportions of beta' 

orystallin components occurs after hatching (e.g. Raba.y,19621 

Genis.-Galvsz at .3., 1968b; Truman at .1, ,1972a). Although showing 

a marked difference in intensity of staining, the ei'.larit.y of the 

iaoeleotrio pattern of the beta-scrysta] 14ri  in late embryo stages 

and adult samples, substantiate the conclusion of Truman at el. 

(1972a) that such changes are brought about by continuation of the 

synthesis of the same major au.honits rather than the initiation of 

the synthesis of any additionsl major polypeptidea. 

Inelvais of radioactive incorDoration natterns 

The experimental rationale chosen was that described b,, 

Katatos (1972) in the investigation of a differentiated inaett tissue, 

the ethcaoth galea, Equal numbers of lenses were cultured for 4 

hours, with and without .ctinoycin D at 341g/ml. They were than 

labelled siiltaneously for 4  hours,  but with different  isotopes ,  

the eparienta1 (actinoyoin-.treated) with 311 amino-acids at 

35() iI'ml, and the control lenses with 14C amino-acids, at lSuCi/ml. 

In order to in4mi•  vari.h411t.y introduced by separate homogenization 

procedures, precise reproduotibility of electrofoouaing runs, etc., 

the two sets of lenses were washed, combined and frozen in liquid 
1/ 	:'otejns were than extracted and oo 

ratio in each gel slice gave an 

dication of' th, effectiveness of ictinooiyoin in suppressing the 

nthesis of the corresponding protein. Provided actlnor'cin D 

fota protein synthesis by regulating the availability of new 

ld indicate a protein produced 

ity, conversely a low 3H/ 4C 

r tic would indicate an unstable 4UU, 
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The counting efficiencies of both isotopes in each slice were 

determined automatically by reference to a series of quenching 

co-efficients programmed into the scintillation counter (see 

Zlaterj&La and Methods section). For each slice both the 3H and 

14CPM readings were converted into DPM, and the 314/14C DPM ratio 

printed out automatically. The slicing pattern of each stained gel 

was accurately recorded, hence different electrofocusing runs could 

be compared to both photographs of the stained gels and the 

DFM (control) profile. 

Fig. (63) shows a typical mRNA decay experiment employing 

aotinomyoin D. The lower panel represents the proteins synthesised 

by the control cells of 14 day embryonic lenses • The uaj or peaks 

are designated according to the subunit identification scheme 

previously derived (see Chapter 8). The upper panel shows the 

isotope ratio. The synthesis of the al1ia2subunit in particular 

appears to be relatively unaffected by actinomycin; as indicated 

by its high 3W14C ratio. However uv.ch of the radioactivity 

entering the gel appears in the first 10 slices or so. This 

material did not stain for protein with Coomassie Brilliant Blue, 

and its origin remains obscure. The 14C DPI4 profile of lenses from 

one day old post-hatch chicks reveals a much lower level of 

incorporation of material in this region (fig.64).  The incorporation 

levels in this region varied from age to age, without apparent 

pattern, over the range of 7%  to 40 of total incorporation. It 

I:ioy represent free anino acids incompletely removed by lC trichioro-

.00tic acid during the protein stdriing procedure or represent 

ioI:1ra.eou.o 	aJ.. or 	oteiai 	Lorue..i o tu 	e:L;u'1o; Tu.r:LLo 

co OCi 'odrioc Livi 	Li. 	 b 	 to 



Table 16. Ratios of overall incorporation in -  urea 
alectrofoousing gels used to fractionate lens 
crystalline labelled in culture. 

Age 31, D.P.M. 14C LLP,M. 
24c 

2 day embryo 6 0060 20807 2.16 

3 	" 	 " 69 2.581 2.20 

4 	" 126 9887 20 0136 6.30 

7 	" 	 " 45,225 7 9 272 6.20 

8 	" 	 " 24,247 3 0 391 7.15 

10" 	fl  154434 13,021 11.63 

fl 	fl 	tI  146 9 542 11,486 12.76 

13 1110853 12 0233 9.14 

14" 	" 133,806 12,663 10.57 

16 " 	 " 95 9 674 12,853 7.44 

18 " 	 " 127,661 14051 8.77 

,2 (l day 
(post-hatch) 50,940 8,346 6.10 

Lenses exposed to actinomyoin treatment were labelled with 3H 
amino acids, whilst matched control lenses were labelled with 

amino-acids (for labelling details see Material and Methods section). 
All lenses were then mixed and homogenised together prior to protein 
extraction. Polypeptidea were separated by eleotrofocusing in urea-
polyacrylamide gels (Chapter 3). After gel sectioning the total 
incorporation of 14C and 3H isotopes were smed for all gel 

fractions bar the first 10 slices (see text). 
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be due to genuine incorporation into polypeptides, counts in this 

region of the gel (first 10 slices) were discarded in subsequent 

calculations of total DPM incorporations. It should be noted that 

the 	ratios of these slices were similar to, or slightly 

higher than, the final average 3H/C ratio of the remainder of the 

gel, hence the degree of labelling of this unknown material varied 

little from that incorporated into the crystitflin subunits, 

suggesting that this materiel may be free amino acids. 

The average 	DPM ratio varies considerably with age 

(Table 16). The highest ratio found was that of U day-embryo 

lenses and the gradual increase in ratio up to this point could 

be interpreted as evidence for a grainal stabilisation of mRNA 

during this period, always provided that resistance to actinowycin 

treatment represents ejidenoe for a stab] mRNA. However the 

subsequent variation and general drop in the average 3H/ DPM 

ratio in later developmental stages suggests that such a simple 

interpretation is not tenable. The changing ratios during 

ontogeny of the major subunits follow the average 3H/L,  of each 

developmental stage (fig.65). Thus the isotope ratios of the 

alpha-2 subunit throughout ontogeny shows a similar but higher profile 

to that of the average 3H/C ratios. The isotope ratios of the 

alpha-1 subunit are not so markedly higher but still closely follow 

the overall pattern of the average 311/ 4C ratios. It is difficult 

to accept that zuRNAs apparently highly stable at U days of 

development, as judged by a high isotope ratio, subsequently become 

oh less stable. It seems imiob more likely that the degree of 

labelling of the intracellular amino-acid pool in the presence of 

actinon4ycin varies from age to age. Slight differences in labelling 
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conditions, variation in the amount of control and actinosrcin 

treated tissue, changes in proportion of epithelium and fibres etc. 

could lead to small differences in average 	ratios but could 

not account for the gross differences in ratios observed here, nor 

the general drop in isotope ratio in later developmental stages, 

Rather these factors will impose additional variation on a more 

general effect of changes in the intracellular amino acid pool. 

The major peaks and valleys of the ratio profiles for different 

developmental stages did not vary Widely from the average 3i/C 

ratio for each particular stage (fig.66) The degree of ratio 

variability was much less in slices of high IP14, far greater 

variation from the average isotope ratio was foid in regions of 

very low DPM where only minor differences in counting efficiency 

can lead to great fluctuations in final isotope ratio. 

This considerable restriction in ratio values around the 

average, at least for the major subunits, rather than the expected 

pattern of persistent major peaks and valleys in the ratio profile, 

argues that the final 	ratio for any region is not an absolute 

measure of mRNA stability. The size of intracellular amino acid 

pools will very for different experiments and from age to age. 

Kafatos (1972) points out that changes in cell position during 

development may affect the rate of precursor uptake into the cells; 

the permeability of the cell membranes may change with time, and the 

pool size can alter because of changes in the relative rates of 

protein degradation and synthesis. Moreover the intracellular 

amino acid pools of actinomycin treated and control cells will not 

be comparable. Protein synthetic and degradative rates will be 

different, the uptake of e10 acids in actinomyoin treated cells 
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will be concentrated into those proteins whose synthesis is least 

affected by the action of the antibiotic. side effects of the 

antibiotic, such as changes in membrane permeability, may greatly 

affect the final size of the intracellular permeability. For 

example,, in the gales, cells of the silk moth, actinomycin increases 

the specific activity of intracellular amdn acids with time 

(Kafatos, 1972). 

Direct evidence that the final 	ratio of the pol.ypeptides 

cannot be used as an absolute measure of messenger stability is 

shown in figs. 67, 6. 

Comparing the 3  H incorporation into individual polypeptides 

with the total 	incorporation in the gel gives an overall measure 

of resistance of polypeptide synthesis to actinomycin treatment. 

or delta-2 synthesis, this latter ratio varies much less sharply 

from age to age than the 3WC  ratio, whilst the overall trends 

of both ratios remain similar (figs.67), However for delta-1 

synthesis (fig.68) the relative rate of syntheais in treated cells 

rises sharply in the later stes of development, but the expected 

3 14 irsist,ent iigh values in the 	ratio do not occur. 

- u summarise, conversion of isotope ratios into meaningful 

prsona of messenger half-lives is considerably complicated 

b the need to compare intracellular emiro acid pools of control 

i' 	 and separate 

i -  uii .ore vr:L r 	acc pools of 

c: tinorcin treated cells. Major oontributim to this latter 

nation include changes in the relative rates of synthesis and 

radation of aetinomycin sensitive and resistant components and 

cilecus . tu aht1uioL.C. 

cLa'Lve uiI 	 i 
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of components from actinomycin treated calls can still be discerned 

by comparing the isotope ratios Of individual components with the 

average 31V14 C ratio (total incorporation in the gel). As 

outlined above this latter ratio is only a very general guide, 

being subject to considerable experimental variation, but does give 

a rcgh comparison of the degree of 1abAUirg of intracellular 

rwno acid pools of experimental and control cells. As first 

shown in fig.65 the isotope ratio profiles of both major alpha 

subunits were consistently higher than the average ratio, which 

can be taken to indicate that their mRNAs are particularly stable 

throughout the period of development analysed. In contrast the 

isotope ratios of the delta-5 subunit were invariably below that 

of the average isotope ratio for total incorporation, suggesting 

that its mRNA rem, ina unstable even after some 22 days of 

development (fig,65). 

Other components show progressive rises in isotope ratios 

compared to the average ratio. Thus, the component M, identified 

as a beta.crystallln (see Chapter 8) shows an isotope ratio profile 

below that of the average until the 11th clay of development, from 

which time onwards its ratio remains above (fig.69). The minor 

component delta-H remains consistently below the average ratio 

until the 22nd day of development. This may represent evidence 

for the increase in stability of the mRNA of these two components 

from the 11th and 22nd day of development respectively. 

The isotope ratio profiles of the delta components 1-4 are 

shown in fig.70. These components in general follow the overall 

profile of the average isotope ratio (see previous figure) but 

fluctuation slightly above and below the average for each different 



Table 17,  Comparison of isotope ratio patterns, during ontogeny, of individual crysti Fin 

polypeptides. (The average ratio was calculated as described in the legend 

to Table 16). 

&tt*mit 
	

Remark (a) 

Alpha-i Invariably above average 	otope ratio from at least 8 day embryo 

Alpha-2 Invariably uich higher than average from ./+ day embryo onwards 

beta crystllln M Only consistently above average from U day embryo onwards 

delta 14 Consistently below average until 22nd day of development 

delta 1-4 Constant fluctuation around average isotope ratio 

delta 5 Invariably below average isotope ratio 
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age was found for all four components. Thus there appeared no 

simple pattern of ratios rising or fsi111 rg below the average 

isotope ratio. As stressed above the average isotope ratio is 

not an absolute measure, being subject to experimental variation, 

and since these components in themselves constitute a considerable 

proportion of the total incorporation into the gel, then fluctuation 

of their ratio values around the average isotope ratio is not 

unlikely. The overall similarity in ratio profile of these 4 

components may indicate similar mRNA stabilities. 

Unfortunately any inference of nRNA stability must be indirect, 

being based on the synthesis of the corresponding cryetallin 

submit. However the results described in this section 

(summarised in Table 17) whilst emphasising the need for care in 

interpreting directly, results obtained with actinomycin, still 

indicate that differential mRNA stability may occur in the lens, 

rather than gradual stabilisation of all messengers during the 

course of fibrogenesis. Thus, delta-crystallin o-mponents 14 

appear relatively stable whilst delta-5 remains unstable, yet all 

are prominent components of the oldest fibres. Complication of 

labelling introduced by actinomycin, on such factors as RlnirIo acid 

pools, intracellular isotope concentration, provided they affect 

the synthesis of all pol.ypeptidea similarly, should not invalidate 

relative estimates of mRNA stability. This is not the case if the 

rate of synthesis of particular polypeptides are controlled by 

specific factors subsequently affected by the antibiotic (Kafatos, 

1973). This point is examined again in the Discussion section. 
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ChaDter 15 

DI8CW33ION 

Often the study of synthesis of specific cell proteins by terminally 

differentiated cell types offers the advantage that these proteins are made 

in large amounts • Because of their abundance the proteins are uaual].y ea' 

to purity. Unfortunat&,y whilst some 80 to 90% of the total protein content 

of the chick isne is composed of the structural proteins, the rystallina, 

purification of protein fractions in good yields of material has proved 

considerably ore difficult for the components of this species than 

mammalian lens protein.. Neither poiyaorlaeide gel olectrophoreaie 

(Chapters 4 and  5) nor gel filtration techniques (Truman, 1968) have, to 

date, produced entirely satisfactory levels of resolution, pertiouarly of 

uzxlissociated components. However the development of a gel electrofocuaing 

technique offers, because of its high degree of resolution and 

reproducibility, a suitable analytical technique for investigating the 

ultimate gene products, the cxystallin subunits, 

• It is significant that other workers, entirely independently, developed 

a very similar gel electrofocusing technique, ompLing dissociating 

conditions, for analysing mammalian crystalline (van Kamp at a). 1974 a,b). 

Hoendere group employ dithiothr'itO1 (DTT) to avoid oXidation and 

cii erieation of subunits (rather than 2 ercaptoethanol) and ampholytes of 

p 5-8 (Lists-The and HoerxIers, 1974b)  but the overall method is highly 

chnique described in Chapter 3,  both methods being 

r 	method of Wrigl (1968). This group found that the 

resolution of subunits thy electrofoousing is markedly improved compared with 

electrophoresis in 6M-urea (Lien-The aid Roendere, 1974a)  in agreement 

ith the results described in Chapter 4. Thus in electrophoresis the 

'thors were not always able to discriminate between th?various subunits of 

C:''!lifl. 	• 	: rttcrtH 	 1 1: t' 
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(B1  and B 2 
 ) showed the same electrophoretic mobilities as certain components 

of both beta and ga. ciyatalline. The po]jpsptid. Bx  of bovine 	ha- 

crystallin, revealed tV gel el.ctrofocusing, is found only in prenatal 

lenses. (van Kemp et a]. 1974A).  It probably, ,represents a degraded chain 

of the primarily aynth.eised product, which in older lenses appears to be also 

converted, by dasaidation, into a second product, the B chain (van XI..f et 

al. 1974).  Van Kemp et a]. (1974a)  point out that these two polypsptid.s, 

and B1 , cannot be resolved tV the basic poijacrylamide gel .l.ctxophor.sie 

eeplcqed bV Palmer and Papuconstantinou (1969) and DLcour and 

Papaaonatantinou (1972). Theee independent results on the prenatal bovine 

lenses emphasize again the conclusion reached in Chapter 4, that the 

appearance of a single bard in urea electrophoresis does not necessarily 

indicate evidence for isolation of separate subunits. Since .1.ctrophor.tio 

nobilities of crystal].in components deterain&by both charge and molecular 

weight, so often overlap, the need for a sepation technique based upon a 

single parameter, stuch as iso-electric point, becomes obvious. 

Most of the work characterising the ieoelectrio points of sryatallin 

subunits has been performed on species other than the chick. Truman and 

Clayton (1974) analysed cortical preparations of chick lenses rich in 

beta-cx'etallins by column iso-electric focusing in the presence of 7M-urea 

over the Ii range 54, at 1700. Comparison of results is difficult since 

mea.ursents at this temperature will be some 0-I - 0.3 of a p&1 unit lower 

than at 40C (se. Chapter 3). In addition the authors reported that the 

temp.ratur'e regulation of the coumn was not precise. Even so, several 

c pon.nts of high p1 appear to be outside the beta-crstaLlin p1 range 

in this investigation. The reason for this discrepaW is not known. 

ie-ihe 	cr.er (1)74a)  also found a more restricted range of p1 

f r it o -crt1lin subunits. Of three beta-cxysallin 

cti'n5 obtained by gel filtration, containing a totat of about 13 subunits, 
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two fractions included components between p11 5.9 and 7.0, the third between 

A 5.4 and 7.0. 7-8 major bands between p11 7.0 and 7.8 were found for 

gaama crystallin. 

AlphacrystalLin subunits from rabbit and bovine tenses showed very  

similar iso-electric points (Lien-ms and Ho.ndsrs, 1974a). In rabbit 

lenses the two acidic proteins (alpha A 1  and alpha A 2  ) have iaoolsctrio 

point. of 5.7 and 5.9, and the two basic proteins (alpha B 1  and alpha B2 ) 

or 6.5 and 6.9 respectively (taken from data of Lien-The and Hoend.rs 1974a). 

Corresponding values for subunits or bovine alpa crystollin are 5 .6p  5.9, 

6.6 and 6.85. Theee values for the p1 of the two basic proteins differ from 

earlier estimates of approx. 7.1 and 74 (Palmer and Pap.conitantinou, 1968; 

Soho.nmak.rs and 3losc.rxLaL, 1968). It has been suggested that the acidic 

subunit alpha A1  is formed by post-transcriptional mulification of the 

primary structure of subunit alpha A2  (Pauner and Papaconetantinou, 1968, 

1969; Dslcour and Papaoonstantinou, 1970). A similar claim has also been 

made for the origin of the alpha B   subunit from alpha 82  (Stauffer at s]., 

1974). 

Other -inor alpha cry stallin components fount in the nucleus are now known 

to be degradation products already formed in the early stages of d.velopsnt. 

(Li.m..Th. and 'Io.r4.rs, 1974b). 

Hence the £2 and B 2  chains appear to be the fundamental po].ypsptids 

chains. Thus cocparison of the number of alpha-crystallin chains in bovine 

and chick isrie is complicated by the intracellular degradation and conversion 

ceases of the bovine alpha-crystallin. However since oniy two major 

,ha-cryetstlin subunits (p1 5.4 and 5.8) were found in the chick (see 

.or of fundamental popeptide chains may be similar 

t:opI ofapopsptsrepresents the ratio of 

itive]Iy charged side-groups to negatively charged side-group., 
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of opposite or neutral charge, during evolution, are need to considerably  

alter the final p1 of the polypeptide. odifications in amino-acid 

sequence in mammalian lenses appear to have been stringently conserved. 

This is shown in their very similar iunolcgical reactions (Bjork, 1968) 

and simiLar p1 (14en-The and Ho.nders, 1974a). Clayton (1974) pointed 

out that n1ny of fhe iepodi su\stittitions m c&A 2  ciains of 

maiia1irt specIes woc\c ridc afec. confomaton.. 

The variety in subunit structure of bovine alpha-cxysta].lin was not 

found in the work reported here on chick alpha-oryatallin. This species 

difference is of interest since the phenomena of specific and limited 

degradation of bovine alpha crystallin appears absent in the chick stain 

analysed hare. As described above it now appears that marW of the calf 
'V.' 

Lena 4  epresent egration products of pol.yp.ptides produced in the 

e bryo, and studies on protease activity reflect this view. fan Kemp at al, 

(1974b) could detect no lsn3ine amino-peptidase activity in bovine embryonic 

lenses younger than 3 months. The initial rat, of synthesis at 3  months 

was high but decreased a t.r about 6* months of development. In the 14 week 

old calf, the activity of this peptida.. was confined to the nucleus and 

cortical regions of the lens (van Kemp and }Ioerxier., 1973). Since its 

activity was greatest in the outer layers of the cortz the authors suggest 

that the .nqme may also be involved in the destruction of the protein 

yntha.ising apparatus, a characteristic of fibrogenesis (see Introduction). 

Differences in the complexity of alpha-or,, etallin between chick and bovine 

samples may merely reflect the great diffoncea in development rate of the 

specie.. Degradation appears to occur on too slow a time scale to be 

tooted in the chick strain emplqyed hers,, which reaches adulthood within 

few weeks. It seems more likely that the degradation represent. an  

- e 	•re 	:hor LiU.i; 	 j 	 Lu 
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the lens proteins soluble and the Lens transparent (van fleet et al. 1974). 

One sin of determining the subunit structure of the chick cry staUins 

was to derive an estimate of the number of separate loci active during 

the development of the lens. In chapter 9 the analysis of chick crystallin 

subunits 'q both gel electrofoculing and SDS-poluacr7lamida slectrophoresis 

were compared, and the go" number of components shown to be comparable. 

One major point arising from those studies was that earlier work on the 

:oloular weight of chick beta and delta crystalline may have given under-

estimated values (Truman et al., 1971). The major component was found to 

have a molecular weight of 46,000 in agreement with Piatigoreky .t *1. (1974) 

and this component has since been demonstrated iuno1ogical4 to be delta.. 

crystaUin (Hilstone and Piatigoreky 1975). ifoender's group have also 

•ined the molecular weights of rabbit and calf czytal1in subunits tr 

SDS-polyaeiylamids eleotrophoresia (Lism-The and Hoen1ere, 1974a). The 

beta or)'etallin of rabbit Lenses revealed four bands with molecular weights 

between 23,000 and 32 9 00, beta-2 crystallin five bends between 23,000 

and 39,,-00. .ta-3 crystailin showed three major har1s with values between 

22,000 and 36,500, and two minor components (barely visible in photograph) 

of 17,700 and 16 0 000. The values for the beta-crystalline of the calf 

ranged between 23,000 and 28 9500. These authors also estimated values of 

21,000 for rabbit alpha-cry.tailin, 20,000 and 22,000 for calf alpha. 

orystaflin and va.̀ ues of abut 20,5(0 ti 21,000 for the :aira cr;cta..liru3 

It nn"I calf 1,e81)ectiVe1. 

e estimations are in excellent agreement with the general range of 

r weights of the chick polypeptides described in Cher 9. Thus 

- he most recent evidence, taken together with that cited in Chapter 9, 

:4$ides 
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TtIiS can be readily understood if stringent selection pressures opsrate 

on the lens peptide chains (Day, 1971; Clayton, 1974).  This finding is 

in contrast to earlier estimates of molecular weight obtained ty gel 

filtration wiich suggested provisional values of 25,600 and 16,500 for 

chick delta and beta subunit. respective4. The results of Lien-The and 

flosuiers (1974a) and Piatigorey it .1., 1974 substantiate the conclusion 

that the latter values achieved tV gel filtration represent un1irestizat.e 

of true molecular weight. 

HQW uatw aerte tens rc4ucto? 

Fetiat,i n cf the number of genes active in the ien* tissue rouiree 

unambiguous identification of separate po]ypeptides. As .,etailed in the 

Introduction and Chapter 9 there is some controveray as to the number of 

different polyp.ptidee chains which make up the delta-cry.taUin polymer. 

In SX-polyacrylamido gel .lsctropiore.is delta-cryetallin migrates as a 

single component of molecular weight about 46,000 (Piatigore1r et el., 

1974, Hii.stons and Piatigorsky 1975 0  Chapter 9 of this investigation). 

The possibilit #y has been invoked that the separate (putative) subunit 

fractions derived from urea-dissociation studies £my arise from sid-effects 

of the urea rather than repreient genuinl.y different polypeptides 

'.1atigorsiq St *1., 1974).  The evidence presented here suggests strongly, 

cever that these separate components are not artefacts of urea 

e umpie of delta -cjstal1in, 

three major bsr4s in urea gel 

• r 	 , components previously detected as prominent components 

richad in deltaa.cxlstallin (Chapter 5). A similar 

lysis of the cryetallin fractions obtained tr extended agaroal 

r 	I revealed, in addition, two Lesser components to be 

•1f 	r . tn1i1i, '!tir 6. 	 'rz 	10 in 
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accord with provisional attributions made from analysis of fractions 

enriched in de1tacxrstallin (Chapter 5). Do the separate components 

represent cara.r1ation products? Gal electrofocusing in urea is such 

a sensitive technique that it has been used specifically to follow the 

successive carbaxxr1ationa of amino-acid groups in cbinotxrpsinogen A. 

denatured by urea at high temperature (Bobb and Hofetee, 1971). 
The 

consistency in isoelectric point of the crystalline argues against their 

being artefacts of carbanrlation for this is a process dependent upon the 

time of exposure to cyanate ions in urea solutions, and ultimately the 

degree of caraxmjlation witi be reflected in a continuous lowering of 

iso-electric point. Considering that delta-crystallin fractions were 

obtained froui different separation procedures, from different batches of 

animals and subjected to varying times of exposure to urea, one would 

expect to see, if carbaurlation were occuring in these experimental 

conditions, some occassional variance in iso-electric patterns 

representing intermediate stages in the process of carbauylation. Hence 

their consistency in p1 and the failure to detect successive stages and 

degrees of carbanrlation argue that these components are genuine, different, 

subunits. 

Truman et al. (1971 and 1972a) chose to carry out electrophoresis of 

crystallin samples in 6M urea at pH 5.6, in an attempt to minimise 

'b ylation of the proteins, which might be entailed in the use of 

i ne urea (Stark at al., 1960). Some 5 components were provisionally 

Ltributed to the delta orystailin class, all detectable in the 4 dy 

I 	 . C i 	1.i) 1T 	 CCi 	Cifl 

ire length of the ampholine gel is at an acid or near neutral pH, thus 

if 	in  
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More direct evidence that delta oryatallin is composed of different 

polypeptids chains derives from the ontogenic studies described in 

Chapter 14.  The separate appearance in ontogar of delta-i, the separate 

accumulation patterns of the 5 components, as judged by intensity of 

staining, and finally the differences in their rates of iyntb.sis,  cannot 

be explained by cerbaiylation at a single component. The final number 

of 5 major subunits Te'.*1S4 by the elactrotocusing method is in good 

agreement with the less highly resolving techniques of starch gel 

electrophoresis (Truman et *1 9  1972*) and poLyacrylamide  gel electro-

phoresis (Clayton 1969). 

Delta-cry stallins of the chick are presumably mntigenicaUy similar 

since thr form a single are in i*amo.lectrophorssis, suggesting similar 

amino acid composition and indeed similar molecular conformations. The 

comparatively similar pIe of the 5 putative delta components also argues 

that their overall charges are likely to be aimi.er. In 3Jj gel 

electrophoresis whore charges are obliterated, the differences in molecular 

weight of the components may be too slight to be resolved as bands of 

separate mobility, Thus whi st remarkable degrees of heterogeneity have 

been shown for both rabbit and bovine alpha-crystallin, in .J3-poly-

ao2laaide gel electro*tria only 1 band and 2 bands, respectively, 

were obtained for the al*s-crystaUin samples (Liem-The and Honders, 1974*). 

These components are unlikely to be products of slow post-transcriptional 

2 	ions since all five components showed significant levels of 

:tion, throughout ntogex, after only a 4 hour pulse (chapter 14). 

uc: 	i2i:..i 	 y. jt1de i t. 	 - 	ar. not 

• -t; 	 •3CCt;. 	 /.fl1C 	 f•- 	 •t -., 1)74b). 

ric.ivably their radioactive inccvporation could be explained it the 
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sequences of amino acids removed but this would not explain their s.psrste 

synthetic rates nor separate appearances in ontogst. tox'eover, this is 

unlikely from results found for the bovine lens, where as detailed above, 

protease Levels of activity are ectrLy low or absent in the first few 

months of development. Ultimately sequence data 411 be required to 

confirm that these components represent gemtinely separate genetic products 

but the bulk of evidence to date strengthens the view that delta-orystallin, 

like the other oryatallin classes must be a family of hsteropolymari, each 

molecule containing a number of different subunits • This concept was first 

suggested by Clayton and Truman (1967) and these authors have subsequently 

provided elegant immunological, proof that the chick beta cry ata].Lins 

clearly consist of a nixibr of different molecular species (rru:ian and 

Clayton, 1974, iayton and Truman, 1914). 

The fin*.L :,ttributions of subunits to cryataflin class (figure 31, 

Chapter 8) include 2 major alpha-crystalline, 5 major delta-crystalUn 

components and 11 beta-crystalline, in the adult. There is some evidence 

(chapter 6) that in addition some 2-3 4nor bands of isoelectric point 

may be beta-ezyatallins. ComparisOn with the finding, of other authors 

(fully detailed in the Introduction) reveals a surprisingly consistent 

picture for the final number of different poi.ypsptidss in each class, 

considering the variety of techniques used. Thus in this laboratory 

Layton (1969) fouii 3 major alpha components and 5 major delta 

11 beta-cry atallin components bV polyacryla$de gel 

of adult chick samples in dissociative conditions, 

c 	in starch gel eleotro- 

74) tet.cted about 11 

ks tar column elactrotocusing total beta-crystalline in the presence of 
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the oaspsrati'.iy new technique of urea gel sisotrofocusing are thus in 

very good agreement with similar estimates made with less highq 

resolving technique. The major advantage of the .lectrofoouatng tech-

nique Lie in its reproducibility, and since it separates on the basis of 

a single parameter, charge ratio, the avoiding of ambiguities present 

in electrophoresis. With components of similar charge and molecular 

weight, electrophoretic mobilities may ovsi]ap, without implying az 

rele.tiowhip between the comp.nents. A eccond-dimensional electrophoresis 

often reveals that single bands are not always homogeneous (e.g. :ais.l 

and :oodiwi, 1964, Zwaan, 1968). Such overlapping of compc*wnts is much 

lass likely in .l.otrofocuaing ithere differences in isoeleet.rio point of 

0. , 2 to 0.05 of a pI unit can be resolved (3ours, 1971) 

To sarise at this point, characterisation, of the p 1ypsptidsa of 

the chick lone was attempted 17 gel slectrofocusing techniques and 303.. 

polyaMiamide gel electrophoresis. Quantitative data derived from this 

investigation is in good agreement with the work of other authors. This 

is true of the moat recent estimates of molecular weight of oxrataulin 

polypeptides in chick and mammalian species, and of the final estimate 

uf the number of separate gene .oci active in the lens aVatea s  derived 

from urea gel electrofoouaing. Other workers .aplcring a similar 

yetem to inveztigete ms*1iArL crystalline have also stressed that this 

echnique is preferable to fractionation of cryatalU.n subunits tgr 

.ectrophor.eiS on poIraciylamide gels in the presence of 614-urea 

i3 and Øo.irisre 1974a). Wit& the development of each new analytical 

of improved resolution there is a need, each tine, to re.  

; data gained from earlier analytical methods. Such work as 

um.ration and comparison of subunits, altho#fIniani.atal 

a complex but uninspiring jig saw 

e method of analysis of exystallin 
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additional aspects of lens development. Thea tq using antibodies 

preared to isolated subunits,, fractionated ta"  electrofoc using, it 

should be possible to continue the work began in this laboratory 

(Clayton, 1970 on the localisation of the various cx'at&.lins within 

the lens. ..ocoxi].y it should now be possible to derive exact, 

quantitative data on the rates of specific submit yntheaia during 

diLtersntiaticn, although it in clear that oomplexiti.s remain in 

using isotopic methods for measuring these rates (Chapter 14, and 

Kafatos, 1972). The field of differentiation remains .urprising4  

poor in such quantitative data. (afatoa, 1972, AileVAw and 

Pistigoreky, 1975). 
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With regard to the ana]rsie of the protein components of the mRNP 

particle released by EDTA dissociation of chick lens polyribosomes, the 

major conclusion reached, namely that d.iecretepoi %ysomal mRN1 species of 

the lens are associated with the same inRNk-binding proteins, is suppor-

ted by other authors findings, reported during the course of this work. 

Bryan and R ayashi (1973) using similar zonal centrifugation techniques 

to those described here, could separate mRNP from the dissociated 

ribosomal subunits of chick emryo cerebella into discrete classes. 

These classes were estimated by sedimentation in an isokinetic sucrose 

gradient to be a) 10-308 0  b) SOs and c) 70-2009. Using a similar 

SDS discontinuous gel electrophoretic system to that used in this 

investigation (but employing 10% acryl amide) they found that two 

proteins of molecular weight 48,400 and 78,500 were coon to all mRN 

fractions. In addition Blobel (1973) showed that highly heterogeneous 

cell types such as rat hepatocytes and L cells have attached to their 

polysomal mRNA, two proteins of molecular weight (78 9 000 and 52,000) 

identical to those attached to rabbit globin mRNA, although the 

distribution of other minor proteins appeared more complex. 

In essence then it seems likely that the mENA-associated proteins 

are not specific to a given mRNA, but rather that discrete polysomal 

mRNAs within the same cell associate with an identical set of protein.. 

This conclusion might perhaps have been predicted, since if a given 

messenger has to be complexed with a highly specific set of proteins, 

one would require coordination of the syntheses both of the now major 

iaRNA species and that of the mHNAa coding for the specific mRNP-

proteins. If these latter messages in turn required specific mENP 

Prr 	 coueu for by messengers themselves requiring a specific 

ne.wy : :lo sct of proteins and so on, an infinite series of mRNAs 
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and specific mRNP protein. would need to be produced. Thus it never 

appeared possible on logistic grounds for each tnn of mRNA within the 

cell to be canpiexed with its own individual ..t Of proteins, since this 

loads - to ask the question 'Quis custodiet ipso. custodes?' However 

it still appears possible that the particular protein complex associated 

with arV given aRM 'sight reflect or determine the pkyeiologioal state 

of that aRM • Is poly.cnal aRNA associated with the same set :f 

proteins as 'free' qytoplasmic or non.po1yscne1  aRM? Are these 

proteins involved in the sequestering of aRN&? Can particular combi-

nation. of then proteins or quantitative variations in the amounts of 

the proteins affect the rate of translation of specific sENe? For 

these particular types of problems it is possible to imagine a role for 

discrete, separate sets of proteins, wherstr a particular population of 

aRW-associated proteins could be exchanged when the aRNA is sequestered 

or enters the translation ieaahin.ry. This type  of kypothesis can be 

tested directly tV comparing the protein moiety of the non.polyscma1 

'tree' aRM-protein eonplsx.s with that in the aRNP complexes liberated 

from ribosas bV EDVi. orpurccyoin. Unfortunately such evidenc, as 

there i., in conflicting. 

The first analysis, carried out on duck globin mRNPu indicated 

that the free cytoplasmic particles were associated with a set of 

proteins other than those associated with po],ysctal aRM (Gander at 

al. 1973). But this firing is in direct contrast with recent repor-

ted results although these are only preliminary results. Thus the 

poet.-riboo,ml supernatant of rabbit reticuloqytes contains RM which 

is substantially enriched in alpha-g]obin messenger activity. 

aRNP ioolatod from this traction contains the same two major proteins 

as the po].y.omnal aRM and is not removed tr centrifugation through 
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0.5irCL sucrose gradients (Gross, K. W. and Baglioni, C., unpubiishad 

observations cited in Gross .t a]. 1973). A proliminazy report has 

also appeared that claims that the post-ribosomal particles and the 

po]ysccial mP1P of Ehrlich asoites tumour cells are both associated with 

two major proteins of molecular weight 78,000 and 52,000, plus 11 other 

minor components (Barri.ux et a]. 1974). The comparison of the auto-  

radiographic profiles of the two sets of proteins suggest.d, in contrast 

to G.&er et a]. (IM that the sans proteins were associated with the 

mRNA before translation as during translation. 

In consequence, although thee, are very preliminary reports, it 

means that the intriguing Ipothesis that an exchange of proteins must 

take place before the message can be incorporated in the translation 

complz (O.&er at a]. 1973) remains unconfirmed. Rather the recent 

evidence suggests that when mRNA passes into the cytoplasm it becomes 

saturated with a sot of proteins that are capable of binding to arv 

species of aRNA, and that these proteins rein associated with the 

inRNA as it enters into translation. Bather than envisaging each 

species of 	being associated with a specific, i&4ividua1 spectrta 

of proteins, both as free mRNP pa ti''s and as translated, po]ysl 

message, it seems more probable that a discrete set of proteins are 

attached to all the poiyeomel mHXk species of the cell, and that 

tbe3e proteins are identical to those found attached to 

:;toplasmic non..po]'somal mRND. 

These findings substantiate the results for lens po].yeonal mBA 

r ! 1 'ported here but in turn raise the question of how the  proteins are 

the proteins recognise specific nucleotide 

the poly.omal mRN& species of a particular 

c.: U t::e? Alternatl,.rely the proteins iay recognise same less specific 
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feature of the eRNAs such as the phosphate back-bOne, the overall nega-

tive charge of the molecule or regions of high secoixiazy structure. 

In all cases the binding appears to be of a different nature to that 

of non-specific adsorption of proteins onto aRM, since it is resis-

tant to dissociation tr high ionic conditions. 

DO mRMAS3OCIATJD PiYEINS RECOGNLE 812 FEATURE OF THE aRM LIES8 

S?FI7IC THAN NUCLEC1IDE SUENCE? 

Allowing for the variation in the experimental source of po1r-

scasi mRNPe, their method of extraction, and the techniques used to 

.x*lyae the protein aoiety of such aRNPa, it is remarkable that most 

authors estimate that the molecular weight of the major protein con-

ponents fail into two size classes 60-80,000 and 45-52,000. (However 

Leble.0 at al (1971) reported that the molecular weight of the components 

from rabbit globin .RNP are 130,000 and 68,000.) These results suggest 

that there may be a restriction on the size class of the proteins that 

can enter into tight binding with aRM. Possibly region, of elaborate 

aecondal)' structure within the sIULk would restrict effective binding 

properties to a particular size class of protein. New techniques in 

electron microscoly however, now aske it possible to visuslise messenger 

ribonucleoprotein particles (Dubochet at al. 1973)  and it now some 

likely that the relationship between the .ecc&azy structure of the 

1A and the positions of the protein within the RNA-protein complex 

will be elucidated. In both mRNP and aRNA, regions of high density  

(200°A in diameter) alternate with much finer strands (40°A in diameter), 

and the regions of high density disappear with the denaturation of the 

RM, suggesting th' are regions of high secondary structure. The 

proteins appear to be concentrated in four to seven points along the 
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EM molecule. It remains to be answered whether the messenger specific 

proteins associate with specific regions of the EM, such as those of 

high secondary structure, or whether the protein is evenly coated 

along the JIM thread, in which case the high density regions might 

result from the secondary Structure of the ribonuoleoprotein itself. 

There in some further evidence to suggest that the proteins associate 

with RNA regions that already show a high degree of secondary structure. 

Studies of Sthidian bromide binding showed that when purified duck 

globin aRM was compared with mRNP, fewer iit.* of intercalation were 

available in the aRNP, suggesting that the proteins were partially 

shielding the EM from the dye. Extensive base paired regions equiv-

alent to those found in the aRM could still be detected in the aIP 

(Pavre it al • 1973). Confirmation of the finding that the proteins 

are concentrated in four to seven points along the RNA molecule would 

favour the concept that the proteins are recognising particular dis-

tortions in the shape of the 1INA molecule, rather than recognising 

specific nucleotide sequences common to all the polysonal EM species 

of that cell. This follows simply because the evidence to date does 

not suggest that different eukaryote aRMs have as aaxq as four to 

seven specific nucleotide sequsnc•a in common. However the local 

nucleotide sequence in axr region of high secondary structure could 

still determine the final degree of binding,, so that dissociation 

constants of particular MW-protein complex.n could vary widely, 

DO 	A..L3OCI!t7'D PROTEINS BIND TO SEQUENCES COtEON TO MMIT 

"13? 

th the evidence, previously described, tht alL of the poLysoial 

-cIe9 of a cell are aser)ci!ltod with the same discrete set of 



tightly bound proteins, the possibility was raised that such proteins 

were recognising nucleotide sequences common to all eukaxrote mRNAs 

(Blobel, 1973). It 1s widely established that poly(A) segments are 

a characteristic of all animal cell mRNa, with the exception of hietone 

mRNAa. Such poly(A) regions could provide binding sites for some of 

the m1TP proteins. Kw.n and Brawerman (1972) were able to isolate a 

structure containing poly(A) ccinplexed with a pronese sensitive particle 

from mouse aercoma polysomes. The poly(A) in the complex remained 

available for interaction with poly (U). Øn addition the isolation 

of the mRNA..protein complexes by affinity chromatograpby to oligo (dT) 

cellulose reported in this investigation and in Lindberg and Sundquist 

(1974), suggested that at least a portion of the poly(A) sequences of 

Ryjm1 mENPa are available for base pairing with oligo (dT), i.e. are 

uncoveredj Kwan and Brawerman (1972) also claim that their unpub-

lished results show similar poly(A) containing structures could be 

isolated from the non-poi78omal 'free' mRNP. 

The mRNP complexes released from the polysomea of mouse L calls  

and rat bepatocytes by pocin were shown to contain two major proteins 

similar in molecular weight to the two proteins found associated with 

rabbit globin mRNA (Blobel, 1973). Pol,yaomea from L cells were diges-

ted with RNkee after dissociation by purorcin and the digestion products 

aim2raed on sucrose gradients. A protein of molecular weight 78,000 

could be detected in three separate fractions covering the sedimentation 

range 4-148. Sucrose radient analysis of (3
H7 adenosine labelled 

polysomes reveal 	peak of radioactivity at ha, with a base compo- 

sition of 80% AMP. Thus a poly(A) containing segment of mENA co.. 

eedintented with a po]ypeptide of molecular weight 78,000. The sedimen... 

tation rate of the protein and of the RNA could be lowered by dissociating 
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the material released by the RNAae with either SOS or ZM Lid. In 

summary mild nucleo],ytic treatment led to a release of mRlI& segments 

associated with distinct proteins. Whilst the largest protein 

appeared to be bound to the poly(A) region of the mRNA, the binding site 

of the second largest protein (molecular weight 52,000) could not be 

elucidated. The vxthor invoked the possibility that non-coding regions, 

possibly at the 5' and of the L cell mRNA, might provide a binding site 

for the smaller protein. 

Do eukaryotic mRNA.e then have ones of common base sequences other 

than aderrlate rich regions at the 3' terminus? Little is known at the 

moment about the possibility of common non-coding sites (other than 

poly(A) sequences) existing within the mIA species of a particular cell, 

but recent evidence indicates that speculation on this point is, at least 

Justified. 

PaLysonal mRNAe from developing Xenpi*ia embryos tested in an excess 

DNA bybridisation Watem appeared to contain two main components renattu'-

ing at different rates (Dia l  Crippa and Baccar, 1973).  The authors 

interpreted their results as suggesting that the fast reassociating region 

was transcribed from a family of homogeneously repeated sequences, and 

this 	rth was covalently attached to the main part of the RNA 

molecule transcribed from unique DNA sequences • Such identical repeated 

sequences attached to mazy unique MA sequences would solve the problem 

of 'liow a Li:.1tei nuber 1f protin3 can bind to all the poiysotnal mINA 
rerot 

Species cf a cell tc. 	Preli:ainaI1s also appeared that claims 

t half of the DNA sites that bybridise with hasmoglobin mRN( can be 

upied by aRNAs from other sources, but not by ribosomal RNA (Salax 

1Y7!'. 	Tho 	eliovo t!wt euk. rctc i" 	v 	trir 
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con base sequences. Such base sequences could correspond to repeti-

tive areas of the DNA, but such sites may of course vary from species to 

species. 

Whilst these findings are intriguing, thay await confirmation. 

In particular it must be confirmed that the repeated sequences are caval-

entiy attached to the unique sequences. It is possible that two classes 

of siNA exist, one transcribed from unique sequences, the other from 

repeated sequences, and that 1'bridieation of a mixed population of theee 

two types would explain the ronaturation 	r,-tee of theX.nopu. experi- 

ments (Campo and Bishop, 1974). 

One might expect that the initiation region of related mRNA species 

may have acme feature in common which could provide a specific binding 

site for the mEINA associated protein.. However pol 1ypeptid.a similar or 

identical to those associated with the mRNA of normally growing KB cells 

can also bind to adenovirus aRNA (14.ndb.rg aria. Sundquist,, 1974). It is 

much more difficult to envisage that viral and eukal7ote mENAs could have 

a number of nucleotido sequences in common, that could bind specifically 

the same protein(s), but it way be significant that poly (A) sequences 

have been found in the nuclear and polysomal RNt of ed.novirue (Philipson 

et al. 1971). 

Clearly further studies are required to clarify the nature and 

po3itiOfl of the binding of the proteins to RNA molecules. At the moment, 

Iie view that such proteins could be bound to sequences held in common 

................................ 

..... 	..; 	-.. 	. 

iolecular weight 78,000 was bound to the po1yadez'late region of a 

Der of mammalian RN). (Blobel, 1973). It has not been shown however 

th nrr,tejn is corifned to the potyaderj1te seencos. 	The 
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protein alao coaedimsnts with RKA fractions that do not contain a sub-

stantial amount of AMP. Considerable amount, of this protein can also 

be found associated with the email ribosomal sub-unit. This might 

reflect, as the author suggest., incomplete dissociation of aMP from 

the scmil ribosomal sub-unit. Alternatively the protein might also 

be attached to regions other than the poly(A) sequence, and involved 

in the interaction of the aMA with the ribosomal sub-units. 

Other observations also indicate that it is unlikely that this 

polypoptide is confined to the poly(A) sequence. When SMP coinpl.xea 

(isolated tr affinity chromatograp' on oligo(cEr) cellulose from KB cell 

po]y.cxaee) were prepared at high salt concentration, a component of 

molecular weight 78,000 was the main polypeptide remiri'*g associated 

with the miNA (Lindberg and Sundquist, 1974).  However the iaktNP particles 
are iound 

released 1' E1Y1A treatment of high salt washed poLyaomeaound in a 

narrow density range in CsC1 gradients, indicating that the proteinRNA 

ratio of 0.7 between differently sized aMAs did not vary greatly (Kumar 

and Lindberg, 1972). To maintain the same prot.inikUA ratio over the 

whole size distribution of MA from these aMP fractions would require 

2.20 molecules of the 78,000 molecular weight component per aMA 

(Lindberg and Sundquist,, 1974).  Since the size of the polyaderlate 

region will not vary considerably between aMAa of different .i., it 

appears highly likely that the bulk of the protein molecules will be 

LvuL Lo additional sites on the aMA. even if the protein complement 

:e up br additional poiypeptides, there' decreasing the number of 

e. 
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8UART 

Where indications are available of the number of protein molecules 

bound per mENA, namely the considerations of Lindberg and Sundquist (1974) 

outlined above, and the electron microscopic pictures of duck globin, 

(Dubochet et a).. 1973) 0  the data suggests that a considerable number of 

protein molecules are associated with each inRNk molecule. Taken together 

with the evidence presented in this report and in Brian and Hayashi (1973), 

that a limited set of proteins are bound to all the po].ysomal mBNA species 

of a particular cell type, one must axplain a multiplicity of binding sites 

per mJ*4A sufficiently similar on different templates that a common set of 

proteins can bind to all. This binding seems unlikely to be duespecific 

nucleotide seq*nc.s in the mRNA, i.e. to sites held in common tV differ.. 

ent mRNAs, unless the degree to which specific mRNAs have sequences of 

bases in common has been underestimated to date IVDNA—RNA }rbridisation 

studies. Consequently the data at present suggest that the protein may 

be distributed along the aO(A molecule, the site of binding determined, 

in the main, ty some factor other than specific nucleotide sequence. 

The proteins may recognise, initially, regions of high secondary structure, 

as suggested by electron microscope studies (Dubochet at a).., 1973). A 

simple scheme to determine the specificity of the binding of those proteins 

to various aRNAs undergoing translation is outlined in the next section. 

In addition a method is suggested for determining whether specific poly-. 

po -tidas are confined to the po].yaderrlate region of mIGiA molecules. 

"ion if a considerable amount of information emerges from these sort of 

3U1e3, it 	S C 	tIt even .:ore 	 LJC;fltU&j. .1 	e r' irei 

Ci 	 aite 
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Although several roles fort he protein of mkP particles have 

been suggested, such as stabilisation of mMA and protection against 

nuclease activity, or changing the rat, or efficiency of translation, 

the function of the proteins remains unknown (review Williamson, 1973). 

However, where attenpts have been mad, to determine the biological 

significance of the RNA-associated protein., the evidence has 

implicated the protein, with involvement in the very initial stages 

of polypeptide eynthsais. 

The first evidence of a p&siologioal role for the protein, in 

mRNP complexes as with the discovery that 14*  rabbit globin aRNP 

could bind to native 40s ribosomal sub-units washed with sodium 

decixycholate, whilst deproteinised 9@ eRNA exhibited no such bind(ng. 

(Lebisu et a]. 1971). The authors reported that the binding of naked 

90 aRNA to unwashed 40s ribosomal sub-units occurred to a significant 

extent, but other workers have found no difference in the binding of 

globin mRNP and saNk to such sub-units (Pragneli and Arnatein, 1970). 

It is possible however that the proteins responsible for the binding 

remain associated with crude unwashed ribosomal preparations, thus 

permitting the eRNA to bind. The inability of the 9* saNk to bind 

to the domWeholate treated 40s ribosomal sub-unit remains surprising. 

Where additional q7toplasmic factors are snplqyed, globin mornthesis 

can be achieved. Thus liver sap has been used to translate globin 

mRNL on salt washed ribosomes (Sampson and Borghetti, 1972). 

Other results indicating that the sRNA-associated proteins are 

of biological ii.ificence, implied a role in the formation of initiation 

complexes with natural sRN&. (flan and Ilan,, 1973). Initiation factors 

11 and 12 were prepared from a high salt wash of Tenebrio pupal ribo.cxs.e 

cLiin; no endoenouo rn'. 	In a celL free Vote, these factors 
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translated the aDmthatic aRMk AM(U) but not natural sLU(L. When the 

protein from 16a aRN? was separated br high salt treatment and 

chromatograpl- and added to the cell free agratem,, both natural and 

rnthetic mRNAs were translated. In addition ribosomal wash from 

ribosomee possessing eRNL also initiated polypeptide syntheele under 

the direction of both Mrmthetic and natural mHN&s. The factor separated 

from the 16a =W-protein complex (designated 1 
3 
 ) whilst required for 

the initiation of natural ARNA translation, had no capacity on its own  

to initiate polypeptide iVnthesis,, whilst 1 1 and 12  individually, had 

very limited capacities. The results indicated that a protein factor 

bound to aRNA was necessary for the translation of natural message, and 

the authors suggested that the protein recognised a non-coding nucleotide 

sequence that preceded the AUG initiator region of aRNA • The factors 

involved in the binding and recognition of such regions are the subject 

of much research work at the moment, and recent results allow one to 

suggest and evaluate possible roles of the mRNL-associated proteins with 

much more confidence than hitherto. However before this evidence is 

considered, it should be pointed out that aRNA..bound proteins can be 

clearly separated from initiation factors tV a high salt wash (NsSel 

at a]. • 1973). Furthermore these authors showed that the most mature 

rabbit retiouloytes no longer have active initiation factors in the 

0.514 Xci.. ribosomal wash, but thy do retain a normal amount of 14. mRNP. 

This persistence may reflect a basic role in the initiation process. 

The results of several recent investigations suggest that the 

secondary structure of viral mIWk molecules may confer specificity 

in polypptids chain initiation. The specificity directed tr R17 fflIA 

in an in vitro ayetem with E. àoli ribosomes is drastically altered tr 

fragmentation of the RNA molecule (Steitz, 1973). Normaliy the intact 
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genoms directs the synthesis of 20 molecule of coat protein and 5 mo]. 

of replica.e for every mci. of A (maturation) protein. Ribosome  

binding site preparations containing a mixture of the initiator regions 

of the three genes were rebound to various ribosome extracts, and 

their ratios in the 70s ,  peak assessed, Surprisingly L co]i ribosomes 

did not discrjn{nte in favour of the coat site, but preferentially 

bound the A-protein initiator fragment. The Aprotein initiator 

fragment was recognised selectively some  40 fold and 11 fold over the 

coat and replicase ut.. respectively. Ribosoinea from Bacillus 

•arotherconilua normally initiate only the A protein when directed 

tr intact 1117 ENA • When incubated with mixtures of the three initiator 

sites, the A protein initiator region was specifically rebound even 

where the 1117 coat site was present in 10-fold molar excess. The 

discrimination ratio for the A site relative to the coat and replicass 

initiators was 40:1 and 8:1 respectively. Confirmation that some feature 

of the A-protein cistron ensures a high affinity for ribosomes was 

obtained ty experiment, with random]..y fragmented Ri? RNA. As the length 

of the degraded genome shortened, the relative initiations of the coat 

and replicas, sites diminished remarkably. In contrast when the A sits 

was liberated from the rest of the messenger molecule the A protein 

initiator region showed a at.a4 increase in activity. 

The author, believe that the ability of the 1117 coat and replicase 

sites to be efficiently recognised may require the participation of 

regions of the phage genome bçroid these binding sites. Their basic 

thesis postulates that the overall secondary and tertiary structure 

L1 te een:r 	ii.. 	£r ri 	cre 	u: 

initi:t i re,i 	iL tio cLivit >  c.i. 	rt.iui.r 	 - 

e.n be enhanced or decreased by the remainder of the nRNA molecule. 
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Even if there were no feature within the immediate vicinity of the 

initiator oodon that would promote a high affinity for ribosome., other 

portions of the molecule could be arranged so that the initiator region 

remains in a highly prominent position, accessible for ribosom. binding. 

Enhancement of activity could also occur if the rest of the R1I& molecule 

was facilitating the opening of local hydrogen-bonded loops during 

ribosom. attachment. Alternatively the secondary structure of the intact 

molecule may lead to the sequestering of the initiator codon. This could 

also occur if cistrons were hydrogen bonded to segments of adjacent cietrons, 

thershy decreasing initiation rate.. 

Thus it appears possible that different types  of initiation sit.s 

occur, whose .fficienr is innately determined tq the secondary structure 

of the messenger molecule. It is tempting to speculate that cellular 

factors have evolved which recognise initiator regions and selectively 

expose the initiator codona so that the innate restrictions of secondary 

structure are overcome. 

Direct physical evidence for the bass-paired secondary structure of 

a fragment of mRNA in solution has been obtained. Both resolution of 

the time dependence of the melting curve for the RNA fragment (Gralla it 

.1. 1974)  and nuclear magnetic resonance studies (Rilbers st a]. 1974) 

have established that the RNA in highly base-paired. 

Evidence supporting the existence of non-random bas.-.pairing also 

exists for becteriophag. T4  lyso'me SRN& (Eicard and Sa].ser, 1974). 

Following their stidies on the u.s and folding of this messenger, the 

authors explain their results tOr a model in which a= secondary structure 

controls initiation at ribosomal attachment points. Ieo'as mIUZA 

activity extracted froi. T4  infected 	B. coli cells sedimanted in 

sevral discrete peaks. Treatment with T ltNAe inactivated the lysowme 

ri'. 	 ,1ie 	rtti: :rf1- 	rc..;ineJiiLr t 	1 	3td 
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control sample. Corresponding peaks were still found in sedimentation 

studies employing denaturing conditions. However when the mRNL was heat 

disaggregated briefly at 80°C, then treated with nuclease, the 1jsoqe 

aRNA activity was found in smaller fragments, furthermore some of the 

1ysome mRNL activity was recovered which was initially lost tV the 

nuclease treatment. Heat treated and nuclease digested seapi.s showed 

a considerable increase in aRNA activity when subjected to a second 

heat disaggregation step. 

The authors argue that it the secondary structure of the aRNA is 

highly ordered, maiy of the single strand breaks induced ty the 

nuclease may remain masked. The lysoqas aRNA nolsaule could sediment 

as a single unit because the cleaved fragments were still held together 

' bass-pairing. The second disaggregation step then revealed theee 

specific breaks, allowing the ]yso'ms aRNA activity to be recovered 

in a number of smaller fragments. 

To explain how nuclease treated- 1.yeorme aRNA recovers its activity 

through denaturation by heat, the authors invoke the idea that secondary 

structure of the aRNA molecule may prevent translation of the ]1ysoas 

template. In their model the ]ysorme messengers contain at least two 

riboeoal attachment sites. Ribosomes attach at one exposed site and 

continued translation into the ],yeoqae cistron. The second site 

remains base-paired, thus explaining how nuclease treatment inactivates 

the lysoy'me wRN&. However this basepairing is broken down tW the 

second heat diaaggr.getion procedure, which releases a =all active 

RIIA fragment containing the now exposed second ribosome attachment 

sit.. Possibly the l.ysone aMA is always produced in an inactive, 

highly base-paired form. Conformational changes, in the aMA molecular 

structure or specific nuclease clea'sge could then bring about exposure 

of the ribosome binding sites at some particular stage of infection. 
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Both investigations discussed above emphasis, the role of miUL& 

secondary structure in the control of initiation of protein qmthesis. 

This secondary structure is in fact an intrinsic property of all aRN&s. 

Random nucleotide sequences generated by computer were evaluated 

according to the rules governing thermo4anio stability and most 

structures showed about 40-60 base. piring (Grafle and De Lid, 1974). 

Statistical analysis indicated that the probability of finding a t..'NA 

sized sequence, either random or real, that did not show secondary 

structure was very er11 • Thus the degree of bass-pairing found 

in virus m1A (on average about 60%) cannot be dismissed as a special 

adaptation for, say, virus packaging. Rather the extent of base-

pairing exhibited W random structures imply that a high degree of 

secondary structure is a feature of all aRNAs. 

The interaction between the bacterial initiation factor 1F 3  and 

MA has been studied in order to elucidate the relationship between 

particular mmandary structures, such as hairpin loops, and the 

recognition of initiator region of the mRNL molecule (Wicketrom, 1974). 

The author emplcq.d nitrocellulose filter assays and equilibrium 

dialysis measurements to determine the degree of binding of the 

initiation factor 173  to various 1NAs containing hairpin loops and 

single strand regions. For oligmors of 1... than 20 nucleotides, 

173  bound with hairpin loops and single strands provided thsV contained 

the nucleotide sequence AUG. The lUlLs lacking AUG did not bind 1731  

When longer single standed RNA such as a 70 base sequences of poly (A,U,a) 

was competed with a 300 base sequence of the single stranded po1y (U), 

the poly (U) boni 1F3  equally well as poly (it,U , a). Thus 173  can bind 

nspecifical]y to single stranded RW, but as the author points out, 

th a high dagreo of baze-pairing in natur1 tNs, such 1on. sin1e 
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stranded regions necessary for this typo of binding 411 occur only 

rarely. In addition, the non-specific typo of binding is composed of 

mazT weak interactions at mazr sites, whereas the specific affinity 

for AUG involves a strong bind( per nucleotide. In sxary, the 

binding of 37  is AUG specific for short oligmers but non-specific 
weak binding can occur with long single stranded regions. Theae are 

combined in the author's model for IF behaviouss the IF  factor binds 

first to the initiator codcm within an exposed hairpin loop or internal 

loop, the base-paired region adjacent to this codon is then denatured, 

so that the muiNk initiation region is maintained in a single stranded 

state to facilitate binding to the small ribosomal sub-unit. 

This model in which initiation sites prviouaiy rendered mao-

cesaible tr )rdrog.n bonded loops, become avaUablo for ribosome binding, 

is the first indication of how cellular components contribute to 

recognition of initiator regions. Whilst the initiation factor 

presumably denatures the hydrogen bonded loop with the most accessible 

initiation codon, and the wsakst base-pairing, this ability to denature 

particular initiator regions may vary from ons 1F 3  factor to another, 

so that some IF factors may exhibit aR1U specificity. 

As pointed out earlier the two major observations on the functions 

of the proteins associated with eukaryote aBliAs both implicate these 

components in some aspect of the initiation of protein iVnthesis. With 

the insight provided tF viral studies on the role of aRN& secondary 

structure and of cellular factors in the recognition and availability 

of initiation regions of aRNA, it appears reasible that the maNP proteins 

nra i:ivolved in the recognition of initiator regions. 

ort for this contention comes from studies on two 

i; 	 i"',,r 	f 	it 	n c.pI*rcd in t't  	 ex  
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with rabbit retioulorte ribosomes (Cashion and Stanley, 1974). 

Both of theee factors can be extracted from a .5M KC1 polysomal wash. 

IF I forme a stable ternary complex with GTP and initiator t-RNA in 

the absence of ribosomal sub-unite, and promotes binding of mett-.RhlA 

to the emeU ribosomal sub-unit. Theee complex.s can be released on 

Millipore filters. IF is isolated from IF 1 tV sequential step
ti  

eluttons from DE&E-celluloee. This factor is required for the 

transfer of complex containing an 805 ribosome. After this IF  

mediated transfer, the initiator t-BJU is bound to the 80& ribosome 

at the P site where the methionine residue of the t-MU is in position 

to form the first peptide bond. That such an initiation complex has 

been generated can be tested by determining the reactivity of the 

methionine residue with purocin. The binding of the initiator 

t-NNA to ribosomal sub-units and ribosamee is analysed by sedimenting 

the initiation complex assembly through 1045% exponential sucrose 

gradient.. IF promoted the binding of the initiator -i3lilt to the 

40s ribosomal sub-unit, a step which required GTP but which 1s template 

independent. However the IF mediated transfer of the initiator 

t1& from the 40* ribosomal sub-unit to the initiation complex on 

the 80n riboeoms was promoted greatly by certain templates but not 

others. The oligmer AUG or the single stranded polymer AUG(U)25  

greatly promoted the transfer with about the same degree of effective.. 

nose. An initiation complex could also be formed in the presence of 

rabbit globin mRNP, although not with the same officionr as the 

synthetic ilNAs. Surprisingly, however, rabbit globiri eRNA only 

contributed to a level of initiation complex formation to that found 

in the presence of IFtand  IF., alone. It appeared that with 

natural messengers containing a high degree of secondary structure, 
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the m1IP proteins were required for the formation of the initiation 

complex. When the relative amounts of (35) msthiorl_pu1eo,oin formed 

in the initiation complex were compared, the data indicated again that 

the rabbit globin aiWis could not participate in the complex formation. 

The relative amount of methiozl puromycin formed was approximately 

equivalent to that observed where no exogenous template was present, 

only IF1  and IF. In contrast the relative amounts of msthiorrl. 

purcxrcin formed in the initiation complex promoted tr rabbit-globin 

.RNP or AUG(7J)25 were very similar, equivalent to about 80% of that 

promoted ty AUG. 

The authors propose that "the a1A-.associated proteins establish 

the proper reading frame on the natural aRNAs tr making accessible to 

the ribosome the correct AUG codon to serve as the initiator codon." 

This idea is e very attractive on*, but the evidence would be more 

compe.ling if the difference in b.havio!1.v between the rabbit globin aRNP 

and rabbit globin iIN) were more marked. The number of (35 S)msthionini 

counts found in the initiation comp.ez on the 80a ribosome is only about 

3.4 times higher when promoted kV aRN? rather than mRNA, including cor-

rection made for the different amount, of template used in the experiment. 

Similarly, compared to mRNA, mRNP directs about three times the relative 

amount of methionyl-purocin formation, but the total amounts formed 

in these assays, are very low. Other authors using equivalent amounts 

of reactants in a similar bacterial assay have reported the formation 

of p.mol. amounts of initiator amino-eq.yl puro'cin complexes up to 70 

tines greater than that found for the rabbit r.ticulort. assay (Bernal 

at al. 1974).  If these results were repeated on a scaled-up version 

of the experiments, however, the evidence would indicate, in the clearest 

fashion to date, the role of the aEN-..asociated proteins. 



If the i*RNP proteins play a role in translation, one night expect 

that their effect on the officiemV of translation might be revealed 

br comparisons of the rate of protein ynthseis directed tjr mP or 

protein free aiUIk in cell-free qystems. In fact conflicting evidonce 

.zi.ts in the literature an to whether the proteins associated with 

poysonal mitTht enhance translation in heterologous cell-free systems. 

Early experiments with in ritroMrstems suggested that mRNP from rabbit 

reticulott.s stimulated cell-free protein mVnthesis, in contrast to 

deproteinised mR)U1 which had an inhibitory effect (.Weisberger and 

Arrvevtxout, 1966; Lockard and Lingrel, 1969). With the refinement 

of cell-free systems it appears that in rat liver at least, there are 

no pronounced differences between reticulocyte mRNP and naked reticu. 

loyte mUIk either in stimulating new protein .ynthesis or in the 

inhibition of amino-acid incorporation at higher Concentrations (Sampson 

at a].. 1972). The most recent work on the comparison of the activity 

of rabbit globin mNP with that of protein free globin mRNA has now 

emplced an embryonic brain cell-free Mrstem (Hendricks at a].. 1974). 

The use of this ectodarmal tissue may provide for a more valid comparison, 

since rat liver is erthryoporetio in embryos and may possibly retain 

cellular factors that can enhance the translation of erthryoporetio 

messenger.. The authors data suggested that at a concentration of 

0.4 A260 	'el each of globin aRNP and globin mRNA, the SRNP stiaui. 

lated the incorporation of ( 3H) isucine into protein at about a 2 

higher rate. At lower concentrations this difference is much less 

marked. Similar result, were recorded for ascit.s cells although 

hers the degree of increased incorporation appear, to be about 15-17%. 

If one takes into account that the protein In the mRNP contributes slightly 

to the absorbance at 260nm, the stimulation tq aMP, on an ENIi basis, 

is even greater. In fact the authors claim that aNP stimulated km11o. 
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acid incorporation ty the cell-free aystems at a rat. 30-40% higher than 

the daproteinised nRNA, although thr do not give the basis for this 

calculation. What is clear is that the .RNP did consistently stimulate 

protein aVnthesis in the embryo brain qystems more than the corresponding 

The conflicting in vitro results for the altlLA.-aasociatd protein 

mirrors the present controver' as to whether initiation factors in 

eukaryote cells are messenger specific. A recent review listing the 

evidence for and against this concept has appeared, and the conclusions 

reached appear equally applicable to aRNA-asaociated protein. (Pain and 

Clemens,, 1973). The authors make two points, firstly that the factors 

may recognis. rather large classes of iRNA, discriminating between 

these classes through differences in conformational states or secondary 

structure. Secondly, with in vitro oVstems only the relative 

efficiencies of translation for different messengers may be altered tv 

specific factor., and when aRNA is present in large amounts this effect 

may not be detected. 

In arr comparison between the relative efficiencies of sktNP and 

protein-free mRN& in stimulating protein ayntheais in cell-free Avatems, 

there in always the possibility that the cell may contains, even in 

limited amounts, similar proteins capabie of binding to the naked aRNA, 

which attach to the RNA before initiation, so tiuik(ng  the comparison 

invalid. This objection cannot 4 overcome by using in vitro ayet.ms, 

since such proteins capable of binding man' introduced aRNAs are even 

more likely to be present. The crucial experisrrt in this field, to 

evaluate the importance of the aRNA-associated proteins has not yet 

been performed. This is to re-isolate a specific aRNA from a 

heterologous cell-fr.e aVatem and determine whether it has become 
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associated during translation with the sane set of proteins as those 

shown to be tightly bound to maNA by established methods (Williamson, 

1973). 

I hereby propose an experimental rationale to answer this question, 

and in addition, to determine whether specific polypeptidea are confined 

to the polyaderrlate region of maNA molecules. 

The major requirement is for highly labelled mRNA-associated 

proteins. Unlabelled proteins of this sort, obtained by EDTA or 

purtycin induced dissociation of ribosomes, or by affinity chroma-

tograpby on oligo NT) cellulose, should id.aliy be labelled to a 

very :iigi txtivity with 11iodine. The protein noietq of rabbit 

giobin 	lu,.a been labelled with ( RC) iodaoetio acid (Tecnerman 

and Lebleu, 1969).  It may also be feasible to label the cell source 

of the proteins with (VP) phosphate, since several of the duck globin 

mRNA-associated proteins arc known to do phoephozylated ('Morel at al, 

1973). This method may be preferable if excess iodination interfered 

with the biological activity of the proteins. 

The specific messenger can then be translated in a cell-free 

rjxtem. derived from the wheat germ embryo containing the highly 

labelled mRNA-associated proteins in solution. Such a ayatem has 

the advantage of a very low rat. of endogenous protein ayntheeis. 

At the exit of the incubation period, say 30 minutes, high ionic 

conditions can be chosen which terminate the qnth.tio activity of 

be reduce fortuitous associations 

might be feasible at this stage to 

r.u3somee and ribosomal sub-units by centrifugation, although 

, is not essential. Either the supernatant or the whole cell- 

(!rn then be p'osed, under the uunl. eondtton for 
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isolating aRNPs though an oligo (dT).celluloae column (Lindberg and 

Sundquist, 1974).  The nature of the M moieties and the protein 

components can be analysed separately in subsequent stages. An 

oligo (C)-cellulose column made up in lover ionic conditions to 

isolate naked poly (A) containing iMA (Lindberg and Sundquist, 1974), 

would provide a control to determine the amount of non-protein bound 

mitNA. If the mRNA has become associated with proteins during 

translation, ana]yaie of the radio-activity of the proteins will 

reveal whether or not these are the mRNA-associated proteins originally 

isolated and suspended in the cell-free system. If theae proteins 

were found in such an experiment, to bind to the aRNA during translation, 

this would emphasise the importance of the proteins in some basic role 

of po)ypeptide synthesis, and form the basin of future experimentation 

aimed at elucidating the exact role of the aRNA-associated proteins, 

Clearly it would be possible to compare the binding of a set of protein. 

with mM& from very different species,, giving possible insights as to 

how the proteins recognise the aLNA, as well as indications on the 

specificity of the binding. 

In addition, if such binding could be faithfully monitored, it 

should be possible also to determine whether the proteins bind only to 

specific nucleotide seusnoes or in some more general fashion. This 

follows from the discovery that the poly(A) sequence is not necessary 

for the translation of mouse globin m&INA in a cell-free system (Huiaphri.a 

et mA 1974).  It would be of great interest to deterir.e whether the 

poiypeptides associated with complete edNA molecules were identical in 

composition and amount to those capable of attaching to de-aderrlated 

edNA. With such a protein binding assay,, it should be possible to 

determine whether specific polypeptides ore confined exclusively or not 

to the poly (A) region of the edNA molecule. kvidence on this point 
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could clarify the nature of the protein binding, and provicAe the basic 

for determining eventuality the ctoichionetzr of the aiW? conpl.xes. 

The scheme appears feasible. All of the techniques, with the 

exception of the labelling of the miNL'-auociated proteins, are 

currently available to this laboratory, and thu majority have been 

used in the investigations described here. 	Me difficulty is in 

obtaining a suffici.nti,y high degree of labelling so that minute 

amomte of protein can be analysed. Alt.rntivey one could smplc' 

a aR!A of high specific activity, achieved again tr iodination or 

( 32P) labelling, but the advantage of a source of labelled proteins 

is that a number of different cIUJAs could be tested for their ability 

to bind these proteins within absolutely equivalent cell-free ysteas. 
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Tia ntture of the protein ooaponenta in aiP has attracted such 

interest, but the laat at any assigned function for these proteins a..k.s 

their study dLficuit. The most recent postulations on the function of 

at least 2=0 of the mLN.-aiaociatd proteins involve their intertLcticn 

with the poly(A) sequence at .uknryote mRa. The precise function of 

po1.yadenylie aoi4 seusnaes at the 3u"i terminus of eurkazyote aa is 

tar from clear, although recent evidence at least rules out that this 

s..jusnoe is necessary for initiation, re-'initition, •iottion, trans-

lation or t.r.ln&tion at protein synthesis. Other results indicated 

that the  poy(A)  seiLences ma be involved in the determination at the 

lifetime ci a m.M in the cytoplasm o  liomver even more recent results 

question this 4potnsis. Cieriy this idiole area of work is in a state 

of £iuz* 

peculation that  the po1v(a) seqen.eg were a prerequisite for 

translation scesed u LAely in view of the Luot histone mPJ&e apur.nt11y 

do not contain pay(4t) sequences (e.d.inik  wid  1irneil, 1972). Direct 

evidence has now been obtained to show that poly(A) seaenes are not 

obliat cry for the successful translation of mouse Slabin mRi 

(Williamson et at. 1974) nor rabbit 4abin a 	(ippsl st ui. 1974)0 

Dsadenylated &M prepared kW incubation of pol.ysoeal mouse iobin a?F 

with the exonuclease polynuc.1..otids pflo.phorylaas macts giobin at only 

44 of the control l..l, in a kebs uacites cell-free systom, This 

reduced efilcienoy my merei.y reflect the presence of oontinatin 

endonuoleases degrading other regions of the molecule s  Wben rabbit 

j uridiaed with p&..y(dT) and then incubated wita the 

u111iCu 	 U, the deadeWlated áb.M had identical translation 

roporties to the ori4xil de ritod cotrola (3ippol at ul. 1974). 



The deederr].ated globin mR* competed as efficiently as norme]. globin 

ENL against ovalbumin a*Uk in an in vitro protein ynth.sieing qystsimp 

reducing ovalbumin quthesis to a comparable extent. The concept that 

removal of poly(A) sequences from mRNJi results in unchanged translational 

activit*' in supported bV the demonstration of repeated initiation of 

protein qnthesis by deadeir].ated mouse globin eRNA in a rabbit reti-

culoqyte ].yaate Vetem (Humphries it a].. 1974). 

The poly (A) sequences could coxfoeivabiy be involved in the regu-

lation of the lifetime of mIlN& • When the residual activities of globin 

alUlAs were measured in a preincubated Krebs ascitee cell aVxtm,, supple-

mented with reticulote initiation factors a differenc* in comparative 

stabilities of normel and deaderlated maNk activity was observed (Sipp.l 

it a]. 1974).  Intact globin aM appeared more stable showing a delayed 

decay curve of convex shape, whereas the activity of deadezrlated aIIM 

decreased linearly with no period of delay • The poly (A) segments of 

alIMi in sarcoma cells become shorter with age (Mendecki at al. 1972), 

and in Re].a cells this process is independent of protein AVnthesis 

(Sheiness and Darnall, 1973).  Since molecules without poly(A) sequences 

such as historis messengers and bacterial messengers have very short halt 

lives, there has been much speculation that the functional lifetime of 

enkAzyote messengers may be determined tr the rate at which the po11y(A) 

segment is progressively shortened, to leave the sequences behind this 

region susceptible to nuclease attack. Interactions between the a=- 

associated proteins and the poly (A) sequence may then deter'rdne the rate 

at which the poly(A) nccnce is degraded. Strong support for this type 

of contention comes from recent work on the ccmaparitive rates of pro-

cessive phosphorolysis of rabbit globin aRM and aRNP, using a molar 

excess of polynucleotide pbospborylaa. (Soreq at a].. 1974). Using this 
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•nme at 0°C, in the presence of I in NaCL to retard the rate of 

pho.phOrolysi3, the authors could remove the poly(A) sequence, apparently 

without degrading the rest of the molecule. Whilst the rate of 

phosphorolyais of the poly(A) sequence of the globin inRNA was identical 

to that of free poly(A), when the mRN& was contained in a poiy.omai 

ribonucleoprotein complex, the poly(A) sequence was protected from the 

action of the enqs. Whilst theee results suggest that the attachment 

of the m=-associated proteins extends to the 3-a! and of globin iRNA, 

their masking or protective effect could be overcome tr using the enqi. 

at 370C. The region of the iRNA molecule behind the poiy (A) sequence 

appeared to have a stable secondary structure, since nucloside 

dihospbat.e other than ADP wore only slowly liberated tr phosphoro]y.ia. 

The authors also reported that the initial rat, of translation of 

doadexrlated iRNA, in a Krebs ascites cell-free extract, was virtually 

identical to that of intact poly (A) containing iRMA. However at longer 

periods of incubation, the rate of protein qnth.eis had a t.nd.nq to 

level off more quickly with the poly(A) free iRMA than with intact iRMA. 

The presence of the poly (A) sequence in the iRNA molecule is not necess-

ary for its translation but its removal appears to shorten the time 

period during which the iRMA can cods for protein qrithe sic in the coil-

free qystem. These results agree well with those obtained t*'  specifi-

cally removing the poly(A) sequences from rabbit globin iRMA with 

Ribonuclease H (Sippel at al. 1974)  but it should be noted that the 

latter authors were able to compare the stabilities of normal and 

deaderrlated globin iRNAs since their Krebs ascites cell-free oVatem 

was active for several hours, in contrast to 3oreq St al.( 1974) whose 

•jj 4lRr mVstm was only active for about 90 minutes, 

Recently, to overcome the time limitation and the ineff1cioa of 



translation fond in the in vitro cell-free qstema, the translation of 

intact and dsaderrlated mlNA in X.nopus oocrtes has been compared (Hues 

et al. 1974).  (In this Mratem. the translation of intact exogenous ml*i& 

has been shown to proceed for several days with a high degree of 

efficiency (Qurdon et al 1973).)  After about seven hours of mourn. 

bation the rate of haamoglobin iVnthesis in oo'tea injected with intact 

g].obin mRN& was equivalent to that of endogenous protein ynth.ais (Hues 

et a].. 1974). After twenty hours of incubation it represented 142%  of 

endogenous protein aynthesis. At the end of the experimental period 

(48 hours) the intact globin maxa was still being efficiently translated.  

In contrast the poly(A) free mRNA showed a decrease in the rate of 

translation compared to that of endogenous messengers. By twenty hours 

of incubation the rate of basmoglobin yntbeais was only 24% of that of 

endogenous protein iVnthesis. The authors estimated that the functionsl 

half We of poly(A) free aRNL in the Xenopua ooqytea is only from 5-10 

hours though intact globin mH1I? has a much higher half life in the ooaytee 

than in the reticulotee. Again these results indicate that the presence 

of the po]y(A) sequence stabilises the mRNL molecule during translation. 

One other possible interpretation is that the re'oling of poly(A) 

free mRNA on the riboaoms is simply less efficient that that of authentic 

aRNA. If the messenger associated proteins and the poly(A) sequence are 

involved in the recycling of mRNtt on the ribosomes, then their removal 

would lead to an eventual blockage of the translation process. (Sor.q 

et *1. 1974,  Huss St a].. 1974). This is not necessarily an exclusive 

interpretation since it is possible that the factor, if axr, responsible 

for re'cling of the aRNA on ribosomes could also prevent aRNA degradation, 

obviously a=,-associated proteins are ideal candidates for this dual role. 

However this role in translation seems l.is likely in view of the demon.. 
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stration that even d.adexylated aRNA pxo,rwwaea repeated initiation of 

protein gynthesis in an in vitro cell-free aystem (Hu*ries at al. 1974). 

On bali.ne, theee results indicate that the poly(A) sequences play 

a regulatory role in messenger stability rather than messenger translation. 

This postulation is questioned, however, by a surprising devolopenent in 

this field Of volt;  which indicates that messengers entirely lacking in 

poly(A) sequences co-exist with poly(A) containing messenger.. Thus more 

than 40% of the non..histone aiWi species in blastula stage sea urchin 

embryo.s lack p017(A) sequences (Nemsr at s]. 1974).  A comparatively 

high proportion (30%)  of non.-aderlated mRNAs can also be found in Hela 

cells (Milcarek at *1, 1974).  Furthermore for both the maivmli*n and 

sea urchin cello s, krbridisation studies indicate that the mE(NRs containing 

and lacking poi.y (A) contain different nucleotide sequences, suggesting 

that they represent two genuine populations and that the mIDtAs lacking 

poly(A) are not derived tT partial degradation of poly (A)-containing mRNA. 

The poly(A) free mRNh. in H&.a cells shows the sans decay kinactics as 

poly(A)-containing mIUL( (Milcarek et a]. 1974).  If this work can be 

confirmed with well characterised mRN&e coding for specific products, 

then the question of what function the poly(A) sequences play in aRNA 

molecules will be reopened. It would be interesting to compare the 

stabilitr of naturally ocoorring poly(A) free nEUlA with poly(A) con-

taming aRNA in the ooa,yte ayetem, to redetermine the relationship 

between messenger lifetime and the presence of poly (A) nucleotide 

stretches. 

One suggested function for the poly(A) sequences is that thay may 

interact, through the mediation of the aRNP proteins, with subosilular 

structures, possibly to produce separate poly-.ribo.omal distributions 

of the two maNA populations, those containing poly(A) and those lacking 

a poly(A) sequence. (Nsaer at al. 1974). Strong evidence for this 
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contention conee from the demonstration that, in Hela cello, the SiINILS 

found on polyribosomes associated with membranes contain po1y(A) sequences 

attached directly to the ineuibran (Milcarek and Penman, 1974).  After 

nuclease treatment little RNk other than poly(A) appears to remain on the 

membranes and the authors believe that this direct association of the 

poly(A) sequence with the membranes may be mediated through the mA-

camplexing proteins. Control mixing experiments appear to rule out the 

non-specific sticking of poly(A) sequences to membranes although the 

basis of this special affinity for membranes is unknown. 

If eRNAs can be sequestered and attached to discrete classes of 

membrane bound polyriboaomee lr virtue of their poly(A) sequences and 

associated proteins, then the recent demonstration that rat liver RNAae 

activity is not distributed equally amongst different polyriboscmal 

populations (Arora and Robert, 1974)  may be of considerable significance 

in arW speculation on the nature of differential messenger stability 

within the same cell. Thus it seems reasonable to postulate that the 

final arbiter of messenger stability may be the local RNAase activity 

and that the distribution of messengers to various po]yribosomel 

populations may be mediated through the poly(A) sequence and its 

associated proteins. It would appear profitable to compare quantita- 

tively and qualitatively those proteins associated with poly-A containing 

aRNA with those complexing with poly (A) free messenger. Are mRIVe found 

aseocintod with membrane bound po1rriboeoczes complexed with an identical 

set of proteins to those mRNAs found on free poLyriboeones? 

Other recent evidence shows several general lines of research 

converging, particularly on such intriguing questions as the relationship 

between miNA turnover and poly (A) shortening, and poly (A)-m.-MP complexes. 

Thus pulse chase studies,, in addition to those described in the Introduction, 

have confirmed that cultured cell lines have major poly(A)-containing species 
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of mNA that decay exponentially with a half-life of msxr hours (Murpr 

and Attardi, 1973,  Cowan and 4iletein, 1974).  However a newly developed 

technique that involves pulse-labelling with guanos in. detected maNA of 

shorter half-life than that found with the more conventional uridine 

pulse chase techniques (Puckett at a],, 1975). Using this technique, 

Sheiness at a]., (1975) found that when HeLa cells were making protein 

normally, some 38% of poly(A) containing mNA turned over within 2 hours 

of chase with unlabelled guanoino and actinosroin (5 mg/ml). In the 

presence of emetine, which inhibits protein synthesis by blocking 

ribosomal movement, the decay of mkNA was only half as fast. Furthermore 

this drug substantially dl-mInehad the poly(A) shortening process. Thus 

both the apparent turnover and shortening of poly(A) Lengths are 

retarded by slowing protein synthesis. The authors results indicate also 

that after Long term labelling conditions a high proportion of molecules 

contain short poly(A) strands of lees than 50 nucleotides, from an 

original stretch of poly(A) of about 200 nucleotides. As described in the 

Introduction, the bulk of recent work indicates that aRNA decays 

exponentially, i.e. messengers of all ages are equally likely to be lost. 

"oLeculee of all ajes are replaced only by new messengers (with long 

poly(A) stretches), Sheineas et a]., 1975. The authors aiggeet that random 

endonucLeoytio cloarage of poly(A) is the most likely method of 

accumulating short poly (A) segments rather than a variable exonucleolytio 

clearago which slows down as the segment. shorten. Such a model can 

explain the random nature of mitNA docy, if endonuceoLytic attack leads to 

scission of poly(A) to a size below which the 	is not stable. 

It has also been reported that siNP proteins can bind 1et-ttNA 

(initiator tiNA) (Helleran and Shafrita, 1975). Some of the smaller 

polypeptidea of reticulorte aENPe appear to be components of a specific 

eukaxrotic initiator factor, the soluble 4et..tRNA f  binding protein. 
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Like this factor, &WPs also bind poly(A) sequence.. Po]j(A) is bound 

to a much greater extent than poly(U) or poly(C) but other poly(A) 

binding proteins isolated from the cytoplasm do not bind initiator tWA. 

(As pointed out above, si*IP proteins have been consistently implicated in 

the very early events of eukaryotio initiation, although no s2eciic 

function has yet been described). The authors also report that super-

natant eRN?s show the ability to bind Sst.tRNA 1 . The ability of the 

&JIP proteins to also bind poly(A) eugjeats that this sequence eq act as 

a recognition site for protein binding onto the a1lA. Rigorous size 

constraints likely on such specific protein, as initiation f*ctors say, 

in part, explain the similarity of patterns of aIRNP proteins revealed 

SD-polyaozyla*id. electrophoresis. Isosleotria focusing, which measures 

the overall charge ratio of po]ypsptidss, revealed differences in chick 

lens and rabbit retioulorte aHNP patterns (Chapter 13). Irwsatigztions 

are continuing in this iaborator7 to determine whether this is a species 

or tissue difference. However proteins bound to nuclear heterogeneous 

NA, appear to be such more complex than mRNP proteins, and specie... 

species differences have been found (?.doracm, 1974). 

Note: It should be possible technically to evaluate directly the 

relationship of poly(A) shortening to mtflA in the lens iWatest. The 

isolation at a specific age, of the stable ax. unstable sRlA should be 

possible using the immunological technique of Clayton and Truman (1970 ). 

Suitable candidates appear to be alpa-2 m3NA (stable) and delta-5 

(unstable).. see Chapter 14. Exact sizing of the aZAs and estimation of 

poly(A) Lengths using the techniques described in Sheiness et *1., (1975) 

should indicate vh thor wiNA stability is related to the shortening of 

poly(A) squences or not. (The comparative data obtained in Chapter 14 

assumes that a' effect actinoircin has on aspects of protein qnth.ei., 

such as initiation events (singer and Penman 1973;  Craig, 1973)  apply to 

all sWA., rather than affecting mtM-specitic factors. This is a such 

Lees likely possibility but me that must be borne in mind). 
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